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Foreword

It is a privilege to be asked to write a foreword the expectations of those they serve. The nature
to a report that deserves to be widely wel- of these boundaries varies country by country
comed. With this report the World Bank and, crucially, changes through time. That is

Group has put corporate governance firmly onto why, as the report makes clear, there can be no
the world stage. Earlier initiatives in this field have single, generally applicable corporate gover-
in the main been nationally inspired, although nance model. We can, however, all learn from
a degree of convergence of governance stan- each other, anid the World Bank Group has set
dards is already under way through the influenice out the mechanism for just such an exchange of
of the Organisationi for Economic Co-operation experience.
and Development and interniationial investors. The report recognizes the complexity of the
This report is the outcome of a close working very concept of corporate governanice and there-
partnership between the public and private sec- fore focuses on the principles on which it is
tors. It builds on what has gone before but broad- based. These principles-such as transparency,
ens its scope. For the first time we IIow have a accountability, fairness, and responsibility-are
framework that encompasses the widely differing universal in their application. The way they are
regimes-political, economic, and social-within put into practice has to be determined by those
which corporations carry on their activities with responsibility for implementing them. What
around the world. is needed is a combination of statutory regula-

The way corporations order their affairs, tion and self-regulation. The mix will vary around
whatever their ownership structure, varies even the world, but nowhere can statutory regulation
within a single jurisdiction. Corporationis, alonie promote effective governance. The
whether they be family firms, the dominant form strolngel- the partnership between the public
of economic organization, or state enterprises, and private sectors, the more soundly based will
work within boundaries set by law, by regula- be their governanice structures. Equally, as the
tions, by those who own and fund them, and by report emphasizes, governance initiatives win
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most support when driven from the bottom The aim is to align as nearly as possible the
up rather than from the top down. interests of individuals, corporations, and

It could be argued that international society. The incentive to corporations and to
investors and capital markets are bringing those who own and manage them to adopt

about a degree of convergence in governance internationally accepted governance stan-
practices worldwide. But the standards they are dards is that these standards will help them
setting apply primarily to the corporations in to achieve their corporate aims and to attract
which they invest or to which they lend. These investment. The incentive for their adop-
standards set the target, but it is one that is out tionI by states is that these standards will

of reach for the majority of enterprises across strengthen the economy and discourage
the world today. In the past these standards fraud and mismanagement.
might have spread by a gradual process of The foundationi of any structure of cor-

economic osmosis. However, the pace of porate governance is disclosure. Openlness is
change today is such that to leave the raising the basis of public confidenice in the corpo-

of governanice standards to natural forces rate system, and funds will flow to the cen-
might put areas of the world where funds ters of economic activity that inspire trust.
could be put to best use at a competitive dis- This report points the way to the establish-
advantage in attracting them. Adoption of ment of trust and the encouragement of
the report's proposals offers enterprises every- enterprise. It marks an important milestone

where the chance to gain their share of the in the development of corporate governance,
potentially available funds for investment. and I cannot commend it too highly.

Corporate governanice is concerned with
holdinig the balance between economic and
social goals and between individual and com-
munal goals. The governance framework is

there to encourage the efficient use of
resources and equally to require accounta- Sir Adrian Cadbury
bility for the stewardship of those resources. September 1999
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orporate governanice systems have implementation capacity in the government and
evolved over centuries, often in response the private sector. The objective is not to shack-
to corporate failures or systemic crises. le corporations but rather to balance the spirit

The first well-documented failure of governance of enterprise with greater accountability. The
was the South Sea Bubble in the 1 700s, which systematic enforcement of laws and regulations
revolutionized business laws and practices in has created a culture of compliance that has
Englaind. Similarly, much of the securities law in shaped business culture and the management
the United States was put in place following the ethos of firms, spurring them to improve as a
stock market crash of 1929. There has been no means of attracting human and financial
shortage of other crises, such as the secondary resources on the best possible terms. This conI-
bankiing crisis of the 1970s in the United King- tinuous process of change and adaptation has
dom and the U.S. savings and loan debacle of accelerated with the increasing diversity and
the 1980s. In addition to crises the history of cor- complexity of shareholders and stakeholders.
porate governance has also been punctuated Globalization, too, is forcing many companies to
by a series of well-known company failures: the tap into international financial markets and to
Maxwell Group raid on the pension fund of the face greater competition. This has led to restruc-
Mirror Group of newspapers, the collapse of turing and a greater role for mergers and acqui-
the Bank of Credit and Commerce Interina- sitionis and to expanded markets for corporate
tional and Barings Bank. Each crisis or major cor- control.
porate failure-often a result of incompetenice, The developing world has also faced its ownI
fraud, and abuse-was met by new elemenits of corporate governanice challenges. For instance,
an improved system of corporate governanice. in Russia, a substantive share of the profits of an

Through this process of continuous change, oil company was siphoned off by its controlling
developed countries have established a complex shareholder, leaving the company in debt to its
mosaic of laws, regulations, institutionis, and creditors, employees, and the state. In the Czech
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Republic, thousands of small shareholders lost and ways thatwould have been inconceivable even

their investments as "tunneliing" schemes by a decade ago. Increasingly, individual investors,

insiders stripped privatized companies of their funds, banks, and other financial institutions base

assets. The economic crises in East Asia and their decisions not only on a company's outlook,

other regions have demonstrated how macro- but also on its reputation and its governance. It is

economic difficulties can be exacerbated by a sys- this growing need to access financial resources,

temic failure of corporate governance stemming domestic and foreign and to harness the power of

from weak legal and regulatory systems, incon- the private sector for economic and social progress

sistent accounting and auditing standards, poor that has brought corporate governance into promi-

banking practices, thin and unregulated capital nence the world over.

markets, ineffective oversight by corporate boards Sound corporate governance is important

of directors, and little regard for the rights of not only to attract long-term patient foreign cap-

minority shareholders. Unfortunately, the brunt ital, but more especially to broaden and deepen

of the impact has been shouldered by the poor, local capital markets by attracting local

setting back social and economic gains by as investors-individual and institutional. Unlike
much as a generation in some countries. international investors who can diversify their

risk, domestic investors are often captive to the

Why corporate governance matters- system and face greater risks, particularly in an
more than ever environment that is opaque and does not protect

the rights of minority shareholders. As a group,

Increasinigly for developing and transition however, domestic investors frequently constitute

economies, a healthy and competitive corporate a large potential pool of stable long-term
sector is fundamental for sustained and shared resources critical to development. If local capi-
growth-sustained in that it withstands econom- tal markets are to grow, corporate governance

ic shocks, shared in that it delivers benefits to all standards will need to improve to give investors

of society. Slow economic growth remains a major the protection required to encourage them to

cause of poverty in many low-income countries, but provide capital.

the record also shows that a focus on growth alone Many developing and transition economies

is not enough. Poverty persists in part because lack the supporting institutions and human

the benefits of growth are distributed unevenly and resources so critical to sound corporate gover-
because poor governance diminishes growth's nance. The challenge for them is to adapt systems

potential impact on poverty (World Bank 1999a). of corporate governance to their own corporate

Countries are coming to realize that just as pub- structures and implementation capacities, pub-

lic governance (public administration, including lic and private, to create a culture of enforcement
service delivery, regulations, and tax administra- and compliance. They need to do so in a man-
tion) is important in the public sector, so corporate ner that is credible and well understood both

governance is important in the private sector. internally arid across borders-and they need to
Moreover, public governance can have a major do it far more quickly than did developed couII-

impact (positive or negative, depending oII its tries before them. Because effective corporate gov-

quality and effectiveness) on private corporate ernance can promote enterprise and ensure
behavior. Countries also realize that good gover- accountability, it is an essential foundation of the
nanice of corporations is a source of competitive global financial architecture and central to the

advantage and critical to economic and social World Bank Group's mission to fight poverty.

progress. With globalizationi, firms must tap domes- Corporate governance has only recently
tic and international capital markets in quantities emerged as a discipline in its own right, although

2 Corporate Governance: A Framework for Implementation



the strands of political economy it embraces Lack of meaningful protection for capital
stretch back through centuries. The importance providers makes it harder for firms to get financ-
of the subject is widely recognized, but the ter- ing on favorable terms.
minology and analytical tools are still emerging. Just what constitutes corporate governance
The burgeoning literature on corporate gover- is still a topic of debate. From a corporation's per-
nance has largely neglected developing and tran- spective, the emerging consensus is that corpo-
sition economies. This report develops a rate governance is about maximizing value
framework for corporate governance reform subject to meeting the corporation's finanicial and
based largely on the operational experience of other legal and contractual obligations. This
the World Bank Group and practitioners in the inclusive definition stresses the need for boards
field. This framework is used to identify the of directors to balance the interests of share-
major elements and processes of reform required holders with those of other stakeholders-
in emerging market economies and the contri- employees, customers, suppliers, investors,
bution that the World Bank Group, together communities-in order to achieve long-term
with its partners, can make to the objective of pro- sustained value for the corporation.
moting enterprise and accountability. From a public policy perspective, corporate

governanice is about nurturing entcrprises while
Balancing divergent interests ensuring accountability in the exercise of power

anid patronage by firms. The role of public pol-
What makes corporate governance necessary? icy is to provide firms with the incentives and dis-
Put simply, the interests of those who have effec- cipline to minimize the divergence between
tive control over a firm can differ from the inter- private and social returns and to protect the
ests of those who supply the firm with external interests of stakeholders.
finanace. The problem, commonly referred to
as a principal-agent problem, grows out of the A corporate governance framework:
separation of ownership and control and of cor- the internal and external architecture
porate outsiders and insiders. In the absence of
the protections that good governance supplies, These two definitions-from public and private
asymmetries of information and difficulties of perspectives-provide a framework for corporate
monitoring mean that capital providers who lack governance (shown in figure 1) that reflects an
control over the corporation will find it risky interplay between internal incentives (which
and costly to protect themselves from the oppor- define the relationships among the key players
tunistic behavior of managers or controlling in the corporation) and external forces (notably
shareholders. policy, legal, regulatory, and market) that togeth-

Without meaningful protection for external er govern the behavior and performance of the
capital providers, those who control the corpo- firm.
ration can use their position to misappropriate
economic benefits, often at the expense of the The internal architecture defines the
long-term performance and value of the enter- relationships among key players in the
prise. Where poor corporate governance is the corporation
norm, the problem extends beyond underper- In its narrowest sense, corporate governance
formance in the corporate sector to greater vul- can be viewed as a set of arrangements internal
nerability of the financial system, since it is to the corporation that defines the relationships
difficult for local capital providers (banks and between managers and shareholders. The share-
institutional investors) to avoid governance risks. holders may be public or private, concentrated

Overview 3



Internal External

Shreoler Private Regulatory
lShareholders l_ __ __ __ __ _

+ 9 | Stakeholders | / Standards
/1 1 * Accounting

Board of Directors Auditing
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -Other

Appoints l Reputational agents' * Laws and regulations
Reports and * Accountants t

to monitors Lawyers I Financial sector

|4 + * Credit rating I Debt

Management Investment bankers I Equity
Financial media I

liI < *Investment advisors E Markets
Operates N I Research Competitive factor

Corporate and product markets

* governance Foreign direct

analysts U investment
C orQ fntions ~ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Corporate control

Reputationat agenrs refer to the private sector agents, self-regulating bodies, the media, and civic soc ety that reduce informat on asymmetry, Improve the monitoring of
firms, and shed l,ght on opportun,stic behavior
Source: Adapted from Muir and Saba 1995.

or dispersed. These arrangements may be embed- board shifts to the company's creditors; the pri-

ded in company law, securities law, listing require- mary duty of the director is to the company

ments, and the like or negotiated among the rather than to shareholders.

key players in governing documents of the cor- The governarnce problems that need to be

poration, such as the corporate charter, by-laws, addressed vary according to the ownership struc-

and shareholder agreements. ture in the corporate sector. At one end of the

At the center of this system is the board of spectrum is the publicly traded company with

directors. Its overriding responsibility is to ensure widely dispersed shareholdings. There, the chal-

the long-term viability of the firm and to provide lenge is for outside shareholders to control the

oversight of managemenit. In many countries the performance of managers. Since managers dom-

board is responsible for approving the company's inate, the key governlance mechanism is the rules

strategy and major decisions and for hiring, mon- for selecting directors, who need to have enough

itoring, and replacing the management. In some independence to ensure that they will properly

countries the board has fiduciary responsibility monitor managers' performance. At the other

for ensuring compliance with laws and regula- end of the spectrum is the closely held company

tioiis, includinig accounting and financial report- with a controlling shareholder and a minority of

ing requirements. For a going concern the board outside shareholders, where the manager acts at

is answerable to shareholders and in some systems the dictate of the controlling shareholder. There,

to employees and creditors. Its task is to protect the primary governanice issue is how outside

the interests of the company. When the compa- shareholders can prevent the controlling share-

nv runs into financial difficulty, the duty of the holder from extracting excess benefits through

4 Corporate Governance: A Framework for Implementation



self-dealing or disregard the economic rights of Underperforminig enterprises become targets
minority shareholders. Common protections for acquisition by firms or investors who believe
include limits on self-dealing by insiders, anti- that they can create more value by running the
dilution provisions, and appraisal or withdrawal enterprise themselves. Insiders have a powerful
rights for minority shareholders. Where a publicly motive to improve the company's performance
traded corporation is dominated by a controlling in order to retain control. A control market may
shareholder, additional governance mechanisms also redress some of the imbalance of power
may include voting rights, provision for outsider between insiders and outsiders. If the market is
representation on the board, and takeover rules orderly and transparent, a contest for control
limiting the "control premium" that insiders can often produces greater economic benefits for
appropriate. outside investors and creditors (at least in the

short run) than if insiders had continued to
External rules provide a level playing field and operate an underperforming enterprise with-
keep players in line out challenge.
These internal mechanisms for corporate gov-
ernance are strengthened by external laws, rules, ... A WELL REGULATED BANKING SYSTEM THAT OPERATES

and institutions that provide a level, competitive AT ARM'S LENGTH FROM THE CORPORATE SECTOR ...
playing field and discipline the behavior of insid- Competition for credit can produce better insid-
ers, whether managers or shareholders. In devel- er behavior as banks demand greater and more
oped market economies these policies and accurate information and better compliance
institutions minimize the divergence between with contracts. This ability to discipline insider
social and private returns and reduce costly behavior is greatly restricted, however, if the
agency problems, primarily through greater business environment has few creditor protec-
transparency, compliance mechanisms, and mon- tions, weak contract enforcement, or unworkable
itoring by regulatory and self-regulatory bodies. bankruptcy laws. If the banking system and cor-
Notable among the institutions that discipline porate sector are closely interlinked, corporate
corporations are the legal framework for com- insiders may fail to share value with their credi-
petition policy, the legal machinery for enforc- tors (and governments). If corporate insiders
ing shareholders' rights, systems for accounting are, in addition, insiders of the banks, they may
and auditing, a well-regulated financial system, appropriate bank resources for their own pur-
the bankruptcy system, and the market for cor- poses. It has become increasingly clear in recent
porate control. years that for corporate governance to be effec-

tive, the banking system (both banks and their
FIRMS ARE DISCIPLINED BY CONTESTIBLE MARKETS regulators) also needs good governance. This is
... The broader business environment creates especially important in many developing coun-
compelling incentives for insiders to enhance the tries where banks provide most of corporate
value of the enterprise. Competition and trade financing. It means that an effective governance
policies that ensure contestible markets reduce system must include consideration of the role and
rent-seeking behavior. Together with policies responsibility of all capital providers.
that encourage foreign direct investment, com-
petitive markets force insiders to improve cor- . . AND TRANSPARENT, EMICIENT, AND LIQUID EQUI-

porate performance or risk bankruptcy or TY AND BOND MARKETS. Efficient securities mar-
takeover. The discipline from competition is kets send price signals rapidly, rewarding or
likely to be felt earlier and more sharply if there penalizing insiders through changes in the value
is an effective market for corporate control. of their interests in the company or in the com-
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pany s access to capital. The system of rewards market structures, legal systems, traditions, reg-

and penalties is severely diluted, however, if mar- ulations, and cultural and societal values. The sys-

kets are not transparent, investments are costly tems may vary by country and sector and even

to exit, or, in the case of institutional investors, for the same corporation over time. But they

if the investors themselves are poorly governed. affect the agility, efficiency, and profitability of

all corporations-private, publicly held, and

FiRms' PERFORMANCE IS MONITORED AND SPURRED BY state-owned. Among the most prominenit sys-

REPUTATIONAL AGENTS AND ACTIVIST SHAREHOLDERS. tems of corporate governance in developed

Developed markets increasingly feature a dense countries are the U.S. and U.K. models, which

network of reputational agents who significant- focus on dispersed controls, and the German and

ly reduce monitoring costs.' They include Japanese models, which reflect a more concen-

accounting and auditing professionals, lawyers, trated ownership structure. Recently, many coun-

investment bankers and analysts, credit rating tries and firms have updated their systems of

agencies, consumer activists, environmentalists, corporate governance to reflect a broader and

and media. Keeping an eye on corporate per- more inclusive concept of corporate responsi-

formance and insider behavior, these reputa- bility that includes stakeholders, as reflected in

tional agents can exert pressure on companies the King Report for South Africa, the Com-

to disclose relevant information, improve human monwealth Association for Corporate Gover-

capital, recognize the interests of outsiders, and nance principles, and others.

otherwise behave as good corporate citizens.

Some can also put pressure on government ... but globalization is bringing harmonization
through their influence over public opinion. Despite the diversity of corporate governance

Investors and activist shareholders have also systems, the globalization of markets is produc-

championed governance reforms. Particularly in ing a degree of convergence in actual operations

the United States but increasingly in other devel- and governance practices. Countries and firms

oped market economies, they have worked active- compete on the price and quality of their goods

ly to ensure that managers and boards act in and services (which has led to a convergence of

the interest of shareholders. Although these cost structures and firm organization that in turn

active institutional investors do not typically take has spilled over into firm behavior and deci-

a controlling ownership stake, their visibility and sionmaking). They compete for financial

influence in capital markets give them a leverage resources in global capital markets. Increasingly,

that few corporations can afford to disregard. they also compete on their regimes for corporate

Venture capital firms too play a monitoring role governance. These global market pressures are

in the governance of startup firms, particularly providing the impetus for private corporations to

in knowledge-based industries. They have the harmonize corporate governance practices-to

expertise, resources, and responsibility to under- reduce risk to investors and hold down the cost

take intensive monitoring and overcome the of capital to corporations.

information disadvantage that other investors

may face. UNIFORM STANDARDS ARE GAINING CURRENCY. Simi-

larly, governments, which retain priority in pro-

There is no single model of corporate tecting savers, investors, suppliers, and the

governance ... broader interests of the economy, are increasingly

These internal and external features have come requiring that corporations operate in a fair,

together in different ways to create a range of cor- transparent, and accountable manner. Numer-

porate governance systems that reflect specific ous public and private bodies have responded by

6 Corporate Governance: A Framework for Implementation



establishing standards and norms related to be efficient and transparent, and share-
important aspects of corporate governance. holders should consider the costs and ben-
Among them are the Internationial Accountinig efits of exercising their voting rights.
Standards Committee, the Bank for Interna- * Equitable treatment of shareholders, espe-
tional Settlements (BIS, for banking supervision cially minority and foreign shareholders, with
and prudential regulation), the International full disclosure of material information and
Organization of Securities Commissions, the prohibition of abusive self-dealing and insid-
World Trade Organization, and the Interna- er trading. All shareholders of the same class
tional Labour Organization. should be treated equally. Members of the

board and managers should be required to
AND AGREEMENT ON BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR CORPO- disclose any material interests in transactionis.
RATE GOVERNANCE IS SPREADING. Through a con- * Recognition of the role of stakeholders in
sultative process involving OECD members and corporate governance, as established by law.
observers, the private sector, international The corporate governance framework should
organizations, and a range of stakeholders, the encourage active cooperation between cor-
OECD has distilled from diverse national prac- porations and stakeholders in creating wealth,
tices a set of Principles of Corporate Gover- jobs, and financially sound enterprises.
nanice. The principles deal mainly with internal * Timely and accurate disclosure and trans-
mechanisms for directing the relationships of parency on all matters material to company
managers, directors, shareholders, and other performance, ownership, and governance
stakeholders. They are also intended primari- and relating to other issues such as employ-
ly for listed companies that function within an ees and stakeholders. Financial information
effective legal and regulatory envir-onment with should be independently audited and pre-
adequate competition. pared to high standards of quality.

The preamble to the principles states that they * The responsibilities of the board for the
are nonbinding and do not aim at detailed pre- strategic guidance of the company, the effec-

scriptions for national legislation. They can be tive monitoring of managemenit, and account-
used by policy makers, as they examine and devel- ability to the company and shareholders.
op their legal and regulatory frameworks for cor-
porate governance that reflect their own economic, What it takes to succeed: a mix of regulatory
social, legal and cultural circumstances and by and private voluntary actions
market participants as they develop their own The OECD principles draw on a report prepared
practices." by the Business Sector Advisory Group that empha-

The OECD recognizes these broad principles sizes that good corporate governance can best
as a starting point for debate and considerationj be achieved through a combination of regulato-
by governments seeking to raise standards of ry and voluntary private actions. On the regula-
corporate governance. In brief, the principles tory side the report noted that governmenit
cover: interventions on corporate governance are most
* The rights of shareholders (and others) to effective when consistently and expeditiously

receive relevant information about the com- enforced and when focused on ensuring fairness,
pany in a timely manner, to have the oppor- transparency, accountability, and responsibility.
tunity to participate in decisions concerning It stresses that regulatory measures, though nec-
fundamental corporate changes, and to share essary, are not sufficient to raise standards. Indeed,
in the profits of the corporation, among oth- the strengthening of corporate governance stan-
ers. Markets for corporate control should dards has been advanced by many corporate lead-
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ers who recognize that prospering in the long active oversight by reputational agents, and ade-
term requires balancing business objectives with quate institutional and professional infrastructure.
society's concerns. The environment is different in many emerg-

These companies have gone far beyond the ing market economies. The widely held publicly
strictures of law by adopting voluntary measures traded firms that constitute a significant part of
that improve the quality of disclosure, ensure that the corporate sector in many developed countries
directors discharge their fiduciary responsibili- are rare in emerging market economies. A more
ties, and increase the commitment of managers common pattern is dominance by public sector
to running companies transparently to maxi- companies or closely held family-owned and
mize value but with due regard for stakeholders' -managed conglomerates with complex share-
interests. The evidence increasingly suggests that holdings. This concentrated pattern of ownership
such behavior enhances the reputation and value allows insiders to have tight control of the firm,
of companies. That recognition has spurred the but it also opens up opportunities for expropri-
voluntary adoption of good governance prac- ation of outside shareholders and other providers
tices by firms that now find it necessary to abide of capital.
by global rules set by global markets. Transition economies face a different problem.

Much of their corporate sector consists of "instant
The challenge of corporate governance in corporations" created through mass privatization
emerging markets is daunting programs implemented without the legal and insti-

tutional structures necessary to operate in a com-
In advanced market economies the rich and petitive market economy. With diffuse ownership,
complex governance system (of policy, laws, reg- this has sometimes allowed insiders to strip assets
ulations, public institutions, self-regulated pro- and leave little value for minority shareholders. In
fessional bodies, and managerial ethos) has both systems there is a need to build institutions
evolved over centuries. In emerging markets, and professional capacity.
however, many elements of this mosaic are absent These corporate structures complicate the
or countries are ill-equipped to address the cor- problems associated with asymmetries of infor-
porate governance challenges they face. These mation, imperfect monitoring, and opportunistic
challenges are all the more daunting because of behavior and make corporate governance reform
the complexity of the ownership structure in more complex.
the corporate sector, interlocking relationships
between government and the financial sector, Less competitive markets and weaker
weak legal and judicial systems, absent or under- institutions make the solutions more difficult
developed institutions, and scarce human In emerging market economies the business
resource capabilities. environment lacks many of the elements need-

ed for a competitive market and a culture of
The range of corporate structures makes the enforcement and compliance. Inadequate com-
problems more complex petition policies entrench large dominant firms,
Ownership patterns across developed, develop- prevent new entry, and discourage entrepre-
ing, and transition economies are extremely var- neurship. Change in corporate control is often
ied. Among successful developed economies, subject to ambiguous laws with uncertain imple-
both dispersed and concentrated shareholdings mentation, giving management considerable lat-
have provided an efficient base for growth and itude to delay or derail any takeover attempt.
capital accumulation as long as there has been a There are significant differences in legal and
well functioning legal and regulatory framework, regulatory systems and traditions across devel-
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oping and transition economies, but disclosure for sound corporate governance in either the real
requirements and legal protections for share- or the financial sector.
holders are seldom up to international stan-
dards. Outdated contract and bankruptcy laws Some countries have made major strides by
impede efficient operation and orderly exit, and focusing on the "basics" . ..
judicial systems are poorly equipped to offer the Though reform is difficult, many countries have
speed and predictability required in today's glob- taken some of the necessary steps and a few have
al market. Even where legal and regulatory taken most of them, improving their institutions
frameworks have been updated, enforcemenit and human resources. Those that have stayed the
remains uneven and sometimes selective, reflect- course have seen impressive gains in corporate
ing a critical shortage of skills and sometimes a governance and economic performance. But
misuse of official power. even in this group, reform has been a long,

Often the state has a heavy presence in both uneven, and sometimes fragile process of suc-
the real and financial sectors. It directs credit to cesses and reversals. And some important insti-
privileged firms on subsidized terms through a tutions are just beginning to emerge, such as
poorly regulated banking system that conducts reputational agents and active shareholders.
little credit analysis and seldom monitors or dis- Reforms have proved most effective when
ciplines large borrowers effectively. In many they have focused on fundamentals and have
countries private conglomerates are formed combined a complementary mixture of laws con-
around banks, which then dominate both real sistently enforced and incentives for firms to
and financial sectors. These alliances, and the take voluntary actions. They have emphasized a
absence of arm's length transactions within them, comprehensive strengthening of external sources
have led to excessive concentration of ownership, of discipline and internal incentives to improve
overreliance on debt financing, high leverag- corporate governance, especially by making cor-
ing, and in many cases investments in marginal porate boards more effective and competent to
or speculative projects. exercise their duties of oversight and control

These practices have also undermined the over management. They have typically involved
development of securities markets. Typically, these elements:
trading volumes and liquidity are low, and secu- * Establishing competitive markets by remov-
rities markets are dominated by a few large firms. ing barriers to entry, enacting competition
There are almost no long-term debt instruments. laws, establishing fair trade priorities, and
Institutional investors are few and not yet strong removing restrictions on foreign direct
enough to insist on fairness, efficiency, and trans- investments, particularly in low-income tran-
parency. Their investments in emerging mar- sition economies, where foreign investors
kets generally represent only a small part of a can take on the role of strategic investors.
diversified portfolio, and because of opaque * Requiring transparency, notably through the
rules even the bigger institutional investors gen- timely disclosure of material information
erally lack the confidence or incentives to assert about the financial and nonfinancial opera-
their influence as shareholders. They often vote tions of the corporation.
with their feet instead ofvoting their proxies, con- * Enforcing financial discipline by severing
tributing to the volatility in global capital flows the links between government, banks, and
that has hurt many developing and transition corporations; restricting directed and con-
economies. These conditions have also imped- nected lending; restructuring banks and
ed the development of local pension and mutu- allowing private ownership of banks by rep-
al funds. This environment offers little incentive utable local and foreign strategic partners
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(to bring much-needed financial, manage- Depository Receipts and Global Depository
rial, and technical capabilities to restructure Receipts or to list on large foreign stock
the corporate sector); strengthening pru- exchanges, where financial disclosure require-
dential regulation and supervision; and ments are generally higher than on local
improving enforcement of contracts to sup- exchanges. This has raised the capacity of firms
pliers and creditors. These measures should in an important segment of the local market to
lead to less reliance on banking systems for meet higher disclosure and reporting standards.
corporate financing and provide greater Although some corporations still offer lower stan-
incentives for raising capital on equity and dards of reporting to domestic investors, they
corporate debt markets. are gradually raising the benchmark for locally

* Fostering growth of well-regulated and liquid listed companies. Listing on external exchanges
securities markets by developing the infra- has also subjected firms to the scrutiny of foreign
structure required for efficient capital mar- institutional investors, investment banks, credit
kets, protecting minority shareholders, rating agencies, and other reputational agents that
allowing open-ended mutual funds, enlarg- follow the performance of listed firms. Drawing
ing the volume of equity through privatiza- on foreign sources of discipline may initially pro-
tions of state enterprises in financial and voke local resistance, but it can help the econo-
real sectors (particularly infrastructure firms), my integrate with world markets, prepare firms
reforming the social security system, and for global competition, and serve the interests of
allowing private firms to manage properly both domestic and foreign investors. These ben-
regulated pension funds. efits can more than compensate for any short-

* Updating and strengthening the legal,judi- term loss of liquidity in local markets.
cial, and tax systems to ensure clarity and
effective enforcement. ... but they face resistance from powerful

* Building capacity by upgrading capabilities interest groups
and preparing the next generation of pro- Reform of corporate governance systems is polit-
fessionals (accountants, regulators, bankers, ically difficult. Vested interests within firms gen-
company directors). erally oppose greater transparency and disclosure
OII the internal side, the focus of the reform of both financial and nonfinancial information,

is to make corporate boards more effective and arguing that the requirements are costly to com-
competent to exercise their duties of oversight ply with and put them at a disadvantage relative
and control over management. to local or foreign competitors. These immedi-

For these measures to work effectively, coun- ate drawbacks, they claim, outweigh the poten-
tries need to develop the necessary institutions tial longer-term benefits of higher share values
and build human capacity. This takes years. While and lower financing costs that can come with
institutional and capacity building are essential greater transparency. Worried about diluting
tasks, countries no longer have the luxury of their privileged positioni in the company's deci-
waiting until these measures come to fruition. In sionmaking, insiders often oppose such sub-
the short term countries have "borrowed" or stantive corporate governance requirements as
drawn on the discipline imposed by global mar- one-share one-vote, cumulative voting, public
kets, such as global investors, regulations, and rep- tender offers, and independent directors. Giving
utational agents. greater power to minority shareholders is often

Many countries have allowed privatized infra- opposed on the grounds that it could lead to for-
structure firms (often accounting for 50-75 per- eign control of local firms, ignoring the benefits
cent of market capitalization) to issue American that could bring. Large firms tend to have con-
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siderable political influence and access to the Effecting this change of culture will require
public media, opening the door for bribery and a combination of regulatory reform and volun-
corruption. In developing countries and transi- tary private action in a sustained process of con-
tion economies regulators or supervisors rarely sensus and capacity building involving all the
have the political, human, and financial resources players. Each country will have to find its own for-
to prevail against the determined opposition of mula by assessing its strengths and weaknesses,
these vested interests. setting priorities and sequencing reforms, cre-

Tough disclosure requirements and substan- ating strong institutions, and developing the
tive changes in corporate governance are some- necessary human capital. The winning formula
times also opposed by members of exchanges has to be adapted to the corporate structure
(brokers, dealers, banks), who fear a loss of revenue and to the implementation capacity in the pri-
if the measures discourage firms from listing. The vate and public sectors. It has to provide both the
threatened loss of privileged access to information incentives and the discipline for the private sec-
can also provoke resistance to reform, particular- tor to adopt and consistently practice sound
ly in smaller economies where ownership and con- principles of corporate governance. It also needs
trol of industrial companies may overlap. to encourage a broadening and deepening of

With such opposition, it is not surprising local ownership that will enable firms to compete
that corporate governance reforms (in devel- more effectively in world markets-often by
oped countries as well as developing and tran- adhering to best practices and rules set by glob-
sition economies) have often been driven by al markets.
major economic crises or serious corporate fail- For countries where companies obtain financ-
ure. The recent financial crisis in East Asia ing mainly through the banking system, reforms
prompted countries to take major steps to center on restructuring and privatizing banks and
strengthen governancc-closing insolvent banks, strengthening prudential and regulatory sys-
strengthening prudential regulation, opening tems. For countries with a large number of list-
the banking sector to foreign investors, revamp- ed companies, the most effective tools have been
ing bankruptcy and takeover rules, tightening list- tightening listing requirements, improving pro-
ing rules, requiring companies to appoint tection of minority shareholders, attracting rep-
external directors, introducing international utational agents, and encouraging companies
accounting and auditing standards, requiring with large financing requirements to list overseas.
conglomerates to prepare consolidated accounts, In all countries these steps have to be comple-
and enacting fair trade laws. mented by measures that minimize rent seeking,

promote transparency and disclosure, and
The solution: ownership with due diligence strengthen the enforcement capacity of the legal
The challenge for developing countries is to system. Given the limited institutional and human
take the next steps toward sound corporate gov- resources base, these policy and regulatory
ernance before another crisis erupts. The impor- changes have to minimize the role of government
tant initial steps already taken will not become in the day-to-day operation of business and focus
fully effective until the supporting institutions and oII a core agenda of reducing economic regu-
implementation capacity evolve and adjust to lation, strengthening prudential rules, and
new monitoring and regulatory needs. The cul- enfor-cing them consistently and relentlessly.
ture of state intervention and policy influence by Corporate governance is not merely about
large conglomerates will have to adapt to a glob- enactinig legislation. It is also about establishing
al environment that puts a large premium on a a climate of trust and confidence through over-
culture of compliance and enforcement. sight. Ethical business behavior and fairness can-
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not simply be legislated into being. Strengthen- porate bond markets, including listing and secu-
ing corporate governance is fundamentally a rities regulations. It has provided hands-on tech-
political process in which the government and nical assistance to transition economies to establish
the private sector have tojoin hands. There will sound systems of corporate governance. Similar-
never be sustained and meaningful public sec- ly, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
tor reform of governance laws and regulations has ensured that its guarantee operations have a
until the private sector understands that sup- high standard of corporate governance.
port of reform creates a level playing field, which
is in its own best interest. And ultimately, for Marshalling support for corporate governance
governance to be fully implemented, the pri- reform
vate sector needs to build on the base of law The Bank Group is scaling up its work on struc-
and regulation with voluntary actions of its own. tural reform in developing countries, and cor-

porate governance is a key element in that
World Bank Group strategy for helping agenda. The Bank Group's and others' objective
countries develop and implement a is to work with partners (multilateral agencies,
comprehensive reform program international organizations, the private sector)

to broaden the debate on corporate governance
The World Bank Group has long been active in beyond OECD countries to developing and tran-
supporting client countries in undertaking dif- sition economies. While the Bank Group will
ficult structural changes requiring reforms of respond to the growing needs of client countries
legal and regulatory structures, the financial to adapt international best practices to their
sector, and enterprises, including privatization of own circumstances and to implement legal and
state-owned enterprises. These programs have regulatory reforms, it will not be in the business
addressed many issues central to corporate gov- of setting standards or creating codes. Rather, it
ernance: creating competitive markets, estab- intends to marshal support nationally, regionally,
lishing regulatory and supervisory capability in and globally for countries' own initiatives. This
banking and capital markets, introducing greater work will be supported by a more concerted
transparency, adopting international account- emphasis on governance by the Bank Group in
ing and auditing standards, and strengthening its ongoing policy, lending, technical assistance,
the competence and independence of boards of and private sector activities.
directors. Because a scarcity of qualified profes- At the national level the Bank and its partners
sionals often poses the most daunting challenge have supported a series of country self-assess-
to effective reform, the Bank has also financed ments that identify strengths and weaknesses in
technical assistance operations in support of corporate governance and help countries estab-
institutional development and capacity build- lish priorities. Complementing these assessments
ing in many areas affecting corporate gover- are investor surveys that identify market percep-
nance, including auditing and accounting tions about the same issues. Together, the two
standards, legal andjudicial systems, financial sec- assessments paint a clearer picture of corporate
tors, and capital markets. governance practices in individual countries, iden-

The International Finance Corporation too tify priority areas and pressure points, and set the
has promoted better corporate governance by stage for a comprehensive reform agenda. The
requiring that the firms in which it invests prac- twin objectives are to strengthen regulatory reform
tice sound corporate governance and by insisting and enforcement while fostering private voluntary
on proper internal controls and reporting. It has actions. This is consistent with the approach of the
been instrumental in developing equity and cor- Bank's Comprehensive Development Framework,
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which emphasizes good corporate governance as begun focusing on corporate governance.
a key factor in development effectiveness. The Although many of these efforts are still small
Comprehensive Development Framework fur- and dispersed, together they account for sub-
ther stresses the importance of the private sector, stantial and diversified international reform
both local and foreign, as a major player in the efforts. If the corporate governance agenda is to
development process. It calls for a participatory be scaled up properly, a major effort is needed
process that involves all the major stakeholders in to distill this expertise and marshal it in a coor-
the design and implementation of a compre- dinated and timely way to support countries'
hensive reform strategy. efforts on both regulatory and voluntary fronts.

At the regional level the Bank has cospon- In a major step in this direction, the World
sored with other multinational agencies (par- Bank Group and the OECD signed a Memo-
ticularly, OECD, Asia Pacific Economic randum of Understanding (see appendix 3.3)
Cooperation, Asian Development Bank, Euro- on June 21, 1999, to sponsor the Global Cor-
pean Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- porate Governance Forum. The forum will bring
ment) and other organizations active in this area together other multilateral development banks,
a series of roundtables for government officials, bilateral and international organizations, the
legislators, regulators, local and foreign firms, IMF, the Commonwealth, Asia Pacific Economic
investors, and rating agencies to help craft a Cooperation, International Accounting Stan-
consensus for reform. dards Committee, International Organization of

On the global level the Bank Group has worked Securities Commissions, and the private sector.
closely with the OECD to broaden the dialogue on It will provide a rapid-response mechanism for
corporate governance beyond OECD countries. coordinating and channeling practical techni-
The OECD Principles of Corporate Governance cal assistance to specific constituents, on a nation-
would be a starting point-but not a reference al, regional, and global basis, to help design
point. The Bank Group has also worked closely with and implement reforms. Above all the forum will
the BIS on banking systems, with the International mobilize local and international public and pri-
Organization of Securities Commissions on har- vate sector expertise and resources to and
monizing listing requirements, and with the Inter- advance corporate governance on a fast track,
national Accounting Standards Committee and the emphasizing dialogue and consensus building.
International Forum for Accounting Develop- The forum will build on what has already
ment on transparency issues. It has supported the been achieved to help countries develop their
World Trade Organization and the International own programs and institutions. To this end, the
Labour Organization on competition policy and forum's activities will include:
labor issues. In the private sector it has engaged * Broadening the dialogue to include per-
the major accounting and auditing firms to ensure spectives from developing and transition
that their affiliates, which carry their name and rep- economies.
utation, adhere to the same international stan- * Supporting countries in carrying out self-
dards and guidelines. assessments and investor surveys on the sta-

tus and practice of corporate governance.
Catalyzing reform through the Global * Building consensus for policy, regulatory,
Corporate Governance Forum and institutional reforms at global, region-
A good part of the knowledge and expertise al, and local levels.
needed to support corporate governance and * Framing corporate governance strategies to
related reforms already exists in the public and take full advantage of the potential for pri-
private sectors. A wide range of organizations has vate sector involvement.
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* Developing the capacity of governments to Time is short. Crises highlight challenges and
design and implement reforms and the offer opportunities for governments and the pri-
capacity of self-regulatory bodies to develop vate sector to change behavior and the rules of the
and execute their own regulations. game. But while reforms are most often initiated

* Strengthening reputational agents. in the wake of crisis, they should not be viewed in
* Sharing knowledge and best practices. the context of a short-term anticrisis package.
* Developing human capacity and building Change will take a concerted effort in building

institutions to sustain and expand corporate consensus and sharing experience, expertise, and
governance practices. resources among all players. Above all, the private

* Addressing corporate governance issues that sector must see that implementing reform is in its
go beyond a specific country. own best interest. Likewise, reform of the public
In implementing this ambitious agenda, the sector is central to an effective partnership.

forum will be advised and supported by a high- Because reforms are likely to yield results only over
level Private Sector Advisory Group. Leaders the medium to long run, sustainabilitv and com-
and captains of industry with established track prehensiveness in design and staying power dur-
records in corporate governance will lend their ing implementation are critical.
names and reputations to efforts to bring key
stakeholders to the table to build a coalition Note
for reform. The forum will also provide a chan-
nel for extensive consultation with important 1. Reputationalagentsreferstotheprivatesectoragents,

stakeholders (labor, organizations active in cor- self-regulating bodies, the media, investment and corporate

porate governance, environmental agencies, governance analysts, and civic society groups that reduce

NGOs, and others) and build on efforts already information asymmetry, improve the monitoring of firms,

begun through roundtables and consultative and shed light on opportunistic behavior. Their actions influ-

groups. ence both companies and governments.
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A Framework for Better
Corporate Governance
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X A that makes corporate governance require assurances that their investments will
-f\/ increasingly important in today's glob- generate reasonable returns and be protected.

TV al market is the demand from grow- Increasingly, they base their investment deci-
ing businesses for external domestic and sions not just on a company's outlook, but also
interinational capital in quantities and ways that on its reputation and governance.9
would have been inconceivablejust a decade ago. While the recent economic and financial
Not too long ago, public sector and multilater- crises in East Asia and elsewhere had a multitude
al sources provided a good part of this financ- of underlying causes, weak corporate governance
ing. Increasingly, the private sector is providing has consistently been seen as a major contribu-
investment resources (table Al 1). 1 But the bulk tor that needs to be addressed to revive investor
of international flows is short term-causing confidence and decrease the impact and likeli-
great volatility-and goes to only a limited num- hood of future shocks. Good corporate gover-
ber of emerging and transition economies. Obvi- nance is not only about its increasing importance
ously, the list has to be broadened. More and to international investors but also about its pro-
more, good corporate governance is becoming tection of domestic investors. Unlike interna-
a crucial factor in attracting long-term "patient" tional investors, who have sophisticated
capital rather than short-term speculative cap- instruments to diversify their overall portfolio
ital. risk, domestic investors are often captive to local

This rise in demand for and supply of pri- markets and risk losing their life's savings when
vate capital is broadening and deepening the transparency is lacking and governance systems
markets for corporate finance and corporate are defective. In an environment that does not
control and is providing investors with a widen- protect minority shareholders' rights, these
ing array of choices. Providers of corporate investors cannot risk investing in corporations
finanice-whether individuals, banks, institu- directly, thus limiting their ability and potential
tional investors, or other financial institutions- to participate in or contribute to their economy's
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development. As a group, however, they repre- costs4 ). It is a function of the separation of own-

sent a large pool of stable, long-term resources ership and control or, more broadly, of the dis-
critical to the development process. But only tinction between corporate insiders (management

with effective corporate governance and pro- or controlling shareholder) and outsiders. 5 With-

tection for providers of finance can companies out governance protections, capital providers

tap domestic resources for their investments and (owners, creditors, or taxpayers) who lack control
provide a safer environment to attract interna- over the corporation will find it risky and costly

tional investors as well. to protect themselves from opportunistic behav-

This chapter develops a framework for imple- ior by managers or controlling shareholders.

menting corporate governance reform. Chapter In a broader sense the need for corporate

2 expands on this framework to discuss specific governance arises when public and private
corporate governance challenges in emerging returns diverge. Unless meaningful protections

markets. And chapter 3 proposes an agenda for are in place for external capital providers, those

action by the World Bank Group and its partners. who control the corporation can use their posi-

tion to misappropriate economic benefits, often
Analytical tools for examining corporate at the expense of the long-term performance and
governance value of the enterprise. Where poor corporate

governance is the norm, the repercussions
The concept of corporate governance, though as extend beyond underperformance in a single
old as the concept of the corporation, has evolved corporation to include the corporate sector and

considerably over time. It has different meanings they extend to greater vulnerability in the finan-

to different people and in different contexts. 3 cial system, since it is hard for local capital
The definition used in this report starts with the providers (banks and institutional investors) to

notion that corporate governance is about ensur- assess risks adequately. Lack of meaningful pro-
ing that the business is run well and that investors tection for capital providers is likely to reduce the

receive a fair return. It is about giving overall availability of finance on favorable terms and

direction to management and ensuring account- affect the overall efficiency of the economy.

ability to shareholders, other external providers Thus this report's definition of corporate

of funds, and stakeholders. Corporate governance governance incorporates the combination of

should not be confused with management, which laws, regulations, procedures, voluntary prac-

is concerned with the day-to-day running of busi- tices, and implicit rules that enable the corpo-

ness (production, procurement, marketing, ration to attract financial and human capital,

finance, personnel). perform efficiently, and maximize long-term

In a proprietary firm the owner-manager's value for shareholders while respecting the inter-

efforts are directed at maximizing the firm's ests of stakeholders and society (box 1.1).6

value because this maximizes the owner-manag-
er's income as well. This relationship becomes Evolution of corporate governance:
complicated when corporations are owned by from crisis response to international
multiple shareholders (principals) but run by cooperation and convergence
managers (agents). The need for corporate gov-

ernance arises from the potential divergence of Corporate history is replete with cases of mana-

interests between those who have control over a gerial opportunism: patronage, insider trading,
firm and those who provide its external financ- extravagant rewards, unwarranted movements of
ing. This divergence can be described as a prin- funds from one company to another, and invest-

cipal-agent problem (commonly known as agency ments in projects well beyond the bounds of
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Box 1.1. Corporate governance from a Box 1.2 Agency chains
private and public policy perspective

In earlier stages of development, economies had
From a corporation's perspective, the emerging much shorter agency chains. The shorter the
consensus is that corporate governance is about agency chain, the easier it is to resolve a corpo-
maximizing value in the long run subject to meet- rate governance problem. A modern market
ing financial and other legal and contractual obli- economy is based on highly developed agency
gations. This broader and more inclusive relationships. In the more stable and developed
definition stresses that achieving long-term sus- market economies, long multistage chains of
tained value to shareholders requires balancing agency relationships have developed (workers
the interests of shareholders and financiers with are agents for managers who are agents for share-
those of other stakeholders-employees, cus- holders such as mutual funds that may provide
tomers, suppliers, investors, and communities. pension funds to workers).

From a public policy perspective, corporate One of the most important ways real
governance is about nurturing enterprises while economies diverge from textbook models is in the
ensuring accountability in the exercise of power problems of asymmetric information, imperfect mon-
and patronage by firms. The central role of pub- itoring, and opportunistic behavior Accordingly,
lic policy is to provide the firm with the incentives some of the most important economic institutions
and discipline to minimize the divergence arise to alleviate agency problems. Among them
between private and social returns and to protect are the legal machinery to enforce shareholder
the interests of stakeholders. rights, liquid stock markets and open-end invest-

ment funds (so investors can "vote with their
feet"), the legal framework for competition pol-

prudence. Another form of abuse involves man- icy, the monitoring system of accounting and
agers so deeply entrenched that they cannot be auditing, and the ethos of managerial profes-
removed even when they are no longer compe- sionalism. These agency institutions need to grow
tent. 7 Still other abuses are committed by con- incrementally over decades-market economies
trolling shareholders at the expense of minority created overnight may collapse in dysfunction.
shareholders. Normally, all these transgressions
are kept within reasonable bounds. But when bad Source: Stiglitz 1999.
management is combined with weak banks,
underregulated capital markets, and poorly
enforced laws for external discipline, the results regulations in Britain. 8 Britain rapidly enacted
can be disastrous: firms, stock markets, banking corporate statutes to protect the public from
systems, and even economies can implode. Such such abuses as the bubble scandal. The main
crises or other visible failures have been the elements are still with us: shareholders' rights to
motive for much of the reform effort in corpo- information and the ability to appoint and
rate governance (box 1.2). remove directors and auditors. Similarly, the

U.S. stock market crash of 1929 prompted the
Corporate governance responses to national development of the main body of securities law
crises and regulation, starting with the Securities Act
One of the earliest governance crises was the of 1933. Throughout, regulators were awakened
bursting of the "South Sea Bubble" of 1720-21, from complacency by full-blown crises and evo-
which dramatically changed business habits and lutions in the market. They responded by filling
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the gaps in regulation that had opened the way In the United States the response to gover-
to a flood of regulatory abuse. nance failure was similar. The most recent round

New concerns about corporate governance of reforms began as a result of takeovers and con-
were provoked by the secondary banking crisis stituency statutes enacted under state law. In the
in the United Kingdom in the 1970s and the late 1980s and early 1990s, as major performance
U.S. savings and loan crisis in the 1980s. Com- problems became evident in many of the largest
mercial banks were well supervised, but in a new corporations, reform began to focus more on the
era of deregulation the thrift industry was not. quality of corporate boards and their inde-

Many savings and loans took excessive risks and pendence. An active group of institutional
became insolvent. The official response was a raft investors began to emerge and grow. Since then,
of regulations and a new office to supervise thrift institutional investors (mostly pension funds)
institutions. A decade later the abuses of the have stepped up their vigilance in exercising

Bank of Credit and Commerce International in their fiduciary duties under the Employee Retire-
the United Kingdom highlighted the problems ment Investment Securities Act (ERISA) of 1974.
of cross-border operations and evasion of bank- With globalization, corporate governance

ing regulations. It spurred efforts for interna- issues in one country increasingly contributed to
tional prudential regulation and supervision of debate in others-countries have learned from
cross-border operations. each others' best and worst practices. Soon, share-

Most of these responses tackled specific holder activists around the world were tackling
regulatory gaps. In the late 1980s financial corporate ethics with vigor. They formed the
scandals leading to the collapse of several Council of Institutional Investors to develop
prominent companies came to light in the strategies for dealing with executive abuses on
United Kingdom. This time there was a strong takeover provisions and pay. The council became
private response alongside the public regula- a driving force in the recent evolution of corpo-
tory response. The corporate sector respond- rate governance. Institutional investors such as
ed to the loss of confidence in financial pension funds and mutual funds have been active
reporting by setting up the Cadbury Commit- as significant minority shareholders in ensuring
tee in 1990 to develop a code of best practice. that managers and boards act in the interests of
But even as the committee sat, the chairman of shareholders and stakeholders. Private investors,
the Maxwell Group raided the pension fund of trade unions, and church groups have also been
the Mirror Group of newspapers to support active in strengthening corporate governance.

other business ventures-all unopposed by Together, they have made protecting shareholder
directors of the firm. This highlighted the rights, particularly the equitable treatment of
importance of governance in financial insti- minority shareholders, a central principle of cor-
tutions, ultimately resulting in the 1995 Pen- porate governance. In developing countries the
sions Act. Soon other committees convened issues were also taken up in a variety of ways,
on a range of corporate governance topics, from the King Report in South Africa to the Con-
culminating in the adoption of a combined federation of Indian Industries Code.
code by the London Stock Exchange in 1998.
The government also initiated a major review International efforts among developed and
of company law. The United Kingdom now has developing countries
a broad mix of laws, regulations, and best-prac- As these changes were taking place in individual
tice codes that provides an innovative and flex- countries, a parallel movement was occurring
ible environment for improving standards of internationally. To lay the foundation for the first
corporate governance. set of international corporate governance stan-
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dards to be discussed and adopted by member new body, the Commonwealth Association for
countries, the Organisation for Economic Co- Corporate Governance, was formed to raise
operation and Development (OECD) formed the standards through institution building and
Business Sector Advisory Group in 1996 and a task capacity development. The crises in East Asia and
force to distill a set of core principles of good cor- elsewhere pushed corporate governance to the
porate governance. The advisory group's report top of the reform agenda. Unlike earlier crises,
(OECD 1998) emphasized that good corporate East Asia's was not a crisis of fiscal profligacy or
governance can best be achieved through a com- balance of payments. It was in large part a cri-
bination of regulatory and voluntary private actions. sis of poorly governed firms making bad invest-

On the regulatory side, it noted that gov- ments that ultimately threatened the stability of
ernment interventions are most effective when the entire global financial system. The response
consistently and expeditiously enforced. They this time cannot be merely to fill regulatory
should focus on: 9 gaps. The response has to be across the board,
* Fairness: protecting shareholder rights and systematic, and over a much shorter period of

ensuring the enforceability of contracts with time. Globalization, increased need for capital,
resource providers. and heightened volatility of markets will not

* Transparency: requiring timely disclosure of allow corporate governance stragglers to sur-
adequate information on corporate financial vive for long.
performance.

* Accountability: clarifying governance roles A framework for corporate governance
and responsibilities and supporting voluntary
efforts to ensure the alignment of manage- There are many perspectives on corporate gov-
rial and shareholder interests, as monitored ernance-its purpose, its definition, and how to
by a board of directors-or in certain nations, bring it about. As an organizing framework, cor-
a board of auditors-with some independent porate governance can be viewed as the dynam-
members. ic interplay of internal and external incentives that

• Responsibility: ensuring corporate compliance affect the performance of all corporations,
with the other laws and regulations that whether private, publicly traded, or state-owned
reflect society's values, including a broad (see figure 1 in the overview). The internal incen-
sensitivity to the objectives of the society in tives are the organizational arrangements with-
which corporations operate. in a corporation that allow owners to direct
The report also stressed that regulations, managers to pursue goals the owners set. The

however well enforced, are not enough to pro- external incentives are the regulatory structures,
mote best practices. Equally important are the voluntary standards, and competitive market
voluntary actions of firms in setting up codes of forces that, while not under the direct control of
conduct and the influence of an array of "repu- owners, exert discipline on the performance of
tational" agents that can pressure firms to com- owners and managers from the outside. The
ply with good governance practices. interplay of internal and external incentives for

While the corporate governance debate was corporate governance varies from country to
evolving in developed countries, it was also gen- country, from sector to sector in the same coun-
erating interest in some developing countries. try, and for the same corporation over time. But
Representatives at the 1998 Commonwealth corporate governance ultimately affects the per-
Heads of Governance Meeting in Ottawa formance of all corporations, whether private,
launched an initiative making governance publicly held, or state-owned-determining their
reform a priority in developing countries. A agility, their efficiency, and their profitability.
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Internal mechanisms for good governance
A well governed corporation needs to balance the Box 1.3. Best practices and key
roles of three groups of players: shareholders responsibilities for boards of directors
(and employees, if they have a governance role),
boards of directors, and managers, while meet- Board best practices generally recommend that:
ing all of its financial commitments and other * Board size should reflect the complexity of
obligations to a broad array of stakeholders. the corporation and the need for effective

Shareholders provide (risk) capital in return decision making; 15 members is the upper

for the opportunity to benefit from profits and limit for board effectiveness in most cases.
increases in corporate value. Shareholders may * Boards should include a significant propor-
have a range of rights and powers under law tion of independent directors who are like-
and regulation that can include the right to elect ly to make objectivejudgments because they
and remove directors and auditors and to appoint have no close ties with management.
and approve or disapprove fundamental changes, * Boards should meet often enough-at least
such as mergers or changes in capital structure. once a quarter-to do their job effectively.
The shareholders' interest is generally in maxi- * Agenda and briefing materials should be sent
mizing the value of the firm's equity and distri- to board members early enough before meet-
butions relative to risk over time. Mechanisms for ings to give members time to prepare.
registering and transferring shares in a corpo- * Board meetings should be used for discussion,
ration protect shareholders' (especially minor- not lengthy management presentations.
ity shareholders') rights, including their rights * There should be some limitations on servic-
to buy, own, sell, and transfer stocks-to vote with es (term limits, limits on other comments) to
their feet, should management or corporate per- help ensure fresh viewpoints and active
formance decline. participation.

The board of directors represents the interests
of shareholders and may have obligations to Key responsibilities:
other stakeholders under various statutory and * Appointing, monitoring, and replacing sen-
voluntary provisions. An independent board of ior management when necessary.
directors, the core internal governance mecha- * Monitoring relationships with shareholders
nism, is the bridge between management and and society.
owners, other stakeholders, and the outside * Ensuring compliance with laws and regula-
world. The board needs to be independent, par- tions and monitoring the integrity of account-
ticularly of management, and its members should ing and financial reporting.
be well-versed in the firm's line of business or in * Approving the company's business plans and
general business areas such as business law, other major decisions. Generally, the board
accounting, marketing, finance, or production. also oversees strategic planning (including
The board should also be of reasonable size, acquisitions and mergers), dividend policy,
and the terms of its directors should be fixed (box and remuneration of senior executives. It
1.3). Making the board more effective is at the may set up separate audit, remuneration,
center of the corporate governance debate. and succession committees to provide spe-

In some countries, such as Germany and the cialized technical advice.
Netherlands, the board may include represen-
tatives of shareholders, creditors, and employees. For more details, see annexes 3 and 4a.
In many countries directors have a fiduciary
relationship to the company that includes duties
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of loyalty and care that require that directors ing according to quality standards of disclo-
avoid self-interest in their decisions and act dili- sure and audit, and with objective auditing
gently and on a fully informed basis. by independent assessors.

Managers report to the board and are respon- * Diligent exercise of the board of directors' responsi-
sibile for day-to-day operations and for imple- bilities to guide corporate strategy, to manage
menting strategy. Their business objectives include the firms' executive functions (such as com-
financial issues and such nonfinancial issues as pensation, business plans, and executive
environmental protection and employee training. employment), to monitor managerial per-
Where the interest of managers, shareholders, or formance and achieve an adequate return
the public diverge, a governance problems arise. for investors, to implement systems for com-

Stakeholders-including workers, banks, cred- plying with applicable laws (tax, labor, com-
itors, suppliers, customers, and communities- petition, environment), to prevent conflicts of
also influence corporations. Stakeholders' interest and to balance competing demands
interests are reflected in a rich variety of formal on the company, and with some independence
and informal provisions such as creditors' rights from managers to consider the interests of all
and insolvency laws, labor policies, consumer stakeholders in the company, treat them fair-
rights legislation, and environmental regulations. ly, and give them access to information.

Based on the tenets of fairness, transparen-
cy, accountability, and responsibility, the OECD Corporate governance models in developed
ad hoc task force of the Business Sector Adviso- countries
ry Group has identified five basic Principles of There is no one-size-fits-all blueprint for corpo-
Corporate Governance. 9 These have also been rate governance. Several models of corporate
distilled by many industrial countries in their governance have evolved that highlight the rel-
regulations or voluntary codes of best practice ative weight given to shareholder value or pro-
on internal corporate governance: tection of stakeholder rights (see annex 4b).
- Protection of shareholder rights to share in com- Most notable are the U.S., U.K., German, and

pany profits, receive information about the Japanese systems (table 1.1 and annex 2).
company, and influence the firm through The U.S. and UK models are often described
shareholder meetings and voting. as based on "outside" control and widespread

* Equitable treatment of shareholders, especially ownership. Shareholder rights are relatively
minority and foreign shareholders, with full dis- secure, and shareholders increasingly include
closure of material information and prohibi- institutional investors such as pension funds.
tion of abusive self-dealing and insider trading. There is one board per company, and directors

* Protection of stakeholder rights as spelled out in are often drawn from outside of corporate man-
contracts and in labor and insolvency laws, agement. Banks play no direct role on boards but
in a framework that allows stakeholder par- are influential in their role as creditors. In the
ticipation in performance-enhancing mech- United States and the United Kingdom, the
anisms, gives stakeholders access to relevant board members' legal duties to the company
company information, and allows effective are delineated by law.
redress for violations of stakeholder rights. The German model relies on a two-tier board

* Timely and accurate disclosure and transparency of directors, one executive and one supervisory,
on all matters material to company per- which includes representatives from labor. This
formance, as essential to market-based mon- is an "insider" model in which shareholders,
itoring of companies, and shareholders' banks, and representatives from labor appoint
ability to exercise voting rights, with account- those who will monitor management.
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Table 1.1. Some differences in corporate governance structures in the United States, United
Kingdom, Germany, and Japan

United States United Kingdom GermanT Japan

Board of One board per One board per Two-tier One board per
directors company company (supervisory and company

executive) with
labor represented
in the supervisory tier

Separation of Strictly separated by No legal separation, Not separated by law; Separated by law;
debt and equity law and practice but much in combined debt- in fact, considerable

practice equity positions exist interlinked debt-
equity positions

Source: Prowse 1998a.

TheJapanese model of one board per compa- are part of the external incentive structure
ny also emphasizes insiders. The board normal- designed to ensure that competing companies

lv includes representatives of management. Such abide by common standards of fairness, trans-

insiders as suppliers, customers, and the "main" parency, accountability, and responsibility to pro-
banks exert informal influence through exten- tect shareholders, consumers, workers, the
sive cross-holdings. environment, and even competitors from abusive

Despite their differences these models oper- practices. A good legal and regulatory frame-
ate in the same basic external environment-that work efficiently addresses the entry, operations,
of a well regulated system-and all have common and exit of firms. Other external elements are
internal elements. Globalization has made it developed by national and international bodies
especially important to harmonize the main on best practices (quality of disclosure, account-
aspects of corporate governance to reduce the ing and auditing standards, labor rules, envi-
risks and transaction costs in international cap- ronmental standards, industrial product
ital markets. Thus, while there may be many standards, listing requirements) and other areas
models and no fixed blueprint, there are com- of practices that are qualitative and evolutionary.
monly agreed elements of a framework for cor- Attempts to incorporate them in law can lead to
porate governance. overregulation and can curb entrepreneurial

spirit. In many countries with extensive laws and
External discipline for good corporate regulations, corporate governance is still poor.
governance In countries that have a good record of corpo-
Internal mechanisms of corporate governance rate governance, companies have gone far
work to check and balance the power of man- beyond the strictures of law.
agers, shareholders, directors, and stakehold-

ers. But while internal incentives are necessary THE DISCIPLINE OF COMPETITIVE FINANCIAL MARKETS.
for efficiency, they are not sufficient for good gov- Both equity and debt markets impose substantial
ernance. In addition to these internal factors, cor- discipline on management. Equity markets con-
porations in market economies are also tinuously monitor and place an objective value
disciplined externally. on corporations and, by extension, on their man-

agement. The day-to-day performance of a com-
THE DISCIPLINE OF A WELL FUNCTIONING REGULATO- pany's shares on a stock exchange is a transparent

RY SYSTEM. Formal legal and regulatory obligations reminder to managers and owners of the com-
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pany's perceived viability and value. This assess-
ment permits shareholders to assess manage- Box 1.4. Cross-border securities listings
ment performance and gives managers an
incentive to minimize the costs of equity, since Cross-border securities listings-American Depos-
failure to do so will make them vulnerable to itory Receipts (ADR) and Global Depository
takeover. An active market for corporate control, Receipts (GDR)-often introduce greater trans-
fluctuations in stock prices, and the influence of parency in a given company. ADR growth has
shareholders keep managers focused on effi- been substantial in recent years with 1,415 com-
ciency and commercial success. panies offering securities in 1998 compared with

But share prices can be an effective measure 836 in 1990, a growing number of these from
of performance only if equity markets are deep developing countries (Bank of New York; see
and well regulated to ensure fairness, efficiency, www.bankofny.com). With about $3 trillion of
liquidity, and transparency (Mobius 1999). In the $14 trillion of U.S. market capitalization
many countries (including some advanced accounted for by nonAmerican shares, this por-
economies) equity markets are still relatively tion is larger than the total capitalization of any
thin or underregulated. Small trade movements other national stock market.
in the market can create significant fluctuations Foreign issuers whose securities are traded on
in share prices. To access external funding and international exchanges are usually required to
provide a more stable, objective measure of per- meet higher accounting and reporting standards
formance, many leading companies list on exter- than are imposed in their domestic market. Even
nal exchanges (through American Depository when securities of an emerging market issuer
Receipts or ADRs and Global Depository Receipts trade only among international institutional
or GDRs), which provides certain benefits (box investors (as in the U.S. 144A market), such
1.4), even though this may affect the liquidity of investors can be expected to insist on higher
their shares. standards. The expectation is that foreign com-

Debt markets impose additional and often panies taking advantage of the ADR market will
more stringent and direct discipline through raise disclosure standards in their own countries
threats of bankruptcy or an end to a poorly per- through a "demonstration effect" for other domes-
forming firm's access to capital. Transparent and tic companies and by ensuring that their own
properly regulated markets for debt finance prod domestic shareholders have access to the same
corporations to employ debt profitably by servic- quantity and quality of information as foreign
ing it or by covering creditor losses if the debt can- investors purchasing ADR. However, exchanges
not be repaid. To raise debt capital, management such as the New York Stock Exchange do not
must often agree with creditors on a plan (usually generally require foreign issuers to meet the same
in a loan contract) that requires maintaining cer- substantive corporate governance requirements
tain debt-equity ratios and cash flow levels, so (independent directors, for example) that are
creditors exert discipline on corporations akin to imposed on domestic issuers.
that imposed by shareholders. If the state protects
a corporation from that discipline (for example,
by guaranteeing its debts), it introduces a moral
hazard and a strong disincentive for management dential regulations for disciplining banks-can
to be efficient and maximize value. The same dis- mean serious financial difficulties for the state.
incentive applies to conglomerates that cross- Inistruments such as ADRs and GDRs, sov-
guarantee each other's operations or those of ereign and corporate credit ratings, and account-
subsidiaries. Such guarantees-as well as lax pru- ing rules, as well as the emergence of new
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financial intermediaries and players, have radi- corporations often have an edge in attracting and
cally altered the corporate finance landscape, at compensating good managers and highly skilled
least for larger enterprises. These enterprises, workers. Infosys in India shows why (box 1.5).
along with their governments, are increasingly Competition for corporate control (takeovers)-
conscious of the need to meet certain disclo- by providing incentives for efficiently managing
sure and reporting conditions if they are to tap corporations and by providing a market mecha-
into the large pool of global financial resources.]() nism for replacing underperforming manage-

ment-can also discipline managers to maximize
THE DISCIPLINE OF OTHER COMPETITIVE MARKETS. A shareholder value. Managers who fail to do so
competitive product market forces management may risk takeover when outside investors perceive
to adopt the most efficient methods of produc- that the company's assets could produce higher
tion since competitive markets expose ineffi- earnings. Competition for corporate control cre-
cdent firms. Increasingly, firms must compete ates the possibility of acquiring shares at a discount,
on price and quality with products and services replacing managers with more efficient ones, and
produced internationally. A de facto conver- taking other steps to maximize value. In the Unit-
gence of cost structures and firm organization, ed States this process is often characterized as
often down to the factory floor, spills over to "hostile takeover." In Europe and East Asia the fail-
firm behavior, decisionmaking, performance, ure of management to keep up share value has
and the need for up-to-date information and resulted in a growing market for corporate con-
better governance. Effective competition pro- trol engineered among friendly players (Muir
motes accountability and transparency and min- and Saba 1995). However, the high transaction
imizes corruption, lobbying, and rent seeking, costs and mixed evidence on net results have
which have been among corporate governance raised new interest in many countries in using
weaknesses in developing countries. Competition shareholder pressure on boards as a more cost-
and trade policies ensure contestible markets effective solution to improving performance.
that reduce rent-seeking behavior. Together,
these factors force insiders to improve the per- THE DISCIPLNE OF REPurATiONAL AGENTS. Finally, an
formance of the enterprise or ultimately to go out important element of the external incentives
of business. structure is the broad array of professional watch-

Competition in the market for management dogs, often referred to as reputational agents,
and skilled workers has also intensified, particularly who report to the investment community and
in knowledge-based activities. Companies must keep a close eye on corporate performance
offer opportunities and incentives to attract high (Black 1999).l' These reputational agents-
quality staff. A convergence of education cur- lawyers, investment bankers, investment ana-
ricula means that business schools increasingly lysts, credit rating agencies, consumer activists,
turn out graduates with similar skills, outlook, and environmentalists, and accounting and audit-
sensitivity to corporate governance issues. Most ing professionals-exert enormous pressure on
developing countries now have a small but steadi- companies to disclose accurate information to the
ly growing pool of bankers, economists, busi- market, to improve human capital, and to align
nesspeople, and other professionals who have the interests of managers, shareholders, and
received world class training. All these factors con- other stakeholders. Their approval of a compa-
tribute to an emerging and common set of busi- ny implies to the investing public that they have
ness values, behavior, and practices and to greater carried out due diligence and that the compa-
demand and understanding of the need for ny is in compliance with regulations and stan-
information and transparency. Well governed dards of behavior-and boosts its reputation.
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Box 1.5. Incentives to attract talent

Infosys Technologies Limited is a publicly held agement systems that makes experience gained
company based in India that provides information from various client assignments freely available in
technology consulting and software services to For- an intranet repository.
tune 1000 companies and employs more than 3,000 The first Indian-registered direct listing on a
people worldwide. Infosys has based its growth on U.S. market, Infosys began trading on Nasdaq in
several key principles of corporate governance: March 1999. Infosys viewed the listing as a way to
best practices, financial markets, and human cap- achieve a more liquid currency (through stock
ital. Its core value: "To achieve our objectives in an envi- options) for attracting the best employees and
ronment offairness, honesty, transparency, and courtesy future acquisitions. It anticipates that its presence

towards our customers, employees, vendors, and society at on Nasdaq will give potential customers greater

large. " comfort and confidence in the company.
All Infosys activities are continually bench- Infosys views its employees as its key resource.

marked with global best practices. The firm's With "wealth creation for employees" as one of

quality control and project management have its stated objectives, Infosys provides innovative
helped it achieve total quality management accred- compensation and benefit packages. Infosys pio-
itation. Feedback from process audits enable the neered the concept of the employee stock own-
reengineering of internal processes when ership plan in India. Infosys also offers such
required. International accounting practices are benefits as training, asset acquisition, loans, hous-
also followed. Infosys publishes all financial reports ing, and personal assistance services. This com-
according to both U.S. and Indian Generally bination of stock options and benefits allows

Accepted Accounting Practices. Best practices at Infosys to attract top talent to contribute to its
Infosys are captured through a knowledge man- growth.

Source: Financial Times.

Box 1.6. Activist investors at work-the story of CalPERS

With 1,050,000 members and beneficiaries, over ducted in 1995-98 by Wiltshire Associates examined
1,500 equity securities, and assets worth $126 billion, the performance of 62 such companies targeted by
the California Public Employees Retirement System the pension fund over a five-year period. Results
is one of the largest public pension funds in the indicate that although the stock prices of these
United States, and a leader in shareholder activism. companies trailed the Standard & Poor's 500 Index
Each year its corporate governance program iden- by 85 percent in the five years before the pension
tifies 10 companies as the worst long-term per- fund intervened, the same stocks outperformed
forming companies in the system's domestic equity the index by 54 percent the following five years,
portfolio, with governance weaknesses such as lack adding about $150 million annually in additional
of independent directors. A series of studies con- returns to the fund.

Source: www.calpers.ca.gov.
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Many of these agents, such as accountants shareholders of individual companies. Corpo-
and auditors, belong to self-regulated profes- rate governance is essential for the efficient mobi-
sional associations. Operating independently of lization and allocation of capital and the efficient
firms, the associations promote accountability monitoring of corporate assets. How a corpora-
and transparency in corporate activities, con- tion is governed affects the efficiency with which
tributing to a culture of self-enforcement in fol- a firm employs assets, its ability to attract lower
lowing rules and adopting good business cost capital, its effectiveness in meeting society's
practices (box 1.6). A variety of other stake- expectations, and its overall performance.
holders, such as environmentalists and labor, For these reasons effective corporate gover-
human rights, and consumer activists, have also nance should improve corporate economic and
begun to push corporations to consider the social performance. Weak corporate governance
wider interests of customers, suppliers, and the can severely curtail an economy's prospects and
community. growth. To tolerate a poor system of governance

is to impose on a company or a country an
Conclusion unnecessary competitive handicap.

Corporate governance is primarily a matter of oversight Appendix 1.1 Foreign direct investment
and accountability. It becomes important when afirm
(private, public, or state-owned) accesses external debt Foreign direct investmenit has stayed fairly coIn-
or equity funds. The empirical evidence of a link stant since the crisis in East Asia and elsewhere,
between governance and performance may still while portfolio flows and bank lending havc
be mixed (undoubtedly due to the difficulty in dropped precipitously. High transaction costs
distinguishing the effects of governance from discourage activist shareholders from monitor-
other influences on firm performance), but the ing corporate governance. Passivity among
connection makes considerable intuitive sense.12 investors might also reflect a lack of confidence

Corporations, as creatures of law, exist because that they can influence corporations when rules
societies recognize that incorporation is an effi- and regulations about shareholder participation
cient form of organization that benefits society are opaque.
as well as firms. Thus the importance of good cor- However, some foreign and domestic insti-
porate governance goes beyond the interests of tutional investors are beginning to become more

Table A1.1. Net private capital flows to emerging markets by region and financing type
(billions of US dollars)

1994 1995 1996 1997 19 98 (prelirninary)

All emerging markets 153.2 192.1 213.5 147.3 62.4
Asia 67.9 95.8 102.8 4.8 -59.1

Five crisis-affected Asian countries 34.6 63.1 64.9 -18.2 -42.6
Western Hemisphere 46.9 38.1 81.8 88.5 68.7
Middle East 17.7 4.8 -3.2 6.9 22.4
Africa 4.5 5.5 6.1 14.1 9.4
Europe 16.1 47.9 26.0 32.9 20.9
Direct investment 83.2 98.0 119.4 144.8 135.5
Portfolio investment 107.3 41.7 81.4 67.8 36.3
Bank loans and other -37.4 52.4 12.7 -65.3 -109.4

Soutrce: IMF lVorld Economic Outlook database.
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Table A1.2. U.S. ownership of international equities, 1995-97
(billions of US dollars)

Region December 1995 December 1996 March 1997 June 1997 September 1997 December 1997

Asia-Pacific 78.4 84.2 98.1 97.1 86.4 86.8

Latin America 23.3 31.8 39.4 45.6 43.3 45.4
Europe 181.1 274.8 296.7 322.5 359 376.6

Canada 40.7 51.7 50.5 55.7 57.7 56

Other 14.1 21.9 23.3 27.8 30.2 30
Total 337.6 464.4 508.0 548.7 576.4 594.8

active in the equity markets of developing coun- on the objectives of such managers." La Porta, Lopez-de-

tries (table A1.2). For example, U.S. ownership Silanes. and Shleifer 1998, page 2. Another classic exposi-

of Latin American equities has more than dou- tion of mnodern corporate agency costs is Jensen and

bled over the past two years, while ownership has Meckling 1976. Managerial misuse of free cash flows dimin-

staved relatively constant in the Asia Pacific ishing corporate value in tise US is discussed in Jensen

region despite the crisis. 1986.

6. Ira M. Millstein, World Economic Forum, Davos.

Notes Switzerland (February 2, 1998). T'he term "corporate gov-

ernance" can broadly encomnpass all of the corporation's

1. Private flows rose from US$61 billion in 1990 to relationships: relationships among capital, product, serv-

US$299 billion in 1997; over the same period official flows ice, and human resource providers, customers, and even

declined from US$63 billion to US$39 billion (World Bank society at large. It can encompass all the laws designed to

1999b). hold the corporation accountable to shareholders and the

2. A Russell ReynoldsAssociates (1999) survey point- public, as well as the kings of the marketfor corporate con-

ed out that good corporate governance practices are becom- trol. lt can refer to audit practices and accounting princi-

ing a key way for companies to distinguish themselves when ples, and it can refer to shareholder activism. Even more

they are trying to attract capital. It's analogous to the steps narrowly, the term can be used to describe just the role and

some companies have taken to bring their accounting stan- practices of the board of directors. The common denom-

dards in line with Western methods. inator for all these definitions is this: Corporate gover-

3. Adam Smith (1776) is probably the first to discuss nance concerns the relationships between a corporation's

the issues of corporate governance. managers and shareholders, based on the foundation that

4. In Anglo-American countries and some continen- the board of directors is the shareholders' agent to ensure

tal European cotntries, managers can have few or no share- that the corporation is managed in the shareholders' best

holdings; in other OECD countries, LatinAAmerica, and most interests. The paradigni is sirnple: managers accountable

parts of Asia, management often holds controlling (but not to boards, and boards accountable to shareholders.

majority) shares. In both cases, there is a significant gap 7. Managers entrenching themselves and resisting

between share ownership and managerial control. It is this being replaced is analyzed by Sheifer and X'ishny (1989) and

gap that creates the agency problerm. byJensen and Ruback (1983).

5. Berle and Means (1932) documented the problem 8. Between 1720 and 1844,joint stock companies were

of widely held corporations, with ownership dispersed permitted in the United Kinigdom only byAct of Parlianment

among small shareholders but with control concentrated or by charter. In 1720, investors purchased shares in the

in the hands of managers. "For at least two generations, this South Sea Company at inflated prices and were bankrupt-

book fixed the image of the modern corporation as one run ed when the market collapsed. That created a distaste for

by professional managers unaccountable to shareholders. the company form of business, which was thought to be

The book stirnulated an enormous 'managerialist' literature inherently unsound The failure of the South Sea Compa-
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ny, which had undertaken to take over the national debt, oped markets that want to circumvent these governance con-
caused far more than a financial crisis. The frenzy of spec- ditions opt to raise capital through ADRs rather than float-
ulation that was unleashed and the eventual crash affect- ing shares on the regular exchange.
ed every segment of society (Maltby and Wilkinson 1997). 11. On the pervasive role of reputational intermedi-

9. The OECD principles are the first multilateral set aries in securities markets, see Gilson and Kraakman 1984.
of principles. This is what distinguishes them from other 12. See Millstein and MacAvoy 1998 for a review of stud-
more focused efforts. In addition to the Commonwealth ies both showing and refuting a connection before corpo-
codes, other efforts include theJuly 1999 Statement on Glob- rate governance and economic performance. Millstein and
al Corporate Governance by the International Corporate MacAvoy conclude that the observation and reasonable
Governance Network (ICGN) which was adopted explicit- assumption that governance matters to performance is
ly as an investor's interpretation of the OECD principles. supported by data analysis from 1991-95 showing that U.S.
The ICGN represents institutional investors from around corporations with active and independent boards of direc-
the world who account for some US$6 trillion in assets. This tors generated higher economic profit (operating earnings
Statement includes a 10-point "working kit" of corporate in excess of the costs of capital) then did corporations
governance criteria. without such boards.Johnson and others (1999) show that,

10. The ADR and GDR requirement on governance in the context of the East Asia financial crisis, measures of
guidelines are still lagging behind requirements of leading corporate governance explain the extent of stock market
exchanges, such as NYSE. In fact, many companies in devel- decline better than standard macroeconomic measures.
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Priorities for Reforming Systems of

Corporate Governance

I n industrial economies, where equity markets nalfinancing: debt, equity, or public funds. In addi-
are an important source of capital, the debate tion to these common aspects, each country has

_over corporate governance focuses on the a unique set of social, economic, regulatory,
practices of widely held, publicly traded compa- institutional, and cultural characteristics that
nies: the liability of hoards, proxy voting by mail has affected its institutional infrastructure and
and electronic mail, and takeover mechanisms and human capacity, shaping unique corporate
defenses, among others. These can be viewed as typologies and systems of political economy. In
second or third generation governance issues. In sequencing and prioritizing corporate gover-
developing and transition economies the debate nance reforms, each country requires a tailor-
has to begin at a more fundamental level and go made solution that takes these characteristics
beyond publicly traded companies, which account into account.
for butasmall portion of the corporate sector. Cor- This chapter builds on the framework of
porate governance in emerging markets has to chapter 1 to highlight the range of challenges
consider closely held and family-controlled firms developing countries face in formulating a com-
as well as conglomerates with concentrated own- prehensive reform agenda that incorporates
ership structures. It has to cover state-owned enter- both internal incentives and external discipline.
prises, recently privatized enterprises, foreign (See annex 1 for details on regional initiatives and
direct investment, and the "instant corporations" progress.)
that emerged from mass privatizations in transi-
tion economies. So for developing and transition Ownership structures shape internal
economies the debate has to include not only corporate governance
the banking sector but also governance issues for
a far broader spectrum of firms and models. The ownership structure in the corporate sector

Corporate governance reform must be linked to and its financing sources have a defining impact
the type of access that corporations expect to have to exter- on the design of corporate governance systems.
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In the United States and the United Kingdom, only a token role in the financial system. In this
for instance, corporate ownership habits have sig- setting there is a risk that insiders may run the
nificantly shaped the "outsider" orientation of business with little regard for minority share-
their corporate governance systems, while in holders. At the other end of the spectrum are
Germany andJapan extensive bank ownership countries with dispersed shareholdings. Large
of corporations, rather than broad-based public segments of the population hold shares, mostly
ownership, has resulted in entirely different cor- employees of the former enterprises. Since these
porate governance models. countries lack appropriate institutions and pro-

tection of shareholder rights, here too, share-
Corporate sector characteristics span a wide holders have no way of exerting pressure on
spectrum insiders, mostly managers, who frequently have
The typology of corporate structure in develop- stripped companies of their assets.
ing and transition economies tends to fall along Between the extremes are economies in
a spectrum from little or no public share own- which large numbers of state-owned enterprises
ership at one end to widely dispersed owner- have been privatized, ownership in the corporate
ship (following mass privatizations) at the other sector is being diversified among individual and
(table 2.1). At the end where public share own- institutional investors, and corporations are
ership is scarce, the corporate sector is dominated beginning to view equity markets as a way of
by state enterprises and large privately held or raising external capital. In many countries there
closely held conglomerates owned by a few fam- is also a burgeoning group of small and medium-
ilies (box 2. 1). Ownership by outsiders is either scale corporations whose financing lifeline is
negligible or based on direct investment in the through the banking sector and whose per-
corporation. Equity markets are thin and play formance affects the health of the economy at

Table 2.1 Governance under different corporate structures

Types of Ownership, control,
business entity and management Governance benefits Governance challenges
State-owned enterprises The state, as owner, Assets and revenues are Fair treatment of stakeholders.

provides capital and controlled by management, Holding management
determines who manages which is appointed and accountable for achieving state-
the business and with what controlled by the state. determined objectives as
objectives. The state can use the efficiently as possible. Investment

corporation to pursue is limited by public revenues and
both social and economic opportunities for corruption.
objectives.

State enterprises The state shifts its There is a greater Fair treatment of stakeholders.
in transition ownership stake to potential for more Holding management

investors and employees. efficient operations accountable to providers of
Control of operations can because of increased equity capital (state and other
shift to professional profit incentives. shareholders) for achieving
management. The board Ownership interests are objectives. Protecting minority
of directors can provide transferable, improving owners from abuse by majority.
management oversight on access to private capital. (Note that new investors may not
behalf of the owners. Government raises be positioned to provide active
Because there are minority revenue by selling partial oversight.)
shareholders, the board's ownership stakes.
role as fiduciary agent and
monitor gains importance.
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Table 2.1 Governance under different corporate structures (continued)
Types of Ownership, control,
business entit' and management Governance benefits Governance challenges

Wholly owned The providers of ownership Owners control the Fair treatment of stakeholders,
private businesses capital directly control business directly. including, among others,

and manage the enterprise. Management and employees and creditors (such
ownership control are not as banks). Limits to raising
separate, so there is no capital.
principal-agent problem.

Closely held The providers of Aside from their Fair treatment of stakeholders.
(private) corporations ownership capital control investment, providers of Holding management

the enterprise either ownership capital are not accountable to providers of
directly or through a subject to the claims of equity capital for achieving
board of directors that corporate creditors and objectives. Protecting minority
they control. They may generally are protected owners from abuse by majority.
be involved in managing from liability arising from
the business themselves or corporate actions
may rely on professional (limited liability).
managers. Uinlike partnerships and

sole proprietorships, the
corporation continues to
exist despite the withdrawal
of, or transfer of shares by,
officers, directors,
shareholders, or employees
(continuity of existence).

Nascent public stock Those who provided There is limited liability, Fair treatment of stakeholders.
corporations ownership capital to the continiuity of existence, Holding management

privately held entity may and free transferability of accountable to shareholders.
IIow hold controlling ownership interests. Protecting minority
interests in a firm that has There is also increased shareholders from abuse by
just "gone public." Some access to capital: majoritv.
of those early providers ownership interests
of capital may control can change hands,
seats on the board or frequently in highly liquid
serve as members of markets, without affecting
management.Trans- corporate control and
parency, shareholder management.
rights, and accountability
gain importance.

Mature public stock The diffuse, dispersed There is limited liability, Fair treatment of stakeholders.
corporations providers of capital continuity of existence, Holding managemenit

delegate control over the free transferability of accountable to shareholders.
enterprise to a board of shares and increased (The more ownership is
directors and the board access to capital. dispersed, the greater the
hires, compensates, and opportunity for management to
replaces professional dominate the board, and
managers who run the thereby entrench itself.)
business.

Note: This is an expanded version of a table in OECD 1998 (p. 38).
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Box 2.1 Diversified conglomerates-closely held

At first blush, ownership concentration in the Repub- The biggest nonfinancial corporations in East

lic of Korea appears not to be too far out of line with Asia are the diversified conglomerates-closely

patterns inJapan, the United States, and the Unit- held and controlled and managed by a family. One
ed Kingdom (see figure). But as in other East Asian of the distinguishing features of this organization-
countries, that assessment does not take into account al firm (contrasted with corporations in developed
shareholder affiliation and cross-holdings between countries) is the nature of large shareholders. In
firms-and so almost certainly underestimates true Germany and Japan big shareholders are banks
concentration. In Korea, families that run chaebols and nonfinancial corporations, not individuals or
own less than 50 percent of related companies, but families. And while large shareholders in Germany

they have almost total control over combined busi- and Japan are often criticized for being too weak
ness groups. Interlocking owvnership allows them to in protecting their own interests, large family share-
control related companies with little equity of their holders in East Asia are, no doubt, highly motivat-
own, with each member company holding shares in ed to maximize the returns on their family holdings,
every other member company. even at the expense of outside investors.
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Common shares owned by the three largest private nonfinancial companies

Source La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny 1997.

Ownership of Korean business groups by insiders
(percentage of common shares held)

Business group Founder relatives Member companies Total

Hvundai 3.7 12.1 44.6 60.4
Samsung 1.5 1.3 46.3 49.3
LG 0.1 5.6 33.0 39.7
Daewoo 3.9 2.8 34.6 41.4
Sunkyong 10.9 6.5 33.5 51.2
Ssangyong 2.9 1.3 28.9 33.1
Hanjin 7.5 12.6 18.2 40.3
Kian 17.1 0.4 4.2 21.9

Source: Koch, Hak, and Kuh 1996.
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large. Indeed, in some countries, particularly in centration is accompanied byweak protection of
Sub-Saharan Africa, the private sector is domi- minority shareholders' rights and when control-
nated by microenterprises and small enterpris- ling shareholders can manipulate the firm's
es that often have to avail themselves of informal assets for their own benefit.
sources of financing. These countries need bet- Cross-shareholding patterns within conglomer-
ter corporate governance to realize gains from ates represent another common corporate struc-
privatizing assets, to foster confidence among the ture in many emerging market economies. This
investing public, and to improve the efficiency structure can undermine protections for minor-
of equity and debt markets in allocating resources ity shareholders because affiliated firms hold large
to the most viable projects and corporations. blocks of equity in each others' companies. This

The two extremes (shallow public owner- ownership pattern reduces opportunities for com-
ship and broad-based ownership following mass petition and takeover in the market for corporate
privatization) often face similar governance prob- control. It also creates a special set of corporate
lems of inadequate protection of minority share- governance abuses, as firms provide loans and con-
holders and legal systems that cannot enforce tracts to related companies on a noncompetitive
minority shareholders' rights. Across the spec- basis, and profits from a successful firm can be
trum of ownership structures, common weak- diverted to support a faltering affiliate. Gover-
nesses are lack of transparency, poor internal nance problems stem mainly from the fact that
controls, and processes that significantly impede such corporate structures impede transparency
the mobilization and allocation of capital and the and the ability of investors and creditors to assess
monitoring of resources, all of which affect cor- risk in good times and bad. In East Asia the gov-
porate agility and the sustainability of growth.' ernance system of groupswas designed to confuse

outsiders and maximize the control of insiders. But
OWNERSHIP CONCENTRATION IN PUBLICLY TRADED it ultimately confused even insiders and greatly lim-
COMPANIES. The widely held ownership pattern ited their ability to act swiftly and appropriately
common in publicly traded companies in the when the financial crisis struck (see box 2.1).
United States and the United Kingdom is the
exception to patterns found in much of the rest CLOSELY HELD FAMILY-CONTROLLED COMPANIES. Some
of the world. 2 A typical pattern in developing of the largest industrial concerns in developing
countries includes concentration of ownership countries are owned by families or a small coterie
in the hands of a few controlling shareholders of large shareholders acting in concert. The
and cross-ownership structures. These systems owners rarely sell their stakes because they are
need effective mechanisms to protect minority interested in the long-term development of the
shareholders against the risk of expropriation by company or are unwilling to dilute their control.
management and controlling shareholders. If they sell, they do so mostly to other large

Concentration of ownership is not inher- shareholders or strategic investors because the
ently undesirable. In fact, in the traditional view stock markets in most countries trade only in
of corporate governance, agency costs are much small volumes. Controlling parties often conI-
lower when management owns a substantial pro- sider even the most basic information on the conI-
portion of shares. Some analysts also argue that dition and prospects of the enterprise to be
concentrated ownership may reduce transaction proprietary and seldom meet the transparency
costs and improve firm performance in settings and financial disclosure requirements of public
where property rights are not well protected companies. Company insiders are often accus-
(Claessens and others 1998b). Corporate gov- tomed to using corporate assets for personal
ernance problems arise when ownership con- benefit.
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Here again, closely held family-controlled
companies are not bad in themselves since the Box 2.2 Global integration improved
main shareholders have a vested interest in pay- corporate governance in Mexico
ing close attention to the health of the business.
This kind of ownership structure may be well suit- Most listed industrial and financial firms in Mex-
ed to developing countries, where external mon- ico are controlled by families or small groups act-
itoring is weak. In fact, there is little point ing in concert. Some firms have part of their
worrying about governance mechanisms if there equity in limited or nonvoting shares.
are no outside shareholders. Closely held com- Neither the Securities Markets Law nor the
panies may suffer from poor decisionmaking, but rules of the Mexican Stock Exchange imposed any
that is not necessarily a result of corporate gov- special corporate governance requirements on list-
ernance shortcomings. ed companies. But due to the integration of Mex-

But while agency costs may not be a problem, ican securities market with the much larger
society still has an interest in the governance of markets of North America (particularly the Unit-
these enterprises and the efficient use of their ed States), Mexican issuers in the international
assets. When they fail, society ultimately bears a markets are improving accounting and disclo-
social cost (through loss of employment) or a rep- sure standards to comply with U.S. securities law
utational cost. Society can also bear a direct cost requirements.
if the firms obtained financing through the bank- This prompted the National Banking and
ing system. Given the lack of transparency and Securities Commission of Mexico to prepare, in
disclosure, these firms often obtain financing collaboration with a private sector-led committee,
based on close relationships with bank man- a voluntary corporate governance practices code
agement. There are many examples of easy access in June 1999, The code will require that each
to bank loans leading to overinvestment in non- issuer describe in its disclosure document the
productive assets that do not meet benchmark degree to which its practices conform to those rec-
rates of return. This can be avoided by reducing ommended in the code. The code also address-
controllinig ownership of banks by commercial es the functions and composition of the boards
entities and by restricting bank lending to relat- of directors and the personal liability of directors
ed parties. Improved banking supervision and for failure to comply with disclosure rules.
strict adherence to prudential regulation will
force banks to lend on the basis of credit analy-
sis and exposure limits rather than relationships. Traditionally, the debate on corporate gov-
This would make it harder for closely held and ernance has centered on private companies. Yet
family-owned firms to expand through bank corporate governance is importantfor state enterpris-
debt financing alone and will drive closely held es as well. State enterprises (ministerial entities,
companies to equity or corporate debt markets, agencies authorized through legislation, and
where standards of disclosure and transparency incorporated public entities with the legal status
are higher (box 2.2). of a company) account for the largest number

In general, underdeveloped legal systems are of firms and the greatest share of value of the cor-
severe impediments to the development of checks porate sector in many developing countries.:
and balances that protects minority shareholders State enterprises can suffer from governance
and stakeholders. They also fail to minimize the problems arising from conflicting mandates that
divergence between public and private returns. In put equal weight on social goals and commercial
such environments, ownership is likely to remain ones. Therefore, they may not be driven by prof-
highly concentrated. it incentives and market discipline. And in many
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countries, state enterprises are run by managers age the ownership interest or by vesting the state
appointed for political reasons rather than com- ownership interest in an individual minister),
petence or merit-often in exchange for favors there is reasonable chance that the "owner,"
to the government officials charged with over- alone or through a professional board of direc-
seeing the enterprise. tors, will be able to set strategic objectives and

Most state enterprises are also sheltered monitor management.
from the discipline of debt markets. When the Many developed and developing countries
financial sector is controlled by the govern- are formulating governance models for state-
ment, state enterprises often receive preferen- owned corporations and clarifying many of these
tial treatment on loans, with little regard for issues. In many cases these countries are restruc-
rates of return or prudential regulation. Direct- turing and "corporatizing" state enterprises as an
ed lending, often at subsidized rates, distorts the interim measure, replacing civil servants with
efficiency of government as well as that of pri- professional managers, establishing clear per-
vate sector nonfinanicial enterprises. The losses formance criteria, distancing the state enter-
of state enterprises are estimated at 8-12 percent prises from political influence, and strengthening
of GDP, far exceeding expenditures on health, their boards. South Africa, for example, has
education, and social safety nets. 4 Improving begun the debate, and Canada and New Zealand
these enterprises will enable the government to have addressed such governance issues through
focus on social programs. guidelines for state enterprises (box 2.3).

In particular, the generally poor performance
of public enterprises has brought into sharp PRIVATIZINGENTERPRISESINEMERGINGANDTRANSMTON

focus the economic and social costs of their inad- ECONOMIES. When the state sells an enterprise, it
equate governance. Governments have respond- ceases to control and oversee the enterprise's
ed to this challenge in several different ways. management. In institutionially weak economies
Some are privatizing or corporatizing state enter- the lack of transparency and legal protection for
prises and exposing them to competitive forces. minority shareholders also reduces the likeli-
State enterprises in telecommunications, man- hood that the new owners will be able to make
ufacturing, and utilities have been privatized, management accountable or contest manage-
often through strategic sales to foreign investors. ment decisions. In fact, without proper internal
Where privatization is not an immediate solution, and external discipline, privatization alone can
because of market timing or the size of the pub- reduce economic welfare by transforming a poor-
lic sector relative to the economy, governments ly functioning public monopoly into an oppor-
are also realizing that the governance of public tunistic private one. In many instances,
eniterprises is a critical component of public sec- privatization gives insiders a greater opportuni-
tor governance and performance. ty to take advantage of the firm and its social

The governance issues in state-owned enter- assets for their own benefit at the expense of
prises are more complex because of the lack of owners or society at large-this has been one of
clarity about who the owner is, who is able to exer- the strongest arguments used by opponents of pri-
cise the rights of the owner, and who is account- vatization. Often, privatization (the transfer of
able. Most often the ownership function is not ownership) is considered a first-generation task
clearly vested in an identifiable source, and there and governance a second. But as Bolivia shows,
are likely to be ambiguous objectives and weak success is more likely when privatization and gov-
monitoring of management performance. Where ernance issues are tackled together (box 2.4).
the ownership interest of the state has been Problems in Russia clearly highlight how pri-
"clarified" (by designating a state agency to man- vatization without due attention to corporate
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Box 2.3 Principles of effective governance in Canada's crown corporations

The guidelines from Canada's "Crown Corpora- 4. Board and management relations. The board and
tions and Other Public Enterprises" recognize that management should develop an effective work-
effective governance is vital to achieving public ing relationship.
policy objectives and corporate commercial goals. 5. Board independence. The board must be able to
The report's 10 recommendations cover three main function independently.
areas: stewardship, working with management, and 6. The position of the chief executive officer (CEO). The
functions of the board. board should periodically assess the CEO's posi-
1. Board responsibilities. The board should explic- tion and evaluate the CEO's performance

itly assume responsibility for the stewardship of 7. Renewal of the board. The board should assess its
the corporation. effectiveness and initiate its renewal.

2. Public policy objectives. The board should exam- 8. Education of directors. Directors should receive ori-
ine its public policy objectives and legislated entation and education appropriate to their needs.
mandate periodically to ensure their continu- 9. Compensation. The board should review com-
ing relevance. pensation for directors.

3. Communications. The board should ensure 10. Responsibilityfor corporate governance. The board
that the corporation communicates effec- should assume responsibility for developing
tivelv with the Crown, other stakeholders, the Crown corporation's approach to gover-
and the public. nance issues.

Source: Canada 1996.

governance is socially harmful and economical- little protection. Weak protection of investors
ly unsustainable. The transition economies have undermines markets for equity and for corporate
very different histories and institutions, but they control, making initial ownership and control
share the twin legacies of state ownership of structures unworkable (box 2.5). Moreover, weak
enterprises and legal systems that do not work. banking sectors and poor financial discipline
Mass privatization under voucher schemes or the within formerly state-owned enterprises have
"loans for shares" schemes in Russia after 1995 forced governments to refinance loss-making
resulted in new enterprises with no governance, entities. In many privatizations managers gained
allowing insiders to take complete control. The almost complete control. Unconstrained by prop-
government has not used the corporate charter er incentives and rules, they let firm performance
to protect minority shareholders or require trans- deteriorate. The few effective privatizations
parency in the firms it privatizes. Unconstrained involved outside shareholders with enough power
by legal enforcement, managers of recently pri- to control or replace management, thus improv-
vatized firms have been able to divert enterprise ing incentives for efficiency.
resources for personal gain at the expense of
shareholders, stripping firms of assets and leav- The importance of good internal corporate
ing a corporate shell burdened with liabilities. processes-voluntary private actions

With weak judicial enforcement capacity In each of these cases, regardless of the state of
(particularly in Russia) and cumbersome priva- development of the institutions of external dis-
tization procedures, it is not surprising that cipline (discussed below), corporations can
investors (particularly minority investors) receive ensure good governance by creating rigorous
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Box 2.4 Privatizing and corporate governance

A good case A good working relationship among the main
Bolivia's capitalization program was conceived in the stakeholders-the state, the strategic investor, and
early 1990s and successfully implemented within the consumer-is ensured by a strong regulatory
three years (1994-97). All but one of the capitalized framework. New laws safeguard the rights and obli-
companies have proven profitable. gations of each participant, and new autonomous

As with privatization, the capitalization pro- agencies regulate the privatized industries, par-
gram transferred administrative control of the state- ticularly those that could be natural or quasi
owned companies to the private sector. But proceeds monopolies. Over time, Bolivia will develop ade-
from the private investors' acquisition of 50 percent quate capacity to realize the full potential of this
of the shares remained within the capitalized com- arrangement.
pany, rather than being transferred to the state. The
other 50 percent of shares went to the adult pop- A bad case
ulation, making each adult a shareholder of the In Russia the establishment of holding companies
company. This unusual model had two advantages: that bought into enterprises facilitated the theft of
it ensured social and community participation, and assets. For example, an oil holding company took
the expanded shareholder base reduced the like- over two Russian production companies and forced
lihood of nationalization. them to sell its oil at below market prices. The

The interests of the Bolivian population are rep- holding company captured the profits for the ben-
resented by three directors on the board appoint- efit of corporate insiders, while the production
ed by pension fund administrators. Although companies were left to deal with the costs. As a
strategic investors control management of the pri- result, the two production facilities are on the brink
vatized companies, corporate decisions on critical of bankruptcy, with huge tax liabilities and unpaid
issues require the input of the pension fund rep- workers and suppliers. Foreign investors in the sub-
resentatives. sidiaries also lost.

internal controls and oversight. One important nance, particularly in environments with weak
requirement is disclosure of timely, accurate, government enforcement capacity (box 2.6).
material financial and nonfinancial information But disclosure alone is not sufficient. Share-
on corporate performance (annex 5a). Whatever holders, through boards, must be able to exer-
the ownership structure, firms can provide cise independent oversight of management,
information that is critical for lenders and share- creating a system of checks and balances against
holders to assess the firm's real risk exposure. In abuses of insider power. Bad corporate gover-
more mature markets active shareholders have nance does not arise solely from bad intentions
pressured management to improve disclosure, or a desire to disadvantage outsiders. It can
demanding greater transparency and often also be a by-product of lack of competence and
replacing boards and management (sometimes training or uncertainty about roles and respon-
through legal action) that fail to do so. Investor sibilities. Ensuring independent oversight
action groups are still rare in developing coun- (including risk management) is a vital aspect of
tries. It is clear, however, that fostering activism internal control. But making corporate boards
among investors (whether creditors or owners) more independent and knowledgeable is a
and stakeholders will improve corporate gover- daunting challenge in many emerging and tran-
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Box 2.5 Time to rethink privatization in transition economies

The Czech Republic was an innovator in mass pri- Weak laws and regulatory systems have allowed
vatization, using vouchers issued to the general some of the largest funds to convert themselves into
public and exchangeable for shares. More than unregulated holding companies. Large numbers of
1,800 companies were formed, and 40 percent of minority investors have been locked in wvith reduced
their shares are held either directly by individuals rights and little chance of exit. The structure of these
or by investment funds and other intermediaries. funds is limited to at most a 20 percent stake in a port-
While the shares are publicly tradable, there is an folio company, and the funds are controlled by fund
active market only in a handful of companies, and management companies receiving 2 percent of the
supernision by regulatory authorities has been min- asset value under management. This structure failed
imal (an independent Securities and Exchange to align the interests of the fund managers with those
Commission was established in early 1998). of the owners. A result of the small fee was that fund

The designers of the privatization program rec- managers found other channels to extract or "tunnel"
ognized the principal-agent problems inherent in value out of the portfolio companies.
this design but hoped that investment funds would With the country's possible accession to the
fill the gap and become active monitors. Most of the European Union, the government has become
large funds were owned by the major domestic more active in closing off the loopholes in the cor-
bank-in which the Czech state retained a con- porate governance system in order to meet EU
trolling stake. The result? standards. In particular, closed-end funds that are
* Investment funds did not deal aggressively with trading at a discount to net asset values are required

poor performance in firms, since pulling the to allow investors to redeem for cash, resulting in
plug would force the fund's bank owners to increased performance pressure. However, minor-
write down the resources lent to these firms. ity shareholder rights are still weak, and the fidu-

* The state-influenced, weakly managed banks ciary duties of directors and insiders still unclear.
tended to extend credit to high-risk, low-poten- The Czech experience demonstrates the impor-
tial privatized firms. tance of careful design of corporate governance

* A weak bankruptcy framework diminished dis- systems and the creation of effective and comple-
cipline of the financial market. mentary regulatory capacity. The resistance of cor-

* Lack of prudential regulation and enforce- porate insiders to demands for accountability has
ment mechanisms in capital markets allowed been compounded by the inability or unwillingness
fund managers to enrich themselves at the of investment funds to use their voting power in the
expense of minority shareholders. long-term interests of public investors. The gov-

* Corporate governance in the closed-end funds ernment did not recognize early enough the need
has been weak, with effective disenfranchise- to actively monitor and regulate capital markets in
ment of minority investors and few controls on order to protect minority investors and to allow
expropriation by insiders. Funds have followed open-end funds that would enable shareholders to
short-term value-maximization strategies by "vote with their feet." The result has been disillu-
building up strategic stakes in large companies sionment on the part of the general public with
and selling control blocks at premium prices. the credibility of the privatization program and with
Often though, control blocks have been used to the capital markets, while foreign investors have
extract benefits from the company with little suffered heavy losses on their early portfolio invest-
regard for the interests of minority investors. ments and show little inclination to return.

Source: Nellis 1999.
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Box 2.6 Shareholder activism in the Republic of Korea: a tale of two companies

One company responds * Diversion of funds to support affiliates in unre-
A Korean mobile phone operator with shares trad- lated businesses and to enrich the family of
ed on the New York Stock Exchange as American the major shareholder.
Depository Receipts was accused by the Korean * A rubber stamp board of directors, with no
Fair Trade Commission of diverting profits by pay- representation of minority shareholders.
ing inflated nonmarket prices to affiliates for equip- * Arbitrary dilutions of minority shareholders'
ment and services. The company allegedly equity holdings.
channeled funds from a profitable company to Emboldened by a new administration that
two other companies (the chairman of one is wished to establish an arm's length relationship
reported to hold 94.6 percent of the outstanding with business, local shareholder activists began to
shares, the chairman's son and son-in-law are take on companies in shareholder meetings and
reported to hold 100 percent of the shares of the bring law suits documenting management mis-
other). deeds. With the cooperation of foreign fund man-

International investors teamed with local Kore- agers a shareholder rights advocacy group put
an shareholders to assert their rights. After an forward an agenda for the annual general meeting
organized proxy battle by minority shareholders, of the blue-chip company. Proposals focusing on
Company X took the unprecedented step of intercompany transactions, outside directors, and
appointing three independent members to its board cumulative voting were in the spirit of new Korean
of directors and one independent auditor. In addi- legislation but were moderate by international stan-
tion, the chairman agreed to return the disputed dards. Initially reluctant, management soon began
funds to shareholders-a significant victory for an unprecedented series of meetings with key for-
minority shareholder rights in Korea. (Note: since eign shareholders, eventually incorporating many
then, this company has lapsed somewhat in its inter- of the proposed changes into its own proposal for
nal procedures and in its treatment of its minority the shareholders' meeting agenda.
shareholders.) Two days before the annual meeting, there

appeared to be agreement on all issues but one,
Another doesn't which was to be put to a vote at the meeting. Before
The flagship of one of the largest, most respected the meeting, however, company management
industrial groups (chaebol) in Korea and a blue chip abruptly backed out of the negotiated agreement.
on the Korean stock exchange has more than half At the meeting the company insisted on "package
its shares held by foreigners-either through depos- voting" rather than voting on individual resolu-
itory receipts or shares purchased at a premium in tions despite written requests by foreign share-
the domestic market under the foreign shareholder holders. The reform proposals were voted down.
quota. Despite the setback key issues once hidden from

Foreign institutional investors and local advo- public scrutiny have now received shareholder and
cacy groups had been troubled for years by issues press attention and the company will be under
such as: pressure from both legislation and shareholders.

sitioni economies because of a shortage of skills carries the threat of de-listing from the stock
and limited familiarity with board functions. exchange.
In industrialized countries, failure to comply Establishing appropriate internal processes
with minimum corporate governance practices is an effective way of creating positive and neg-
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ative incentives that can spur voluntary compli- effective, transparent, and accountable-hence
ance. In the absence of other mechanisms to the serious concern with bribery and corrup-
encourage private companies to follow best tion. Attention to raising governance standards
practice codes, many countries are legislating has highlighted the importance of transparency
mandatory model charters, requiring specific and proper accounting and reporting and with
competencies for directors. Even training and that the need to adopt the international account-
certification can result in significant progress in ing and auditing standards of the International
improving corporate governance. Other require- Accounting Standards Commission and the Inter-
ments include the establishment of specific board national Federation of Accountants (annex 5b).
committees, such as the audit, succession, and Compliance with the standard on consolidation
remuneration committees (annex 3). of accounts, for example, gives a much clearer pic-

Malaysia, for instance, requires newly listed ture of a corporation's financial state by shedding
companies to have nonexecutive directors and light on intragroup transactions, balances, invest-
members of boards to receive director training. ments, and unrealized profits. Group accounts are
The Kyrgyz Republic requires that companies particularly important for conglomerates with
that wish to bid on government contracts first substantial cross-shareholdings. Until most of the
demonstrate their compliance with the model corporate sector has adopted such standards,
company charter. Thailand has reduced listing even the best disclosure policies will be ineffec-
costs for companies that are in compliance with tive. Some companies are increasing transparency
minimum governance standards. and reaping the gains of improved corporate

governance (box 2.7).
Strengthening external incentives for good Nonetheless, adopting standards is only one
corporate governance side of the equation. Rigorous implementation

is the other. Thailand's corporate governance
The business environment can exert a strong influ- standards, accounting standards, and legal
ence on the governance of firms, chiefly by pro- regime before the crisis were all reasonably
viding a framework of rules and market incentives. sound. Similarly, Russia could be rated highly for
Countries with successful governance mechanisms procedural protection and company law (Prowse
have a number of common characteristics. At the 1998a). But enforcement of these standards has
most general level, they have well functioning obviously been much weaker.
competitive markets with enforceable rules for
entry, operation, and exit of firms. They have gen- IMPROVING LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS.
erally well regulated and supervised financial sys- Many developing countries have made great
tems. Above all, they have good legal protections progress in cutting subsidies, lowering trade
for outside investors, whether creditors or share- barriers, creating well functioning market
holders. They also have some mechanism for economies, and reducing economic regulations
bringing owners together to exert influence, either in the real and financial sectors. But the legal and
through takeovers or investor action groups. institutional framework of a well designed com-

petition policy for firm entry, operation (includ-
Strengthening standards and regulatory ing conduct and structure), and exit remains
regimes weak. Legislative and administrative capacity is

needed to deal with anticompetitive behavior
STRENGTHENING ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING STAN- (price fixing, bid rigging, customer and territo-
DARDS. To contribute to high standards of cor- ry allocation) and to establish guidelines for
porate governanice, public governance must be mergers, asset sales, and privatizations that direct-
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Korea, and Mexico), commercial law (El Sal-

Box 2.7 Embracing good corporate vador, Hungary, and Poland), and environmental
governance regulation (Chile).

Company and securities laws, including laws
A number of Asian companies have led the way on the scope of fiduciary duties and general busi-
in easing access to equity finance and increasing ness legislation on creating, incorporating, and

market value through greater transparency, more managing companies, are intended to restrain
respect for shareholders, and better management managerial opportunism and protect all partic-
oversight. ipants in the corporation. If these laws are absent

One such company is Hoya, ajapanese opti- or deficient, as they are in many developing coun-
cal glass manufacturer, which outperformed broad tries, enterprises will lack many of the incentives
indexes by a large margin, recording net profits for to prevent managers from deviating from com-
the past year of Y17.8 billion ($151million) on mercial goals. Laws dealing with the competi-
record sales of Y201 billion. This followed the tion for corporate control (takeovers) are also
board's adoption of shareholder-friendly man- often absent, further reducing incentives for effi-
agement practices that are innovative byjapanese cient management-although some countries
standards. Hoya has increased transparency by (Chile for one) are initiating reforms in this area.

providing quarterly (rather than yearly) reports, It is also important to improve creditors'
including information on sales and operating prof- rights through insolvency or takeover rules and
its of individual divisions, and improving its infor- proceedings and tender offer rules that provide

mation technology, enabling it to translate monthly for efficient reorganization, restructuring, or
management reports into quarterly budgeting and liquidation (exit). Without timely and trans-
to allocate capital more efficiently. The company parent procedures, there is no balancing of the
also focused on maximizing shareholders' return. rights of creditors and debtors. There is little pro-
This boosted investor confidence, and foreign tection of collateral during bankruptcy pro-

investors now own 22 percent of the company. ceedings or flexibility in reorganization proposals.
Thailand's biggest manufacturing conglom- And since there often is no recourse to courts

erate and a leading blue-chip company, Siam (including bankruptcy courts) with qualified
Cement, is a model of transparency. Saddled with judges, there is no expedient basis for resolving

$4.2 billion in unhedged foreign debt and facing competing claims and no mechanism for deal-
a ferocious surge in global competition, it was ing with cross-border claims. During the 1990s
forced to examine a sprawling empire ofjointven- many countries, including Argentina, Croatia,
tures, mostAwith foreign partners. With advice from Hungary, Peru, Poland, and Russia, undertook
an international consulting firm, it decided to focus significant reforms of their insolvency systems to
on its core businesses of paper, petrochemicals, provide a better framework for restructuring or
and cement-everything else was put up for sale. liquidating companies.
Siam Cement has publicly revealed for the first
time a rate-of-return target. This transparency has INCREASING JUDICIAL CAPACITY FOR ENFORCEMENT.

strengthened its share price and increased local Often compounding the weaknesses in the legal
interest in a recent 14 billion baht bond issue. and regulatory environment is an ineffective

judicial system. There are chronic delays because
of archaic procedures, inadequate infrastruc-

ly affect firm entry. Some countries have intro- ture, undertrained judges, and poor case flow
duced a broad range of legal and regulatory management. There is no predictability injudi-
reforms, including competition policy (Brazil, cial outcomes becausejudges are often selected
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for the wrong reasons, and poorly trained and trust, resulting in misuse of resources and a high-
paid. There is limited access to the system, par- er cost of capital for corporations that need it.
ticularly for the poor. And there is often no alter- Preventing domestic violations of corporate
native system for dispute resolution. Beginning ethics requires self-regulation and effective legal
in Latin America in the early 1990s (Argentina, remedies, both weak in most developing couIn-
Bolivia, Uruguay, and Venezuela), and in other tries. The World Bank is providing assistance to
regions (Cameroon and Ghana) more recently, member governments implementing national
countries have made substantial progress in programs to discourage corrupt practices. Its
improving their court systems. Countries are 1997 report, Helping Countries Control Corruption,
also reforming their judiciaries, reducing judi- includes guidelines for staff and a framework for
cial delays through procedural reform, and addressing the causes of corruption, seen as a fun-
improving theirjudicial infrastructure through damental impediment to long-term economic
training and case flow management. growth and social development. 5

STRENGTHENING ANTICORRUPTION STANDARDS. Weak Developing and regulating financial markets
corporate governance often has its roots in the Stronger corporate governance increases access
abuse of political power. Senior public officials to capital by making investments less risky and
may pursue personal gain by giving special priv- more attractive. This process helps to broaden
ileges to companies run by their nominees or rel- and deepen finanicial markets. In turn, well devel-
atives. Such practices reduce the need to acquire oped financial markets strengthen market dis-
operating efficiency. In some countries public cipline for good corporate governance. The two
officials are so extensively involved in business that processes are mutually reinforcing.
it becomes rational for businesses to seek official
connections as insurance against political risk. PRIVATIZING AND CLEANING UP THE BANKING SYSTEM.

Investors may rely on political connections instead Most developing countries have bank-dominat-
of good governanice and competitiveness as a ed financial systems with close connections
basis for investment decisions. between government, corporations, and banks

Corruption's corrosive influence on devel- (figure 2.1). This has normally come at the
opment has led to the adoption of codes that expense of developing the financial sector as a
criminalize bribery of government officials by for- whole, including the encouragement of domes-
eign parties, notably the OECD Convention on tic savings. Governments exert a strong influ-
Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in ence on the corporate sector, often directing
Interinational Business (February 1999), ratified lending to favored industries and firms. Corpo-
by 18 OECD members by mid-November 1999. rations, seeking credit or other privileges, often
But bribery by domestic firms is also a problem, unduly influence government policy. And banks
as are the overall ethical standards of government have interlocking ownership ties with corpora-
officials. Transparenicy International's annual tions. Arm's length transactions are rare, and
reports show that corruption is more extensive there are few incentives for proper banking
in developing countries than in OECD coun- supervision. Often, conglomerates are formed
tries (though in the past year it has produced a around banks, which then dominate the indus-
separate "bribery index" that ranks foreign pri- trial sector and the financial sector. Corpora-
vate bribery primarily from developed coun- tions with easy access to debt are not exposed to
tries). Fraud, tax evasion, local bribery, insider the kind of market and regulatory discipline
dealing, false disclosure, and money launder- needed to ensure viable projects and good gov-
ing all tarnish a country's reputation and reduce ernance. The starting point for reform is thus to
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Figure 2.1 The interlinkages of government corporations, and banks
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Government, corporations, and banks and have a cozy relationship. Government interferes with many corporate decisions, and the

corporation influences government policy even in cases where these benefits are not in line with public interest. The financial sector
provides debt on softer than commercial terms, particularly for larger enterprises. The state generally bears a large part of the risk,
and there are too many unrelated noncore businesses, often because of easy finance, that are not necessarily contributing to higher
returns. External incentives, such as product and labor markets, do not function effectively; economic regulation is absent; and there
is either no provision for bankruptcy or liquidation markets for corporate control do not function or exist.

Source: Muir and Saba 1995.

sever the unhealthy alliances between state, es (as in East Asia in 1997), and vice versa. Bank
banks, and firms (figure 2.2). supervision also tends to be weak, so banks fail

In some countries, privatizing banks, espe- to fulfill their disciplinary function of exercising
cially through strategic sales to foreign banks, has due diligence in allocating credit.
dramatically improved the quality of the bank- Improving governance (through better
ing sector. Foreign partners have introduced incentives, transparency, and accountability) and
state of the art management systems, better inter- supervision of the bankinig sector would also
nial controls, diversified boards, and a culture of improve corporate governance. It would put
risk-based credit analysis. But privatization has not more immediate pressure on failing corpora-
been sufficient to transform the financial sys- tions to restructure their operations and finances.
tem. Often, especially when banks are not allowed Banks would work to ensure that only high-
to operate a securities business directly, privatized quality corporate investments receive funding
banks ownl subsidiary nonbank financial insti- and that investments are properly monitored.

tutions, such as broker-dealers. Parent banks are Above all, this would induce fundamental cultural
seldom interested in developing their debt secu- and institutional changes that are required to
rities business, since that could erode their lend- establish new corporate governance structures
ing business, so financial sectors continue to be with transparent and arm's length relationships
bank-dominated. That builds up systemic risk for governments, corporations, and banks. In
in the economy, since companies lose their main countries dealing with crisis, the immediate task

source of finance if the banking sector collaps- is to restructure the assets and liabilities of high-
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Introducing an arm's length relationship between government, corporations, and banks means increasing competition in the market;
ending direct or indirect financial subsidies from the government; reforming the financial sector, including upgrading prudential
regulations and banking supervision systems; unbundling noncore business lines through divestiture or provision of better
disclosure and consolidated accounts; and strengthening the legal and regulatory systems.
Source: Muir and Saba 1995.

Iv indebted firms and to reform the financial sec- REGULATING SECURITIES MARKETS. Securities
tor. The two go hand in hand because banks, to exchanges and other self-regulating organiza-
be profitable, need sound corporations to lend tions also play only a limited role in developing
to (box 2.8). countries. Securities exchanges rarely impose

tougher disclosure or corporate governance
FOSTERING THE EXPANSION OF DEBT MARKETS. Coin- requirements than national law and regulation
panies in developing countries rely predomi- require, and their monitoring and enforcement
nantly on debt financing, which generally means capacity are often weak. Tough requirements
bank borrowing. Many banks are part of huge might discourage firms from listing, a direct hit
conglomerates that often automatically roll over on revenues for the securities exchange. Tougher
short-term credit for group firms. 6 The result is reporting requirements might also be resisted by
that bank credit lines are also used to finance long- members of the exchange (broker-dealers and
term investment. The corporate bond market is banks) whose privileged information on issuers
a difficult segment of domestic capital markets to would be diluted by fuller disclosure. Overlapping
develop because it competes directly with bank ownership and control of industrial companies
lending. In industrial economies, many compa- and securities intermediaries, especially in small-
nies have access to both domestic and interna- er economies, is another constraint on effective
tional debt securities markets, making it possible securities regulation. Insider trading and self-deal-
for firms to diversify their financing sources. ing, which undermine the integrity of many
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emerging markets, are a particularly urgent prob-
Box 2.8 Promoting corporate restructuring lem. Given the seriousness of these problems
and improving corporate governance by and the need for markets to be fair and liquid,
cutting the links between the chaebols and regulation against insider trading is a high pri-
financial institutions ority for public policy. An area to be addressed

quickly is developing better capacity in the secu-
The Republic of Korea has taken steps to curb the rity exchanges to monitor trades and the behav-
use of financial institutions controlled by the ior of corporate insiders (box 2.9).
country's top five conglomerates-chaebols-to
support their parent groups. The chaebols have TAKING A FUNcrIONAL APPROACH TO IMPROVE COR-

used their 39 financial institutions, including PORATE GOVERNANCE. A sound market infrastruc-
asset management funds and insurance compa- ture requires mature investors and institutional
nies, to reduce the groups' debt-equity ratios to shareholders. In developed economies institu-
the government-set target of 200 percent at the tional investors have used their ownership con-
end of 1999 by having the financial institutions centration as a powerful agent of change in
buy equity issued by sister subsidiaries. corporate governance. Pension funds have been

The buying spree of chaebols' financial units especially instrumental in raising standards of
helped raise share prices in 1999. Limits on chae- corporate governance in the United States and
bol financial investments would force the con- the United Kingdom. But in developing countries
glomerates to begin selling businesses instead of independently managed pension funds, mutual
using equity issues to lower debt levels. The chae- funds, investment advisors, and other domestic
bols have recently launched new asset manage- institutional investors that can create pressures
ment funds and attracted retail investors by for management accountability are still rare.
promising healthy returns. The government low- Where they do exist they have largely avoided
ered the limit on equity investments in sister local equity markets, in which they lack confi-
companies of chaebol-owned asset management dence. This promotes a vicious circle in which
funds or investment trust companies to 7 percent local capital providers withhold investment in
of their trust assets from the current limit of 10 firms, which in turn are deprived of equity and
percent. Chaebol insurance companies are of pressures for improved performance. Glob-
required to reduce their equity investments in alization of financial and other markets and gen-
affiliates and to cut loans given to related com- eral improvements in the quality and supply of
panies to 1-2 percent of total assets from the external financing will put pressure on many
current limit of 3 percent. corporations to improve their governance to

Minority shareholders' rights would be attract financing (box 2.10). This channel for
strengthened and the number of outsider direc- improving corporate governance has been sig-
tors immediately increased to a fourth of the nificant for many emerging markets-many are
board and then to more than half. The plan is now listing on the New York Stock Exchange
considered a preliminary step toward restricting through ADRs. Global markets are likely to see
chaebol ownership of nonbanking financial insti- functional convergence before de jure conver-
tutions. The chaebols are already limited to a 4 per- gence, at least for larger firms.
cent stake in banks.

Fostering competitive markets for products,
Source: Financial Times, August 9, 1999. labor, and corporate control

Competitive markets ensure that the goals of
firms and the welfare of consumers do not con-
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Box 2.9 Transparency and disclosure Box 2.10 Standard & Poor's ratings
strengthen investor confidence

Standard & Poor's cites corporate governance
The Warsaw Stock Exchange made its debut in practices as a key variable in its credit ratings for
1991 with stringent requirements for listed com- both corporate and sovereign debt. According to
panies. Initially, only five companies met them. Standard & Poor's president and chief ratings
Listed issuers on the competing Prague Stock officer, the globalization of capital flows will push
Exchange increased more rapidly, but the listings governments to make structural changes in dis-
have dropped more than 25 percent in the past closure and regulatory practices that will aid the
three years. By contrast, the Warsaw Stock assessment of credit quality. Access to private cap-
Exchange steadily increased the number of list- ital in an increasingly competitive global econo-
ed companies, to 53 by 1995 and then to 107 by my requires changes: "regulation of financial
1998. institutions will be more stringent and a true

Initially, the Prague Stock Exchange expand- credit culture embodying objective analysis will
ed much faster because of its flexibility in regu- replace lax lending standards of the recent past."
lation and oversight. It immediately listed Standard & Poor's specifically cited corporate
hundreds of companies throughout Eastern governance as a critical factor in Thailand's eco-
Europe and was the region's largest exchange, nomic recoveryprogram: "Regardless of the speed
with over 1,700 listed companies in 1995. Less of a potential recovery, long-term growth prospects
than 100 of these were actively traded, however. hinge on improving corporate and financial sec-
To rationalize its markets, the Prague Exchange tor governance and reducing moral hazard."
delisted roughly 1,300 companies that were no
longer deemed investment-worthy. Exchange
chairman TomasJezek, who led efforts to clean many countries still have far to go in liberaliz-
up the market, stated: "the failure to regulate ing product and factor markets.
means lost credibility on both sides. Investors
are afraid to lose money so they don't invest, and Promoting the emergence of reputational
issuers are afraid of takeovers, so they don't list." agents

Self-regulating organizations are beginninlg to
emerge in some developing countries. So are

flict. They also align the goals of firms, share- information providers-the information media,
holders, and society as a whole to increase over- wire services, securities analysts, and credit rat-
all economic welfare. When competition is ing agencies-that can monitor firms and secu-
fettered, prices may be distorted, leading to rities markets. But the small number of issuers
inefficient output and investment decisions. and the limited access to information restrict
Firms may pursue objectives that harm society. the potential for profitable information service
Examples include government-sponsored pro- providers. Their absence limits the effectiveness
duction monopolies that use up more domestic of strengthening standards for accounting and
resources than would be necessary with free disclosure, for instance, countries are dealing with
trade. And firms sheltered from competition this shortage by training directors, promoting self-
can become complacent, incur needless expens- regulating bodies, and raising awareness of the
es, and ignore cost saving possibilities. Such need for better corporate governance. In many
firms are in no position to operate efficiently in countries NGOs have stepped in as watchdogs
a climate of increasing global competition. But representing stakeholders. Advance technology
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has also drastically reduced the time and ly manner, while adjusting the reform to their
resources needed to print and distribute infor- ownI circumstances:
mation, cutting the cost of transparency and dis- * Establishing competitive markets by removing
closure. Information service providers such as barriers to entry, enacting competition law,
rating agencies and wire services now help dis- establishing fair trade priorities to promote
seminate corporate information widely. And as efficient operations, and removing impedi-
advanced information technologies have become ments to exit of firms.
more available and affordable on the Internet, * Improving disclosure offinancial and nonfinan-
many developing countries have also been cial operations through greater access to
improving the efficiency of their capital market accurate, timely financial and material non-
infrastructure, such as trading, clearing, and set- financial reports, compiled using interna-
tlement systems. tional standards of auditing and accounting.

Many countries have already adopted inter-
Consensus building and country circumstances national accounting and auditing standards;
Developing countries need corporate governance others are starting to. There is no shortage of
models that allow their domestic capital markets good standards, but practice still falls short
to grow. The challenge for all countries is to act mostly because of a dearth of well-trained
niow rather than to wait until the next crisis forces accountants.
them to act. By starting n1ow, countries can put in * Privatizing banks, particularly through sales to
place a sustainable system of corporate gover- strategic investors of high reputation, and pro-
nance that takes into account their own corpo- moting competition in a well regulated and super-
rate and market structures and implementation vised banking system. The banking sector still
capacity. To foster a culture of enforcement and plays a significant role in mobilizing and
compliance, the public and the private sectors and allocating financial resources. Many devel-
other stakeholders need tojoin together in design- oping and transition economies offer few
ing and implementing a reform agenda that financial instruments for the investing pub-
reflects the specific needs of the country. Impor- lic outside of the banking system. Improving
tant in all these efforts is to set in motion a process the soundness of the banking system through
that engages the players locally and internationi- early prudential regulation, rigorous super-
ally in a sustained effort to continue to improve vision, and sound credit analysis is one of the
the system for corporate governanice. To be sus- first building blocks to be considered in a
taimable, reforms will need full ownership by all reform agenda. Better governance in the
parties who will be affected by them or involved banking sector is an important step toward
in implementing them. better governance in the corporate sector.

Increasing the effectiveness of securities regulation
SOME UNIVERSAL MEASURES. The debate over which by enabling the fair transfer of ownership,
reforms work and which do not continues. Many barring insider trading, and preventing expro-
reforms go beyond the realm of pure corporate priation of capital by management. Also impor-
governance, such as creating a better business tant is developing the hardware and software
environment or betterjudicial or tax systems. Sim- of the system. This could include developing
ilarly, it is difficult to prescribe a sequence for share registrars, clearing systems, and custo-
reform that passes the test of universality. dians; instituting rules against insider trading
Nonetheless, countries that have successfully and self-dealing; protecting minority share-
designed and implemented reforms have tack- holder rights; allowing open-ended mutual
led the following areas in a systematic and time- funds; increasing the depth of the market by
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facilitating privatization of state enterprises; and * Building the capacity of institutions and people.
fostering local institutional investors (such as Achieving better governance will require
private pension and mutual funds). stronger institutions and large pools of skilled
Updating and strengthening the legal, judicial, people to implement the new standards-from
and tax systems, to ensure clarity and effective directors and corporate secretaries to share-
enforcement by reducing incentives and holder activists, accountants, auditors, financial
opportunities for evasion. advisors, and media reporters and analysts.

Box 2.11 East Asian reforms

As with other development strategies, there is no environment to encourage restructuring, more
one-size-fits-all blueprint for corporate governance. credible court-supervised insolvency procedures,
Each system must reflect the rich composite of improvements in capital market institutions, and
social, cultural, and historical influences. But glob- better corporate disclosure. Starting in 1999, the
alization and interdependence are pushing for a financial statements of banks, public companies, and
consensus about the direction and goals of reform. financial institutions with assets in excess of 1 bil-
The challenge for each country-and each firm- lion baht must be prepared in accord with inter-
is to design its own path. Many countries have national best practices. The Stock Exchange of
revamped their company, insolvency, and capital Thailand now requires listed companies to form
markets laws. Others have established codes of cor- board audit committees to review internal and
porate governance (annex 4c). And some have external financial reporting and independent audit-
taken drastic steps toward fundamental reform. ing. It has also identified corporate governance as

Corporate governance reform in the Republic a central part of its 'Vision 2003" strategy. It has
of Korea is being tackled through better legal and barred a dozen former executives from serving as
regulatory support, financial and capital market reg- chief executive officers or directors of a publicly trad-
ulation, improved competition policy, and corpo- ed company based on past negligence.
rate restructuring. Starting this year, accounting Malaysia is introducing structural reforms,
information will comply with international account- including policies to enhance transparency and
ing standards, and the largest conglomerates will disclosure and to improve competitiveness by
issue consolidated financial statements accounting strengthening corporate governance. It also plans
for all their subsidiaries. To improve management to strengthen the financial sector by consolidating
accountability, the government has lowered the min- finance companies and recapitalizing viable banks.
imum equity-holding required to file a shareholder Malaysia has been asked by finance ministers of
resolution, inspect the company's books, and initi- Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation members to
ate legal action against a director. The Korean Stock draw up a code of corporate governance practices
Exchange now requires all publicly traded compa- as a benchmark for other member countries. In
nies to have at least one nonexecutive member on addition, Malaysia has created a High-Level Finance
the board of directors, a requirement that rises to 25 Committee on Corporate Governance to promote
percent of board seats in 1999. Over 600 outside direc- best practices, spell out the role of independent
tors have already been named to serve on boards of directors, and increase transparency and disclo-
publicly traded companies in Korea. sure. Training and education programs for man-

Thailand's corporate restructuring program agement and directors will be a requirement for
includes reforms in the tax, legal, and regulatory listing.
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* Strengthening the oversight ofmanage?ment by estab-
lishing corporate boards of directors that are Box 2.12 The need for private sector
competent and independent and that can involvement in Morocco's reform process
ensure that the interests of shareholders and
stakeholders are taken into account. Considerable improvements have taken place

in the corporate governance of Moroccan com-
AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK. Aside from these unli- panies over the last few years. Starting in 1993,
versal measures, many other second-generation the accounting and auditing professions were
issues remain-appropriate levels of corporate reorganized. Within a year, new accounting
executive compensation, treatment of off-shore standards were released, modeled on recent
financial safe havens-to be examined once the directives from the European Union. These
fundamental issues have been addressed. standards substantially increased the degree

and level of disclosure in Moroccan compa-
DEALING wrrI RESISTANCE TO REFORM. Resistance to nies. A Securities Exchange Commission was
changing the status quo should be expected. In created in January 1994, under the authority
corporate governance, as in other areas of of the finance ministry. Later that year new
reform, a strategy for dealing with the political disclosure requirements and rules and regu-
economy of reform (who benefits, who loses) is lations governing mutual funds came into
an essential diagnostic tool and pre-requisite for effect.
reform. While the state may find it easier to dic- On October 17, 1997, anew law governing
tate top-down reforms during periods of crisis limited companies replaced the antiquated law
(box 2.11), these reforms may slip when the cri- passed in the 19th century. The law differen-
sis ends. Such reforms may seem to establish a tiates between the functions of the board of
foothold, may even change business practices directors, management, and auditors. The
and corporate governance over the long run, but board sets the company's strategy, manage-
as the urgency ebbs, many players will chafe ment executes it, and the auditors monitor
against the restrictions of measures they did not what is at stake. For example, if the company
initiate and may not be fully committed to. cannot pay its creditors, management is legal-

When the reform process is not rooted in sig- ly bound to file for bankruptcy. Two forms of
nificant consensus building in the public and pri- corporate governance are available: a board of
vate sectors, its results are fragile. Reforms initiated directors elected by the shareholders at the
and led by the private sector have proven far more annual general meeting or a "Conseil de Sur-
sustainable. Compliance has been quicker, and veillance," which decides on company strategy
enforcement by the government more effective. and elects a directoire to execute its decision.
It is critical, therefore, to engage all players at an But the complexity of the new law has been
early stage, particularly those in the private sector. criticized by the corporate sector, which feels
Morocco (box 2.12) demonstrates a case in which that it was not adequately consulted about the
well-intentioned and well-designed reforms were law. A number of amendments to simplify the
rejected by the corporate sector because it was legislation are now being considered.
not sufficiently involved in the reform process.
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Appendix 2.1 Selected comparative data

Table A2.1 Market capitalization in selected countries, 1997

Market capitalization as a
Market capitalization ANumber of listed domestic share of industry and service GDP

Country (millions of dollars) companies in 1996 (percent)

Argentina 59,252 147 20.6
Australia 311,988 1,135 85.5
Brazil 255,478 551 37.1
Canada 486,268 1,265 86.7
Chile 72,046 291 106.8
China 206,366 540 24.4
France 591,123 686 39.5
Germany 670,997 681 29.2
India 128,446 8,800 47.1
Indonesia 29,105 253 15.6
Italy 258,160 244 23.0
Japan 3,088,850 2334 66.0
Malaysia 93,608 621 109.6
Mexico 156,595 193 42.9
Netherlands 378,721 217 97.0
Philippines 31,361 216 43.9
Singapore 150,215 223 147.6
Spain 242,779 357 43.9
Sweden 247,217 229 108.7
Switzerland 402,104 213 128.3
Thailand 23,538 454 15.6
United Kingdom 1,740,246 2,433 144.1
United States 8,484,433 8,479 111.4

ANote: Publicly traded corporations in developing economies are few, but their market capitalization accounts for a sub-
stantial share of the industrial and service sector GDP. Even in countries with relatively thin and less developed capital
markets, listed companies may be limited in number but not in influence.
Source: World Bank 1999c, table 16.
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Table A2.2 Control of publicly traded firms around the world, 1996
(percent)

Widely held Widely held
Economy Widely held Family owned State owned financial corporation Otlher
OECD countries (non-Bank borrower)
Australia 65 5 5 25
Austria 5 15 70 10
Belgium 5 50 5 30 10
Canada 60 25 15
Denmark 40 35 15 10
Finland 35 10 35 5 5 10
France 60 20 15 5
Germany 50 10 25 15
Greece 10 50 30 10
Ireland 65 10 10 15
Italy 20 15 40 5 10 10
Japan 90 5 5
Netherlands 30 20 5 10 35
New Zealand 30 25 25 20
Norway 25 25 35 5 10
Portugal 10 45 25 15 0 5
Spain 35 15 30 10 10
Sweden 25 45 10 15 5
Switzerland 60 3 5 5
United Kingdom 100
United States 80 20

Bank borrowers and others
Argentina 65 15 5 15
Hong Kong 10 70 5 5 10
Israel 5 50 40 3
Mexico 100
Singapore 15 30 45 5 5
Korea, Rep. of 55 20 15 5 5

Note: The data are based on cross-sectional analvsis of the ownership structure of the 20 largest firms by capitalization in
27 countries using a 20 percent threshold for control. The limited sample size gives disproportionate influence to large
firms. The proportion of family shareholdings of corporations was considerably larger in developing countries than in
developed countries. Of firms included in the sample, families controlled 100 percent in Mexico and 65 percent in Argenti-
na, but 20 percent in the United States and 5 percent in Japan.
-Source: Claessens and others 1998b.
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Table A2.3 Control of publicly traded companies in East Asia, by size, 1996
(unweighted)

Widely held Widely held
Economy Category Widely held Family owned State owned financial corporation

Hong Kong All firms 7.0 66.7 1.4 5.2 19.8
Largest 20 5.0 72.5 7.5 10.0 5.0
Middle 50 6.0 66.0 2.0 4.0 22.0

Smallest 50 14.0 57.0 3.0 1.0 25.0
Indonesia All firms 5.1 71.5 8.2 2.0 13.2

Largest 20 15.0 60.0 20.0 5.0
Middle 50 6.0 62.7 3.3 3.0 25.0

Smallest 50 93.0 0.0 1.0 6.0
Japan All firms 79.8 9.7 0.8 6.5 3.2

Largest 20 90.0 5.0 5.0
Middle 50 96.0 2.0 2.0

Smallest 50 57.0 30.0 13.0
Korea, Rep. of All firms 43.2 48.4 1.6 0.7 6.1

Largest 20 65.0 20.0 10.0 5.0
Middle 50 66.0 11.0 5.0 18.0

Smallest 50 97.0 1.0 2.0
Malaysia All firms 10.3 67.2 13.4 2.3 6.7

Largest 20 30.0 35.0 30.0 5.0
Middle 50 12.0 69.0 10.0 4.0 5.0

Smallest 50 84.0 5.0 2.0 9.0
Philippines All firms 19.2 44.6 2.1 7.5 26.7

Largest 20 40.0 40.0 7.5 7.5 5.0
Middle 50 16.0 42.0 9.0 33.0

Smallest 50 16.0 45.0 2.0 6.0 31.0
Singapore All firms 5.4 55.4 23.5 4.1 11.5

Largest 20 20.0 32.5 42.5 5.0
Middle 50 10.0 46.0 35.0 4.0 5.0

Smallest 50 2.0 67.0 4.0 5.0 22.0
Taiwan, China All firms 26.2 48.2 2.8 5.3 17.4

Largest 20 45.0 15.0 15.0 5.0 20.0
Middle 50 36.0 38.0 6.0 20.0

Smallest 50 6.0 80.0 4.0 10.0
Thailand All firms 6.6 61.6 8.0 8.6 15.3

Largest 20 10.0 57.5 20.0 7.5 5.0
Middle 50 6.0 47.0 10.0 15.7 21.3

Smallest 50 76.7 2.7 5.0 15.7

Note: Data are from surveys of 2,980 publicly traded corporations (including financial and nonfinancial institutions).
.Source: Claessens and others 1998b.
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Table A2.4 Means of enhancing control in East Asian corporations
(full samples, percentage of total)

Average share
of value of common

equity to control Pyramids with Cross Controlling
Economy 20 percenrt of vote ultimate owners' holdingsb owner alonec Managementd

Hong Kong 18.84 25.1 9.3 68.1 53.4
Indonesia 19.17 66.9 1.3 50.9 84.6
Japan 19.89 36.4 11.6 87.2 37.2
Korea, Rep. of 19.64 42.6 9.4 76.7 80.7
Malaysia 18.11 39.3 14.9 37.4 85.0
Philippines 18.71 40.2 7.1 35.1 42.3
Singapore 19.91 55.0 15.7 37.0 69.9
Taiwan, China 19.61 49.0 8.6 43.3 79.8
Thailand 19.22 12.7 0.8 18.9 67.5
East Asia Nine 19.23 40.8 8.7 50.6 66.8

Note: Data are from surveys of 2,980 publicly traded corporations (including financial and nonfinancial institutions).
a. Equals 1 if the controlling owner exercises control through at least one publicly traded company, 0 otherwise.
b. Equals 1 if the company has a controlling shareholder and owns any amount of shares in its controlling shareholder
or in another company in its chain of control, 0 otherwise.
c. Equals 1 if there is no second owner holding at least 10 percent of the stock, 0 otherwise.
d. Equals 1 if the CEO, board chair, or vice-chair come from the controlling family, 0 otherwise.
Source: Claessens, Djankov, Fan, and Lang 1998b.

Notes number of other state enterprises, such as pension funds,

insurance companies, and banks. These types of structures
1. The report does not advocate one form of owner- involve agency theory as much as conventionaljoint stock

ship structure over another and certainly not the Anglo-US companies.

models. These markets have developed over time in 4. Most state owned enterprises are audited by their

response to investor needs, institutional capacity and the own governmental audit bureaus rather than independent

investing preferences of the population. They cannot be eas- auditors.

ily copied in other environments. 5. Transparency International has now embraced cor-

2. While publicly traded corporations in developing porate governance as an important tool in fighting

economies are few in number, their market capitalization corruption.

accounts for a substantial part of the industrial and serv- 6. An additional impediment is the lack of government

ice sectors as a share of GDP in many countries, even those bond market to provide the foundation for a broader,

with relatively thin and less developed capital markets (see more effective debt market, but this remains an illusive goal

table A.1). in most emerging market economies. The lack of a liquid

3. Accountability is even more complicated in numer- market for benchmark instruments also hampers the devel-

ous instances when a state owned enterprise is owned by a opment of institutional investors.
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T he East Asia crisis and problems in Rus- nesses), set priorities and sequence reforms, cre-
sia increased the urgency in dealing with ate strong institutions, develop human capital,
corporate governance and its effects on and above all, ensure that regulatory reforms and

global financial markets. As discussed in the first policymaking spur private voluntary measures to
two chapters, much of the debate in industrial create a culture of enforcement and compli-
economies focuses on enhancing shareholder ance. Many countries have initiated reforms in
value and strengthening internal corporate gov- response to crises or corporate failures. But
ernance, including disclosure, transparency, com- countries need good corporate governance (both
position and duties of directors, and treatment the internal and external framework) before a
of shareholders (particularly minority ones). crisis hits. And countries that have already initi-
These are equally important for emerging mar- ated reforms, either voluntary or in response to
kets, but the reform agenda also has to tackle the a crisis, need to maintain the momentum and
external environment for corporate governance. prevent backsliding.
Many governments have already begun identify- Still another challenge is to use scarce
ing key players, finding advocates, formulating resources efficiently. Countries are spending large
guidelines and codes, addressing legal and mar- amounts of public and private human and finan-
ket issues, and building institutional capacity. A cial resources on fragmented, overlapping, and
great deal of activity is also taking place interna- reactive interventions with insufficient linkages
tionally and between countries. and coordination. This lack of coherence has

resulted in limited sharing of experience among
Challenges to overcome practitioners in developed countries, interna-

tional organizations, self-regulatory bodies, and
There are many challenges to good corporate the public and private sectors. Because the mag-
governance: each country should design its own nitude of the problems exceeds the supply of
reform agenda (assessing strengths and weak- resources, countries need to exploit economies of
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scope through better coordination and synergy
between players globally and nationially. Box 3.1 Reforms with major impact

Formulating reform agendas In the end, developing countries need to struc-
ture their corporate governance models so that

As described in chapter 2, for countries with a large domestic capital markets can grow. In most coun-
private sector and many listed companies, the tries, a handful of reforms have had the most
most effective tools have been tightening listing sustained impact:
requirements, improving protection of minority * Establishing competitive markets
shareholders, attracting reputational agents, and * Adhering to better disclosure requirements
encouraging companies with large financing and to international accounting and auditing
requirements to list overseas. For countries where standards
firms obtain financing mainly through the bank- 0 Privatizing banks and promoting competi-
ing system, reforms must also focus on improving tion in a well regulated and supervised finan-
governance in the banking sector by restructur- cial system
ing and privatizing banks and strengthening pru- * Implementing effective securities regulation
dential and regulatory systems. Furthermore, * Instituting regulatory, tax, and judicial
developing mechanisms that include evaluation reforms, including protecting minority share-
of a borrower's corporate governance practice holders' rights
as part of the lending process is an effective way * Developing institutions and building human
of hard wiring corporate governance across the capital.
economy. For countries where the state sector * Strengthening the role and function of boards
still accounts for a large share of the industrial and and "internal" governance.
service sectors, focusing on private companies
alone will be insufficient. In these countries, the
reform agenda must also address governance of of the need to harmonize domestic and global
state-owned enterprises. And regardless of the rules-the basis for good corporate governance.
structure of the corporate sector, any reform
measures have to be complemented by policies National action to identify priorities and
that minimize rent seeking, promote transparency devise plans
and disclosure, and strengthen the enforcement The country remains the focal point of reform.
capacity of the legal system (box 3. 1). To help countries establish priorities, the Bank

For implementationi, consultation and con- and its partners have supported a series of coun-
sensus building among major stakeholders is as try self-assessments that identify strengths and
important as the reform itself. Only with support weaknesses in corporate governance. (These
from both public and private sectors can gover- include: China, the Philippines, Malaysia, Indone-
tiance reforms be meaningful and durable. Many sia, Thailand, Korea, Mexico, and Chile. Anoth-
sound pieces of legislation have never seen the light er seven assessments are scheduled for fiscal
of day because they were not developed through 2000.) To complement these assessments, the
consensus building among stakeholders. Sustain- Bank is also supporting investor surveys that
able reforms have been achieved when the private gauge how involved market players perceive the
sector led the reform process; failure and evasion same issues. Together, the two assessments will
have been common when the private sector was produce a clearer picture of corporate gover-
not involved from the start. Intense competition nance in individual countries. This will help
in global markets has convinced the private sector identify priorities and pressure points, and set the
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stage for developing a comprehensive reform by bringing together players and institutions
agenda and evaluating its implementation active in corporate governance and mobilizing
(appendix 3.1). The twin objectives are to local and international public and private sec-
strengthen regulatory reform and enforcement tor support to scale up and move forward on
while fostering private voluntary actions and reform. It will serve as a hub for exchanging
compliance. information and experience, for leveraging the

actions of various players, and for marshaling
Global action to build consensus and marshal expertise to support countries' efforts on both
support regulatory and voluntary fronts.
Implementing strong corporate governance The forum will tap into the expertise and
systems is not only technical, it is above all polit- resources of the larger corporate governance
ical. The World Bank and the OECD have community-ranging from individual compa-
agreed to establish a Global Corporate Gover- nies, corporate associations, institutional
nance Forum to broaden the dialogue and investors, and investor action and research groups
respond to individual countries seeking to to self-regulated professional and listing bodies.
strengthen corporate governance. The forum For these activities to begin, credible cham-
has an ambitious agenda (box 3.2). Completing pions are needed in the public and private sec-
it will require building on the strength of the tors at the country and global levels. An
Bank Group and its partners (appendix 2). The important component of the forum is the high-
forum will help build coalitions for consensus level Private Sector Advisory Group, composed

Box 3.2 The Global Corporate Governance Forum

The Forum's agenda The Forum's structure
* Raising awareness, building consensus, and The forum's main sponsors, the World Bank and

supporting local initiatives. the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
* Channeling technical assistance to help gov- Development (OECD), will be joined by bilateral

ernments and the private sector carry out self- donors, multilateral development banks, other
assessments and investor surveys, design international organizations (such as the Interna-
reform agendas, and implement them. tional Monetary Fund), the International Account-

* Designing and implementing pioneering proj- ing Standards Committee, the International
ects in such areas as research on corporate gov- Organization of Securities Commissions, the Inter-
ernance and distance learning on corporate national Organization of Supreme Audit Institu-
governance issues (such as director training). tions, representatives of developing country groups

* Supporting institution strengthening and such as the Commonwealth Association, Asia Pacif-
human resource development locally, region- ic Economic Cooperation, and a number of private
ally, and globally to sustain reforms. sector participants.

* Identifying, disseminating, and promoting local, The forum will meet once a year to determine
regional, and global best practices, such as the annual work program and financial plan.
toolkits, networks linking corporate governance The Secretariat of the Forum will be housed in
practitioners, and Web sites. the World Bank, with one member stationed at the

* Addressing corporate governance issues that OECD. It will be responsible for the day-to-day
may go beyond a specific country and affect a delivery of the work program and for administer-
wider range of clients. ing the budget.
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of key private sector figures from developed and portingjudicial reform and anticorruption meas-
developing countries. They have agreed to put ures, requiring competent boards of directors.
their reputation and influence to work-cham- The World Bank Group has also been active
pioning reform, developing a network of cor- in developing the soft and hard infrastructure of
porations with good practices, and initiating capital markets. Its private sector arm, the Inter-
programs that encourage voluntary private national Finance Corporation (IFC), has lent to
action. The advisory group will focus on pro- and invested in private entities worldwide and
viding global technical assistance and identifying, acted as a corporate governance agent in coun-
disseminating, and promoting best practices on tries that do not have well developed systems
matters related to corporate governance reform. (box 3.3). Its representatives have served on com-

Corporate governance is about more than pany boards. The IFC has been instrumental in
codes and rules. It is about building trust and developing equity and corporate bond markets,
confidence through information and expertise. helping to set rules and improve corporate gov-
The forum will support a series of roundtables in ernance. It has also promoted reputational agents,
key countries to bring public and private players such as credit agencies, in several client countries.
together to create awareness, present different
viewpoints, and help bring about a consensus for Global Corporate Governance Forum
reform. The roundtables will enable learning The Global Corporate Governance Forum will
from others by exchanging experiences on best complement, not substitute for, regular Bank
and worst practices. Roundtables have already instruments. It will provide a rapid-response
taken place successfully in the Republic of Korea mechanism for channeling small amounts of
and Russia. Others are planned for Russia, and for technical assistance to specific constituents or
Latin America, Africa, and East Asia. The Secre- entities that would not otherwise receive Bank
tariat for these roundtables will be at the OECD.

The forum will also organize a yearly con-
sultative process to exchange views to enrich the Box 3.3 Capital market development and
agenda and share experiences. In addition, ad the International Finance Corporation
hoc task forces will be convened to bring togeth-
er public, private, and other stakeholders from IFC's advisory work in domestic capital markets
developed and emerging markets to work on helps:
specific issues of cross-country and cross- * Governments put in place the basic legal
disciplinary importance. framework for securities markets

* Securities regulators and stock exchanges
The World Bank Group's involvement develop financial, accounting, and disclo-

sure standards for issuers, intermediaries,
The Bank has long helped countries through dif- and other market actors
ficult structural reforms that require legal and * Private sectors organize the basic institutional
regulatory change, enterprise restructuring, and infrastructure of securities markets, including
privatization of state-owned enterprises. The registrars, depositories and clearing and set-
reform programs have addressed many issues tlement systems.
now considered under the corporate governance IFC's Emerging Markets Data Base complements
umbrella: creating competitive markets, super- these efforts by providing critical and timely infor-
vising banks, introducing greater transparency mation and performance benchmarks on emerg-
and compliance with international accounting ing markets to foreign portfolio investors.
standards, improving internal controls, sup-
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funds. It will also support strategic regional World Bank Group lending and advisory
and global activities not easily covered by indi- operations
vidual country assistance programs. The in- On the lending side the Bank Group will coIn-
country and global experience of the forum will tinue to support structural reforms that address
naturally contribute to the formulation of the corporate restructuring, privatization or com-
Bank's country assistance strategies, completing mercialization of state enterprises, banking sec-
the loop of policy and transaction. Approval of tor reform, capital market development, and
country-specific assignments by the forum will legal and regulatory reform. These activities will
require confirmation by the Secretariat that be complemented by investment operations that
the activity could not be more practically fund- reinforce the requirement that recipients of
ed from another source (including Bank lend- Bank funds meet the same rigorous disclosure
ing) and consultation with relevant country standards as companies that want to raise pub-
directors on the activity's fit with the overall lic money in capital markets (annex 6).
country strategy. When the Bank lends to state-owned enter-

prises it insists on internal controls-modern
Policy formulation accounting systems, financial covenants, external
The Bank's new development tool, the Coin- audits by independent auditors, and performance
prehensive Development Framework, takes a and compliance audits-that go beyond finanicial
holistic view of development, linking perform- statements to capture critical aspects of an entity's
atice across key sectors to a common set of indi- operations and governance. These requirements
cators. Prominent concerns are governance, have often exceeded the financial and nonfinan-
judicial reform, and private and finanicial sector cial disclosure practices of enterprises not receiv-
development. Corporate governanice is an impor- ing Bank loans. The Bank will IIow go even further
tant building block for all. It is also a critical and require that state enterprises adopt good cor-
part of the design of a new interniationial finani- porate governance practices. This requirement
cial architecture. The Comprehensive Develop- would improve governance in a significanlt part of
ment Framework suggests that the World Bank the corporate sector, strengthen the banking sys-
Group address development issues systemati- tem, and pave the way for eventual corporatization
cally in its country dialogue and strategy for- and privatization of state enterprises.
mulation, that the Bank use the Comprehensive The International Finance Corporation and
Development Framework to prepare the ground- the Multilateral Investmenit Guarantee Agency
work for lendinig and technical assistance, and will continue to implement corporate gover-
that it monitor progress. nance best practices at the company level through

Corporate governance reforms, though com- equity investments and advisory, guarantee, and
monly initiated in the wake of a crisis or failure, lending operations. The IFC will also continue
should not be viewed as a short-term anticrisis to provide technical assistance to help govern-
package, because these reforms are likely to suc- ments establish capital markets and implement
ceed only in the medium to long run. That capital market reforms. Corporate governanice
makes the sustainability and comprehensiveness and financial markets development are inter-
of the design and the staying power during imple- dependent and mutually reinforcinig.
mentation critical. Many countries are estab-
lishing corporate governance codes and institutional capacity and human development
benchmarks, revising listing requirements for A lack of qualified professionals is often the most
new companies, or developing rules for their daunting challenge to effective reform. Effective
domestic institutional investors (annlex 4b). governance is notjust a set of rules on paper: it
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must be driven by the responsible behavior of professionals. And through projects for higher
individuals in their direct actions and their rela- education the Bank can improve the quality and
tions with each other. Introducing internation- curriculum of university and professional pro-
al accounting and auditing standards will not grams affecting corporate governance issues.
automatically increase transparenicy. The stan-
dards have to be consistently applied by a strong Supporting standards and best practices at the
cadre of well-trained accountants and auditors. global level

The Bank has done much to support train- The World Bank Group has a range of instru-
ing for regulators (through the International ments for addressing public policy issues and
Forum for Utility Regulators, for example), bank private sector actions over the short and long runs
supervisors, judges, and accountants and has and a rich background of cross-country experi-
developed academic and professional programs ence. And it has the convening power to draw
for establishing such disciplines and professions. together the many organizations and players
This work needs to be scaled up to support train- that must cooperate to make changes at the
ing programs in all disciplines relating to cor- country or international level.
porate governance. For example,judicial system The Bank supports public and self-regulatory
reform is often stalled by a lack of trained legal organizations that establish international stan-

Box 3.4 The Bank helps harmonize and develop international accounting and auditing standards

International standards and benchmarks of best need for global accounting and auditing princi-
practice play an important role in developing the ples and standards in the fight against corruption
institutional framework necessary for a strong inter- and as a vehicle for transparency. He asserted that
national financial system. Auditing and accounting good governance is the lifeblood of progress.
standards have proven particularly important in The Bank and the International Federation of
reducing the structural sources of vulnerability in Accountants have also met on several occasions
the new international financial environment. The (together with other multilateral agencies) to dis-
Bank, as an important opinion maker and indirect cuss a more concerted and coordinated effort to
user of the work of international accounting firms improve financial accountability frameworks
and organizations, takes a keen interest in devel- through donor support. The International Forum
opments in this field. for Accounting Development has held four

The Bank has supported the International exploratory meetings and will move forward on
Accounting Standards Committee and the Inter- the agenda for a two-year trial.
national Federation of Accountants in harmonizing The Bank has also supported the United
standards internationally. Because the Bank is con- Nations Conference on Trade and Development in
cerned with auditing quality and wants its borrow- further research and guidance on environmental
er accountability policies to be well understood, it financial accounting and the International Orga-
has met with the leading audit firms on two nization of Supreme Audit Institutions for audi-
occasions-in Washington in March 1996 and in tor-general staff training. The Bank will continue
Paris in October 1997. The Paris meeting coincid- to encourage the harmonization and development
ed with World Bank PresidentJames Wolfensohn's of the international financial architecture and
keynote address to 4,000 leaders in the accounting greater transparency through rigorous compliance
profession. President Wolfensohn reiterated the with sound standards.
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dards. The Bank's role is not in standard setting, economies. Reports will review the legal and
but in global implementation of these standards. regulatory basis for corporate governance, char-
In addition to the OECD, World Trade Organi- acterize current practices, and recommend
zation, International Labour Organization, and reforms to strengthen the framework for effec-
other international agencies, the Bank has strong- tive governance. Now being implemented in 8
ly supported the work of the International of 15 countries, the project:
Accounting Standards Committee and Interna- * Provides a methodology for assessing nation-
tional Forum for Accounting Development. The al corporate governance practices.
Bank has met with the big five auditing firms to * Develops input for corporate governance
discuss ways to bring auditing standards up to reforms.
international best practices (box 3.4) . The Bank * Promotes productive interaction on corporate
is also working with the International Organi- governance systems and practices by investors,
zation of Securities Commissions to harmonize regulators, and public decisionmakers.
listing requirements. In the private sector it rec- * Strengthens the rationale for reform by high-
ognizes the significance of the most important lighting emerging international practices.
players in corporate governance reforms, the * Provides benchmark indices for self-evalua-
institutional investors and rating agencies that are tion in corporate governance reforms.
key to monitoring standards and building con- * Enables domestic and international investors
fidence in markets. to better evaluate and compare systems.

Although each country has unique concerns,
Conclusion traditions, and institutions, several common issues

are emerging from the first set of assessments:
Corporate governance deals with enterprise, * Lack of effective oversight by boards of directors.
power, and patronage. In places where a culture Controlling shareholders, whose duties to
of corporate governance is new, enterprise needs the company and other stakeholders are fre-
to be nurtured and trained. But the real challenge quently not clear or enforceable, have the sole
is to develop a workable system of accountabili- right to appoint and remove directors. Too
ty for the power and patronage that entrepreneurs often boards have not been able to exercise
need to exercise. This is no easy matter in prac- proper oversight of management, leading to
tice, because the spirit that drives entrepreneurs failures of internal control, poor business
forward is irked by the constraints that account- judgment, and misallocation of resources.
ability imposes. This means that progress will Indonesia and the Republic of Korea have
depend on harnessing all available forces-from responded by including in their commercial
the international community and indigenous codes a fiduciary duty to the corporation for
organizations alike-to create a climate of opin- directors. Malaysia and Korea require a min-
ion, legal and economic structure, and process imum number of independent directors,
that together will help produce the desired result. Malaysia is introducing a requirement that

directors of listed companies be accredited,
Appendix 3.1 Developing a clear picture and Thailand requires audit committees.
for investors * Poor disclosure. Lack of transparency has con-

tributed widely to governance failures. Inter-
Corporate governance assessments national accounting and audit standards for
The World Bank Group and the Asian Devel- reporting are often not followed, so markets are
opment Bank are assessing corporate gover- unable to price risk or enable informed deci-
nance norms and practices in developing sions. Disclosure on related-party transactions,
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foreign currency exposure, corporate struc- voting on matters in which they have an inter-
tures, and relationships within and between est and is introducing cumulative voting to
companies is poor. A notable exception is allow minority investors to appoint directors
Chile, whose Stock Corporations Law has strict to the board. Korea is establishing auditor
disclosure requirements.Anumber of countries selection committees at the top 30 chaebol
are now revising their reporting requirements comprising outside directors and large and
in line with international standards. noncontrolling shareholders.
Weak compliance with statutory and regulatory * Shareholder and creditorpassizity. When disclosure
requirements. While the assessments have high- is poor, controlling groups are not required to
lighted the areas of law and regulation requir- protect minority interests. When enforcement
ing amendment, in many cases appropriate is poor, neither shareholders nor creditors
rules exist but enforcement and compliance have much incentive to protect their own inter-
are weak. Lack of confidence in the judicial ests. Instead, credit dries up and investors
process, high costs of litigation, and weak reg- leave, voting with their feet. Measures to help
ulatory powers mean that rules are sometimes investors and creditors protect their position
ignored. Mexico's National Banking and Secu- rather than exit include Malaysia's plan to
rities Commission has considered promoting help shareholders form an activist body
voluntary improvements in corporate gover- through a new corporate governance insti-
nance through a Practices Code with provisions tute. Korea will introduce a provision to allow
for the board of directors, minority share- shareholders to pursue class actions. In Thai-
holders' rights, and disclosure requirements. land shareholders owning 20 percent of the
In 1998 the Czech Republic augmented the capital can apply to the Ministry of Commerce
Securities Commission's substantive enforce- for an inspector to investigate a company's
ment powers and drew high-level profession- affairs. The Czech Republic's voucher priva-
als by raising salaries above public sector wages. tization has created an interesting challenge
Tight insider control. The assessments highlight for shareholder rights. Reforms have strength-
the concentration of ownership in many mar- ened protection for direct minority share-
kets-concentration that gives insiders exten- holders in joint stock companies, but not the
sive powers that are neither subject to checks rights of shareholders in the major holding
and balances nor balanced by duties to minor- companies (formerly investment funds) that
ity investors or other stakeholders. Networks control about 25 percent of these companies'
of corporate cross-holdings, state-controlled total equity on behalf of Czech citizens.
shareholdings, or dominant family stakes in
companies allow corporate assets to be Value of investor surveys
deployed for the benefit of the controllers, The World Bank Group is working with the pri-
while minority interests are unprotected. The vate sector on a survey of local and foreign
situation is exacerbated when enterprises are investors in emerging markets to measure how
in a dominant market position that allows corporate governance affects investment deci-
inefficiency to go unchecked by competition. sions. The survey will examine a cross-section of
Across these markets, though, foreign and the corporate sector: domestic and international
private minority investment is growing as com- investors and providers and recipients of foreign
panies seek public listings. To expand the direct investment, including large multinationals
capital pool for these economies, it is vital to and small enterprises. The survey will also gauge
restore investor confidence. Malaysia is plan- the private sector's response to the progress on
ning to exclude controlling shareholders from reform-and its credibility. The survey will build
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oni a recent survey of U.S. companies conduct- national accounting standards for agricul-
ed by McKinsey & Company, which showed that ture, the public sector, and the environment
investors are willing to pay a 16 percent premi- and helped them develop and provide train-
um for good board governance (Felton, Hudnut, ing programs for auditing and accounting.
and Van Heeckeren 1996), and a recent survey The Bank is working closely with countries
by Russell Reynolds Associates (1999), which to adapt international accounting standards
found that fund managers in Japan and Ger- to local conditions. It has also convened the
many increasiigly look at a company's gover- leading international accounting firms and
nance profile in their investment decisions. urged them to strengthen the auditing prac-
Together with the corporate governance assess- tices of their local partners in accordance with
ments, the survey will enable the World Bank international standards.
Group to identify points for action. * International Organization of Securities Com-

missions (IOSCO). IOSCO issued a statement
Appendix 3.2 The Bank's main partners of objectives and principles of securities to

help its members assess and improve policies,
One organization alone cannot meet the chal- regulatory frameworks, and practices for
lenges of corporate governance reform. The securities exchanges. The Bank will collab-
World Bank is proud to be partners with many orate with IOSCO in developing assessment
internatioinal organizations, multilateral lenders, methodologies, improving securities market
local stock exchanges, business groups, profes- regulations and supervision, and providinig
sional groups, trade associations, and civil socie- interpretive guidance for adoption of IOSCO
ty organizations in each of the Bank's member principles. The Bank will also provide support
countries. The Bank's chief multilateralpartners are: for IOSCO's summer training program.
* Organization for Economic Co-operation and * United States Agency for International Develop-

Development (OFXCD). OECD has been an indis- ment (USAID). USAID has a long history of
pensable partner. In its report on corporate involvement in corporate governiance activities,
governance, OECD's Business Sector Advi- many of them in cooperation with the Bank
sory Group (1998) proposed nonbinding Group through donor committees. USAID
interniational principles of good corporate programs increasingly focus on1 the rule of
governance. The Bank can complement this law, transparency, and civic participation in
work by improving access to capital markets areas of economic policy reform. In response
and by helping to translate OECD princi- to Asia's financial crisis, USAID developed
ples into country-specific practices suitable programs to promote transparency in the
for developing countries. financial sector.

* Commonwealth Association for Corporate Gover- Among regional organizations, the Bank's chief
nance (CACG). Formed in 1998, CAGC has partners include:
launched several projects to stimulate debate * Asian Develop nent Bank (ADB). ADB has coop-
on corporate governance through its semi- erated with the Bank in reviewing corporate
nar and outreach program. It helps organ- governance practices in common member
ize workshops and provide training on best countries (including corporate governance in
practices in corporate governance in Africa loan conditions for structural adjustment
and elsewhere. lending after Asia's finanicial crisis, for exam-

* International Accounting Standards Committee ple) and is providing technical assistance loans
(IASC). The Bank has supported IASC and to improve corporate governance in state
related organizationis in developing inter- enterprises, including a project in Indonesia.
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* Asia-PacficEconomic Cooperation (APEC). APEC * As providers of capital, institutional investors
has commenced research and analysis on have been a driving force behind corporate
improving corporate governance. Both ADB governance reform around the world. Using
and APEC have partnered with the World their proxy voting power, they have demand-
Bank to assess corporate governance needs ed greater accountability from the managers
in their regions. of firms in their portfolios. Since the finan-

* European Bankfor Reconstru ction and Develop- cial crisis in emerging markets they have
ment (EBRD). In its role as lender to govern- assigned even greater weight to corporate
ments and investor in private corporations, governance and disclosure in their invest-
EBRD drafted guidelines on corporate gov- ment decisionmaking. The California Pub-
ernance standards. Firms in transition lic Employees Retirement System, one of the
economies may not all be able to achieve most vocal and effective U.S. advocates of cor-
those standards immediately, but those seek- porate governanice reform (see box 1.6), has
ing EBRD funding will use the guidelines to proposed Global Principles of Corporate
revamp their governiance processes. Governance-minimum standards for pro-

* Inter-Am.erican Development Bank (IDB). The moting transparency, accountability, and
IDB has been addressing external constrainits equity in governance and managemenit in all
on the corporate sector, including legal and markets. Mutual funds, too, are paying
institutionial reform in capital markets (espe- increased attention to board structure and
cially securities regulation) and banking, as the rights of minority shareholders.
well as improvements in accountinig and * Cedit ratingagenciesbring greater tranisparenicy
auditing standards. wherever they work. In issuin1g ratings, these

* African Development Bank (AfDB). The AfDB firms have increasinigly highlighted qualita-
has been developing tranisparent institutional tive factors, such as corporate governance
arrangemenits for privatization and divesti- practices, as well as quantitative measures of
ture; conducting legal reform, includinig the finiancial performance. They have always
preparation of texts on1 corporate rights and addressed issues of disclosure in their rat-
baankruptcy; developing legislation for finani- ings process and are now paying greater atten-
cial and securities markets and trading activ- tion to board structure and minority
ities; and improving accountinig, auditing, shareholder rights in ratings for both couII-
managemeint. and informationi technology. tries and firms. Standard & Poor's, for exam-
In the private sector the Bank Group will con- ple, increasingly takes inlto account corporate

tinue working with institutionial investors, cred- governance practices in its sovereign and cor-
it rating agencies, stock exchanges, trade porate debt ratings.
associations, organizationis of institutional * Stock exchanges help improve corporate gov-
investors, investment analysts, research insti- ernance through their listing requirements,
tutes, consulting firms, and noingovernmenital which call for improved disclosure, external
organizationis active in the field. These auditing and an interinal audit committee,
partnerships-formal and informal-will involve and an independent board of directors.
joint participation in research, conferenices, Exchanges have also taken a leading role in
communications, and training. There are many crafting national codes of best practice for
players in the private sector whose cooperation corporate governanice. Such codes have
is essential for translating principles, legal stan- been issued or are being drafted by the
dards, and governmenit regulations into the exchanges in Amsterdam, Hong Kong,
practice of good corporate governanice: Johannesburg, Londoin, Singapore,
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Bangkok, and Toronto. The Korean and Services, the Investment Company Insti-
Jakarta stock exchanges have also recently tute, the Investor Responsibility Research
taken steps to develop codes of corporate Center, and the U.K.'s Pensions Investment
governance. Research Consultants. These groups have

The International Federation of Stock also provided feedback on the Bank's
Exchanges represents 51 stock exchanges- methodology and on the findings of its
more than 97 percent of the world's stock assessment reports on corporate governance
market capitalization. The federation plays in member countries.
an important part in promoting improved * Investment analysts and research and consulting
corporate governance by advising exchanges firms provide research and recommenda-
on listing requirements relevant to corporate tions for their clients on both sovereign and
governance and disclosure. It supports emerg- firm issues and facilitate international proxy
ing market stock exchanges work on estab- voting by summarizing issues and regula-
lishing member standards. And it seeks to tions and recommending voting strategies.
develop healthy securities markets by building Since the East Asian crisis, research analysts
prosperous exchanges that can self-regulate. have increased their coverage of corporate

* Trade associations in the private sector are governance reforms in their investment rec-
working with the World Bank Group to devel- ommendations. Goldman Sachs's Asia Strat-
op workshops on corporate governance to egy Team now cites corporate governance
increase awareness and institutional capaci- practices as a major consideration in its invest-
ty. Workshops for managers and board mem- ment recommendations at both the nation-
bers in Indonesia took place in 1999 with the al and the firm level. Flemings has issued a
Jakarta Stock Exchange, the Capital Markets set of corporate governance ratings for
Society of Indonesia, the Transparency Soci- emerging markets based on their framework
ety, and the Association of Listed Compa- for disclosure, shareholder rights, and the
nies. Several trade associations also have role of the board of directors.
initiatives to promote corporate governance. * Vongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are
The Federation of Thai Industries has also playing a significant part in promoting
approved a code of business ethics that tries improved corporate governance. Active at
to set a new standard for good governance the grassroots level, they can mobilize the
among Thai corporations. The Malaysian opinions of company stakeholders, includ-
Institute of Corporate Governance promotes ing customers, suppliers, workers, and soci-
awareness of corporate governance and self- ety. They are developing standards of
regulation among Malaysian firms. The corporate governance that can be adopted
International Bar Association provides inter- by corporations and other capital market
national guidance on competition, bank- institutions. They also disseminate amend-
ruptcy, and company law. ments to laws and regulations through sem-

* Institutional investors have also contributed inars and publications. The Bank Group
to the Bank's strategy on corporate gover- works with NGOs in both developing and
nance reform. Several organizations rep- developed economies. It is giving financial
resenting institutional investors have shared support to the Center for Economic Devel-
information, including the Conference opment for a corporate governance coII-
Board's Global Corporate Governance ference in Sofia, Bulgaria, and also has close
Research Center, the Council of Institu- links with the European Corporate Gover-
tional Investors, Institutional Shareholder nance Network.
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Appendix 3.3 Memorandum of Understanding

On the Establishment of the Global Corporate Governance Forum

The World Bank and The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development

1.0 OvERvIEw: A FRAMEWORK FOR CO-OPERATION

1.1 The improvement of corporate governance practices is widely seen as one important element
in strengthening the foundation for individual countries' long-term economic performance and
in contributing to a strengthened international financial system. Therefore, corporate governance
has emerged as an important focus of efforts by multilateral organisations to assist countries in improv-
ing financial architecture. Efforts in the area of corporate governance could benefit greatly from
closer and more structured co-operation. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
opment ("the World Bank") and the OECD have agreed to broaden the global policy dialogue and
co-operation on corporate governance reform and to respond to the need of individual countries
to improve corporate governance.

1.2 Implementing strong corporate governance is fundamentally a process, in which the govern-
ment and the private sector join hands. The central concept in this broad international co-opera-
tionI is the promotion of dialogue and exchange of experience between the main public and private
players on a global scale. Ultimately, change in corporate governance practices must be implemented
at a local, country level. The establishment of a platform for international dialogue, structured around
an agenda with broad public and private sector support and expertise, will lend important support
to regional and country efforts to effect such change. This is because:

1.3 * It raises awareness of the need to build consensus for the support of local, regional and glob-
al initiatives, in order to bring about a coalition for reform.

1.4 * It is an efficient way to marshal interinational expertise in a concerted, co-ordinated and time-
ly way and to identify, disseminate, discuss and promote global and regional best practices, build-
ing on international experience.

1.5 * It can be an effective tool for the identification of country and regional technical assistance
needs.

1.6 The OECD Principles of Corporate Governance provide an important starting point. As it is
stated in their Preamble:

The Principles are non-binding and do not aim at detailed prescriptions for national legislation. Their
purpose is to serve as a reference point. They can be used by policy makers, as they examine and develop
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their legal and regulatory frameworks for corporate governance that reflect their own economic, social, legal

and cultural circumstances, and by market participants as they develop their own practices.

1.7 However, the dialogue process should move beyond basic common principles of governance to
help countries identify specific issues and problems and develop their own programmes and institu-

tions to strengthen corporate governance. Regional and national codes of best practice have been devel-

oped over the last few years while important changes will continue to take place in this field. These

will provide important input for discussion and dialogue that will contribute to the future reassessment
of the OECD Principles.

1.8 The co-operative effort between the World Bank and the OECD will draw upon the respec-

tive complementary strengths and membership of the two organisations. It is also essential to

build on the work of various international organisations in the effort to promote better corpo-
rate govcrnance.

2.0 STRUCTURE

The proposed co-operation will be structured along two major initiatives: (a) the Global Corporate
Governance Forum, and (b) World Bank/OECD policy dialogue and development.

(a) Global Corporate Governance Forum

2.1 The Global Corporate Governanice Forum will be set up to provide a framework for internation-
al cooperation and create synergies for the design and implementation ofjoint or individual projects
by participating countries and institutions.

2.2 The Global Corporate Governance Forum will:
* build a consensus in favor of appropriate policy, regulatory and institutional reforms

* coordinate and disseminate corporate governance activities
* provide support for regulatory and private voluntary action

* promote institutional development and human capacity building in the associated fields of cor-
porate governanice

* train the various professions and the other agents who are essential to bring about a culture of
compliance.

2.3 The World Bank and the OECD will sponsor the Global Corporate Governance Forum, which
will consist of regional development banks and other international organisations and groupings such
as APEC, IASC, IOSCO, IMF, Commonwealth Association, private sector participants and institu-
tions as well as donor and developing/transition countries. The Global Corporate Governance Forum

will ordinarily meet once a year. It will approve the objectives, policies, and monitoring of the Forum's

Secretariat. It will also review the annual work programme and the financial plan, as proposed by
the Secretariat, with the support of the Private Sector Advisory Group.

2.4 The Global Corporate Governance Forum will consult with representatives of nongovern-
mental organisations and stakeholder groups with a specific interest in corporate governance.
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2.5 A senior Private SectorAdvisory Grup (PSAG) will be established. The improvement of corporate gov-
ernanice practices within countries will require partnership between public and private sectors. The PSAG
will engage the private sector in playing a major role in the improvement of corporate governance prac-
tices within countrics. Effective, continuing and easily accessible private sector support and input are
essential elements in the process of policy dialogue and country-specific implementation envisaged by
the two organisationis.

2.6 The PSAG will consist of a small, flexible, representative group of private sector international
leaders. The very senior level omf the PSAG membership will enable the group to mobilise support
among private sector players world-wide and carry weight with senior officials from the govern-
ment/regulatory sidc. The group will be representative, drawing on individuals from different
regions of the world and on all types of private sector players, from the corporate, institutionial, indi-
vidual investor and self-regulating bodies. It will be well integrated into the Global Corporate Gov-
ernanice Forum. It will report and advise the Global Corporate Governance Forum on the programme.

2.7 The mandate of the PSAG will be to:
* work with the Secretariat (see below) to promote good corporate governance in accordance with

approved work program of the Global Corporate Governance Forum (as per paragraph 1.6 and
1.7).

2.8 * advise on and assist in the development of regional and country-specific corporate governanice
programmes and of the activities of the Policy Dialogue and Development Round Tables (see
below), by providing senior private sector participation and input.

2.9 * advise on, and participate in country-specific technical assistance and educational efforts to
improve corporate governance practices in the private sector, in close co-operation with
members of the Global Corporate Governance Forum and its member organisations and
institutions.

2.10 The World Bank Private Sector Development Department will house the Secretariat for the Cor-
porate Governance Forum. The Secretariat will be responsible for managing the programme and will
be accountable to the Global Corporate Governance Forum. It will present to the Forum for its approval
the annual work programme to be prepared in consultation with PSAG and other interested par-
ties. The Work programme will consist of country-specific regional and interniationial initiatives. A
member of the Secretariat will be located at the OECD. Continuing close contact will be maintained
between the responsible staffs of the two organisations.

(b) Poliy Dialogue and Development Round Tables

2.11 Policy Dialogue and Development Round Tables will be set up by the World Bank and the
OECD on a regional (and, where appropriate, country specific) basis. The round tables will pro-
vide the framework for continuing policy dialogue and a multilateral process of exchange of expe-
rience. This process will bring together OECD member country experts and nationial decision-makers
from the private sector and governments in different regions (or countries) of the world. The World
Bank/OECD Seoul meeting and the recently established Corporate Governance Round Table for
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Russia are examples of such activities. The OECD will house the Secretariat for the Round Tables,
with a permanent contact point at the World Bank.

2.12 A series of joint activities for the research and dissemination of corporate governance information,
including publications, will be undertaken.

3.0 PROCEDURE

3.1 Following agreement on the Memorandum of Understanding, a programme of co-operation
for the next three years will be drafted, resources identified and tasks assigned to the World Bank
and the OECD.

3.2 The World Bank and the OECD will agree on the initial composition of the Global Corporate
Governance Forum and the Private Sector Advisory Group by August 1999.

3.3 The Global Corporate Governance Forum and the PSAG will be launched at a high level meet-
ing in the context of the World Bank's Annual Meetings in late September 1999.

3.4 The implementation of the proposed co-operation is subject to the internal procedures of the
World Bank and the OECD.

3.5 Both parties will use their best efforts to secure adequate funding for the implementation of
the co-operation program.

Paris, 21 June 1999

For the World Bank For the OECD

James D. Wolfensohn Donald L. Johnston
President Secretary-General
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Appendix 3.4 News release

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The World Bank

News Release No. 99/2217/S Contact: Nadereh Chamlou (202) 458-0473
Nchamlouw9worldbank.org

WORLD BANK, OECD ANNOUNCE GLOBAL FORUM
ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

WASHINGTON, May 27, 1999-The World Bank and the Organisation for Economic Co-oper-
ationi and Development (OECD) have agreed to sponsor a Global Forum on Corporate Governance
to broaden the dialogue on this topic and to respond to the growing need of individual countries
that want to strengthen corporate governance. This coincides with the finalization of OECD's Prin-
ciples of Corporate Governaince.

There is widespread recognition that sound corporate governance is an essential foundation for
a well-functioning market economy and hence for long term development. It is also critical in strength-
ening the international financial system.

The Forum is intenided to provide the basis for a global dialogue on corporate governance reform
and assist individual countries in developing their own programs for improved corporate governance.
The Forum will bring together relevant international institutions, developing and developed coun-
tries, as well as private sector participants and other stakeholders. The Forum will help interested
countries make self-assessments of their corporate governance systems and conduct investor surveys
to identify the priorities of the reform agenda that reflect the countries' own economic, social, legal,
market structures, and cultural circumstances. It will further support these efforts by marshalling
public and private expertise.

The success of the corporate governance reform process will ultimately depend on the active par-
ticipation, and in some cases leadership, of the private sector and the support of stakeholders. For this
purpose, the Global Corporate Governance Forum will establish a high-level Private Sector Advisory
Group consisting of distinguished corporate and institutional leaders from developed and developing
countries that have championed and pioneered best practices in this area. The Forum will also consult
periodically with NGOs and other stakeholder groups with a specific interest in corporate governance.

The World Bank has had a long experience working with developing countries to develop
effective corporate governance systems and helping create the necessary infrastructure to support
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them. The OECD, meanwhile, has developed a set of Corporate Governance Principles that were
finalized and adopted by its member country ministers following a broad consultative process
among the public and private sectors of its member and nonmember economies. These will serve
as a starting point for the debate.

The Global Forum on Corporate Governance will be launched during the World Bank's Annu-
al Meetings in late September of 1999. In parallel, a Policy Dialogue and Development Forum will
be set up by the World Bank and the OECD to help continue the exchange of views and experiences
that will bring together experts and decision makers from the private sector and governments in
different regions.
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NEWS RELEASE

Paris, 27 May 1999

World Bank and OECD step up co-operation
to promote improved corporate governance

29
MEMBER The OECD and the World Bank have agreed to co-operate in the pro-
COUNTRIES motion of improved corporate governanice on a world wide basis. This co-
Australia operation responds to mandates from finance ministers and central bank
Austria governors of the Group of Seven major industrial countries, from repre-
Belgium sentatives of the Group of 22 countries and from ministers of the 29 OECD
Canada member countries. Its purpose is to broaden policy dialogue and co-oper-
Czech Republic ation on corporate governance reform and to respond to the need of indi-
Demnark vidual countries to improve corporate governance.
Finland Good corporate governanice is important for enhanicing individual couII-
France tries' long-term economic performance and strengtheniing the internation-
Germany al finanicial system. This is one of the basic lessons that the world has learned
Greece from the recent crisis in emerging markets. Moreover, implementing strong
Hungary corporate governance is fundamentally a political process, in which the gov-
Iceland ernment and the private sector have to join hands. Effective, continuing and
Ireland casily accessible private sector support and input are hence essential elements
Italy in the process of corporate governance reform efforts.
Japan The proposed co-operation between the World Bank and the OECD
Korea, Rep. of in this context will be structured along two major initiatives: a newly cre-
Luxembourg ated Global Corporate Governance Forum, and enhanced structures for
Mexico policy dialogue and development in regions and individual countries.
Netherlands The Global Corporate Governanice Forum will be set up by the World
New Zealand Bank and the OECD provide a framework for international co-operation
Norway and create synergies for the design and implementation ofjoint or indi-
Poland vidual projects by participating countries and institutions. The Global
Portugal Forum will bring together regional development banks and international
Spain organisations, along with private sector participants and institutions as
Sweden well as donor ancd developing/tranisitioni countries.
Switzerland The Global Forum will include a senior Private Sector Advisory Group
Turkey bringing together interniational leaders from the private sector from dif-
United Kingdom ferent regions of the world. The Global Forum will also consult with rep-
United States resenitatives of nongovernimenital organisatioins and stakeholder groups

with a specific interest in corporate governance.
In parallel, Policy Dialogue and Development Fora will be set up by the

OECD and the World Bank on a regional (and, where appropriate, couII-
try specific) basis. These will help to develop a continuinig policy dialogue
and multilateral exchange of experience on corporate governance. The Fora
will bring together country experts and decision-makers from the private
sector and governments in diffcrent regions of the world.
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The World Bank has had a long experience of working with developing and transition economies
to develop effective corporate governanice systems and helping create the necessary infrastructure
to support them. The OECD, meanwhile, has developed a set of Corporate Governance Principles
that were finalised and adopted by its member country ministers following a broad consultative process
amongst the public and private sectors in its member and nonmember economies.

The Global Corporate Governance Forum will be launched in the context of the World Bank's
Anniual Meetings in late September 1999.
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Regional Diversity in Corporate
Governance Reform in
Developing Countries

... .. ....... . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......... . ..... . .. ....... ... .......... .... ......

Just as developed countries have experi- have increased the difficulties in improving cor-
cnced widely different evolutions of their porate governance.
corporate governance framework due to * In order to rapidly transform the centrally

differenices in history, private sector corporate plannled economies into market-based sys-
roles and ownership structures, role of the finan- tems, the ECA countries relied heavily on the
cial sector, institutional capacity, and the legal sys- use of vouchers through "mass privatization"
tem, to name just a few, so too developing programs, whereworkers and managers alike
countries offer a rich array of diversity in cor- were given vouchers to buy their own com-
porate governance practices that are evolving in pany or invest in another enterprise. Vouch-
ways that were inconceivable a decade ago. This ers were used as the primary method of
annex provides a summarv of the corporate gov- privatization in 11 of the 26 ECA countries
ernance context, practice, and prospect of the and as the secondary method in another 8
regions of the developing world includinig one countries. The extent of employee and man-
detailed country example of each. This should agement ownership was in some countries
lay the groundwork for a Bank Group imple- very high. In Russia, for example, by the end
mentation strategy for corporate governance of the privatization program, over half the
reform. shares of privatized companies were held by

the employees for those enterprises. However,
Corporate Governance in the Europe and companies owned by employees and man-
Central Asia Region agement have few institutionial incentives to

encourage restructuring of the former state
In eastern and central Europe and Central Asia enterprises-and little ability to access new
(the ECA countries), weaknesses in corporate capital or expanded markets.
governance predated the current crisis in East * Even in the most market-orientated of the
Asia. Several factors specific to the ECA countries ECA countries and where other methods,
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such as trade sales were used, privatization the World Trade Organization (WfTO) and
was conducted in the absence of fully effec- the Organisation for Economic Co-opera-
tive laws and regulations on shareholder tion and Development (OECD) is a priori-
rights. Such weaknesses in the legal envi- ty. Both require improvements in corporate
ronment limited the ability of outside share- governance of the applicant countries.
holders, particularly investors with minority Nevertheless, to address these weaknesses
ownership positions, to oversee their invest- the ECA region plans to identify countries for
ments. Bank Group assistance in improving governance

* Moving to a market economy also required in the private sector. In its 1998 Transition Report,
refornm of the commercial banking sector to the European Bank for Reconstruction and
transform the banks from a mechanism for Development (EBRD) rated countries on several
distribution of funds for the state (or for the private sector development issues, including cor-
leading political party) to a set of institu- porate governance and enterprise restructur-
tions focused on profitability and adequacy ing. The EBRD characterized 17 of its 26 client
of capital reserves. Until the banking system countries as suffering from soft budget con-
has been reformed, the commercial banks straints (tax credit and subsidy policies weaken-
have little economic incentive to try to ing financial discipline at the enterprise level) or
restructure their loan portfolios-or enforce moderately tight credit and subsidy policy but
their creditor rights. weak enforcement of bankruptcy legislation.

* With newly created domestic stock exchanges Four countries were described as particularly
and weak regulatory agencies, the domestic weak-Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Tajik-
capital markets have little ability to improve istan, and Turkmenistan.
corporate governance even among the hand- Following a review of the countries with
ful of companies listed on the stock exchanges. weak corporate governance based on corporate
However, by 1999 the ECA countries were also governance assessments, the ECA region would
enjoying a number of specific advantages: identify countries to receive assistance based

* Inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) is on the commitment of their government admin-
needed as an important source of financing istrations to: increase foreign direct investment
of balance of payments deficits. Foreign and require that insolvent enterprises release
investors will continue to press for improve- unused productive assets for sale to the mar-
ments in corporate governance in order to ketplace. Decisions by international investors
protect the quality of their investments. on long-term equity investments as foreign direct

* For the ECA countries with agreements to investments is made based on a number of fac-
join the European Union, improvement in tors, notably the size of the market to which
corporate governance is an important issue they would have access. However, failure to
in the discussions for accession. Weaknesses establish minimum legal rights for equity share-
in corporate governance were noted, for holders, particularly minority shareholders, can
example, in the European Commission's diminish the ability to make profitable invest-
(1997) report for future membership of the ment. This has been clearly seen, for example,
Czech Republic. In the EU-accession coun- in the Czech Republic. Similarly, government
tries, FDI is likely to continue to increase commitment to a strong bankruptcy code, espe-
since such investments provide access to a cially enforcement of the bankruptcy and liq-
large market of some 310 million people. uidation procedures, is necessary to encourage

* For the other ECA countries, joining the international investors to invest in loss-making
other international organizations such as activities.
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Where the government commitment to the domestic and the internationial business com-
improvinig corporate governance is strong, the munity. In this way, the policy notes become part
Bank Group can assist by highlighting corpo- of the ongoinig dialogue in the country on meas-
rate governance issues in economic and sector ures necessary to encourage the growth of the
work, such as country economic memoranda private sector.
and other econiomic papers. This has been done, In addition, the papers help establish part of
for example, in Lithuania and in the Russian Fed- the basis or structural adjustment programs.
eration. The economic papers play an important Since the beginning of transition in late 1989,
role in improving corporate governance. The structural adjustment loans have included pro-
papers are made available to the public, notably visions to strengthen commercial laws, account-

Box 1 The Czech Republic-a two-tier governance problem

The Czech Republic was an innovator in mass pri- governance in these funds has been neutralized
vatization, using vouchers issued to the general and insider transactions are rife, With the country's
public and exchangeable for shares. Over 1,600 possible accession to the European Union, the gov-
companies were formed and 40% of their shares are ernment has become more active in closing off the
held either directlv by individuals or by investment loopholes in the corporate governance system in
funds and other intermediaries. While the shares order to meet EU standards. In particular, funds that
are publiclv tradable, there is an active market only are trading at a discount to net asset values are
in a handful of companies and supervision by reg- required to allow investors to redeem for cash,
ulatory authorities has been minimal (an inde- resulting in increased performance pressure. How-
pendent SEC was established in early 1998). ever, the government has so far failed to move

The designers of the privatization program rec- aggressively on strengthening minority sharehold-
ognized the principal-agent problems inherent in er rights and clarifying the fiduciary duties of direc-
this design but hoped that investment funds would tors and insiders.
fill the gap and become active monitors. The results The Czech experience demonstrates the impor-
have been disappointing for several reasons: most tance of careful design of corporate governance
importantly, corporate governance in the funds systems and the creation of effective and comple-
themselves has been weak with effective disen- mentary regulatory capacity. The resistance of cor-
franchisement of minoritv investors and few controls porate insiders to demands for accountability has
on expropriation by insiders. Funds have followed been compounded by the inabilitv or unwilling-
short-term value maximization strategies through ness of investment funds to use their voting power
building up strategic stakes in large companies and in the long-term interests of public investors. A
selling control blocks at premium prices. Often laissez-faire government did not recognize early
though, control blocks have been used to extract enough the need to actively monitor and regulate
benefits from the company with little regard for the capital markets in order to protect minority
interest of minority investors. investors. The result has been disillusionment on

Weak laws and regulatory systems allowed some the part of the general public with the credibility
of the largest funds to convert themselves into of the privatization program and with the capital
unregulated holding companies. Large numbers of markets, while foreign investors have suffered heavy
minority investors have been locked in with little losses on their early portfolio investments and show
chance of exit and with reduced rights. Corporate little inclination to return.
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ing regulations, bankruptcy laws and institu- nance manuals for enterprise managers and
tions, and capital market development. Techni- directors and providing training in applying cor-
cal assistance loans-tied to the structural porate governance standards. Over time, addi-
adjustment programs-or self-standing facilities tional reforms may be needed, for example, to
have helped to provide the foreign consulting require that all publicly listed companies have
assistance necessary to implement the structur- independent directors on their Boards of direc-
al programs. tors or to establish liability to auditiing companies

To a degree not seen in other Bank for the audits they prepare. However, training and
Group-supported programs, improvements in education remain an important first step in the
corporate governance require commitment by ECA countries. And the work done by the IFC
both the government and the private sector. In will provide a valuable contribution to future
preparing a program supporting corporate gov- programs and investments-supported by the
ernanice, the domestic and international private Bank Group as well as other public and private
sectors are key partners in identifying the key sector international organizations.
issues and working out solutions to address the
issues. The challenge in the transition countries Corporate Governance in the Middle East
is to encourage the domestic private sector to par- and North Africa Region
ticipate in an active way, particularly where in the
past the private sector found itself in the unre- It is difficult to draw any conclusions on corpo-
stricted underground economy. However, long- rate governance for a region as heterogeneous
term growth and access to liquid capital markets as the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). In
require better organization of the domestic pri- many countries, the private sector is character-
vate sector in order that their voices be heard. ized by the dominance of family ownership cou-

Similarly, in implementation of a corporate pled with a close relationship to banks and
governance program, the private sector is need- government; insufficient transparency of capital
ed. This may take the form of business advisory markets due to a lack of full acceptance of inter-
groups to the government or to the local stock national standards of accounting, financial
exchanges-or the World Bank. Development of reporting, auditing, and disclosure; and the per-
domestic corporate governance policies and sistence of a strong state-owned sector.
practices requires review of international prac- Many large private companies throughout
tices and adaptation to the domestic economy. the region are exclusively or predominantly fam-
This can only be done by the private sector, ily-owned. The willingness to sell shares to the pub-
although they may be assisted by international lic or even to a strategic investor is usually low.
organizations such as the World Bank. Access to bank credit is preferred and in many

The work of the World Bank in encouraging cases easy, given the predominant close rela-
improved corporate governance is seen in the tionship between the management of large com-
nature of a number of projects approved for panies and the management of banks. If minority
countries in the ECA region, generally as part of shareholders exist, their rights to access to infor-
financial and enterprise sector projects or struc- mation or to participate in decisionmaking are
tural adjustment projects. In addition, the Inter- often severely curtailed. Large companies also usu-
nationial Finance Corporation (IFC) has ally maintain good relations with the govern-
embarked on three targeted corporate gover- ment and are thus protected from the kind of
nance projects-in Russia, Ukraine and, most arbitrary administrative harassment to which
recently, Armenia. For the three countries, the many small and medium enterprises are often sub-
focus has been on developing corporate gover- jected, such as unpredictable and rigid tax audits.
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Financial reports are sometimes not dis- conform to international practice. The situa-
closed, and if they are, it is not always clear tion has considerably improved recently in some
whether the underlying accounting principles countries, especially concerning companies list-

Box 2 Morocco updates its commercial code and corporate governance

Considerable improvements have taken place in the received by the corporate sector due to its com-
corporate governance of Moroccan companies over plexity and the fact that they were not adequate-
the last years. Starting in 1993 the professions of lv consulted prior to its passage. A number of
accountants and auditors were reorganized; with- amendments are now under consideration to sim-
in the following twelve months, new accounting plify the legislation.
standards (plan comptable) were released modeled Starting in 1998 six pilot commercial tribunals
on recent directives from the European Union. and three courts of appeal have been created and
These standards increased substantially the degree their magistrates have received special training in
of transparency and the level of disclosure of Moroc- commercial law. The Government's long-term objec-
can companies. The Conseil Deontologique des tive is to cover the entire country with the curricu-
Valeurs Mobilieres (the CDVM), the Moroccan lum of the commercial tribunals. The Government
Securities and Exchange Commission, was created has also started an in-depth reform of Institut
inJanuarv 1994 under the authority of the finance Nationale de EtudesJudiciares, the Moroccan law
ministrv who appointed its chairman. Later that School forjudges, so that its magistrates become well
year, new disclosure requirements and rules and versed in domestic and international corporate law
regulations governing mutual funds came into issues and are capable of resolving disagreements
effect. between corporations in a fair and efficient manner.

On October 17, 1997, a new law governing lim- Chapter 5 of the Commercial Code deals with
ited companies was published in the Bulletin Offi- bankruptcy procedures. Companies that default
ciel of the Kingdom of Morocco (Loi N°17-95, vis a vis their creditors but which remain viable
Relative aux societes anonymes). The new law came going concerns can be restructured and taken out
to replace an antiquated text drafted in the 19th of bankruptcy. Those no longer viable as going
century. The law on limited companies distin- concerns are liquidated through the office of an
guishes the functions of the board of directors, AdministratuerJudiciare nominated by the presi-
management, and auditors. The board of directors dent of the Commercial tribunal where the com-
sets the company's strategy, management executes pany filed for bankruptcy.
it, and the auditors are at stake. For example, if the Filing requirements for listed companies have
company cannot pay its creditors, management is improved steadily since 1993 when the first prospec-
legally bound to file for bankruptcy. Corporate gov- tus was filed with the CDVM, the securities market
ernance can take two alternative forms: either a Watch Dog institution. In addition, the protection
straight board of directors elected by the share- of minority shareholders of listed companies
holders at the annual general meeting, or a Con- improved markedly after the CDVM introduced the
seil de Surveillance that elects a Directoire. In requirement for investors to make a public
this case, the Conseil de Surveillance decides on announcement when their shareholding in a listed
the company's strategy and the Directoire exe- company reaches five percent, or multiple thereof.
cutes the decision. However, the new law, which was Investors must not only inform the public of their
due to take effect in 1999, has not been well shareholding but must also declare their intentions.
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ed on the stock exchange. Accounting standards Group's support was instrumenital in reforming
in the more advanced countries are now very company laws in Morocco and Tunisia. These
close to internationial standards, although in nlo laws have strengthened the autonomy of public
country are they yet in full conformity. A strong companies and clarified the roles of superviso-
driving force to improve accounting standards ry boards, boards of directors and auditors.
was the creation and rapid development of stock
markets. Although the capitalization of some Corporate Governance in the South Asia
stock markets relative to the size of the economies Region
is IIow similar to Europe, a large share of the trade
in the existing markets is in bonds, and the num- Corporate governance reform in South Asia
ber of companies listed and traded remains low. focuses on supplies of finance to corporations,
Some countries still have no stock market at all. both from equity investors (owners and share-
The regulation of financial markets is still patchy holders) and lenders (banks, bondholders, and
because these commissions lack autonomy. creditors). The World Bank is assisting the couII-

Although some countries have embarked on tries in South Asia to implement the followinig
ambitious privatization programs, a large share reforms in corporate governance, discussed in
of the economy remains dominated by state- order of priority.
owned enterprises. These state enterprises often The first and most important reform is to
lack financial indepenidenice and managerial privatize the state-ownied banks and to better reg-
autonomy. In many cases, the institutional and ulate all banks. In the past, banks have lent on
legal environimenit of state enterprises remains noncommercial terms for various reasons (lack
unclear, thus slowing down the privatization of skills, political interferenice, fraud, and cor-
efforts. In most countries, there is no private ruption) creating a large stock of loans that the
participation in infrastructure, although a few borrowers cannot or will not repay. As a result,
countries have embarked on the corporatiza- inefficienit and loss making firms continiue to
tion of utilities with the ultimate objective to operate while potentially profitable firms are
privatize them. denied financing to modernize and expand. This

The World Bank Group has promoted efforts reform will result in a hard budget constrainlt
to strengtheni corporate governanice in almost that will improve the efficient operation of enter-
every client country in the region. In several prises perhaps more than any other reform.
countries, the Bank Group supports reforms of The second reform is to privatize state-owned
the judicial system to strengtheni the enforce- enterprises in addition to the banks. Compared
ability of contracts and to speed up proceed- to private owners, governmenits have proven that
ings. The IFC is very active in promoting the they are poor owners mixing commercial, social,
regulation and the transparency of capital mar- and political objectives and incapable of moni-
kets, among others through its support for the toring and controlling the managers of enter-
Inter-Arab rating Agency and of a capital markets prises. The methods of privatization should be
regulatory agency in the West Bank and Gaza. those that attract the most qualified and capable
The latter has a broader mandate and a higher private owners whether domestic or foreign.
degree of autonomy than its counterparts in the These enterprises include those in energy and
region and its own fundinig sources. The Bank infrastructure in addition to manufacturinig and
Group also support improved banking regulation services. To maximize efficiency gains, the private
as well as wider and more comprehensive adop- firms should be subject to competition from both
tion of internationally accepted standards of domestic and imported suppliers and to pre-
accountinig and auditing. Finally, the Bank dictable, transparent regulation where necessary.
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Box 3 India and the use of a voluntary code to improve corporate governance

Like many common law countries, India has a Com- Independent nonexecutive directors should
pliance Act that offers an adlequate corpus of law constitute no less than 30 percent of the board of
to protect the interests of shareholders. In fact, the large listed companies and preferably be in the
financial and nonfinancial disclosures mandated by majority. Companies must provide boards with
law, including disclosures about directors and their much more relevant information and the code
interest, go far beyond those thiat are practiced in suggests a list of such information. Listed conmpa-
most parts of continental Europe and East Asia. Cor- nies above a certain size must have Audit Coni-
porate laws require mandatory disclosure of non- mittees consisting of at least three nonexecutive
financial information and connected intcrests; directors. The quality of disclosure accompanying
shareholder approval, often at the 75 percent level, domestic public issues should be no different to
is needed for major or interested transaction; share- those for GDR and ADR issues. Stock exchanges
holders enjoy preemptive rights on new stock issues shouldl mandate for a corporate governance com-
and proxy votes and can call emergency meetings pliance certificate. One remarkable feature of the
as well as make proposals in annual shareholder CII code was that it was prepared by proactive and
meetings. Companies have to follow the principle progressive elements of the industry and not by
of one share-one vote, there is a fairly transparent irate shareholders.
market for corporate control, and minority share- Although it is too early to say whether this vol-
holder rights are protected. untary cocde will have a bite, the data of better per-

The probletn with corporate governance in forming listed companies suggest that many have
India is relatively poor enforcement of the law. In accepted the cocde in its letter and spirit. More-
most cases, the penalties are trivial, and when they over, at least two dozen well managed companies,
are not, infringements generally do not get penal- who account for roughly 20 percent of the market
ized quickly enough. capital are voluntarily disclosing information that

It was in recognition of lax corporate govern- go far beyond what was suggested by the code.
ment enfor-cement that the Confederation of Indi- There are still many lacunae-one of which is
an Industry (CII), India's largest indtustrv association, that Indian companies are not legally r equired to
dlrafted a code of best practices for listed Indian com- present consolidated financial statements of the
panies ["Desirable Corporate Gover-nance: A Code,' corporate group. Nevertheless, there is a realization
in Apdil 1998]. The initiative flowed from public con- that good governance creates shareholder confi-
cerns regarding protection of investor interest, espe- dence and generates long term value. This is borne
cially the small investor; the promotion of out by a recent, yet unpublished CII study. Over the
transparency within business and industry; the need last four years, 35 large Indian listed companies
to move toward international standards in disclosure earned both positive economic value added (return
of corporate information: and through all this, on capital less cost of capital) as well as return on
increase the level of public confidence in business net worth in excess of 20 percent per year. All of
and industrv. The code consisted of 17 best practice them were rewarded by the market. And 30 of them
recommendations, some of wlhich need stating. are recognized for good corporate governance.

The third reform is to improve the laws and ty anid debt) to moniitor and control the managers
institutionis such as the courts and regulatory of enterprises. In the case of debt, this includes
bodies that allow suppliers of finanice (both equi- the laws and institutionis dealing with collateral,
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debt collection, bankruptcy, and credit ratings. tance. The private sector on the other hand coII-
In the case of equity, this includes financial dis- tinues to consist primarily of unincorporated
closure, minority shareholder protection, rules micro, small-and medium-scalc enterprises, the
oln takeovers, and company law dealing with the majority of which do not benefit directly from
relationship between shareholders, board of Bank projects. In most countries in Sub-Saharan
directors, and managers. Africa, the formal modern private sector is small,

The fourth reform is to encourage the devel- representinig less than 10 percent of aggregate
opment of private finaincial institutions in addi- output. Early initiatives by the region to improve
tion to banks that can provide financing for corporate governance therefore focused on put-
enterprises and assist in corporate governance. ting in place the requisite external incentive
These include leasing companies, mutual funds, framework, particularly by addressing weak legal,
pcnsion funds, and insurance companies. These regulatory and financial systems. In addition.
inistitutions as well as banks should be allowed to public eniterprise projects and public sector man-
provide both equity and debt financing. As agement projects had components for the dis-
providers of equity, they should have the same closure of relevant financial and operational
rights as any other shareholders. Such large insti- information and the strengtheninlg of manage-
tutions can play a central role in corporate gov- ment systems and accountability. Increasinlgly
ernance if the other equity is widely dispersed from the mid-1980s, technical assistance and
among many small shareholders. traininig projects focussed on improving account-

South Asia lags behind some other regions ing, auditing and finanicial reporting capacity
in the first two reforms (bank and enterprise at the national level.
privatization) and these are the region's first By the early 1990s many countries in Sub-
priority. A number of projects are underway to Saharan Africa recognized the need to role back
implement the third reform (improving the over-extended state sectors and to foster private
legal and institutiornal framework). The fourth sector investment, both domestic and foreign, to
reform (development of other financial institu- achieve the higher rates of growth necessary to
tions) hasjust begun. Other international devel- lift Africa's people out of poverty. Bank (and
opment institutionis also provide assistance for donor) assistance is being provided through a
these reforms, and we have developed a joint variety of projects for corporatization and pri-
strategy with them in most cases. One example vatization of state owned enterprises and to pro-
is the assistance provided by the Asian Develop- mote dynamic private sector development. Such
ment Bank for capital market reforms. projects address internal corporate governanice

issues, including Board and managemenit
Corporate Governance in the Africa Region arrangements, finanicial reporting and auditing,

disclosure requirements, shareholder rights and
Recognizing the pivotal role that an efficient other factors which enhance the ability of
corporate sector plays in economic develop- investors, finanicial institutions and other stake-
ment, the Africa Region is assisting member holders to assess corporate performance. Typi-
counitries in their efforts to put in place an exter- cally, they also seek to strengthen further the
nial incenitive framework and internal checks external incenitive framework. Ongoing projects
and balances conducive to good corporate gov- of this type include for example: putting in place
ernanice. The corporate sectors of most African transparenit institutioinal arrangements for pri-
countries have been, and to a lesser degree still vatization and divestiture, reorganizing loan
are, dominated by large state owned enterpris- recovery agencies, and supportingjudicial reform
es, many of which were beneficiaries of IDA assis- (Cameroon and Ghana); building capacity for
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managing privatization, developing legislation for exchanges have been established in several cOuIn-
finanicial and securities markets and trading tries to faciiitate privatization, markets tend to be
activities (Gabon, Tanzania, and Ghana); enhanc- shallow and illiquid, and the institutional frame-
inig public enterprise autonomv and accounta- works under which the stock exchanges operate
bilitv and strengtheninig accountinig anid are weak and do not adequately protect the
management systems (Gambia and Niger), mod- rights of small investors.
ernizing legislation on corporate rights and The region will continue to address such
bankruptcy; improving niational accountin1g and corporate governanice issues in the implemen-
auditing standards (Mali, Mauritania, Tanzania, tation of ongoing projects and in its future lend-
and Zambia); and restructuring and capacity ing and ESW program. The most important
building to enhanice corporate autonomy and vehicles for this purpose in the fiscal 1999-2001
managemenit accountability in the main power lendinig program will be projects dealing with pri-
utility anid to facilitate private participation in the vatization and private sector development
sector (Zambia). In addition to the Africa (Lesotho, Malawi, Uganida, Kenya, C6te d'Ivoire,
Region's efforts, the IFC, through its investmienlts Togo, Niger, Benin, and Senegal). Projects deal-
and representation on the Boards of Directors, ing with private participation in infrastructure in
assists individual private sector companies in power, telecommunications, and transport util-
improving and maintainiing acceptable standards ities and regulatory reform will also be important
of corporate governance. vehicles in several countries, including Malawi,

Notwithstaniding these efforts, serious issues Uganda, C6te d'Ivoire, Benin, Tanzania, Zim-
remain and need to be addressed to improve cor- babwe, and Lesotho. Projects focussing onijudi-
porate governanice in most African counitries. A cial reform will be supported in Guinea and
number of counltries, for example, do not have Sierra Leone building on private sector assess-
laws on bankruptcy and liquidation, and where ments being carried out under- the economic and
such laws do exist, tlhev are ineffective and the sector work program. A subregional program
enforcemenit process is cumbersome and lengthy, to harmoiiize commercial and corporate laws and
Where legislation for the incorporationi and accountinig standards among 16 countries of
inanagemenit of companies ("Companies Acts") West and Central Africa is being supported by the
exists, it is frequenitly outdated, and adherence Bank. as is a related program to establish com-
not eniforced, or enforced arbitrarily because of mon regulations and standards to facilitate oper-
weak enforcemenit agencies. The indepenidenice ationi of the newly created regionial stock
of judicial systems is impaired in maniy couIn- exchange for the W\est African Monetarv Union
tries and their capacity to enforce contract law countries.
seriously inadequate. WVeak accounting and inter-
nal contr-ol systems anid inadeqtuate auditing Corporate Governance Issues in the Latin
standards continiue to be widespread issues. America and the Caribbean Region
Minority shareholder rights are sometimes
denied when the Government is the majority Although problems of corporate accountability are
shareholder. Privatization is often externally Inot new, the issue of corporate governiance has
imposed and not internialized, making imple- been ignited in the region by the Mexican, Asian,
mentationi difficult and resulting in outcomes Russian and Brazilian crises. Beginning in the
that lack transparency, partictilarly when those early l990s, Latin American countries have taken
responisible for managing privatization programs measures to improve corporate governanice as a
(often line ministry staff) lack the business response to their liberalizationi and privatization
expertise to maniage them effectively. While stock efforts. Countries in the region have taken the
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additional steps of improving capital markets, mation to a select group of managers and
judicial systems, and oversight and management bank creditors.
of public enterprises. * The Bank has made strong efforts to improve

Some componernts of these initiatives include: accounting and reporting standards of their
* Reforming the banking sector and intro- clients through project compliance with

ducing modern supervision and regulation OPM 1002 in line with the internationial
(Argentina, Mexico, Peru, Bolivia ). accounting and auditing standards.

* Strengthening securities law and increasing * There is evidence that banking supervision
the supply of securities. has not prevented bank failures, and because

* Judicial reform (Argentina, Guatemala, Peru, of moral hazard, governments (ultimately
Venezuela) Mexico reformedjudicial admin- taxpayers) in the region have met some or
istration (Consejo Nacional de la Juridi- all of the costs of these failures. The initial
catura) beginning in late 1994. response to banking crises is to seek more

* Improving the efficiency, accountability, and regulation and more supervision. This situ-
transparency of the financial management of ation creates additional moral hazard and
the public sector through implementation of more financial risks. For example, especial-
accounting and auditing standards in public ly in periods of crisis, firms make up their bal-
enterprises. ance sheets and financial statements when

These measures have helped to improve the they report them to banks. Likewise, banks
external incentive framework. However, changes try to avoid monitoring of their bad loan
in the corporate governance environment, portfolios by the Superintendency of Banks.
recent events in the Asian crises and in Chilean Particularly in periods of crisis, firms need
securities market will prompt LAC countries to to improve the quality of financial reporting.
update their regime of corporate governance. Similarly, domestic banks should improve

There are three main entry points to better their monitoring efforts of corporate gov-
corporate governance in Latin America. ernance and request externally audited

reports.
Better information, transparency, and * Latin American firms will face increasing
disclosure pressure from better informed stakeholders.
* In terms of reporting financial and account- These will insist on adequate and timely dis-

ing information, Latin American countries closure of information on corporate activities
are generally tax-driven. Corporations pre- which is lacking in the region. Colombia is the
pare their finanicial statements in accordance only country where firms that are not regis-
with accounting principals generally accept- tered in the stock market report financial
ed in each country in order to comply with performance data to a specialized institu-
the letter of tax law. Current reporting prac- tion. Countries in the region should stress the
tices (for example, anniual reports and finan- importance of collecting corporate data reg-
cial statements) do not include additional ularly and should institutionalize it.
informationi such as operations or invest- * Under tight credit for emerging markets,
ment in related parties that would allow Latin American countries will have to compete
shareholders to understand better the firm's to attract more foreign direct investment.
activities. Some countries require that infor- One way to differentiate themselves could be
mation for exchange traded (or listed) com- to provide a greater transparency of finan-
panies. Furthermore, nonregistered cial information and greater accountability of
companies exclusively distribute the infor- management for prospective investors.
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Bankruptcy laws cases are being resolved more quickly. These
* In Latin America, bankruptcy laws need to be expenicnces could demonstrate to other coutn-

reformed (Rowat and Astigarraga 1999). The tries some useful lessons in dealing with dis-
majority of the countries have laws that have tressed companies.
not been adapted to the new conditions. In
addition, there is a culture of not filing for Shareholders rights
bankruptcy in the region. Four explanationis * Being a shareholder of a Latin American
are provided for this situation. First, many corporation does not atutomatically provide
business owners perceive filing for bankruptcy a voice in the way the firm is governed. In
as a sign of failure. In fact, a stigma is attached Latin America corporations, majority share-
to the businessman who files for bankruptcy. holders exercise total control. In contrast to
Second, because of previous government the United States, in Latin America majori-
intervenitions, many businesses have relied ty shareholders normally do not owe a fidu-
on the government to bail out failing indus- ciary duty to minority shareholders. This is
tries rather than fostering a "rescue culture" aggravated by the fact that many minority
that encourages reorganizations/work-outs shareholders are not cognizant of their rights
through the cooperation of debtors and cred- such as election of directors and increases in
itors (and governmenit subsidies to both). the number of shares the corporation issues.
Third, creditor rights are weak in the region, This situation has improved due to privati-
so creditors will not choose to incur in legal zation schemes that issued shares for the
costs to force a firm to file for bankruptcy, par- public and employees (Peru, Brazil, Chile,
ticularly wheni priority rules discriminate Bolivia, Argentina). As a result, some share-
against secured creditors and almost always holders have become aware of their rights
againist foreign creditors. As an example, in the and are demandinig dividend payments from
past twenity years no major corporation has the newly privatized companies.
been forced into bankruptcy and liquidation * Directors and managers in the corporate sec-
by its creditors in Mexico (Heather 1998). A tor in Latin America sometimes face per-
similar situation exists in all the other coun- verse incentives. They know that judicial
tries in the region. Fourth, the judicial system systems would not enforce or protect the
suffers from a lack of technical ancd process- rights of minority shareholders. There has
ing capacity in this area in addition to cor- been very few experiences in which share-
ruption. Special training programs beyonid holders have attempted to hold directors or
traditional skill enhanicemenit that are focused managers liable. It is usually the govern-
on1 bankruptcy law would be necessary for ment which initiates criminal actions when
judges and in some cases, more specialized fraud has occurred. Countries in the region
bankruptcy courts could be useful. should consider to introduce regulations

* Some countries have implemented changes relating to board practices and director
in their bankruptcy laws and procedures responsibility.
(Argentina, Colombia, Chile, Costa Rica and * Ownership of the corporate sector is high-
Peru). In some cases, the reform shifted the ly concenitrated by a small number of eco-
bankruptcy procedures from the traditional nomic groups, for example, families and
judicial system to a credible administrative banlks. For that reason, the rights of minori-
agency (Superintendence of Companies and ties are limited. Brazil and Mexico are the
Indecopi). Although the reforms are rela- only countries that have made proposals on
tively new, results indicate that bankruptcy a Code of Best practices for private compa-
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Box 4 Mexico integrates its securities market with other North American markets

Since the late 1980s the Mexican securities market firms remain effectively controlled by families or
has evidenced a greater and greater degree of inte- small groups acting in concert. Some very impor-

gration into the much larger market of its North tant firms have a large portion or a minoritv of their

American trading partners (United States and Cana- equity in the form of limited or nonvoting shares. Nei-

da). Privatizations of major industries, particularly ther the Securities Markets Law nor the rules of the

of the banking sector, were followed by public and BMV impose special corporate governance require-

institutional offering of equity securities in U.S. ments on listed companies. However, in response to

and global markets. Today, the bulk of the market recent domestic and international debate over cor-

capitalization of the Mexican Stock Exchange (Bolsa porate governance in Mexico (particularly after the

Mexicana de Valores-BMV) trades (through Amer- banking debacle of 1994/5), the private sector Busi-

ican Depository Receipts) on the principal U.S. ness Coordinating Council, in collaborationuwith the

stock exchanges. Indeed, one of the most active National Banking and Securities Commission

shares on the New York Stock Exchange is the Mex- (Comisi6n Nacional Bancaria v de Valores-CNBV)

ican telephone company, Telmex. has issued avoluntary corporate governance practices

In order to comply with U.S. securities law code. Although compliance with the Code will be

requirements and market expectations, Mexican stricdy at the discretion of issuers, each issuer will be

issuers in the international markets had to improve required under CNBV7 regulations to describe in its

substantially their accounting and disclosure stan- disclosure documents the degree to which its prac-

dards. The greater disclosure typically provided to tices conform to those recommended in the Code.

foreign investors in English-language offering doc- The Code addresses the functioning and compo-
uments and periodic reports sparked demands for sition of the Board of directors, including recom-

more detailed disclosure to be provided to domes- mendations respecting finance, audit and

tic investors. It also contributed to more rapid con- compensation committees. Other specific provi-

vergence of U.S. and Mexican accounting standards. sions are expected to cover: limiting the number of

However, there has been much slower conver- directors to less than 15, cumulative voting, inde-

gence with respect to corporate governance prac- pendent directors, and personal liability of direc-

tices. Most listed Mexican industrial and financial tors for corporate disclosures.

nies (see annex 4b). The next challenge is ment, which would put in place a comprehen-

how to enhance the influence of different sive structural and institutional reform meas-

stakeholders (creditors, suppliers, employ- ures, including improved deposit insurance and

ees, and customers). bank failure resolution mechanisms, and reform
and privatization of state-owned banks and coop-

Current work eratives. Ecuador has also requested a US$150

The recent widespread financial crises, low com- million for a Financial Sector Adjustment Loan,
modity prices, macroeconomic imbalances, and to address current inadequacies in the process

credit rationing in the region have induced of resolution of problem banks and associated

countries to request funding from the Bank to institution building needs. Argentina received a

meet current account deficits and public sector special package (SSAL) approved in November

imbalances. The Colombian government request- 1998. The funds from the SSAL were to be used

ed a US$500 million Financial Sector Adjust- by the government to meet its financial com-
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mitments from end-1998 to about mid-1999, * High concentration of ownership and con-
while protecting and improving its social pro- trol by families or corporations that led to
grams, strengthening the financial sector and cap- governance structures enabling the domi-
ital markets and increasing regulation. Some nant shareholder to make key decisions with-
issues to be covered include the reform of the out consideration of minority shareholder
legal and supervisory framework for insurance, rights. Generally, the appointment of direc-
coordination of regulatory agencies in the finan- tors was entirely in the hands of the main
cial sector and access to credit for small enter- shareholders, with a high degree of conflict
prises. World Bank and IFC are assisting OECD, of interest of the dominant sharehold-
and the Brazilian CVM, Banespa, and IBGD to er/manager and often at the expense of the
organize a regional roundtable on corporate minority shareholder. Remedies for viola-
governance for policy makers in the major Latin tion of shareholder rights were not suffi-
American markets. COSRA, the Western hemi- cient and well enforced.
sphere association of securities regulators, has * Existence of cross guarantees and linkages
also put corporate governance initiatives on the between corporations which resulted in huge
top of its agenda for 2000. conglomerates with interlocking ownership.

Added to this problem was the lack of con-
Corporate Governance in the East Asian solidated accounting which made it nearly
and Pacific Region impossible for outsiders as well as insiders to

assess the extent and structure of the cor-
A host of factors have been cited as causes of the poration's risk exposure.
East Asian financial crisis, but none as consisteint- * Cozy relationship between the government,
ly as the prevalence of poor external and internal the corporate sector and the banks which
corporate governance practices. These included encouraged subsidized borrowing. This strat-
a weak legal and regulatory environment that egy appeared to be a successful strategy for
exercised insufficient control over corporations in a long period of time and allowed these cor-
product, labor, and financial markets; insufficient porations to grow and expand markets by
disclosure and transparency; inadequate account- having preferential access to credit. Ulti-
iing and auditing standards and inconsistent prac- mately, it resulted in the perception of implic-
tices; concentrated ownership and minimal it guarantees, moral hazard, and over
protection of minority shareholder rights; lack of leveraging of the corporate sector. It further
oversight of management; and limited role of stifled the development of the equity markets,
supervision of the financial sector. These prac- as debt finaincing was considerably cheaper.
tices contributed to overinvestment in nonpro- * Weak supervision of the financial system and
ductive resources and overcapacity, untenable neglect in exercising corporate governance
financial leverage, overexposure to foreign short within financial institutions. Since scrutiny
term borrowings, and so on. The crisis has under- from equity markets is generally more rigor-
scored the need to improve corporate governance oUs, the lax standards of the banking sector
as a fundamental part of the structural reforms nec- further pushed the corporations to rely on
essary to rebuild confidence and competitiveness debt financing instead of accessing equity
in these countries' corporate sector and as the markets. Increasingly, funds available througl
backbone of the niew financial architecture. the banking sector were of short term nature,

With some degrees of difference, by and which exposed the corporations to external
large, the East Asian economies share the fol- and cyclical shocks and increased systemic risk
lowing characteristics: in a globalized financial market.
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* Inadequacy of laws and regulations govern- through improved competition laws, greater
ing the entry, operations and exit of corpo- transparency, developing accounting and audit-
rations, such as bankruptcy, reorganization, ing standards, and supporting legal and regula-
or take-over laws. Even in cases where laws tory reforms. These impact mostly what is called
existed on the books, the inadequacy of the "external" corporate governance. Second, Bank
institutional infrastructure, such as avail- activities focused on strengtheninig the "internial"
ability of experienced judges and other pro- corporate governance measures, such as specif-
fessionals, impeded enforcement and made ic provisions to improve corporate governance
these laws practically meaningless. Also coII- such as strengthening the role of the Board of
tributing were weak accounting and auditing Directors, strengthening minority shareholder
standards, practices, and professions that rights, audit committees, and so on.
reduced the transparenicy and reliability of
finlaincial reporting. REPUBLIC OF KoREA

* Inadequate competition and relative close- * Establishment of a framework for corporate
ness of the economies to foreign investors. debt workouts led by creditor banks under
This reduced further the disciplining poten- guidelines established by the FSC and aligned
tial of the market and the role that foreign to financial sector restructuring. The work-out
investmenits could play as governance agents. process is supported by policies to limit "emer-
Given the long track record of the Asian eco- gency" loans; reduce cross-guarantees; facil-

nomic miracle, these inherent systemic weak- itate debt-equity swaps, asset sales, and
nesses were largely neglected. However, since mergers and acquisitions; remove tax disin-
the crisis, the governmenits across the regions centives; and improve the legal and regula-
have become more aware of such underlying tory enabling environmenit.
weaknesses and have introduced a number of * Strengthening of the responsibilities, inde-
fundamental reforms to address the issues raised pendence, and accountability of corporate
above (box 5). boards, and enhancing the rights of minor-

ity shareholders and institutionial investors.
The Role of the World Bank * Enhancement of creditors' rights through
The crisis has given the Bank and the countries improvements in insolvency laws focusing on
most affected by the crisis a renewed opportunity expedited procedures (including prepack-
to tackle some of the tough structural issues in aged work-outs) and in laws on secured
the financial and corporate sector. The Bank lending.
has focused on two broad activities with the * Adoption by financial institutions and cor-
objective of addressing systemic problems, miii- porations of accounting, auditing, and report-
imizing the cost to the taxpayer and reducing the ing standards consistent with international
chances of recurrence. First, the need to address best practices, introduction of audit com-
wide-spread and large scale corporate insolven- mittees of boards of directors, and enhance-
cies which have had serious social costs in order ment of the role of independent professional
to enable viable companies to resume opera- bodies in standard setting and regulation in
tions and noniviable ones to an orderly exit. In accounting and auditing.
the aftermath, Bank assistance in these coun- * Enhancement of competition through
tries is likely to change the structural make-up strengthening the Fair Trade Act and its
of the corporate sector and break-up of con- enforcement; ensuring a competitive framc-
glomerates through reduction of cross holdings work for chaebol restructuring; further liber-
and cross-guarantees, liberalizing the economy alizing foreign investment; simplifying
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Box 5 Corporate Governance Reforms in East Asia
The crisis in East Asia has highlighted the impor- The Exchange barred over a dozen former execu-
tance of corporate governance in fostering sound tives from ever serving as chief executive officers or
economic development. Policymakers responded by directors of a publicly traded company based on their
proposing a number of reforms to strengthen the past negligence of governance responsibilities.
framework for good governance. Mlalaysia. Structural reforms, including poli-

Republic of Korea. Corporate governance reform cies to improve competitiveness by strengthening
in Korea is bring tackled through better legal and corporate governance and enhance transparency
regulatorv support, financial and capital markets and disclosure, have been announced by the
regulation, improved competition policy and cor- Malaysian government. It also plans to strengthen
porate restructuring: starting this year, Korean the financial sector through consolidation of finance
accounting standards will be adjusted to complywith companies and recapitalization of viable banks.
International Accounting Standards and the largest Malaysia has also been asked by the Asian-Pacific
conglomerates will issues consolidated financial Economic Cooperation (APEC) finance ministers
statements accounting for all their subsidiaries; in to draw up a code of corporate governance prac-
order to improve management accountability, the tices that could be used as a benchmark for other
government has lowered the minimum equitv-hold- member countries. In addition, Malaysia has created
ing required to file a shareholder resolution, inspect a High-Level Finance Committee on Corporate
the company's books and initiate legal action against Governance to establish best practices, the role of
a director: the Korean Stock Exchange now requires independent directors, increased transparency and
that all publiclv traded companies have at least one disclosure, and better training and education pro-
nonexecutive board director, a requirement which grams for management and directors.
will increase to 25% of board seats in 1999 (over 600 Indonesia. The government of Indonesia is con-
outside directors have already been named to serve tinuing its work to develop strong capital markets
on Boards of publicly traded companies in Korea). and is pursuing a series of structural reforms to re-

Thailand. Thailand has taken a number of steps establish economic growth. In order to improve
to improve corporate governance practices a part of disclosure, the regulatory authority BAPEPAM man-
a corporate restructuring program, including dated that every publicly traded company name a
reforms in the tax, legal and regulatory environment corporate secretary to ensure proper communica-
to encourage restructuring, more credible court- tions and disclosure to investor and the public.
supervised insolvency procedures, improvements BAPEPAM is currently reviewing potential changes
in capital market institutions and better corporate in securities regulation in Indonesia which may
disclosure. The government has announced that, involve an expanded role for independent board
starting in 1999, the financial statements of public members and external auditors. Discussions are
companies, banks and financial institutions with also underway toward developing a code of best
assets in excess of 1 billion baht must be prepared practice in corporate governance by a committee
in accordance with international best practices. The that includes leaders from the public and private
Stock Exchange of Thailand now requires listed sectors. Legal liabilities for board members were also
companies to form an audit committee on the Board strengthened to increase accountability and respon-
to rexiew internal and external financial reporting sibility and the Jakarta Stock Exchange has
and independent auditing. The Stock Exchange of announced its intention to hold a series of work-
Thailand also has identified corporate governance shops on corporate governance for managers and
as a central part of its future strategy, Vision 2003. board members of listed companies.
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customs and certification procedures and of reporting. The accuracv of financial data
removing restrictions on the establishment will be enhanced by requiring companies to
of holding companies. comply mandatorily with the standards and
Improvement of the regulatory and institu- guidelines established by the Malaysian Stan-
tional framework to support the Govern- dards Board and the financial reporting
ment's program of privatization and SOE foundations.
reform, especially in the infrastructure sectors. * Protecting minority shareholders.

* Facilitating market-based corporate restruc-
THAILAND turing.
* Corporate sector restructuring, such as * Competition policies.

encouraging debt restructuring, debt-equity
swaps, mergers and acquisitions, securitization INDONESIA

of as a means of divestiture of problem assets. * Strengthening of corporate disclosure and
* Reform of several key pieces of legislation governance mechanisms through new dis-

governing such areas as insolvency and fore- closure standards, particularly for firms
closure, enterprise reorganization, improve- undergoing reorganization.
ment of enforcement of commercial * Modificationandstrengtheningofbankruptcy
contracts and legislation. laws to facilitate the reorganization, restruc-

* Financial accountability by improving list- turing, or liquidation of companies.
ing rules of companies on the Stock * Establishment of special purpose institutions.
Exchange, such as requirements for an audit * Provision of special support for small debt
committee, independent directors on the holders.
board of directors, guidelines on the func-
tions and responsibilities of listed company Future Policy Direction
directors, strengthening of private profes- Ultimately, the sustainability of these reforms
sional bodies, such as the accountancy and will depend on the institutional infrastructure
auditing profession and adaptation of inter- within these countries to enforce the rules on a
national accounting standards. consistent and fair basis, and a gradual but firm

* Public enterprise reform and corporatization culture change. Several developments will help
of several enterprises for eventual divestiture. move in that direction.

* Expeditious exit of nonviable firms and reha- First, the corporate governance infrastructure
bilitation of insolvent but viable companies. will have to be developed. This will include devel-

oping a strong cadre of directors, auditors, reg-
MA'XYSIA ulators, and other professionals who understand
* Strengthening and enhancing the efficien- their role and exercise their responsibilities with-

cy of the securities industry and protecting in the system. It will require significant investment
investors by promoting mergers and branch- in training and recruitment of competent and
ing of existing industries in the industry. In ethical individuals, as well as enforcement of
addition, the Securities Commission has pro- the rules in a timely and fair manner.
posed requirements on risk based capital Second, the increased vigilance on banking
adequacy for brokers and asset managers sector oversight will undoubtedly reduce the
that mirror very closely those of the Euro- access of corporations to expand with debt
pean Union. financing only and push them into the equity

* Enhancing transparency by requiring a high- markets. Given the initial thinness of equity
er quality of disclosure and greater frequency markets in these countries, many corporations
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will have to either open up to foreign investors United States/United Kingdom, pension funds
or list on external stock exchanges. Both these have become the key drivers for improved cor-
forces will increase the need for greater trans- porate governance, and shareholders represen-
parency and adherence to international tative groups have become vocal in the debate.
accounting/auditing standards and listing Bycontrast,Japan and continental Europe, pen-
requirements. Just to mention one example, sion funds, which still run on defined benefit
the adoption of the accounting practice for options, thus far have played a less influential role
consolidation will have an immense impact on in corporate governance with management focus-
disclosure of cross holdings and size of coII- ing otn sales and assets. This rapid expansion in
glomerates. Many of the East Asian countries small-scale population will not only push for
have already or will adopt shortly the full extent greater corporate governance but also for socie-
of this requirement. tal attitudes as the impact of good economic poli-

Last, the push toward greater corporate gov- cies and globalization becomes increasingly
ernance will be a demographic one. Falling birth obvious to a wider cross-section of the community.
rates and increasing life expectancies will height- The development of long term contractual sav-
en the pressure to develop retirement funding for ings institutions is an important pressure point
the elderly without resorting to taxing the young. in ensuring long-term sustainability of corporate
Increasinigly, governmenits are considerinig devel- governance reform, development of equity and
oping defined contribution schemes that are debt markets, and in the provision of long term
controlled by individuals or private entities. In the "patient" financial resources.
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Corporate Governance in the
United Kingdom, Germany,
and Japan

Corporate governance in the United Parliament in the 1840s. Companies have a sinl-
Kingdom gle board of directors elected by shareholders.

who also appoint auditors every year. Share-
Corporate governanice in the United Kingdom holders have other important rights: to convene
is encouraged by a loose framework of law elab- company meetings if they hold 10 percent of
orated in the 19th century and by a wide range the votes and to put forward resolutions if they
of detailed listinlg rules issued and updated reg- hold either 5 percent of the votes or 100 votes
ularly by the main stock exchange and supple- combined with a minimum holding of £10,000.
mented by a number of "best practice" codes that Shareholders also have the power to remove
have evolved since a committee chaired by Sir directors or field their own candidates. Nor-
AdriaII Cadbury met in 1991-92. The last of mally, aIn ordinary resolution will do for both, and
such codes was issued in a report from a group requires n1o qualifying holding. This framework
chaired by Sir Ronnie Hampel in 1998. Although governs all companies, from the smallest grocery
this mix of laws, regulations, and best practice store to the largest multinational that are listed
codes appears complicated, it has provided an on the stock market. Although the law is detailed
iiiinovative and flexible environment in which to in its provisions for shareholders, little is said
improve standards of governiance. The U.K. gov- about directors. The law simply requires that
ernmeiit is currently reviewiiig the framework as companies have a minimum of two directors.
part ofa comprehensive review of company law, There is n1o formal distinctioni under the law
which will result in inew recommendations for the between the duties of executive and noniexecu-
year 2003. tive directors.

The legal framework The regulatory framework for governance
U.K. Iawv for governanice is established mainly by The regulatory framework for corporate gover-
the Companies Act which was first set out by nance in the United Kingdom is mainly direct-
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ed toward companies that have raised capital ing rule requiring that listed companies givc
through a public listing. Listed companies dom- shareholders the information they need to see
imate the U.K. economy, with investors ranginig how a company's governanlce structure and prac-
from 10 million private individuals (who collec- tice is organized.
tively hold 20 percent of those shares) to major The formal successor body to the Cadbury
institutions that provide retirement, health, and committee, established in 1997 and chaired
housing for well over half of the population. by Sir Ronnie Hampel, had a broader remit: to
The London Stock Exchange is authorized under consider not just financial reporting and con-
the Finanicial Services Act 1998 as the Competent trols but other important issues, such as the role
Authority to issue rules (set out in the Yellow of shareholders and how much effective cor-
Book) but is limited in its liability to either mon- porate governanice could improve perform-
itor or enforce those rules. ance. The Hampel report, issued in 1998,

Stock exchange rules have strict provisions effectively consolidated the Cadbury and
to ensure that controllinig shareholders and Greenbury advice inlto a Combined Code,
directors cannot exploit their position of power which also reflected two new interests: the role
to the detriment of the economy. The rules set and responsibilities of institutional investors
out a definitioni of indepenidenit (executive and and directors' responsibilities to stakeholders.
noniexecutive) directors: they must not be con- U.. companies are reporting under the Coi-
nected to controlling shareholders. Similarly, bined Code on Corporate Governance for the
directors are required to follow detailed guide- first time in 1999.
lines on disclosure and proper conduct in a
"related party transaction" and are not allowed Corporate governance in Germany
to trade shares for a limited period of time before
announcemenits are made to the market (about The German system of corporate governance
either price-sensitive informationi or finanicial has been more than a hundred years in the
results). making and is still evolving. It reflects a differ-

ent concept of the company's role, as being
Best practice codes both social and economic. The basic law speaks
The Cadbury Code's aim was to identifv best of the "public weal." Historically banks are more
practice rather than try to invenit it. The Cadbury importanit than the stock market as an external
committee also took evidence from a wide range source of corporate finance in Germany. "Haus-
of parties on its draft proposals and issued a banks" (the company's lead bankers) often
code of best practice for companies, their audi- hold seats on the supervisory boards of their cus-
tors, and shareholders to consider. The Code tomers, reflecting the concept of Universal-
focused particularly upoII finanicial reporting banken, banks as providers of a wide range of
and controls as required, but also addressed a services. Banks holding sizable stakes in many
number of issues becoming important in public companies could appear to create conflicts of
debate, such as directors' remuneration. The interest. Technically most shares are held in
Code consolidated best practice as it had evolved bearer form, meaninig that shares have to be
at leading companies, investor groups, and advi- held by authorized depositories-generally
sory bodies, and significanitly helped widen sup- banks, which are subject to the law and the
port for governance through smaller companies expressed wishes of the shareholder. Since the
and across the listed market. Central to this sup- early 19th century there has been a two-tiered
port, as the committee recognized, was the stock approach to shareholder monitorinig, involv-
exchange's support for its advice through the list- ing a supervisory board (Aufsichstrat) with 6 to
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20 members, which can dismiss executive board are coming to the capital markets for all the
members only with a two-thirds majority. The usual reasons. By 1998 there were 650 listed
introduction of "co-determination" after 1945 companies in an active and vigorous small-com-
gave employees representation on the pany market. Another 150 are due for flotation
supervisory board. The addition to the board this year.
representation for employees and unions- German practice is to allocate the manage-
mandatory once the firm has more than 500 ment function to a board (the Vorstand) or, in
employees-employees have a voice through small companies, to a manager (the Geschafts-
works councils, in which they have defined fuhrer). Shareholders have two opportunities to
rights to information and consultation. Cor- protect themselves: through the Aufsichtsrat and
porate management is entrusted to a group- through their power in the general meeting to
the Vortsand-rather than to an individual change its membership. Management does not
(except in small companies) and members of have to deal directly with shareholders but is
the group have secure tenure. In practice, the appointed and can be dismissed by the supervi-
group elects a leader-the Sprecher-who is sory board for cause. Many companies do not
first among equals. Some Sprechers, by force of have "one share, one vote" but an arrangement
personality, become more dominant than oth- designed to give the founding family special vot-
ers, but even so the "gap" between them and fel- ing rights or to limit the rights of others. There
low members of the Vorstand is smaller than the is an annual general meeting for shareholders.
gap between the board and a CEO or PDG in The supervisory board meets quarterly at
a comparable U.K., U.S., or French company. most and has a limited but important range of
There tends to be a powerful, even dominant, authority. Formally, it selects the Vorstand, but
shareholder. German culture is opposed to in practice its composition is often influenced by
"hostile" takeovers, although there are plenty the Vorstand. The strength of the system is the
of "friendly" mergers. The voluntary takeover clarity of the division between enterprise and
code published January 1, 1998, by the Com- accountability; its weakness is that the supervisory
mission of Experts on the Stock Exchange had board may know too little and act too late. In
a mixed reception. Accounting conventions practice, the banker's role is important. Because
are opaque by U.S. standards, and Germany's of the banks' variety of interests and contacts,
typically cautious approach permits the build- banks have considerable influence-which, how-
ing up of hidden reserves. ever benign, has often attracted criticism.

Practice Recent trends
Firms in Germany can take a variety of legal The German approach is to look to the law (not
forms, but the most common are GmbH, or voluntary codes) to govern structure and process,
unlisted companies and AG, or listed compa- notwithstanding the recently published DSW
nies. There are about 360,000 unlisted compa- guidelines (1998). The recent law on control
nies-often but not necessarily small. In 1993 and transparency (the KonTrag law) is a case in
there were only 478 listed companies in Ger- point. It requires the Vorstand to install a con-
many's large economy. Much of the country's trol risk management system, for example, and
economic success had rested on unlisted medi- to tell the supervisorv board in detail about
um-size enterprises-the so-called mittelstand future policies and the planning schedule for per-
companies. Recent years have brought significant sonnel, production, investment, and finances. It
changes because the postwar founders are reach- also requires more information in the election
ing retirement age and they or their successors material for members of the supervisory board
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and changes some of the rules about auditors, apparently excellent monitoring of Japanese
to ensure their independence and sharpen their companies. The argument is that the close dance
role (they will, for example, be obliged to exam- between debt and equity sharply reduces agency
ine the management's presentation of company costs, raising corporate values in good times and
risks). mitigating costs in times of distress.'

There have been changes, too, in share- The data to support the argument do not
holders' voting rights. Over a five-year period extend beyond the late 1980s and there is noth-
one share, one vote" will become the rule. More- ing to suggest that the coniclusionis are incor-

over, the rules governing the banks' rights and rect. But if close dancing between debt and
duties to vote the shares deposited with them equity was so good forJapanese governance until
have been tightened by the KonTrag law and the the late 1980s, how can one explain the spate of
number of bank representatives on supervisory corporate bankruptcies and colossal banking
boards has been diminishing. The picture is one failures in 1997-98? Were there other factors at
of increasing concern for shareholders' rights, play? Or did a rapidly appreciating yen expose
greater shareholder activity and protection, and the Achilles heel of close dancing?
greater attention to international concerns, Today, the balance of evidence suggests that
which is why companies will sooII be free to use the keiretsu-main bank system placed companies
international accounting standards, such as in doublejeopardy. The main bank encouraged
GAAP or IAS. The tendency of German com- excessive leveraging and investments in highly
panies to have more plants overseas is gradual- risky areas, something that might not have hap-
ly affecting the composition of the employees' pened if funds had been obtained from inde-
component on the supervisory board. So is the pendent banks that followed prudential norms
impact of a growing number of foreign strategies for arm's length lending. Moreover, although the
and institutional investors in German compa- complex system of cross holding equity pre-
nies. In many cases, minorities appear to be vented hostile takeovers, it also militated against
poorly protected. a healthy market for corporate control. Cross-

holdings also seem to have a realistic under-
The Japanese financial Keiretsu-good standing of the return on net worth of each
governance or double jeopardy? company.

These factors might have remained hidden
MostJapanese corporations are affiliated with a from view if the yen had not appreciated the way
financial keiretsu. This arrangement is charac- it did between 1990 and mid-1995, hurting
terized by extensive intra-group trade; complex Japanese competitiveness, severely squeezing
cross-holdings of equity and debt; a group's main corporate cash flows, and increasiingly expos-
bank having a strong role in corporate borrow- ing the downside of leverage-driven growth. Up
ing, managerial decisions, and choice of CEOs; to a point the financial keiretsus and main banks
and heavy financial leveraging. Some have argued could deal with the problem in their usual way:
that this interlocking of equity-which accounts support the company with managerial resources,
for between 65 percent and 75 percent of voting reschedule debt, and pump in more debt loans,
stock-frees management from an overpreoc- when needed. By 1997, the risk spilled over,
cupation with the short-term bottom line, and leading to corporate bankruptcy and then large
allows it to focus on longer-term investment and scale sickness in the financial sector. Today,
growth. The fact that the main bank is the group there is an estimated $700 billion in nonper-
company's largest creditor and a substantial equi- forming assets on the books of Japan's main
ty holder has also been cited as the reason for the banks.
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Is there a single prescription for the prob- Notes
lems of corporate governance? The consensus
is no. Solutions depend on a mix of several 1. See Hoshi, Kashvap, and Scharfstein (1990a and

elements: ownership structures, the strength 1990b), Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994), Prowse (1990,

and enforceability of contracts, the competi- 1992, and 1996), and Roe (1990 and 1993).

tive environment, the relative powers of 2. TheReportoftheCommitteeontheFinancialAspects

shareholders and debtholders, the legal system, of Corporate Governance (or the Cadbur Committee Report

and relevant institutional capacity. As the 1992) was in response to the BCCI and Maxwell scandal.

report to the OECD observed, "Corporate gov- The recent report to the OECD (1998, p. 13), Corporate Gov-

ernance practices vary and will continue to ernance: Improving Competitiveness and Access to Capital in Glob-

vary across nations and cultures... [These] will alMlarkets explicitly recognizes the episodic natuIre of corporate

also vary as a function of ownership struc- governance codes: "Corporate governance tends to gain pub-

tures, business circumstances, competitive con- lic attention when performance problems are apparent, both

ditions, corporate life cycle and numerous at national aid compan' levels." For a complete listing of Cor-

other factors.7 2
porate conduct codes, see annex 4b.
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Improving Management Oversight
by the Board of Directors

The role of boards of directors
Board best practice

A universally accepted principle of corporate
governanice is that a board has a fiduciary role. It is the duty of the board to meet often enough
Equally, directors must control the efforts of the to set the business strategy of the company. Best
board with due enterprise and integrity. As elect- practice suggests that:
ed representatives of the shareholders, the board * The board should meet no less than four
is expected to use its integrity and capability to times in any given financial or calendar year,
vet corporate strategies, policies, plans, and major with at least one meeting per quarter.
decisions, and to oversee and monitor manage- * Board members should set their agenda well
ment in the interests of the shareholders and in advance so that they have time to be con-
society. Therefore, the key to good governanice versant with the issues by timely dissemination
of any modern corporation is an informed and of meeting papers and reports.
well functioning board of directors. * Well-performing boards tend to have spe-

However, there are far too many instances cialized committees on detailed monitoring,
wher-e corporate boards either have no profes- advisory, and oversight tasks, stich as financial
sionally competent indepenidenit directors, or audit; remuneration of executives and senior
where executive directors form the overwhelming managers; environmental, health, and safe-
majority. The excuses are similar: either inde- ty compliance; and cxecutive search. These
pendenit directors do not know the business, or committees should confcr greater quality on
there aren't enough people who fit the bill and the stewardship and fiduciary responsibili-
have time to serve. Quite often, gray outsiders are ties of the board.
appointed instead of truly indepenident directors.1 * Ensure that not only the board, but the com-

In practice, too many boards have been mere panv and its employees operate ethically.
"ornaments on a corporate Christmas tree" as a
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landmark study of boards by Harvard Business
School Professor Myles Mace once put it- Independent directors
decorative and decorous baubles with no real pur-
pose.... Somehow, directors forgot-if they ever Minimum attributes of an independent direc-
knew-that they were in the board room to act tor:
on behalf of shareholders... Only when the direc- * Should not be a former executive and must
tors were prodded by investors and activists, only not have a professional relationship with the
after their companies and CEOs were publicly pil- company (for example, represent the com-
loried, were many finally goaded into action- pany's audit or law firm, or be one of the con-
what some call "governance by embarrassment" sultants).
(Business Week, November 25, 1996, 82). * Should not be a significant customer or sup-

The last fifteen years, however, have seen plier.
changes for the better. More people understand * Should not be recommended or appointed
that a board consisting wholly or largely of man- on the basis of personal relationships.
agement cannot minimize agency problems. * Should be selected by a formal board process.
Companies in which shareholders (and some- * Should not be a close relative of any execu-
times secured and senior creditors) have exercised tive director.
appropriate control over management have rec- * Should not hold a major share stake or rep-
ognized that a board's ability to successfully dis- resent any major shareholder.
charge its fiduciary obligations hinges upon * Should be an active participant on the board,
having a core group of professionally acclaimed not passive.
independent directors. For example, PRO NED Professional capabilities of an independent
(Promoting Nonexecutive Directors) was set up director:
in the United Kingdom to persuade British com- * Should know how to read financial state-
panies to add enough able nonexecutive direc- ments and have some knowledge of various
tors to their board to achieve a critical mass. Its company laws, except for those who are invit-
rationale for independenit nonexecutive directors ed to join the board as experts in other fields,
is worth quotil1g. such as science and technology, human

resource development, the environment, or
The purpose of appointing nonexecutive other areas germane to the company
directors is first to provide the board business.
with knowledge, objectivity, judgment * Should familiarize themselves with the oper-
and balance which may not be available ations of the company and the milieu in
if' the board consists only of full time which it operates.
executives; and secondly to ensure that Nonexecutive directors should meet the
the performance of the executive direc- above-mentioned criteria for independence and
tors and the management of the com- should ideally account for no less than a third of
pany are up to the standard required. the board for a publicly listed company.
(PIRC, Nonexecutive Directors in FTSE-
350 Companies: Assessing Independence, Source: Culled from the Cadburv Cormmittee Report
January 1998, 6) (1992), ICS "Role and Duties of Directors" (1991 and

1993), PRO NED "Recommended Practice on1 Nonex-
Indepenidenlt directors need to bring their ecutive Directors" (1993), and PIRC "Shareholder Vot-

special expertise and knowledge to bear on the ing Guidelines" 1996).
strategy and enterprise of the company. They
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must bring an independentjudgement or issues tutional investors have brought about a sea of
of conformance and performance. Independenit change, as table A3. 1 shows.
directors must be of sufficient caliber that their Despite this trend, many countries are not ill
views will carry significant weight on the board a position to induct independent, professional-
regardless of whether or not the Chairman is an ly competent nonexecutive directors. For instaLnce,
elective or nominative director. Nonexecutive Japan's corporate governance forum appreci-
directors have to be independent enough not to ates the need for such persons to enhance the
avoid contentious issues, and professional effectiveness of boards, but admits that wide-
enough to assess them properly, spread cross-holding of shares has resulted in an

It does not mean that companies with pro- insufficient supply of people with these attributes.
ficient independenit directors with strong board- In a world that is integrated by global capi-
room voices will immediately do brilliantly in tal flows, international institutional investors will
the market-just as it is not the case that all increasingly call for more independent nonex-
companies with executive-stacked boards invari- ecutive directors on corporate boards. To the
ably sink. It is important to recognize that even extenit that companies need to access global
the best performers risk stumbling some day if finanice, they will have to acquiesce to this
they lack strong and independent directors. And demand.
there is evidence of correlation between inde- The need for independent nonexecutives is
pcndenit directors and higher corporate value. clear. WNhat should be the desirable mix between
Business Wleek shows that the best boards tend to executive and nonexecutive directors on a board?
be dominated by independenit directors and In the Uniited States and in the United Kingdom,
such companies also have higher than industry the consensus is that at least majority of the
average annual returns. Millstein and MacAvoy board should consist of nonexecutive directors,
(1998) use a sample of 154 large, publicly trad- more so if the chairman is also the CEO or man-
ed U.S. corporations and show that companies aging director.
with active and independenit boards have per-
formed much better in the 1990s than those Limits on directorships
with passive, noninidependenit boards.

In the United States and many parts of West- Getting the right type of director is one way of
erni Europe, there is a growing trend toward ensurinig diligence. It has to be buttressed by the
indepenident directors. Until the mid-1980s, the concept of limitation. People can't be expected
boards of British companies were packed by to hold nonexecutive directorships in a plethora
friends and looked like closed-door clubs. Insti- of companies and yet diligently discharge fiduci-

Table A3.1. The increasing prominence of nonexecutive directors in the United Kingdom
(percent)

1993 1996
Nonexecutive directors < one-third of the board 13.6 6.2
Nonexecutive directors < half of the board 34.0 26.0
Share of noniexecutive directors 50.2 53.9
Independenit nonexecutive directors

(as percent of total nonexecutive directors) 57.4 68.5
Indepenidenit nonexecutive directors (as percent of total directors) 28.8 36.9

Note: Sample size, FTSE-350.
Soitece: PIRC 1998.
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ary obligations and duties. The view of 1,000 Essential information for the board
directors and chairmen of U.S. corporations was
that directors should not serve on more than an The effectiveness of nonexecutive directors
average of 2 to 3 boards (Business Week, Novem- depends on the quality of information available
ber 25, 1996, 104). In November 1996 a panel of to the board. In many countries companies have
30 corporate governance experts co-opted by the considerable expertise at hiding key informa-
U.S. National Association of Corporate Directors tion from nonexecutive directors. Agenda papers
(NACD) issued two guidelines: are either very thin or strategically voluminous,
* Nonexecutive directors should budget at often arriving just a day or two before the board

least four full 40-hour weeks of service for meeting. To ensure that "independent over-
every board on which they serve. sight" has meaning, certain key information

* Senior executives should sit on no more must be placed before the board and form part
than three boards, including their own. of the agenda papers.
Retired executives and professional nonex-
ecutive directors should serve on no more
than six. Information for the board
Unfortunately, such norms are not met in

most countries. Multiple directorships prevail * Annual operating plans and budgets, togeth-
in Japan where large numbers of group com- er with updated long term plans.
panies interlock their shareholdings and board * Quarterly results for the company as a whole
positionis. In German-y, with its two-tier boards, as well as business segments.
the chair of a supervisory board-typically the * Tax audit and internal audit reports.
chair of the company's lead bank (hausbank)- * Default in payment of interest or nonpay-
often holds directorships in many companies.3 ment to any class of creditor.
Not surprisingly, very few codes of corporate * Major capital expenditure proposed.
governance stipulate such a number. Even so, * Any issue that involves possible public or
active institutional investors have created an product liability claims of a substantial nature.
awareness that holding too many directorships * Any deviation from the agreed policy or strat-
is inimical to good governance. The California egy.
Public Employees' Retirement System * Environmental, health and safety issues of
(CalPERS), one of the world's largest pension significance in terms of cost and regulations.
funds, has been keeping a close watch on the * Disclosure of share dealings bydirectors in the

independence of noniexecutive directors and company's shares.
the number of board positions that they hold- * Disposal of investments that are of material
as has PIRC in the UK, which represents over nature.
£300 billion worth of British pension funds. * Details ofjoint venture agreements.
Both recommend voting against the nominationi * Actual or potential labor and employee prob-
of directors who hold too many board posi- lems and their proposed solutions.
tions. If listed corporations wish to attract inter- * Quarterly details of foreign exchange expo-
national funds, they should ensure that their sure, their tenure, the extent of exchange
directors do not hold more than five to six rate cover, and the steps taken to limit the risks
directorships. In many countries, this will be dif- of adverse exchange rate movement.
ficult to achieve in the short run, but it should * Security analysts' comparisons of the com-
be a medium-term objective in the interest of pany and others in the same industry.
good governance.
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Most internationial codes of corporate gov-
ernance insist that the information to be sup- Board-level committees
plied to the board must be sent reasonably in
advance to allow nonexecutive directors suffi- Listed companies should have at least three board-
cient time to review the issues containied in the level committees: audit, remuneration, and nom-
agenda papers and, if necessary, to make their ination. Companies with potential environmental
own independent inquiries. Very few, however, risks must also have an environmental compliance
specify what constitutes "minimum" informa- committee, consisting of only independent nonex-
tion (see "Information for the board" box for a ecutive directors.
suggested list). * The audit committee should consist of at least

three members, the majority of whom must be
Board-level committees independent, nonexecutve directors. It should

provide effective supervision of the financial
Today's complex business corporations cannot reporting process, and assist the board in ful-
bc governed by only four or six general board filling its functions related to corporate account-
meetings a year. Governanice requires specialized ing and reporting, financial and accounting
skills that are best exercised through board level controls, and financial statements and pro-
committees. In general, these are: posals that accompany the public issue of any
- Executive Committee, for day-to-day manage- security. Members must be fully conversant

ment supervision,. with corporate finance, accounting procedures
* Audit committee, supervises a company's inter- and those aspects of corporate law that are

nal audit procedures and interacts with the germane to preparing annual, half-year, and
external statutory auditor to ensure full finan- quarterly accounts. Thev must regularly inter-
cial compliance with the law and regulations act with the company's internal auditor or
governinlg accounting standards and finan- chief financial officer and be available to the
cial reporting. statutory external auditors. They should have

* Executive remuneration committee, decides the the professional ability to sign a compliance cer-
appropriate compensationi package for the tificate which states that all proper financial,
company's executive directors and senior accounting and internal auditing procedures
managers. have been met by the company.

* ANomination committee, conducts a systematic * The remuneration committee should also consist
search for appropriately qualified, inde- of at least three members, all of whom must
pendeint nonexecutive directors. be independent, nonexecutive directors. This
Terms of reference for these committees committee should set compensation pack-

must be clearly clefined. These three committees ages reflecting industry trends and the com-
are the minimum expected by institutionial pany's own financial state.
investors in large, publicly listed companies. * The nomination committee should consist of at
Many corporations in the United States, United least three members, of whom the majority
Kingdom, and elsewhere go beyond this list. should be independent nonexecutive directors.
Increasingly, large multilocation chemical, oil
exploring, refining, and transporting compa-
nies and mining conglomerates also have Envi- Typically, neither the audit nor the remu-
ronmenital Safeguard Committees. Others have neration committee should have as a member
committees that ensure compliance with cor- any executive director or at least should have a
porate governance standards. majority of nonexecutive directors. Nothing
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suggests that onily nonexecutive directors should
man nomination committees. However, even Review of CEO and senior management
here, the committee should have a majority of
independenit nonexecutive directors to ensure Independent nonexecutive directors must review
that gray outsiders do not slip in as independ- annually the performance of the company's CEO
ent directors. and senior management. Whether this review is

conducted by independent directors or by outside
Directorial and board performance professionals should be left to the company. How-

ever, the review has to be based on clearly defined
The board of directors should periodically assess objective criteria, whose norms the CEO and
its performance as a collegial body as well as the other executive directors should know well before
performance of individual directors.4 Second, a the evaluation process starts. Moreover, there
committee of the board consisting of independ- should be a clearly laid down procedure for com-
ent, noniexecutive directors should evaluate the municating the board's review to the CEO and his
performance of the company's CEO, other exec- team of executive directors. Managerial remu-
utive directors, as well as the role of the CEO. neration should be base on such reviews.

Evaluating directors is important to the long-
term success of corporate governance but is
bound to have considerable disfavor because management team that is one rung below board
there are no clear-cut objective criteria for con- level. The most comprehensive statement on
ducting such a review. There is, however, a bare this is found in the recommendations in the
minimum benchmark for underperforming 1997 report of the U.S. Business Round Table:
noniexecutive directors: attendance at board and "The selection and evaluation of the chief exec-
committee meetings. utive officer and... the corporation's top man-

There is a more uniform consensus about the agement team is probably the most important
hoard formally evaluating the performance of the functioni of the board ... The performance of the
CEO, other executive directors, and the senior CEO should generally be reviewed at least annu-

ally, without the presence of the CEO or other
inside directors" (Gregory and Forminard 1998,

Attendance of directors 66). The 1996 report of the National Association
of Corporate Directors (United States), the Bosch

* The attendance record of directors coming Report (Australia), and the 1997 board guide-
up for reappointment should be made avail- lines of the General Motors Corporation also
able to all shareholders. endorse similar views.

* Corporate boards should not recommend

the reappointment of nonexecutive direc- Remuneration of directors
tors who have not had time to attend (with
leave of absence or otherwise) even 50 per- In most countries corporate law requires that the
cent of board meetings and/or committee compensation of CEOs and other executive direc-
meetings. tors be recommended by the board and ratified

* The nomination committee should not rec- by the shareholders at the company's general
ommend directors who have had poor atten- meeting. Similar procedures are often laid down
dance records in their capacity as board for the compensation of nonexecutive directors.
members of other companies. Often, these details have to be reported in the com-

pany's annual report. There is usually no well-
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governance demand tighter norms? There is Ino
Directors' pay package consensus on the subject. Most international

codes on corporate governance argue that, sub-
Compensation for executive directors should be ject to corporate laws, the term of directors and
determined by the board, preferably based on a rec- their retirement age should be matters of dis-
ommendation from the remuneration committee. cretion for a company's board and shareholders.
The details must be disclosed to shareholders in a On two issues, however, there is agreement.
general meeting, and in the annual report. To elic-
it better efforts from the board, companies should Separation of chair and CEO
consider offering stock options and performance
bonus based on financial results. An appropriate This is a very contentious issue. Institutional
mix of the two gives a director the incentive to shareholders have been insisting that the chair of
keep an eye on both short-term profits and longer- the company cannot be its CEO because the
term shareholder value. A small percentage of total CEO is the chief of management and the chair
compensation to nonexecutive directors should is the chief supervisor of the board, which
be flat fees. Also, they should not be offered retire- includes the executive directors and CEO. To
ment benefits and large perquisites. combine the two roles is to invite moral hazard.

It is also argued that if the chair is the CEO,
there can be a genuine conflict when the tie-

defined guideline on the size or composition of breaking vote is cast.
the compensation package, but one principle is There should be no hard and fast rule that
becoming evident: Companies should be flexi- the chair of a company cannot be its CEO, but
ble in how they remunerate their board members, when the same person holds both posts, it is
but the compensation should be in line with sim- absolutely essential that the majority of directors
ilar companies in the same industry and must be be independent, nonexecutive directors with
fully reported to the shareholders. The trend is sufficient caliber that their opinions carry sig-
for pay packages of both nonexecutive and exec- nificant weight on the board.
utive directors to be restructured to relate rewards
to corporate performance through bonuses, and Disclosures about directors
stock options. 5 Institutional investors are also ask-
ing shareholders to veto compensation packages Directors represent shareholders, so transpar-
for nonexecutive directors that contain retire- ent governance requires that the owners of the
ment benefits and certain other perquisites nor-
mally associated with full-time employees.

Appointment of directors
Term, reappointment, and retirement of
directors * The reappointment of directors should not

be automatic and must be subject to board
In many countries, the term of a directorship, and shareholder review.
method of reappointnmenit, and retirement age * All directors should be appointed for a spe-
are laid down by corporate law. The appoint- cific term.d
ment or reappointment of a director also has to
be approved by shareholders. There is no legal- a. One exception is the Business Round Table Report
ly stipulated retirement age. Usually, legal struc- (United States).
tures are fairly lax. Does good corporate
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Information disclosure about directors

Disclosures about directors [nonexecutive directors should be ]: [1] inde-
* Full details about the remuneration of all direc- pendent of management and . . not [receive] any

tors should form part of the annual report of benefits from the company other that their fee.
all listed companies. Salary or basic fees, retire- This is not intended to exclude ... nonexecutive
ment benefits if any, commissions and bonus- director[s] who have a contractual nexus with the
es, quantity and value of stock options, and company for reward or to prevent a nonexecutive
the value of all perquisites should be provided. director form acquiring shares in the company by

* A comprehensive report about the relatives of means independent from the company:

directors-people who are either employees * Director and managers of the company's hold-
or fellow board members-must be an inte- ing company, or major investor, who have no
gral part of the directors report that accom- executive responsibilities in the company.
panies the annual report of all listed companies. * Former executive directors who are no longer

* The shareholding of all directors in the employed on a full-time basis by nevertheless
company-individually and as a whole-should are capable of giving valuable input to the
form part of the directors report. board arising form their past experience.

* Details of loans to directors should be fully dis- * Senior executive director of major listed sub-
closed in the directors report in addition to sidiaries and associated of the holding com-
being part of the financial statements accom- pany, who have no executive responsibilities
panying the audited accounts of a listed com- in the holding company.
pany. This is required in many countries, such Stock Exchange of Thailand: Set Notification Gov-
as South Africa. erning the Qualification of Independent Directors

* Companies must send to their shareholders a (Oct. 29, 1993)

document that discloses any interests a direc- An independent director must meet all of the
tor may have in any contract or arrangement following requirements:

of the company. This should be done at least * Be independent from the major shareholders
once a year, preferably before the annual gen- of the company or any shareholder in the
eral meeting of companies. group.

* Not be an employee, staff member or an advis-
Communication by directors er receiving a regular salary or other regular ben-
* Present a balanced and understandable assess- efit from the company or any affiliated company,

ment of company's position. associated company or related company.
* In this window, when the society demands greater * Have no share in their own name, or in a relat-

transparency, they should address not only finan- ed person's name, representing more than 0.5
cial values but values of significant importance percent of the respective paid-up capital of the
to the company's offering, such as environ- company, an affiliated company, associated
mental, health and safety and employee issues. company or related company.

* Be able to protect the interests of all share-
Definitions of Independence holders of the company equally.
KingReport (South Africa): The Institute of Directors * Be able to prevent conflicts of interest between
in Southern Africa, The King Report on Corporate the company and its management, major share-
Governance, 4.2.1-4.2.4 (Novx 29, 1994). (continues on next page)
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holders, or other companies which have same prises Privees, The Board of Directors of Listed Com-
management group or major shareholders as panies in France (VienotReport),at11 JUuly10, 1995).
the company. The notion of independent director is not only

* Be able to attend board meetings to make deci- opposed to that of executive director, it is also
sions on significant company activities. opposed to that of any director with any sort of spe-

Vienot Report (France): Conseil National du Patronat cial interest in the company, whether as a share-
Francais (CNPF) & Association Francaise des Enter- holder, a supplier or a customer.

company be given all relevant information 2. Currently anefficientsuppl)lyofindependenitexter-
about corporate activity, remuneration, and nal directors does not exist in Japan. This limited market
business interests. Corporate laws in many coun- for independent directors and corporate auditors may be
tries specify minimal disclosure requirements. an Achilles heel. In the medium term, the uniquelyjapan-

These vary considerably across nations, and ese system of cross-shareholdinig may begin to unravel,

often have no implementing or penalizing force. necessitating a system of governance more reliant on inde-

As with most changes in corporate governance, penclent and external directors, in turni leading to a mar-
the movement toward greater disclosure about ket for such individuals (Gregory and Forminard 1998).
directors is being spearheaded by interniation- 3. Given that German supervisory boards usually have

a] institutional investors. Given the growing only four meetings per year, many high-profile executives

need for global capital, the next ten years are hold several board memberships. The maximum number

certain to see more disclosure than before and permitted by law is 10 supervisory board memberships-

companies that want to tap international capi- and this has been criticized as being too high (Intemation-

tal flows have to adopt best practices as soon as alFinancial Law Review, special supplement, April 1998).

possible. 4. This is most succinictly stated by the Day Report of

Canada: "Every Board of directors should implement a
Notes process ... for assessing the effectiveness of the board as a

whole, the committees of the board, and the contribution
1. "Gray outsiders" are family members of executive of individual directors" (Guideline 5).

directors, attorneys who represent the company, invest- 5. In many countries, however, stock options are not

ment or commercial bankers who have a close financial rela- permitted by law. Ulitil 1998 they were not legal in Germany

tionship with the company, long-term consultants, or and Finland and had to be circumvented by issuing bonds

directors who either personally or through their employ- with a warrant attached to puirchase shares. Countries such

ers/companies have substanitial business dealings with the as Holland charge up-front penal tax rates on such options.
company. Gradually. these laws are being amended.
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Overview of Corporate Governance
Guidelines and Codes of Best Practice in
Developing and Emerging Markets

W i hen a firm's management is separate low-cost capital. After all, the board of direc-
Il and distinct from the providers of the tors-or, in two-tier systems, the supervisory

firm's capital, managers have a board-is the corporate organ designed to hold
responsibility to use assets efficiently in pursuit managers accountable to capital providers for the
of the firm 's objective. Ensurinlg that they do so use of firm assets. The past five years has wTitnlessed
is important to a firm's successful economic per- a proliferation of corporate governanlce guide-
ftormance as well as to its abilityT to attract long- lines and codes of "best practice" designed to
term, stable, low-cost inv'estment capital. This is improve the ability Of corporate directors to
true whether the firm is publicly traded, pri- hold managemenlts accountable. This global
vately held, family-controlled or state-owned. (It movement to emphasize that boards have respon-
is only when the managers of a firm themselves sibilities separate and apart from managemenlt,
own the entire firm-and are committed to rely- and to describe the practices that best enable
ing solely on their own capital-that managers directors to carry out these responsibilities, is a
generally are free to apply corporate assets (as manifestation of the importance now attributed
their own private property) inefficiently or for to corporate governance generally and, more par-
nonproductive uses.) The fundamental concern ticularly, to the role of the board.
Of corporate governance is to ensure the means Corporate governance guidelines and codes
bywhich a firm's managers are held accountable of best practice arise in the context of, and are
to capital providers for the use of assets. affected by, differing national frameworks of law,

The responsibilities and functions of the cor- regulation and stock exchange listing rules, and
porate board in both developed and developing differing societal values. Although boards of
nations are receiving greater attention as a result directors provide an important internlal mecha-
of the increasing recognition that a firm's cor- nism for holding management accountable, effec-
porate governanlce affects both its economic tive corporate governance is supported by and
performance and its ability to access patient, dependent on the market for corporate control,
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securities regulation, company law, accountinig corporations, institutional investors, and associ-
and auditing standards, bankruptcy laws, and ations of directors and corporatc managers.
judicial enforcement. Therefore, to uniderstand Compliance with these governance recommen-
one nationi's corporate governance practices in dations is generally not mandated by law,
relation to another's, one must understand not although the codes linked to stock exchanges
only the "best practice" documents but also the may have a coercive effect. For example, listed
underlying legal and enforcemenit framework. companies on the London and Toronto Stock

Some governance codes are linked to listing Exchanges need not follow the recommenda-
or legally mandated disclosure requirements. Oth- tions of the Cadbury Report (as amended in
ers are purely voluntary in nature, but may be the Combined Code) and the Dey Report, but
designed to help forestall further governmenit or they must disclose whether they follow the rec-
listing body regulation. In the developing nationis, ommendationis in those documents and must
governanlce codes are more likely to address basic provide an explanationi concerning divergent
principles of corporate governance that tend to be practices. Such disclosure requirements exert a
more established in developed countries through significant pressure for compliance. In contrast,
company law and securities regulation, such as the guidelines issued by associations of direc-
the equitable treatment of shareholders, the need tors, corporate managers and individual com-
for reliable and timely disclosure of information panies tend to be wholly voluntary. For example,
concerninlg corporate performnance and owner- the GM Board Guidelines simply reflect an indi-
ship, and the holding of annual general meetings vidual board's efforts to improve its own gover-
of shareholders. However, in both developed and nance capacity. Such guidelines can have wide
developing nations, codes focus on boards of direc- influence, however. In the case of the GM Guide-
tors and attempt to describe ways in which boards lines, institutional investors encouraged other
caan be positioned to provide some form of guid- companies to adopt similar guidelines.
ance and oversight to managemenit, and account- In developing nations, both voluntary guide-
ability to shareholders and society at large. lines and more coercive codes of best practice

have issued as well. For example, both the Code
Overview of Best Practices issued by the Brazilian Insti-

tute of Corporate Directors and the Code of
The modern trend of developing corporate gov- Corporate Governance issued by the Corporate
ernance guidelines and codes of best practice Governance Committee of the Mexican Busi-
began in the early 1990s in the United King- ness Coordinating Counsel are wholly aspira-
dom, the United States and Canada in response tional and not linked to any listing requirements.
to problems in the corporate performance of Similarly, the Confederation of Indian Industry
leading companies, the perceived lack of effec- Code and the Stock Exchange of Thailand Code
tive board oversight that contributed to those per- are designed to build awareness within the cor-
formance problems, and pressure for change porate sector of governance best practice, but are
from institutional investors. The Cadbury Report not, at this time, linked to stock exchange listing
in the United Kingdom, the General Motors requirements. In contrast, Malaysia's Code on
Board of Directors Guidelines in the United Corporate Governance, the Code of Best Prac-
States, and the Dey Report in Canada have each tice issued by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange,
proved influenitial sources for other guideline and and South Africa's King Committee Report on
code efforts (see annex 4b). Corporate Governance, all contemplate manda-

Over the past decade, governance guide- tory disclosure concerning compliance with their
lines and codes have issued from stock exchanges, recommendations.
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Some of the key elements of governance
guidelines and codes of best practice, particularly Corporate objective
as issued in developing nations, are summarized
below. The mission of the board of directors is to maximize share-

holder value. Brazilian Institute of Corporate Gov-
The corporate objective ernance Code of Best Practice at 1.

Variations in societal values lead different nations The Board ofDirectors represents the shareholders of the
to view the corporate objective or "mission" dis- Society, and it has a duty to act in the interests of the
tinctly. Expectations of how the corporation shareholders.
should prioritize the interests of shareholders and Charter of a Shareholding Society (Kyrgyz Repub-
stakeholders such as employees, creditors and lic) 17.1.
other constituents take two primary forms. In the
Anglo-Saxon nations-Australia, Canada, the The single overriding objective [ofi all listed companies
United Kingdom, and the United States- . . . is the preservation and enhancement over time of
maximizing the value of the owners' investment their shareholders'investment.
is considered the primary corporate objective. Report on Corporate Governance (Malaysia),
This objective is reflected in governance guide- Introduction § 1, 3.3.
lines and codes that emphasize the duty of the
board to represent shareholders' interests and
maximize shareholder value. Among developing there is growing sensitivity to the need to address
nations, the Brazilian Institute of Corporate Gov- stakeholder interests in order to maximize share-
crnanace Code, the Confederation of Indian holder value over the long term. As the Gener-
Industry Code, the Kyrgyz Republic Charter of al Motors Board of Directors Mission Statement
a Shareholding Society, the Malaysian Report recognizes, "the board's responsibilities to share-
on Corporate Governance, and the Korean Stock holders as well as customers, employees, suppli-
Exchainge Code of Best Practice all expressly ers and the communities in which the
recognize that the board's mission is to protect corporation operates are all founded upoII the
and enhaince the shareholders' investment in successful perpetuation of the business." Sim-
the corporation. ply put, shareholder and stakeholder interests in

In other countries, more emphasis is placed the success of the corporation are compatible in
on a broader range of stakeholders. However, this the long run.
view is not strongly advocated in the governance
guidelines and codes emanatinig from develop- Board responsibilities and job description
ing nations, although some documents recognize
that stakeholder interests should be considered. Most governance guidelines and codes of best
(For example, the King Report from South Africa practice assert that the board assumes responsi-
states: "Directors must act with enterprise and bility for the stewardship of the corporation and
always strive to increase shareholders' value while emphasize that board responsibilities are dis-
having regard for the interests of all stakehold- tinct from management responsibilities. However,
ers." (ch. 5:27.7) ) This may be due to a conver- the guidelines and codes differ in the level of
gence in perceptions about the corporate specificity with which they explain the board's
objective. There is a growing recognition that role. For example, Canada's Dey Report, France's
shareholder expectations need to be met in Vienot Report, Malaysia's Report on Corporate
order to attract patient, low-cost capital. Likewise, Governance, Mexico's Code of Corporate Gov-
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ernanice, South Africa's King Report, and the with listing rules as well as with the "declarationi
Korean Stock Exchange Code all specify board and under taking" that directors are required to
functionis such as strategic planninig; risk ideni- execute and lodge with the Exchange. The dif-
tification and management; selection, oversight ferent approaches among codes on this point
and compensationi of senior management; suc- likely reflect variations in the degree to which
cession plannling; communication with share- company law or listing standards specify board
holders; integrity of financial controls; and responsibilities, rather than any significant sub-
general legal compliance, as distinct board func- stantive differences.
tions. The Kyrgyz Republic Charter sets out a
detailed list of matters requiring board approval. Board composition
Other governance guidelines and codes of best

practice are far less specific. For example, the Most governanice guidelines and codes of best
Hong Kong Stock Exchange Code simply refers practice address topics related to board compo-
to directors' obligationis to ensule compliance sition including director qualifications and mem-

bership criteria, the director nominationi process,
and board indepenidenice and leadership.

Board functions
Criteria

The main functions of a board are to...: The quality, experience, and independence of a
* Direct the companv both as to strategy and board's membership directlv affect board per-

structure. formance. Board membership criteria are
* Establish from time to time a strategv for the described by various guidelines and codes with

company, including a determination of the different levels of specificity, but tend to highlight
businesses that the company should be in issues such as experience, personal characteris-
and those that it should not be in. tics (including indepenidence), core competen-

* Ensure that the executive management imple- cies and availability.
ments the company's strategy as established
from time to time. Director nomination

* Ensure that the company has adequate sys- The process by which directors are nominated
tems of internal controls both operational has gained attention in many guidelines and codes,
and financial. which tend to emphasize a formal and transpar-

* Monitor the activities of the executive man- ent process for appointinig new directors. The use
agement. of nominatinig committees is favored in the Unit-

* Select the chief executive, ensure succession ed States and United Kingdom as a means of
and give guidance on the appointment of reducing the CEO's influence in choosing the
senior executives. board that is charged with monitorinig his or her

* Provide information on the activities of the performance. (See, in the United States, the Report
company to those entitled to it. of the National Association of Corporate Directors

* Ensure that the company operates ethically. Commission on Director Professionalism (1996),
* Provide for succession of senior manage- and the General Motors Board of Directors Guide-

ment. lines (1994); in the United Kingdom, the Hampel
* Address the adequacy of retirement and Committee Report (1998)). The Malaysian Cor-

health care benefits and funding. porate Governance Report expresses a similar
The King Report (South Africa), Ch. 4:1. view: " [T] he adoption of a formal procedure for

appointments to the board, with a nominationi
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important to a board's ability to exercise objective
Every nonexecutive director must ensure that he can give judgment concerning management performance.
sufficient time and attention to the affairs of the issuer In the United States, the United Kingdom, Cana-
... and satisfy the Exchange that he has the character, da, and Australia, although not required by law or
integrity, experience and competency to serve as a direc- listing requirements, best practice recommenda-
tor of a listed company. tions generally agree that boards of publicly-trad-
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange Code, Code of ed corporations should include at least some
Best Practice 10 and Guideline A.5. independent directors. This viewpoint is the fur-

thest developed in the United States and Canada,
The board should have a diversity of background, where best practice documents call for a "sub-
knowledge and experience. stantial" majority of the board to be comprised of
The Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance independent directors. Elsewhere best practice
Code of Best Practice at 3. recommendations are somewhat less stringent

and seek to have a balance of executives and
[nonexecutive directors should] know how to read nonexecutives, with the nonexecutives including
a balance sheet, profit and loss account, cash flow some truly independent directors. (Although
statements and financial ratios, and have some knowl- "nonmanagement" or "nonexecutive" directors
edge of various company laws. may be more likely to be objective than members
The Confederation of Indian Industry Code, of management, many code documents recog-
Recommendation 4. nize that a nonmanagement director may still not

be truly "independent" if he or she has signifi-
[A] candidate should have integrity and independence cant financial or personal ties to management.)
of thought; the courage to express their independent

thought; a grasp of the realities of business operations;

an understanding of the changes taking place region- The board shall include outside directors capable of
ally, nationally and internationally; [and] an under- performing their duties independently from manage-
standing of business and financial "language. " ment, controlling shareholders and the corporation.
The King Report (South Africa), Ch. 9:8.2. Korean Stock Exchange Code of Best Practice at

11.2.2.

committee making recommendations to the full The majority of the board members should be inde-
board, should be recognized as good practice." pendent.
(Explanatory Note 4. See also Korean Stock Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance Code
Exchange Code of Best Practice 11.3.) At the same of Best Practice at 3.
time, however-and as advocated by the King
Report (South Africa) -it is generally agreed that No board should have less than two nonexecutive direc-
the board as a whole has the ultimate responsibility tors of sufficient calibre that their views will carry sig-
for nominating directors. nificant weight in board decisions.

The King Report (South Africa) 2.2.
Mix of inside and outside or "independent"
directors [I/t is recommended that Independent Directors represent
Most governance guidelines and codes of best at least 20% of the total number of Board members.
practice agree that some degree of director Mexico Code of Corporate Governance, Princi-
independence-or the ability to exercise objective ple at 6.

judgment of management's performance-is
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Nonetheless, a general consensus is developing In comparison, the Cadbury Code simply
throughout a number of countries that public refers to directors who-apart from their fees and
company boards should include at least some shareholdings-are independent from man-
nonexecutive members who lack significant fam- agement and free from any business or other rela-
ily and business relationships with management. tionship which could materially interfere with the

Definitions of "independence" vary. For exercise of independentjudgment. And many of
example, according to the Brazilian Institute of the best practice documents-such as the Cad-
Corporate Governance, a director is independ- bury Report and the National Association of
ent if he or she: has no link to the company Corporate Directors Report on Director Profes-
besides board membership and share owner- sionalism (U.S.)-view the ultimate determina-
ship and receives no compensation from the tion ofjust what constitutes "independence" to
company other than director remuneration or be an issue for the board itself to determine.
shareholder dividends; has never been an
employee of the company (or of an affiliate or Independent board leadership
subsidiary); provides no services or products to Independent board leadership is thought by
the company (and is not employed by a firm some to encourage the nonexecutive directors'
providing major services or products); and is ability to work together to provide true over-
not a close relative of any officer, manager or con- sight of management. As explained by the U.S.
trolling shareholder. National Association of Corporate Directors:

"the purpose of creating [an independent] leader
is not to add another layer of power but . .. to

Every listed company should have independent direc- ensure organization of, and accountability for, the
tors, i.e., directors that are not officers of the company; thoughtful execution of certain critical inde-
who are neither related to its officers nor represent con- pendent functions"-such as evaluating the CEO;
centrated orfamily holdings of its shares; who, in the view chairing sessions of the nonexecutive directors;
of the company's board of directors, represent the inter- setting the board agenda; and leading the board
ests of public shareholders, and are free of any relation- in responding to crisis.
ship that would interfere with the exercise of independent Many guidelines and codes seek to institute
judgment." independent leadership by recommending a
Malaysian Report on Corporate Governance, clear division of responsibilities between Chair-
Explanatory Note 4.23. man and CEO. In this way, while the CEO can

have a significant presence on the board, the
In February 1998, the Korean Stock Exchange adopt- nonexecutive directors will also have a formal
ed a listing requirement that will mandate that outside independent leader to look to for authority on
directors soon comprise at least a quarter of the board the board. Documents that place less emphasis
of every listed company. Included among the list of per- on the need for a majority of independent direc-
sons who do not qualify as "outside directors" are: con- tors seem to place more emphasis on the need
trolling shareholders; a spouse or family member of a for separating the role of Chairman and CEO. For
director who is not an outsider; current or recent offi- example, the Indian Confederation Report
cers and employees of the corporation, its affiliates, or expressly relates the two concepts-
of corporations that have "important business rela- recommending that if the Chairman and CEO (or
tions " with the corporation; and persons who serve as managing director) are the same person, a greater
outside directors on three or more listed companies. percentage of nonexecutive directors is necessary
Article 48-5 KSE Listing Regulation. (Recommendation 2). The Malaysian Report on

Corporate Governance similarly emphasizes that
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"[w] here the roles are combined there should be Certain countries specifically recommend
a strong independent element on the board." the size of an audit committee. In India, the min-
(Best Practice AA.II) This is in accord with the imum size recommended is three members, as it
Cadbury Report, which states that, where the is in Malaysia and the United Kingdom. Also,
Chairman is also the CEO "it is essential that South Africa and India both emphasize the extra
there should be a strong and independent ele- time requirements demanded of audit commit-
ment on the board" (Section 1.2). tee members, and the importance of writtenl

terms of reference for this committee. Malaysia
Board committees also refers to the need for written terms of ref:

erence for audit and other board committees.
In developed nationis it is fairly well accepted that
many board functions are carried out by board Disclosure issues
committees. For example, a nominating com-
mittee, an audit committee and a remuneration Disclosure is an issue that is highly regulated
committee are recommended in Australia, Bel- under securities laws of many nationis. However,
gium, France,Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, there is room for voluntary disclosure by com-
United Kingdom and the United States. While panies beyond what is mandated by law. Most
composition of these committees varies, it is gen- countries generally agree on the need for direc-
erally recognized that nonexecutive directors tors to disclose their own relevant interests and
have a special role. to disclose financial performance in an annlual

The functioninig and compositioni of the report to shareholders. Generally this is required
audit committee receives significant attention by law, but some guidelinies and best practice doc-
in most guideline and code documents because uments address it as well. Similarly, even though
of the key role it plays in protecting sharehold- directors are usually subject to legal require-
er interests and promoting investor confidence. ments concerninig the accuracy of disclosed

informationi, a number of codes from both dcvel-
oped and developing nations describe the board's

Special emphasis has been placed on the needfor all list- responsibility to disclose accurate informationi
ed company boards to establish audit committees to about the financial performance of the compa-
ensure the effective and efficient control and review of ny, as well as information about agenda items,
a company's administration, internal audit procedures, prior to the annual general meeting of share-
the preparation offinancial statements and the gener- holders. Many codes also itemize the issues
al disclosure of material information to investors and reserved for shareholder decision at the AGM.
shareholders. Generally, guidelines and codes of best practice
President's Message, Stock Exchange of Thai- place heavy emphasis on the financial reporting
land Code and Guidelines, pp. iv-v. obligations of the board, as well as board over-

sight of the audit function. Again, this is because
[There should be]a mechanism that lends support to the these are key to investor confidenice and the
Board in verifying compliance oJ'the audit function, integrity of markets. South Africa lays out the key
assunrng that internal and external audits areperformed points that the directors must commen t on,
with the highest objectivity possible and that the finan- whereas other countries do not go to this level
cial information is useful, trustworthy and accurate. of detail, but the distinction is not necessarily sub-
Mexico Code of Corporate Governance, Rec- stantive since disclosure tends to be heavily reg-
ommendation at 12-13. ulated in many' nationis through securities laws.
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This brief review of the primary principles
addressed by various guidelines and codes indi- As regulatory barriers between national economies fall
cates that there is no single agreed upoII system and global competition for capital increases, investment
of "good" governance. Each country has its own capital willfollow the path to those corporations that
corporate culture, national personality and pri- have adopted efficient governance standards, which
orities. Likewise, each company has its own his- include acceptable accounting and disclosure stan-
tory, culture, goals and business cycle maturity. dards, satisfactory investorprotections and board prae-
All of these factors need to be taken into coII- tices designed to provide independent, accountable
sideration in crafting the optimal governance oversight of managers.

structure and practices for any country or any Report to the OECD by the Business Sector Advi-
company. However, the influenice of interna- sory Group on Corporate Governance (April
tional capital markets will likely lead to some 1998) (the Millstein Report).
convergence of governance practices.

This convergence is evident in the growing
consensus in both developed and developing Note
nations that board structure and practice is key
to providing corporate accountability-of the This review was written by By HollyJ. Gregory, a partner in
management to the board and the board to the the international law firm of Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP.
shareholders-in the governance paradigm. Referenced reports are listed in annex 4b.
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ANNEX 4B. INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF BOARD "BEST PRACTICES" IN DEVELOPING AND EMERGING MARKETS
KEY ISSUES
Holly J. Gregory'

November 1999

GM Board Guidelines2 CACG Guidelines IBGC Code of Best Practice Hong Kong Stock Exchange Code / Guide(International)3 (Brazil)4 (Hong Kong)5

OVERVIEW

The General Motors Board Guidelines were The Commonwealth Association for Corporate The Brazilian Institute of Corporate Prepared by the Stock Exchange of Hong
de veloped by the GM Board in 1994 (and have Governance ("CA CG'), established in April Governance (Instituto Brasileiro de Kong, The Code of Best Pr actice and The
been regularly updated) and are widely viewed 1998 in response to the Edinburgh Declaration Governanca Corporativa "IBGC'), formerly Guide Jbr Directors of Listed Companies are
as a seminal expression of a board's voluntary of the Commonwealth Heads of Government known as the Brazilian Institute of Corporate intended tofJurnish a "brief and practical
efforts to improve its own governance. The meeting in 1997, has promulgated Guidelines Directors (Instituto Brasileiro de Conselheiros introduction " to directors of listed comnpanies
GM Guidelines have been widely discussed Jbr both state-owned and private sector Administracao - "IBCA'), issued its Code of concerning their responsibilities under the
and emulated, and their influence has extended companies in Commonwealth countries. Best Practice on May 6, 1999. The IBGC Rules Governing the Listing of Securities
well beyond the U.S. Although these Guidelines are not legally Code builds upon the Preliminary Proposal for (Listing Rules).

binding, they are intended tofiacilitate best a Brazilian Code developed by the Top
business practice and behavior throughout the Management Summit held at Ittu, Brazil, in While The Code and The Guide are not
entire Commonwealth. 1997, with further reference to the intended to amend or substitute for the Listing

International Comparison of Board "Best Rules, the Listing Rules require that all listed
Note that many member countries of the Practices "prepared by the law firm of Weil, companies include a statement of compliance
Commonwealth have already established their Gotshal & Manges LLP (1999). with the Code in their annual and interim
own corporate governance codes (/br example, reports.
the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, India, The current version of'the IBGC Code, like
Malaysia, South Africa -- see both this COM- most others, is focused on the board of
PARISON and the INTERNA TIONAL COMPARISON OF directors. IIowever, the IBGC intends to
"BESTPRACTIcES" IN DEVELOPED MARKETS) expand the Code to deal with owners (many
The CACG has now issued "CACG Guide- Brazilian corporations are controlled byJamily
lines. Principles for Corporate Governance in groups), board committees, the CEO, the
the Commonwealth " (November 1999), independent auditors and the fiscal board.
consisting essentially of 15 Principles and
commentary upon theni. (Cf letter from Bengt Hallqvist (IBGC') to

Ira M. Millstein (WG&M) dated May 8, 1999,
and The Code, Introduction, p. 1.)

llolly J. Gregory, a Partner in the law firm of Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP, specializes in the Firm's corporate govemance practice, which is led by Ira M. Millstein. Frederick W. Philippi, a scniior paralegal, assisted in this
comparative analysis. [See also INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF BOARD "BEST PRACTICES" IN DEVELOPED MARKETS (revised November 1999), INTERNA IONAI. CIOMPARISON OF BOARD BEST PRACTICES": INVES.OR
VIEwPOINTS (revised November 1999); and COMPARISON OF BOARD GUIDELINES AND "BEST PRACTICES": UNITIED STATES (revised November 1999).]
'General Motors Board of Directors, GM Board of Directors Corporate Govemance Guidelines on Significant Cormorate Govemance Issues (January 1994; revised August 1995, June 1997 and March 1999). This COMPARISON OF
BOARD GUIDE.INES AND "BEST PRACTICES IN DEVELOPING AND EMERGING MARKEI S KEY ISSUES uses the General Motors Board Guidelines as its 'vertical axis" for organizational purposcs.
Commonwealth Association for Corporate Govemance ('CACG"), CACG Guidelines: Principles for Corporate Govemance in the Commonwealth (Fittal Version, November 1999).
Instituto Brasileiro de Govemanea Corporativa ("IBGC"), Code of Best Practice of Corporate Govemance (May 6, 1999).
The Stock Exchange of llong Kong ltd., Code of Best Practice (adopted December 1989; revised June 1996); the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd., Guide for Directors of l1isted Companies (July 1995).



Indian Confederation Code Charter of a Shareholding Society Report on Corporate Governance Reserved
(India)6 (Kyrgyz Republic)7 (Malaysia)'

OVERVIEW

The Indian Confederation Code consists oJ'f 7 A Model Charter ol'a Shareholding Society oJ The Malaysian government established the
Recommendations and commentary upon them. Open Type was approved by a decree oj'the High Level Finance Committee in March 1998
It is intended to build awareness within the government of'the Kyrgyz Republic in as a partnership ejJ6rt between the government
corporate sector to implement board "best July 1997. It specifies the standards and and the private sector with the mandtate of'
practices " in Indian business and industry. proc edures of c orporate governance with establishing a frameuvork Jor corporate

which enterprises in the Kyrgvz Republic m ust governance and setting best practices. The
While compliance with The Code is voluntary, comply. These standards were developed from Comrmittee published its Report on Corporate
it urges major Indian stock exchanges to international best practice but have been Governance dated Februarv 1999.
gradually implement a policy of insisting upon customized to the needs and conditions of the
receipt oa a compliance certif cate from each Kyrgyz Republic. The Report proposes that its Code on
listed company which will indicate the extent to Corporate Governance (Ch. 5 oJ the Report)
which the company is implementing The Code. The Model Charter provides for a two-tier be backed bv the listing rules of the Kuala

board structure consisting of a Managemnent Lumpur Stock Exchange ("KLSE"). Under the
Board and a Board of Directors. proposal, companies listed on the KLSE would

be required to disclose the extent of'their
A Handbook accompanies the Model Charter. compliance with the best practices set out in
It provides the Charter's rationale, explaining, The Code.
among other things, what corporate
governance is, and why it is im,portant. The Code consists oj Principles of'Corporate

Governance (Part 1), Best Practices in
All texts cited below are from the Model Corporate Governance (Part 2), Princ iples &
Charter. Best Practicesfor Other Corporate

Participants (Part 3) and Explanatory Notes
and certain other practices which are
proposed merely for consideration (Part 4).
(Cf Foreword by Datuk Dr. Aris Othman,
Secretary General of the Treasury and
Chairman of the Committee, and Ch. 5, The
Code on Corporate Governance § I.)

'Confederation of Indian Industry, Desirable Comorate Govemance-A Code (April 1998).
7Prime Minister's Office of the Kyrgyz Republic, Department of Economic Sectors Developinent, Model Charitr of a Shareholding Socicty of Open Type (July 1997).
'High lIevel Finance Committee on Corporate Govemance (Malaysia), Rcport on Corporate Governance (March 9. 1999).



Code of Corporate Governanec King Report Code of Best Practice The SET Code and Guidelines" 2

(Mexieo)' (South Arica)' 0
(South Korea)" (Thailand)

OVERVIEW

El Consejo Coordinador Empresarial The King Commission wasformed by the The South Korean Cormmittee on Corporate The Stock Exchange oJ'Thailand ("SET') has
( "CCE") and la Comision Nacional Bacaria v Institute of Directors in Southern Africa Governance, a non-governmental body issued a manual titled The Roles, Duties and
de Valores ("CNBV') issued a Code of ("IOD'), and supported by the South African convened in March 1999, issued its Code of Responsibilities ofthe Directors of Listed
Corporate Governance, consisting of Chamber of Business ("SA COB') and the Best Practice in Septermbet 1999. The Code is Companies. Chapter I of this manual contains
Principles and Recommendations, in 1999. Johannesburg Stock kxchange ("JSE'), intended to serve as a model for Korean The SET Code of Best Practice, Chapters 2

among other groups. The Commission 's task corporations to struc ture their own internal through 9 provide additional guidelines.
The Code recognizes the unique needs and was to draft corporate governance guidelines governance, and also as a standard/for the
context of Mexican corporations, including that would help South Africa reenter the review oa'Korean law to determine whether The Code and other guidelines in the manual
their stockholder structures. inzternational conmmunity, and address the amendment is necessary. are not intended to be legally binding. They

emergence of previously disadvantaged are intended to provide a guiding standardforThe CNBV(Mexico s equivalent of'the US.A. s communities into the business community. The Code is arranged asfollows. boards ofcompanies listed on the SET and
SEC) has announced that, commencing in Chapter 20 vf the Report contains The Code of Preamble improve understanding oftheJunctions of
2001, all public companies will be required to Corporate Practices & Conduct. 1. Shareholders directors. (Cf Messageffrcm the President of
disclose whether they arefollowing these II. Board oJ'Directors the SET dated December 22, 1997, which
governance guidelines. Many companies are The Report recommends that the JSE adopt a 111. Audit Systems appears as preface to the manual, and
expected to begin voluntary compliance with listing rule requiring companies to disclose in IV Stakeholders The Code, 1.)
the Code in 2000. their annual financial statements the extent of V Management Monitoring by the Market

their compliance with the Report's Code of Recommendations.
(CLJ letterfronm Carlos Jimnenez (ALFA) to Corporate Practices and Conduct. Sonme of
Frederick S. Green, Esq. (WG&M) dated the Report's recommendations include The Code is intended to apply to listed and
July 2, 1999; memorandumfrom Mr. Green to proposed changes to legislation such as the other public companies, but non-public
Ira M. Millstein (WG&M) dated October 25, Companies Act, which, if enacted, will aJfect enterprises are urged to observe it as well, to
1999; and Introduction to the Code at 1-2.) all corporate entities. the extent applicable.

A number of the recommendations in the King
Report advocating changes to the Companies
Act have infact been processed by the
legislature and are now law. (Ctf Letterfrom
R.S. Wilkinson, Executive Director, Institute of
Directors in South Africa dated April 8, 1999.)

El Consejo Coordinador Empresarial ("CCE") y la Comisi6n Nacional Bacaria y de Valores ("CNBV"), C6digo de Melores Pr1ticas (June 1999). English translation: CCE/CNVB, Code of Corporate Governance (July 1999), further
revised by Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP.
'° The Institute of Directors in Southem Africa, The Kiisg Renort on Corporate Goverance ("King Report') (Nov 29, 1994).

Committee on Corporate Govemance (spoissored by thic Korea Stock Exchange, et al.), Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance (Septeiiiber 1999).
2 The Stock Exchange of Thailand ("SET'), The Roles, Duties and Responsibilities of the Directors of Listed Companies (first publislhed Deccmber 1997; second publication October 1998).



GM Board Guideli n CAC(i Guidelines IBGC Code of Best Practice Hong Kong Stock Exchange Code / Guide
GMiBoard Guldehnes (Intemational) (Brazil) (Hong Kong)

1. The Mission of the Board of Directors

The General Motors Board of Directors The board should exercise leadership, enter- The mission of the board of directors is to A very basic responsibility of a listcd company
represents the owners' interest in perpetuating prise, integrity and judgment in directing the maximize shareholder value. (p. 1) director is to become familiar with the Listing
a successful business, including optimizing corporation so as to achieve continuing Rulcs, the terms of the Listing Agreement
long-term financial retums. The Board is prosperity and to act in the best interest of the The board of directors should pursue the entered into between the company and the
responsible for determining that the business enterprise in a manner based on objectives, values and beliefs of the Exchange, and the Dcclaration and
Corporation is managed in such a way to transparency, accountability and responsibility. shareholders. (p. I) Undertaking with regard to Directors which
ensure this result. This is an active, not a (Priciplc I) every director inust executc and lodge with the
passive, responsibility. The Board has the It is the function of the board to evaluate Exchange. (Guideline A. I)
responsibility to ensure that in good times, as The board should determine the corporation's officers and management. (p. 2)
well as difficult ones, Management is capably purpose and values, determine the strategy to A Di-ector should:
executing its responsibilities The Board's achieve its purpose and to implement its values The board of directors supervises and controls * use his best endeavours to procure the
responsibility is to regularly monitor the in order to ensure that it survives and thrtves. the officers of the company. (p. 4) company's compliance with the Listing
effectiveness of Management policies and and ensure that procedures and practices are in Rules;
decisions including the execution of its place that protect the corporation's assets and See p. I (The board of directors should * comply, and use his best endeavours to

strategies. reputation (Principle 3) ~~~~~~stimulate the creationi of a formal code of cml,aduehsbs nevuststrategies. reputation (Prnciple 3) ethics for the company.). procure the company's compliance, with
In addition to fulfilling its obligations for . d he the Securities (Disclosure of interests)
increased stockholder value, the Board has Thentato ofGstr ies policies manage- Ordtnanee, the Code on Takeovers and
responsibility to GM's customers, employees, imlmentpefration ofsrategies,ndpolicies, manage Mergers, the Code on Share Repurchases
supplicrs and to the communities where it ment performance crteria and busiess plans. and all other relevant securities laws and
operates - all of whom are essential to a regulations in Hong Kong; and
successful business. All of these The board should ensure that the corporation * cooperate in any investigation conducted
responsibilities, however, are founded upon the complies with all relevant laws, regulations by the Listing Division and/or the Listing
successful perpetuation of the business. and codes of best business practice. Committee.
(Introduction) (Principle 5) (Guideline B. 1.1)

The board should ensure that the corporation
communicates with shareholders and other
stakeholders effectively. (Principle 6)

The board should serve the legitimate interests
of the shareholders of the corporation and
account to them fully. (Principle 7)

The board, under an etfective Chairman, must
be in a position to ensure a balance between
enterprise and control in the direction it gives
to the corporation.

The fundamental responsibility of each board
is to improve the economic and commercial
prosperity of the corporation. (Commentary on
Principle I)



Indian Confederation Code Charter of a Shareholding Socicty Report on Corporate (overnance R
(India) | (Kyrgyz Rcpublie) | (Malaysia)

1. The Mission of the Board of Directors

[The board should] maximtizc long tcrm The Board of Directors represents the sharc- Every listed company shouild be headed by an
shareholder value. (Recommendation 1) holders of the Society, and it has the duty to act effecetive board which should lead and control

in the interests of the shareholders. (17.1) the compaiy. (Priticiple A.l)
The key to good corporate govcmance is a well
functioning, itiformcd board of directors. The The Board of Directors has no right to act on [Priiciple A.I] endorses the unitary board
board should have a core group of excellent, behalf of the Society. The Board of Directors structurc for Malaysian companies
professionally acclaimed non-exccutive excrcises control over the activity of (Explatiatory Note 4.1 on Principlc A.l at 75)
directors who understand their dual rolc: of management and implements other functions
apprcciating the issucs put forward by set out in this chartcr. ( 17.2; see 14.2) The single overriding objective by all listed
management, and of honestly discharging their cotmpanies, whatever the sizc or type of
fiduciary responsibilities towards the [Tihe Board of Directors .. . give[s] its adviec business, is the prescrvation and enhancement
company's shareholders as well as creditors, on all issues (including management) to the over time of their shareholders' investment.
(p. 2) Management Board and the Audit Commission All boards have this responsibility and their

and to the General Meeting of Sharcholders. policies, structurc, composition and governing
(17.3) proccsses should reflect this. (1.3.3)

See 3.1 (The Society pursues profit as its main [T]hc board's task is to approve appropriate
purpose.). policies and to approve the performance of

managcment in implementing them. (1.3.4)
See also 14.3 ([The Management Board] has
all the decision-making rights in the Society While Directors as a board are responsible for
other than those exclusively reserved for other relations with stakeholders, they are
governing bodies.), accountable to the shareholders. The policy

considerations underlying such a definition of
For a list oJ transactions exclusively within the board responsibility are fundamental to capital
jurisdiction of the Board of Direc tors, see 17.2. formation and the financing of businesscs.

(1.3.5)

[I]t is clear that the responsibility for good
corporate govemance rests primarily with the
board of directors.... The recommendations
in the Code reflect this balance. (1.3.8)

See also Topio Heading 2, below.
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1. 'I'he Mission of the Board of Directors

It is recommended that ... powers of the The board must retain full and effective control The Board shall make the key management The bocrd old irector-s sholulel:
Board of Directors include: over the company, monitor the executive policy decisions in the best interests of the Conduct their duties honestly, comply with

. establishing the strategic vision of the managemcnt and ensure that the decision of corporation and its sharcholders, and shall all laws, the object[ive]s and the articles of

corporation; material matters is in the hands of the board. perform effective supervision of the directors association of the company, and the

ii. assuring that shareholders and the (Ch. 20, The Code of Corporate Practices & and management. (11.1) resolutions of any shareholder meetings in

market have acccss to public Conduct (hereinafter "The Code"), 2.3) good faith, and with care to preserve the
iniformation on the corporation,. [I]t is highly advised that the Board conceit- interests of the company. (Ch. I, The SET

inf. ermation on the co.ror The board must be in a position to Icad, control trate on key management decision-making and Code of Best Practice (hereinafter "The
in. establishing internal control and monitor the busiliess of the company. The mandate lesser or trivial matters to the respec- Code"), 2.) 

mechanisms; board has a collective responsibility to provide tive director or management; or that the Board

iv. assuring that the corporation has the effective corporate govemance. Shareholders establish internal committees withii itself to Implement and direct the company's
necessary mechanisms that allow for should cnsure that their boards are constituted which a portion of the authority can be policies, as well as monitor and supervise its
evidence that it complies with in a manner that provides a balance between delegated. (Commentary 0n111 1 2) operations to maximiie economic value and

applicable law; and enterprise and control (Ch. 4: 3) shareholders' wealth. (The Code, 2.2)

v. evaluating on a regular basis the Directors shall perform their duties ... in the Ensure management's accountability to

performance of the Director General Directors must act with enterprise and always best interests of the corporation and its shareholders: preserve their rights and

and the high-ranking officers of the strive to increase shareholders' value while sharcholdcrs. (11.7) interests, clearly and fully disclose

corporation. having regard for the interests of all information. (The Code, 2.3)

(Principle at 3) stakeholders. (Cli 5: 2 7) Ensure that the company has managenmcnt

It is suggested that the Board of Directors meet Directors have to ensure that the business with the competrncy, hnowledge and

at least four times per year. It is recommended remains a going concerit, i.e., that it survives. 3xpcince1 to run thc busiess. (The Code,

that one of these meetings be dedicated to the They have to make the business thrive with .2)

definition of the medium- and long-term enterprise and innovation. In short, directors' Ensure the company is determined to carry

strategy of the corporation. (Principle at 8) duties in relation to thcir companies are to on the business continuously. (The Code,
drive, strive, survive and thrive. (Ch 5: 9) 3.3)

[T]he definition of the strategic vision of the
company and the approval of its operations [independent directors should d]emonstrate
should be the responsibility of the Board of independent judgment to prevent any conflicts
Directors. All members of the Board bear of interest. If they oppose any proposal they
responsibility for such duties. should state their reasons for disagrecing in the
(Recommendationi at 2) minutes of the board meeting. (The Code, 6.1)

See Recommendation at 2 ([T]o facilitate its A board of directors holds the power to
duties, the Board should have the support of a manage the business of a listed company.
medium layer intermediatc management Shareholder approval is, however, required for
bodies dedicated to evaluating and proposing certain crucial decisions. (Ch. 2: 2.1)

actions in specific areas. ... There should be
an assurance that clear mIles of operation and See Topic Headings 2 and 16, below.
performance by the Board exist.).
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2. Board Job Description

Not cove-ed directly, but see Topic Heading 1, The board should appoint the chief executive Article 142 of the Company L.aw determines See Topic Heading I above.
above. officer and at least participate in the appoiit- the authority of the board of directors. Special

inent of senior management. (Principle 12) emphasis shouild be given to strategy
formulation, election and dismissal of officers,

The board should cnsure that information supervision and control of managcment, and
technology and systems used in the corporation selection and dismissal of independent
are adequate to properly run the business and auditors. (p. I)
for it to remain a meaningful competitor.
(Principle 13) The activities of the board ot directors should

he specified in writing, clarifying its authority
The board must identify key risk areas and key and responsibilities, in order to avoid conflicts
performatiec indicators of the business enter- with the chief executive officer. (p. 1)
prise and monitor these factors. (Principle 14)

The board of directors, having access to any
The board must ensure annually that the company information, shouild avoid getting
corporation will continue as a going concern involved in the operating matters of the
for its next fiscal year. (Principle 15) company. (p. 1)

The concept of a unitary board . . is the It is the function of the board to evaluate
favoured board structure. ., officers and management. (p. 2)
The board should strive to focus on "perform-
ance" in directing the commercial and econom- The board of directors supervises and controls
ic fortunes of the corporation, and not only the officers of the cotnpany. It is a typical
concentrate on issues of "confonmance." , situation of conflict of interest if you supervise
Each director should be diligent in discharging arid control yourself Consequently, one
his or lIer duties to the corporation, endeavour shotild avoid situations whenl the same person
to regularly attend meetings and must acquire a is both officer and hoard member. (p. 4)
broad knowledge of the business of the corp- The boaTd of directors should annually make a
oration so that they can provide meaningful formalerfonnevaluation ofthe chief
direction to it. Equally, every director should executivc officer. (p. 6)
be aware and conversant with the statutory and
regulatory requirements affecting the direction The hoard of directors should always have an
of the eorporation. (Commentary ot Principle up-to-date succession plan for the chief
I ) exccutive officer. (p. 6)

The board should also monitor managemcnt
and staff moralc generally, (Commentary on
Principle 12)
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2. Board Job Description

For non-executive directors to play a material The Board of Directors is responsible for The board should explicitly assume the

role in corporate decision-making and monitoring the employment policy of the following six specific responsibilities, which

maximizing long-term shareholder value, they Society and the intcmal control mechanisms facilitate the discharge of the board's

need to: established by the Management Board, in stewardship responsibilities:

* become active participants in boards, not particular, the financial control mechanisms * Reviewing and adopting a strategic plani

passive advisors; operated by the Managemnent Board. (17.37) for the company;

* have clearly defined responsibilities . Overseeing the conduct of the company's

within the board, such as the audit The Board of Directors may, through its business to evaluate whether the business

Committec; atid Chaimnan, offer such advice as it thinks is being properly managed;
* know how to read a balance sheet, profit appropriate to the Management Board, and to

and lss acount cashflowstateents the General Meeting of Sharehiolders and to the Ientifying principal risks and ensurinig
and loss account, cash flow statements Audit Commission (117.40) the implementation of appropriate
and financial ratios, and have some systems to manage these risks;

knowledge of various company laws. For o list of rnatters/situations requiring the * Succession planning, including

This, ofjcourse, excludespthose whotare approvaloj the Board of Directors, see 17.3S. appointitig, training, fixing the
invited to join boards as experts in other compensation of and, where appropriatc,

fields such as science and tcchnology. For a list of issues an which the Board of replacing senior management;

(Recommendation 4) Directors must offer advice at a General * Developing and implemcnting an investor

See Recommendation I (There is no necd to Meeting qf Shareholders, see 17.41. rclations programme or shareholder

adopt the German system of two-tier boards to communications policy for the company;

ensure dcsirable corporate govcniatce. A
unitary board, if it performs well, can * Reviewing the adequacy and the integrity

maximize long-term shareholder value just as of the company's intemal control systems

well as a two- or multi-tiered board.). and management information systems,
including systems for compliance with

See also Topic Heading 1, above. applicable laws, regulations, rules,
directives and guidelines.

(Best Practice AA.I)

The board should meet regularly, with due
notice of issues to be discussed, and should
record its conclusions in discharging its duties
and responsibilities. (Best Practice AA.XIV)

The board, together with the Chief Executive
Officer, should develop position descriptions
for the board and for the Chief Executive
Officer, involving definition of the limits to
management's responsibilities. In addition, the
board should approve, or develop with the
Chief Executive Officer, the corporate
objectives, which the Chief Executive Officer
is responsible for meeting.
(Best Practice AA.XVI)
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2. Board Job Description

[l]t is considered important that the corporation The rmain unctrions of a hoard ore. The Board, holding comprehensive power over Directors should.
have a general framework of rules goveming * to direct the company both as to strategy corporate management, shall perform the Conduct themselves honcstly and with
board performance. It is recommended that and structure; followitig functions of decision-muaking and integrity. (The Code, 3.1)
Dirctors observe the following six Principles: * to establish from time to time a strategy managemcnt supervision:
* disclose to the Chairman and Secretary of for the company, including a * Setting business goals and strategies; caabylity undcstand the mfssyon, obt ctives,

the Board of Directors any situation that determination of thc businesscs that the * Approvimtg business plans and budgets; company and be prcpared to devote their
may result in a conflict of intCeCst, and company should be in and those that it * Supervising managemcnt and evaluating time and re-sources to attending and
participate in any corresponding should not be in; management performance; performming their du-tics at every board
deliberations; * to ensure that the executive management . Replacing the management and also meeting. (The Code, 4.1.4)

* usc the corporation's assets or services implements the cotnpany's strategy as reviewing the remuneration;
only in compliance with its corporate established from time to timc; * Monitoring tajor capital expenditurs Ensute the hopany secretary completes the
purpose, and clearly define policies that, * to ensure that the company has adequate and corporate takeover; minutes for each board of directors and
by exception, allow use of such assets for systems of internal controls both Mediating the conflictinig interests among spcfeinterlvtla.Crfuy
personal matters; operationalm d finaconeols bdirectors, management and shareholders; review such minutes. (The Code, 4.1.6)

* devote the timc and attention necessary * to monitor the activities of thc executive Ensuring integrity of tle accounting and
for the performance of duties, attending at managemcnt; financial reporting systems; Continuously follow and monitor the
least 70% of Board tneetings; * to select the chief executive, ensure * Supervising risk management and business performance and operations of the

* tnaintain absolute confidentiality with succession and give guidance on the financial control; company. . , . (The Code, 4.2.1 )
regard to all information which may affect appointment of senior executives; Supervising the compliance of statutes Appoint a company secretary to take carc of
the operations of the corporation, as well * to provide information on the activities of and cthics-related regulations; all the directors' activities and to conduct
as with regard to any deliberations that the company to those cntitled to it; * Monitoring the effectiveness of the company's business in full compliance
take place in Board meetings; * to ensure that the company operates govemance practices; and with all ... laws and . . . regulations. (The

* keep his/her rcspective altemate Director ethically; * Overseeing the process of information Code, 4.2.2)
informed of matters discussed in Board * to provide for succession of senior disclosure. In addition to the duty of care, and the duty of
meetings, to the extent necessary; and management; and (11.1 11) loyalty required from all directors (including

* support the Board of Directors with * to address the adequacy of retirement and
opinions, recommendations and sugges- health care benefits and funding. The most important role of outside directors is independent directors), independent directors
tions based on analysis of the operations (Ch. 4: 1) to enable the Board to perform its managemcnt arc expected to, in general, guard against any
of the corporation, so that any decisions supervisory functions cffectively. Such acts by the board of directors which may
adopted by the Board will be based on See The Code, 2.1 (The unitary board structure directors . . . mak[e] effective management prejudice the interests of the company's
professional and qualified personnel with is appropriate in South Africa rather than a supervision and objective management minority shareholders. (Ch. 2: 10.1)
broad and independent views on the management and supervisory board structure. counselitig possible. (Commentary on 11.2.2) (T]hc board of dircctors may pay interim
operations of the corporation. The unitary board structure provides greater Directors ... shall not divulge or use, for their dividends to shareholders if it belicves the

(Principles at I011) interaction among all board membcrs when own or third parties' benefit, any corporate company's profits justify such payment.
dealing with matters such as strategy, planning, secret obtained. (11.7.3) (Ch. 3: 5.2)

It is suggested that the accounting policies for performance, resources, standards of conduct Outside directors have the samc rights and [D]irectors and executives ofa hsted company
the preparation of the f-itnancial infonnation of and communicatioti with stakeholdcrs.). responsibilities as standing directors. which is an acquirer should familiarize
the corporation be submitted for approval to 
the Board of Directors. (Principle at 16) See Topic Heading I, above, However, consideritsg the limitations on the themselves with the SEC's Notification and the

actual performance of duties due to time SET's Rcgtilations Governing Takeovers and
constraints and the limitations of acqtiiring be assured that the contemplated transaction is
information as a non-standing director, outside conducted in strict compliance therewith.
directors shall be given responsibilities (Ch 7: 5.3)
proportionate to the range of operations they
can realistically perfoms. (Recommendation 6)
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3. Board Membership Criteria

The Committee on Director Affairs is The board should ensure that through a man- Personal characteristics of the board Every non-executive director must ensure that

responsible for reviewing with the Board, on aged and effective process board appointments member[s] he can give sufficient time and attention to the

an annual basis, the appropriate skills and are made that provide a mix of proficient Each board member should have: affairs of the issucr and should not accept the

characteristics required of Board members in directors, each of whom is able to add value * personal integrity, appointment if he cannot. (Code of Best
the context of the current make-up of the and to bring independent judgment to beat on Practice (hereinafter "The Code"), 10)
Board. This assessment should include issues the decision-making process. (Principle 2) capacity to read and undcrstanid financial
ofjudgment, diversity, age, skills such as statements, Every director, in the performance of his duties
understanding of manufacturing technologies, The board should be composed of people of * absence of conflicts of interest with the as a director, must
intemational background, etc. - all in the integrity who can bring a blend of knowledge, company, * act honestly and in good faith in the
context of an assessment of the perceived skills, objcctivity, experience and commitment * time availability, and interests of the company as a whole

needs of the Board at that point in time. to the board which should be led by a capable * motivation. * act for proper purpose

(Guideline I) Chaimian who brings out the best in each (p. 2) * be answerable to the company for the
director. (Comimcentary o11 Principle 2) application or misapplication of its assets

Core competencies of the board of directors * avoid actual and potential conflicts of

The following experiences and competencies interest and duty
should be available among the members of the * disclose fully and fairly his interests in
board of directors: contracts with the company

* experience from good boards, * apply such degree of skill, care and

* experience as chief executive officer, diligence as may reasonably be expected

* expcrience of crisis management, of a person of his knowledge and
* knowledge of finance, experience and holding his office within

* knowledge of accounting, the company.

* knowledge of the industry of the (Guideline A.4)
company. Every director of a company listed on the

* knowledge of the intemational market, Exchange must satisfy the Exchange that he

* strategic vision, and has the character, integrity, experience and

* contacts of value for the company competcnce to serve as a director of a listed
(pp~ 2-3) company. The Exchange expects this .

(pp. 2-3) requirement to be satisfied on a continuing

The board should have a diversity of basis. (Guidcline A.5)
background, knowledge and cxperience. (p. 3)

NJ
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3. Board Membership Criteria

No single person should hold directorships in Not covered directly, but see 17.5 (No member Non-executive directors should be persons of
more than IO) listed companies. of the Management Board or the Independent calibre, credibility and have the neeessary skill
(Recommendation 3) Auditors may be a member of the Board of and experience to bring an independent

Directors.). judgement to bear on the issues of strategy,
For non-executive directors to play a material performance and resources including key
role in corporate decision-making and appointments and standards of conduct.
maximizing long-tenri shareholder value, they (Best Practice AA.III)
need to:
* becomc active 

* have clearly defined responsibilities .
and

* know how to read a balance sheet, profit
and loss account, cash flow statements
and financial ratios arid have some
knowledge of various company laws.
This, of course, excludes those who are
invited to join boards as experts in other
fields such as science and technology

(Recommendation 4)

[The Code recommends a] fr]eduction in the
number of companies where there are nominee
directors, It has been argued by [Financial
Institutions] that there are too many companies
where they are on the board, and too few
competent officers to do the task properly. So,
in the first instance, [Financial Institutions]
should take a policy decision to withdraw from
boards of companies where their individual
shareholding is 5 percent or less, or [their] total
holding is under 10 pereent.
(Recommendation 17)
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3. Board Membership Criteria

Indepcndent Directors are persons selectcd for Each board member must, of course, have The Hoard shall ... appoint[ ] competent [Board mcmbers must c]onduct themselves
their abilities, experience and professional absolute integrity. (The Code, 2) professional directors. (11.3.3) honcstly and with integrity. (The Code, 3.1)
recognition. (Principle at 4)

Whilc it is preferable to balance the board, [D]irectors shall be compctent and profession- [Potential directors should o]nly accept the
[Ilt is important to incorporate the concept of with an appropriate mix of skills and expenise al. Such directors ... possess[ ] the following position of director or non-executive director
Patrimonial Director. The main characteristic among the non-executive directors, it must be qualities: a vision for and a strategic perccp- on the board of listed companies that he/she
of this member of the Board is that he/shc has accepted that it may not always be practical in tion of corporate management; a level-headed has the time to attend appropriately. (Thc
a significant holding of the capital stock of the South Africa because of thc prescrit skills and sound managerial judgment; an ability for Code, 4.3.1)
corporation. The participation of the shortage. (Clh. 4: 9) managing and supervising an organization; a
Patrimonial Director is appropriate in view of knowlcdgc of law and finance; and some All directors must be natural persons and:
the fact that he/she will maintain permanent [A] candidate should have integrity and experience suitable for the corporation i. be sinij jris, i.e , 20 years of age or
supervision of his/her investment, which will indcpcndencc of thought; the couragc to concerned (Commentary on 11.3.3) older.
be for the benefit of the corporation. cxpress their itidependent thought; a grasp of ii. be solvent and not incompetent, or
(Recommendation at 5) the realities of business operations; an See 11.2 (The Board shall be composed so as to quasi-incompetent.

understandiiig of the changes taking place allow cffective decision-making and iii. never been imprisoned based on a final
regionally, nationally and intemationally; an supcrvision of management ) judgement for a fraudulent offence
understanding of business and financial related to property.
"language". (Ch 9: 8 2) iv. never been dismissed, or removed from

govemment service, a government or-
ganization or agency due to dishoncsty
in the performance of their duties.

Additionally, the director of a listed company
involved in some businesses must have
qualifications as prescribed by the laws
goveming such businesses. i.e., the director of
a bank or financial institution. (Ch. 2: 2.3)

All directors need not have domicile in
Thailand. However, not less than half of them
shall reside within Thailand. (Ch. 2: 2.5)

There are no restrictions on shareholders
becoming directors of a listed company.
(Cli 2: 2.6)

See Message from the President of the SET,
p. iii ([E]ach member of a board of directors
must possess . . . a good education, a high
standard of business knowledge and experi-
ence, and a company belief in ethical corporate
behavior. A director must also perform their
duties with care and loyalty and avoid any
conflict of initerest between the company aiid
its management or the major shareholders.).

w
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4. Selecting, Inviting, and Orientating New DirectorS

The Board itself should be responsible, in fact The board should ensure that through a man- Each new board membcr should bc exposed to Every listed company director is required to
as well as procedure, for selecting its own aged and effective process board appointments an introduction program including a board file execute and deliver to the Exchange a
members and in recommending them for are made that provide a mix of proficicnt with a job description for board members, the Declaration and Undertaking with regard to
election by the stockholders. The Board directors, each of whom is able to add value last annual reports, the minutes from ordinary Directors. (Guideline B.I)
delegates the screening process involved to the and to bring independent judgment to bear on aiid extraordinary general assemblics, the
Committee on Director Affairs with the direct the decision-making process. (Principle 2) minutes from the board meetings, and other The Director's Declaration and Undertaking
input from the Chaimian of the Board and the information about the company. The new requcsts background infonmation on the
Chief Executive Officer. The Board and the 'I'he selection process must be managed by board member should be introduced to his or director or proposed director in order to assist
Company have a complete orientation process asking what skills are necded on the board to her colleagues, to the officers and to key the Exchange's assessment of the person's
for new Directors that iticludes background add value to the processes of the board in the personnel. There should be visits to factories suitability to serve as a director of a listed
material, meetings with senior nianiagement context of the business of the corporation, and other places of business. Depending on company. (Guideline B. 1.3)
and visits to Company facilities. (Guideline 2) Consequently, the composition of the board the type of company, additional training should

should be planned with strategic considerations be iticluded. (p. 6)
The invitation to join the Board should be and objectives of the corporation in mind.
extended by the Board itself via the Chairman New directors should be familiarized with the
and Chief Executive Officer of the Company, corporation's operations and senior
together with the Chairman of the Committee management, its business environment and be
on Director Affairs, or the Chairman of the inducted in terms of their fiduciary duties and
Executive Committee. (Guideline 3) responsibilities as well as in respect of the

board's expectations. If a new director has no
board experience, they should receive training
in this onerous responsibility which carries
with it significant personal liabilities.

The board, as a whole, should be involved in
the selection of directors. (Commentary on
Principle 2)

To remain effective, the board should select,
appoint, induct and develop or remove board
members as necessary from time to time.
Incompetent or unsuitable directors should be
removed, taking relevant legal and other
matters into consideration. In practicc, the
Chairman will usually play a lead part in such
issues. (Commentary on Principle 9)

Training opportunities for existing and poten-
tial directors should be identified and appropri-
ate development undertaken. (Commentary on
Principle II)
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4. Selecting, Inviting, and Orienting New Directers

It would be desirable for [Financial Any two Minor shareholders may together There should be a formal and transparent
Institutions] as pure ereditors to re-write their nominate a candidate for election to the Board procedure for the appointment of new directors
covenants to eliminate having nominee of Directors. (17 10) to the board. (Principle A.IV)
directors except:
a) in the event of serious and systematic debt The AGM may elect one member of the Board As an integral element of the process of

default; and of Directors from a list of one or more appointing new directors, each company
b) in case of the debtor company not nominations provided by the employees of the should provide an orientation and education

providing six-monthly or quarterly Society. (17.11) program for new recruits.
operational data to the concemed The AGM may elect one member of the Board (Best Practics AA.XIII)
[Financial Institutions]. of Directors from a list of one or more The board's process for assessing existing

(Recommendation 14) nominations provided by the largest directors and identifying, recruiting,

Securing the services ofgood, professionally outstanding creditor of the Society. (17.12) nominating, appointing and orienting new
competeurmgnthe independent ofngood,on-exec e directors is central to enhanced governance.
competent, independent non-executive The AGM may, where appropriate, elect one This function can be performed by the board as
directors does not necessarily require the further member to the Board of Directors from a whole. But we endorse the view that the
institutionalizing of nomination committees or nominations provided by other interested adoption of a fonial procedure for
search committees. (p. 2) parties, e.g., long-term suppliers or customers/ appointments to the board, with a nomination

[I]nsofar as creditors are not sharcholdcrs and consumers, a second large creditor, etc. committee making recommendations to the full
so long as their dues are being paid on time, (17.13) board, should be recognized as good practice.

they shotild desist from demanding a seat on (Explanatory Note 4.4 on Principle A.IV at 76)
the board of directors. We endorse the view that it is the board's

This is an important point in the Indian responsibility to appoint new directors and the
context. Almost all term loans from [Financial shareholders' responsibility to re-elect them.
Institutions currently] carry a covenant that Re-election at regular intervals not only pro-
[they] will be represented on the board of the motes effective boards but affords shareholders
debtor company via a nominee director. . . . It the opportunity to review the directors'
would be desirable for [them] to eliminate [this performance in turn and where necessary to
practice]. (p. 7) replace them. (Explanatory Note 4.5 on

Principle A.V at 76)
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4. Selecting, Inviting, and Orientating New Directors

It is suggested that, when Dircctors are The selcetion and appointment of directors Directors shall be appointed throughi a The Act [i.e., the Public Limited Companies
appointed for the first tim,c adcquate shotild be matters for the board as a whole and transparent procedure that reflects broadly the Act of 1992] prescribes that directors shall be
instruiction on their new respotisibilities be as such nominitiation committees are niot diverse opinions of shareholders. (11.3) clectcd at a shareholders' meeting in
provided to them. At a min1imini, the recommended. (The Code, 5.1) accordance with the rules and procedurcs as
corporation shall provide information rclated to It is advised that a committee be established prescribed in the Articles of Association. If the
the corporation and busiiess cnvironment, as In the event of there being a nomiination and managed for the fair nomiination of Articles of Association do not providc the rules
well as the obligations., responsibilities and comnntittec, the selection process should be directors. 'I'he committee shall be organized and procedures for the appointment of
duties implicit in the position of Director. tabled and agreed by the whole board and not such that the fairness aitd independence of thc directors, the Act states that cumulative voting
(Principle at 9) delegatcd to the nomination comttmittce which nomination process are etisured. (11.3.1) should be applied. In the case ofa vacancy on

shoLIld only make recomniendations. the board of directors for reasons other than the
[New Directors) should koow, among other (Cli. 9: 5) At Icast half of the nomination committee expiration of a director's term in office, the
things, what position the corporation holds in members should be outside directors. board of directors shall elect another person as
its btisitiess scctor, and who are its main A new director nceds to visit the company's (Commentary on 11.3.1) a substitute director. The substitute director
conmpetitors, clicnts and suppliers. opcrations, meet senior executives and shall hold office only for the remaining term of
(Recommendation at 9) generally become familiar with the company. The opinions of shareholders other than the office of the director whom hc or she replaced.

They should be told by the chair what is controlling shareholder shall also be reflected However, in appointing a director, the board of
Directors are legally rcsponsible for the per- expected of them and there should be briefings when appointing directors. (11.3.2) directors should clearly spccify the powers of
tbrmance of their duties. Lack of knowledge on personal liability, dcaling in the company's
of their obligations does not release Directors sharcs and their responsibilitics oti any The corporation shall, by disclosing the thc director n operatig the busiesses of the
froiti their duties It is therefore important that conimittee on which the director may be nominated directors prior to the general company. (Ch. 2: 2.7)
the legal scope and consequcntces of their rcquired to serve. If they have nio boatd shareholder mecting, ensure that shareholders In binding the company, the positioti of
duties, as well as the provisions applicable to experience thcy should receive trainig exercise their voting rights with information on director shall be effective when a shareholders'
the Board that are contained in the (Ch. 9: 8.4) the nomiieecs. (11.3.4) mecting passes a resolution appointing a
corporatioti's by-laws, be disclosed to new crson as a director
Directors. (Recommendation at 9) Each newly appointed director shoLild have When minority shareholders arc looking to P

proper internal training, i.e., a proper process nominate directors, such intentions shall bc However, for binding a third party, the posi-
It is important that shareholders receive [prior of induction into the company's affairs. Ifa announced at the time the general shareholder tion of director shall be effcctive when such a
to the annual meeting] all information in new director has no prior board cxperience meeting is notified; then the nominees shall be director has becn registercd by the registrar in
coniection with the candidates for Directors of they should undergo some training before recommended and disclosed before the general the Ministry of Commerce. (Ch. 2: 2.8).
the corporation, specifically, brief r6sum6s, in taking their seat on the board. (Ch. 10: 3) shareholder niectinig. (Commentary on 11.3 4) See The Code, 4.3.3 ([Directors should a]void
order to be able to evaluate their backgrounds any other positions orjobs that may lead to
and proceed with a more informed vote. Thc training and development of directors is any of iteresth),
(Rccommendation at 21 ) important for good govemance and necds to be conflicts of interest.)

uppermost in the minds of boards in riaking
See Recommendation at 3 (It is important to new appoiittinents (Ch. 10: 5)
avoid indiscriminate substititiotis of Directors
by alternates when a Director cannot be present
at a Board meeting . ... [However,] it is
considered acceptable for a Director to team up
with a specific alternate, in order to foster more
effective perfomiancc as a Director.).
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5. Separation of Chairman and CEO

The Board should be frec to make this choicc The board should ensure that no one pcrson or It is a typical situation of conflict of intcrest if Not covered.
[of whether or not to separate the role of CEO a block of persons has unfettered power and you supervise and control yourself
from that of board chair-person] any way that that there is an appropriate balance of power C'onsequently, onc should avoid situations
seems best for the Company at a given poinit ir and authority on the board which is, inter alia, when the same person is both officer and board
time. usually reflected by separating the roles of the member.

Therefore, the Board does not have a policy, chief executive officer and Chairman, and by One should try to avoid situations where the
one way or the other, on whethcr or not the having a balance between executive and non- same person is the chairman of the board and
role of the Chairman and Chief Executive executive directors. (Principle 9) chief executive officer. The logic here is the

should be separate and, if it is to be scparate, . . same as the case above when the same person
whether the Chairman should be selected from The firm and objective leadership of a is both officer and board member.
the non-employee Directors or be an employee. Chairman, preferably non-executive, who
(Guideline 4) accepts the duties and responsibilities which In the case whenuthe chairman of the hoard and

the post entails, should provide the dtrectton the chief executive officer is the same person,
.See Guideline 5 (The Chairman of the Execu- nccessary for an effectivc board. it is vital that thcre be a strong independent
tSve Committee will be an independent dirctor (Commentary on Principle I ) board member who is respccted by colleagues
and will not concurrently be the chairman of and by the mdustry and who can serve as a
any of the standing committees of the Board of See Commentary on Principle 9 (Where the lead director to coutnterbalancc the power of
Directors but will bean ei oftcio member of roles of Chairman and chief executive officcr the chairman/CEO (p. 4)
each standing Committee of thc Board When are combined, it is important to ensure that the
the Chairman of the Board is an independent non-executive directors arc of sufficicnt calibrc
director, the Chairman of the Board will serve to bring an independent judgmcnt to bear on
as the Chairman of the Executive Committee.). issues of strategy, performance, resources and

standards of conduct and evaluation of
performance.).

See a/so C'ommentary on Principle II ([T]he
other members of the board should ensure that
the Chairman's effectiveness is appraised
annually. In practice, non-executive directors
may take a lead role in this appraisal process.).
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5. Separation of Chairman and CEO

Any listed companiies with a turnover of The members of the Board ot Directors shall There should be a clearly accepted division of
Rs. 100 crores and above should have elect its Chainnan, but the election may be responsibilities at the head of the company,
professionally competent, independent, non- overtumed by a two-thirds majority of the which will ensure a balance of power and
executive directors, who should constitute: votes of shareholders at a General Meeting of authority, such that no one individual has
* at least 30 percent of the board if the Shareholders. (17.17) unfettered powers of decision. Where the roles

Chairman of the company is a non- are combined thcre should be a strong
executive director, or The Chairman of the Management Board [i.e, independent element on the board. A decision
at least 50 percen.t of the board if the CEO] caiiiiot be a member of the Board of to combine the roles of Chairman and Chief
Chairman and Maniagiin g Director is the Directors. (18.19) Executive should be publicly explained.
same person. The Chief Executive Officer . . . has the right (Best Practice AA.11)

(Recommendation 2) to attend and speak at all meetings of the Board (iiven the importatice and particular nature of

of Directors but has no vote on it. Wheln a vote the Chairtnan's role, it should in principle be
is taketi, he must withdraw from the meeting separate from that of the Chief Executive.
unless requested by the Board of l)ireetors to (Explanatory Note 4 20 on Best Practice AA.11
remaitn. (17.6) at 82)

Code of C orporate Governance King Report [Code of Best Practice The SET Code and Guidelines
(Mexico) (South Africa) (South Korea) (Thailand)

5. Separation of Chairman and CEO

Not covered/. The chair should, unless it is considered by the Not covered directly, but see Commentary on Not covered.
board not to be in the company's interests, be a 11.4.5 (Meetings for outside directors only shall
non-executive director of the company and be held regularly; a representative shall be
should not also be the chief executive. The appointed among the outside directors to
non-executive directors have a partieuilar supervise such a meeting and to handle
responsibility to ensure that when the chair is important issues delegated to them.).
an executive director that the chair encourages
proper deliberation of all matters requiring the
board's attention, and obtains optimum input
from the other executive directors. (The Code,
3.1)
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6. Board Size

The Board in recent years has averaged 15 Not covered. The size of the hoard of directors should be as Not cosvered.
members. It is the sense of the Board that this small as possible and, depending on the
size is about right. However, the Board would requirements of the company, should vary
be willing to go to a somewhat larger size in between 5 and 9 mcmbcrs. (p. 2)
order to accommodate the availability of an
outstanding candidate(s). (Guideline 6)

Indian Confederation Code [ Charter of a Sharcholding Socicty Report on Corporate Governance Reservd
(India) t (Kyrgyz Republic) (Malaysia) _ _cscrvc

6. Board Size

Not cos ered. There shall be not less than three members of Every board should examilc its sizc, with a
the Board of Directors. ( 17.4) view to determining the impact of the number

upon its effectiveness. (Best Practice AA.XII)
A quorum shall be set by the Board of
Directors but shall not be less than two
members of the Board of Directors. (17.31)

Code of Corporate Govemance King Report Code of Best Practice The SET Code and Guidelincs
(Mexico) (South Africa) (South Korea) (Thailand)

6. Board Size

It is recommended that the Board of Directors Not covered directlY, but Iiote thait the Report There is no perfect number of directors The number of directors comprising the board
consist of between 5 and 15 memcers. states that there sholild be a bal/nce o appropriate for all the different circumstanccs of directors of a company is set out in the
(Principle at 3) exectutive and non-e.xecutisve directors, and of corporations. The reason lies with the many Articles of Association as being no less than

ulso that there should never be less thon two different factors that may influence the Board's five directors. (Ch. 2: 2.2)
It is recommended that there be no altemate non-executive directors on the board in size, e.g., the corporation's size, the business
Board members. However, if alternates arc addition to the C'hair who, hb prejerence, environment, and special characteristics.
chosen, they can act only in place of their should also be non-executive (See Ch. 6, Nevertheless, the Board's size shall be such
specific respective Director. In this case, it is inclzuding 6:16, 6:17) that it allows the discussions to be fruitful and
recommended that each Director be able to the decisions made to be appropriate, swift and
propose his/her altemate. (Principle at 4) prudent.

Establishing a minimum number of Board For large public corporations, it is highly
members is necessary in order to generate a advised that the number of dircctors on the
plurality of opinions among Board members. Board be appropriate for effectively managing
Establishing a maximum number is necessary intemal conimittees. (11.2.1)
in order to assure that Directors will bc able to
effectively express and discuss their points of
view without the inefficiency that might result
from having too many Board members.
(Recommendation at 3)

r'
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7. Mix of Inside-and Outside Directors

The Board believes that as a matter of policy, The board should ensure that through a man- A majority of the board members should be Not covered directly, but see The Code, 12
there should be a majority of independent aged and effective process board appointments independent. (p. 3; see also p. 4) which implies that the Hong Kong Stock
Directors on the GM Board (as defined in By- arc made that provide a mix of proficient Exchange has some requirement Jbr service by
law 2.12). The Board is willing to have directors, each of whom is able to add value The fundamenital reason for the importance of non-executive or independent directors on the
members of Management, in addition to the and to bring independent judgment to bear on independence is to avoid conflicts of interest. Board (If an independent non-executive
Chief Executive Officer, as Directors. But, the the decision-making process. (Principle 2) (p. 4 ) director resigns or is removed from office, the
Board believes that Management should Exchange should be notified of the reasons
encourage senior managers to understand that The board should ensure that no one person or There are three classes of board members: why.).
Board membership is not necessary or a block of persons has unfettered power and that * independent,
prerequisite to any higher Management there is an appropriate balance of power and * extemal (board members who do not
position in the Company. Managers other than authority on the board which is, inter alia, work in the company but who are not
the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and usually reflected by . . having a balance iridependenit), and
the Vice Chairman currently attend Board between executive and non-executive directors. * intemal (board members who are
meetings on a regular basis everi though they (Principle 9) employed by the company or its
are not members of the Board. subsidiaries or associates).

The board should, preferably, be balanced as
On matters of corporate govemanec, the Board between executive and non-executive directors. (p. 4)
assumes decisions will be made by the The actual balance will depend on the circum-
indepenident Directors. (Guideline 7) stances and business of each enterprise, and

may well be influenced by local law and
regulations. (Commentary on Principle I)



Inidian Confederation Code Charter of a Shareholding Society Rcport on Corporatc Govenlance Reserved
(India) (Kyrgyz Republic) I (Malaysia)

7. Mix of Inside and Outside Directors

Any listed companies with a tumover of Members of the Management Board and the Thc hoard should include a balance of
Rs. 100 crorcs and above should have Audit Commission cannot simultaneously be executive directors and non-executive directors
pTofessionally competent, independent, non- members of the Board of Directors. (14.5) (including independent non-exccutives) such
executive directors, who should constitute that no individual or small group of individuals

* at least 30 percent of the board if the See Toptc Headings 4 and 5, above, and 15, can dominate the board's decision-making.
Chairman of the company is a non1- helow. (Principle All)
executive director, or

cx.cutive director, or To be effective, independent non-executive
* at least 50 percent of the board if the

Chairman and Managing Director is the directors need to make tip at Icast one-third of
the mcmbership of the board.

same person. (Best Practice AA.t11)
(Recommendation 2)

.Tlhe quality of the board - and, heiice, In circumstances where a company has a
[T]hepquaty ofethe - and, he significant shareholder, in additionf to the
corporate governance pfimproves with the requirement that otic-third of the board should
induction of outside professionals as non- comprise independcnt directors, the board
executive directors. (p. 2) should include a number of dircctors which

The board should have a core group of fairly reflects the investment in the company
excellent, professionally acelaimed non- by sharcholders other than the significant
executive directors. (p. 2) shareholder. For this purpose, a 'significant

shareholder" is defined as a shareholder with
the ability to exercise a majority of votes for
the election of directors.
(Best Practice AA.IV)

In circumstatices where the shareholder holds
less than the majority but is still the largest
shareholder, the board will have to exercise
judgment in determininig what is the
appropriate number of directors which fairly
rcflects the investment in the company by the
remainitig holders of the shares.
(Best Practice AA.V)
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7. Mix of Inside and Outside Directors

Patrimonial Board members are those who are No board should have less than two non- The Board shall iticlude outside directors eapa- [A]t least two ... directors must be
selected because they are significant stock- exeetitive directors of sufficient calibre that ble of performing their duties independently independent directors. Additiotial indepeindent
holders or agents of significant stockholders. their views will carry significant weight in from managemcent, coiitrolling shareiholders director(s) must be appointed withitt three
Depending on whether significant stockholders board decisions. (The Codc, 2.2) and thc corporation. The nimber of outside months if there are ever less than two
or their agents comply with the characteristics directors shall be stici that the Board is able to independent directors. (Ch. 2: 2.2)
of an Independent member of the Board, they A board needs to be balanced with at Ieast an maintain practical independence. Particularly,
may be Patrimonial Directors, Independent equal numnber of executive and non-executive it is recommended that financial institutions The Act [i.e., the Public Limited Companies
Directors, or Related Patrimonial Directors. directors. Obviously the chair plays a vital role atid large-scale public corporations gradually Act of 19921 does not provide for independent
(Principle at 5) and should be independent and non-executive. inerease the ratio of outside directors to more directors and their qualifications. It is the

Where there is not such a chair, there should be than half of the total number of directors SET's regulations which require the board of
Related Directors are all other Directors who at least two noni-executive directors of such (minimum three outside directors). (11.2.2) directors of a listed company to comprise at
do not fall into the definitions mentioned calibre and they would carry significant weight least two independent directors. (Ch. 2: 2.4)
above. (Principle at 5) in that board's deliberations and resolutions. To raise the transparency of corporate

(Ch. 4: 9) management and to improve corporate
It is suggested that Independent Directors and govemance, stock-listed corporations shall
Patrimonial Directors jointly represent at least appoint outside directors to fill a mitnimum
40% of the Board of Directors. Furthermore, it one-quarter of the total; banks and public
is recommended that Independent Directors sector corporations, a mintimum one-half
represent at least 20% of the total number of ....
Board members. (Principle at 6) For outside directors to perform their functions

properly, it is important that the number of
In order for the Independent Directors and outside directors appointed is sufficient for
Patrimonial Directors to fulfill their intended them to exercise real influence in the Board's
roles, it is necessary that they have a sufficient decision-making process. Therefore, the
percentage of representation on the Board. proportion of outside directors shall be decided
(Recommendation at 5) at the level where the Board would be able to

maintain actual independence from manage-
ment and controlling shareholders while exer-
cising influential authority over management
decisions. (Commentary on 11.2.2)

Outside directors shall be able to
independently participate in important
corporate management decision-making, and to
supervise and support the management as
Board members. (11.4)
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8. Definition of "Independence"

GM's By-law 2.12, defining independent Non-cxecutive directors, desirably, should be A board member is independenit if he or shc: Not covered.

Directors, was approved by the Board in free from any business or other relationship * has no link to the company besides the
January 1991. The Board believes there is no which could initerfere materially with the board position and the posscssion of
current relationship between any independent exercise of their indepcndent judgment shares of the company,
Director and GM that would be construed in (Commentary on Principle 9) * has never been cmployed by the company
any way to compromise any Board member or any of its subsidiaries or associate
being designated independent Compliance See Commentary on Principle 3 (The board compaics
with the By-law is reviewed annually by the should be able to exercise objective judgment * provides no services or products to thc
Committee on Director Affairs. (Guideline 8) on the corporate affairs of the business cnter- copr nod

prise, independent from management.) company,
Bv-law 2.12 provides: . * is not employed by any firm providing

"Independent Director" shall mean a director See also Commentary on Principle 7 (A major serviccs or products to the
who: director should avoid conflicts of intercsts. cotnpany,

Full and timely disclosure of any conflict, or * is not the spousc or first or second degree
i. is not and has not been employed by the potential conflict, must be made known to the relative to any officer, manager or the

corporation or its subsidiaries in an board. Where an actual or potential conflict ultimate controller of the company,
executive capacity within the five years does arise, a director should at least refrain * is tiot receiving any compensation from
immediately prior to the annual meeting from participating in the debate and/or voting the company other than board
at which the nominees of the board of on the matter. In the extreme casc of continu- remuneration and dividends, if a
directors will be voted upon; ing material conflict of interest, the director shareholder.

ii. is not (and is not affiliated with a should consider rcsigning from the board Any (p 4)
company or a firn that is) a significant director who is appointed to a board at the
advisor or consultant to the corporation instigation of a party with a substantial interest See p 4 (The board member should work for
or its subsidiaries; in the corporation, stich as a major shareholder the good of the company arid consequently for

iit. is not affiliated with a significant or a substantial creditor, should recognize the all the shareholders. The board member
customer or supplier of the corporation potential for a conflict of interests and accept should try to maintain maximum indepcndence
or its subsidiaries; that their primary responsibility is to always from the shareholder, shareholding group or

iv. does not have significant personal act in the interests of the corporation.). interested party who might have indicated him
services contract(s) with the corporation See also Topic Heading 7, above or her for board membership.).
or its subsidiarics;

v. is not affiliated with a tax-exempt entity
that received significant contributions
from the corporation or its subsidiaries;
and

vi. is not a spouse, parent, sibling or child
of any person described by (i) through
(v). _

w
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8. Definition of "Independence"

Althouigh the Code cullsfor "professionally According to this Charter, anyone who is a The term "independent" is defined under
competent, independent, non-executive meniber oJ either the Board oJ'Directors, or the Rule 9 of the Listing Requirements as follows:
directors, ' it does not define the term Management Board, or the Audit Comomission The composition of the board of
"independent." may not, by definition, be a mtember oJ any oJ' directors should reflect the ownership

the others. structure of the company. Every listed
company should have independent

An official should not use in personal interests directors, i.e., directors that are not
opportunities opening in the sphere of the officers of the company; who are neither
purposes of activity of the Society, without related to its officers nor represent
observance of conditions containcd in this concentrated or family holdings of its
article. (20.2; for list of'conditions, see 20.3- shares; who, in the view of the
20.8) company's board of directors, represent

the interests of public shareholders, and
See 18.19 (The Chairmani of the Management are free of any relationship that would
Board [i.e., the CEO] cainot be a mcmber of interfere with the exercise of
the Board of Directors.). independent judgement.

(Explanatory Note 4.23 on Best Practice
AA.II at 82-83)

There are two features to this definition that
the Committee endorses:
* First, that it incorporates an imprecisc

definition of independence. It is not
practicable to lay more precisc criteria of
independence. It should be for the board
to take a view as to whether a particular
director is indcpendent in the above sense.

* Second, the tentr "independence" refers to
two crucial aspects - independence from
management and independence from a
significant shareholder,

(Explanatory Note 4.24 on Best Practice
AA.III at 83)

See Explanatory Notes 4.70 -4.77 on Best
Practice CC (interests represented by the
board).
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8. Definition of "Independence"

Independent Directors are persons selected for Non-executive directors should bring an Not covered directly, buit see 11.4.1 (Outside Independent directors must be independent of
their abilities, experience and professional independent judgment to bear on issues of directors shall hold no interests that may hinder any major shareholder and not involved in the
recognition, and who at the time of their strategy, performance, resourecs, including key their independence from the corporation, day-to-day operations of the listed company.
designation are not: appointments and standards of conduct. management or eontrolling shareholder. Fhe (The Code, 5.1)

i. employees or officers of the (The Code, 4.1) outside director shall submit a letter of
corporation; confirmation, which the corporation shall [A]n independent director must meet all of the

ii. stockholders of the corporation having Non-executive directors should he: disclose, stating that hb holds no interests following requirements:
authority over officers of the * [I]ndependent of management and ... not affiliated with the corporation, management or i. Be independent from the major
corporation; [receive] any benefits from the company controlling shareholder at the time of his shareholders of the company or any

iii. consultants to the corporation ... whose other than their fee. This is not intended consent to the appointment.). shareholder in their group.
incomes depend significantly on such to exclude ., . non-executive director[s] ii. Not be an employee, staff member or an
contractual relationships; who have a contractual nexus with the See also Korean Stock Exchange Listing adviser receiving a regular salary or

iv. clients, suppliers, debtors or creditors of company for reward or to prevent a noni- Regulation, Article 48-5 (listng requirement other regular benefit from the company
the corporation ... ; executive director from acquiring shares for outside directors to comprise at least one- or its affiliated company, associated

v. employees of a charitable institution, in the company by mcans independent qluarter of the board members: persons who do company or related company.
university or entity that receives from the company; not qualify as 'outside dlrectors include. in Have no shares in their own name, or in
significant contributions from the * Directors and managers of the company's controlling shareholders; a spouse or a Jamly Ya reHated person's name, reproscntin
corporation; holding company, or major investor, who member ofa director who is not an ouitsider; arelahte 0personsae respretin gd

vi. the Director General or a high-ranking have no executive responsibilities in the cuirrent or recent ojjicers and employees of the more than .5% o the respective paid-
of ficer on the Board of Directors of company; company, its affiliates, or of corporations that up capital of the company, an affiliated
another corporation in which the Former executive directors who are no hase "important business relations with the company, associate company or related
Director General or a high-ranking longer employed on a full-time basis but corporation; and persons who serve as outside
officer of this corporation is/arc nevertheless are capable of giving directors on three or more listed companies.). iv. Be able to protect the interests of allofficer ofthis corporation is/are nevertheless are capable ofgiving ~~~shareholders of the company equally.
Directors; or valuable input to the board arising from

vii. family to any of the persons mentioned their past experience: v. Be able to prevent conflicts of interest
above. * Senior executive directors of major listed between the company and its

(Principle at 4-5) subsidiaries and associates of the holding other companies which have the same
company, who have no executive management group, or major

To domply with its purpose, it is recommended responsibilities in the holding company. marement comany.
that the Board have members who are not (The Code. 4.2.1 4.2.4) shareholders, as the company.
involved in the daily operations of the corpora- vi. Be able to attend board meetings to
tion and who may contribute with an external make decisions on significant company
and independent vision. (Recommendation activities.
at 2) (Ch. 2: 2.4, citing SET Notification Governing

Qualifications of Independent Directors dated
[I]t is important to create the concept of the 28 Oct. 1993)
Independent Director. The term Independent
Director is used to identify such persons as are See also Ch. 2: 7.2(a) regarding conflicts ol
not related to the management team of the interest.
corporation. They are called to be Directors
because of their personal and professional
recognition. Their main duty is to contribute
with an impartial vision to the corporation's
strategies, planning and other duties of the
Board. (Recommendation at 4)

w
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9. Number, Structure and Independence of Committees

The currcnt Committce structure of the It is good practice for boards to create and Many of the activities of the board of directors Not coveretd.
Company seems appropriate. T herc will, from maintain relevant board committees and to need detailed analysis that is not possible to do
time to time, be occasions in which the Board determine their terms of reference, life span, during the board meetings. Committees should
may want to form a new Committee, role and function. In doing so, the board thereforc be formed with a few board members
dependinig upon the circumstances. The should establish, maintain and develop appro- each, for example, committees for
current seven Committees are Audit, Capital priate reporting procedures and proper written nominations, audit, remuneration, etc. Each
Stock, Director Affairs, Executive, Executive mandates or charters for committees, such as committee stidies its area and prepares
Compensation, Investment Funds and Public the executive or management committee which proposals for decisions. Only the full board of
Policy. Except for the Investment Funds usually oversees the day-to-day implementa- directors can make decisions. (p. 1)
Committee, committee membership will tion of board policy and dccisions, the remun-
consist only of independent Directors as eration committee which reviews executive
defined in By-Law 2.12. (Guideline 22) and top management remuneration arrange-

ments, the environmental committee where the
See Topic Heading 8, above. corporation's operations warrant such a

committee, and the audit committee which
reviews amongst other things the intemal audit
function.

The board should implement a fonnal intemal
audit function. An audit committee should bc
established to keep under review the scope and
effectiveness of the audit (both internal and
extemal) and its relative cost efficiencies.
(Commentary on Principle 10)
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9. Number, Structure and Independence of Committees

Listed companies with either a tumover of over [The Audit Commission] is formed at the The board of evcry company should appoint a
Rs. 100 crores or a paid-up capital of Rs.20 General Meeting of Shareholders consisting of committee of directors composed exclusively
crores should set up Audit Committecs within shareholders to control financial and economic of non-executive directors, a majority of whom
two years. (Recommendation 8.1) activity of the Society. ( 14.4) are independent, with the responsibility for

proposing new nominees for the board and for
By fiscal year 1998-99. listed companies Members of the Management Board and the assessing directors on an ongoing basis. The
satisfying [the criteria in 8.1 ] should have in Audit Commission cannot simultaneously be actual decision as to who shall be nominated
place a strong internal audit department. or an members of the Board of Directors. (14.5) should be the responsibility of the full board
external auditor to do intemal audits; without after considering the recommendations of such
this, any Audit Committee will be toothless. [The Management Board] carries out current a committee. (Best Practice AA.VII)
(Recommendation 8.7) management of the Society and is subject to

the General Mceting of Shareholders and to Where the hoard appoints a committee, it
Securing . . . non-executive directors does not control by the Board of Directors and the Audit should spell out the authority of the committee,
necessarily require the institutionalizing of Commission. (18.1) and in particular, whether the committee has
nomination committees or search committees. the authority to act on behalf of the board or
(p. 2) The Management Board is competent to decide simply has the authority to examine a

all questions related to the Society not given particular issue and report back to the board
[There is no] necessity of any formalized into the exclusive competence of the General with a recommendation. (Best Practice
remuneration conmmittee of thc board. (p. 3) Meeting of shareholders, the Board of AA.XXIII)

Directors or the Audit Commission. (18.8; see
Audit Committees ensure long-tenn goodwill also 14.3) Boards should appoint remuneration
through transpareney. (p. 5) committees, consisting wholly or mainly of

[T]hc Audit Commission shall comprise up to non-executive directors, to recommend to the
See Topic Heading 10, beloi. 5 shareholders. The Audit Commission is the board the remuneration of the executive

control organ of the Society. (19.1) directors in all its forms, drawing from outside

advice as necessary. Executive directors
should play no part in decisions on their own
remuneration. Membership of the
remuneration committee should appear in the
directors' report. (Best Practice AA.XXIV)

The board should establish an audit committee
of at least three non-executive directors, a
majority of whom are independent, with
written terms of reference which deal clearly
with its authority and duties. The Chairman of
the audit committec should be an independent
non-executive director. (Best Practice BB.I)

w
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9. Number, Structure and Independence of Committees

It is recommended that, in order to make more Director's remuneration . . c should be the The Board may manidate its authority to an [Each board of directors should eistablish an
informed decisions, the Board of Directors subject of recommendations to the board by a intemal committee or to a respective director. Audit Committee, Nominating Committee, and
shall perforn evaluation, compensation, audit, remuneration commnittee. Its membership Excluded, however, are key matters as stated in Remuneration Committee in the listed
finanee and planniing functions (as further should comprise persons who are competent to the articles of incorporation and the Board company. (The Code, 4.2.3)
defined in the Code) through one or various detemiine the appropriate remuneration of Operating Regulation. (11.1.2)
intermediate bodies (Priticiple at 7) senior executives, with the majority of its [E]stablishment ofan executive committee, to

members (including the chair) beiitg non- The Board may, if necessary, establish intemal whom the board will delegate some of its
It is recommended that the following principles executive directors. (The Code, 6.1) cotnmittees . .. such as Audit, Operatioii and duties, is recognized and, uniless expressly
should apply to the intermediate bodies: Remuneration Committees. (11.6.1) provided otherwise under the Articles of
* one or more may be created when they The board should establish an Audit Association, allowed under the Act. [i.e., the

have a clear purpose and their members Committee with written terms of reference It is advised that a committee be established Public Limited Companies Act of 1992].
avoid conflicts of interest; ... . confinred by the board. It should consist ofat and managed for the fair nomination of (Cli. 2: 3.1)

* they coiisist of a minimum of three, and a least two non-executive directors, of whom one directors. The committee shall be organized
maxim.im of seven, members; .... should act as chair. (The Code, 10.3) such that the faimess and independence of the [A] general meeting of shareholders mustmaximum of seven,memb ers; ..

nomination process are ensured. (11.3.1) decide on the director, or directors, authorized* the Chairman may invite to meetings As a result of the skills shortage in South to bind the company by his or her signatures
those officers of the corporatioti whose Africa it is difficult enough to find a non- At least half of the nomination committee (the "authorized directors"). (Ch. 2: 4.2)
duties are related to the operations of the executive director of calibre to take an members should be outside directors.
intermediate body; appointment to a board. In consequence, to (Commentary on 11.3.1) The SET regards it as good practice for the

* each Independent Director, in addition to recommend a nomination committee made up board of directors of a listed company to
fulfilling his/her basic Board duties, is of non-executive directors in the majority [A]n intemal committee may evaluate the establish an audit committee and a
urged to become involved in at Ieast one would be impractical. (Cli. 9: 2) Board, and its results may be tendered to the remuneration committee for intemal control
intemiediate body; and Board for examination. (11.9.3) purposes. (Ch. 8: 3. 1)

* the intermediate body in charge of The board of directors might find it useful to
auditing shall be presided over by an establish sub-committees such as an agenda or Intemal auditing bodies, such as audit commit- An audit committee shiould be composed solely
Independent Director. a chair's committee. (Ch. II: 1) tees and auditors, shall perform auditing opera- of the independent directors of the company.

(Principle at 7-8) tions faithfully by maintaining independence (Ch. 8: 3.2)
The authority of such a committee should be in from management and controlling share-

It is recommended that there a mechanism that writing from the board setting out the holders. (111.1) The remuneration committee should be
lends support to the Board in verifying parameters and context within which such composed solely of the independent directors
compliance of the audit function, assuring that powers are conferred. Strictly, this authority The Boards of large public corporations, of a company. (Ch. 8: 3.3)
intemal and extemal audits are performed with shrould also be incorporated in the governmient-ins vested institutions and financial
the highest objectivity possible and that the corporation's Articles ofAssociation. (Ch. institutions shall establish an audit committee Special emphasis has been placed on the need
financial information is useful, trustworthy and 11: 3.3) as an internal committec. A corporation for all listed company boards to establish audit
accurate. (Recommendation at 12-13) establishing an audit committee shall not comeittees to ensure the effective and efficient

employ auditors. (111 1.1.) control and review of a company's
It is recomnmended that there be a meclianism administration, intenmal audit procedures, the
to assist the Board th its finanbe and planning An audit committee shall be composed of the preparation of financial statements and the
funttion, espeBially for the evaluation n of the following: a minimum of 3 Board members; a general disclosure of material information to
loung-temi business strategy and the main inimum two-thirds, including the comnittee investors and shareholders. (Message from the
pong-ies on investsi srt a nd t he main chairpcrsoi, shall be outside directors; and one President oftIme SET, pp. iv-v)
pReeolici es daon inves t and1f8 nance, m em ber shall be a person possessing(Recommendation at 1 8) professional knowledge of auditing. A

corporation without an audit committee shall
employ at least one standing auditor. (111.1.2)
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10. Committee Meeting Frequency, Length and Agenda 3

The Committee Chairman, in consultation with I'he board should determine a policy for the [The] audit committee (if one exists) negotiates Not covered directly, hut The Code notes that
Committee members, will determtne the frequency, purpose, conduct and duration of its with the independent auditors in order to certain issues, such as corfliucts ofJinterest,
frequency and length of the meetings of the meetings and those of its committees. establish the scope of the audit, time schedule shouild not be dealt with in comnmittees. See
Committee. (Guideline 24) (Commentary on Principle 10) and price. (p. 2) The Code, 11.

The Chairman of the Committee, in When there is a change in the main occupation,
consultation with the appropriate members of the board member should resign. The
Management and staff, will develop the nominating committce should analyze the
Committee's agenda. suitability of a re-electiota. (p. 3)

Each Committee will issue a schedule of
agenda subjects to be discussed for the cnsuing
year at the beginning of each year (to the
degree these can be foreseen). This forward
agenda will also be shared with the Board.
(Guideline 25)

See also ABA Guidebook at 20, 25 ("Time at . .. commiiittee mnectinigs should be budgeted carefully A balancc should be sought betaccn omanagecmnenlt prescntations aiid discussion amtiong directors and management. Written reports
that can be given concisely and effectively in adv ance shotld be fuimished. tIhe full board shoul(d satisfy itself that its commllittces are following an appropnate schedule of meetings and have agendas aTid procedures to cenable theta
to fulfill their delegated functions. Furtlicriiiore. the full board should he kept iiifonned of commnlittee activities Ihis includes periodic reports at board mectings and circulation of committee iiiinutes and reports of meettngs to all

t directors.").

i.
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l1. Committee Meeting Frequency, Length and Agenda'4

The executive committee could demonstrate its The Management Board shall act on behalf of The duties of the audit committee should
efficient management of the company, for the Society and in particular has the authority, include the following:
example, by setting sound and reasonable unless otherwise proscribed, to: (i) To consider the appointment of thc external
objectives for the firm's business affairs. i. represent the Society; auditor, the audit fee and any questions of
(Ch. 1: Statement of Objectives) ii. conclude transactions on1 behalf of the resignation or dismissal;

Society' (ii) To discuss with the external auditor, before
To be effective, the Audit Committees should iii. determine the allocation and use of all the audit commenccs, the nature and scope of
have clearly defined Termns of Reference and resources/assets owned or controlled by the atidit, and ensure co-ordination where more
its members must be willing to spend more the Society. than one audit firm is involved;
time on the company's work vis-a-vis other (18.9) (iii) To review the half-year and annual
non-executive directors. (Recommendation financial statements of the board, focusing
8.3) The organization of effective and authentic particularly on:

bookkeeping and reporting is determined by *Any changes in accountinig policies and
Audit Committees should assist the board in the Management Board. (21.4) practices;
fulfilling its functions relating to corporate -Significant adJustncnts arising from the
accounting and reporting practices, finanicial The Chairman of the Management Board of the Sgiiatajsmnsaiigfo h
and accounting controls, and financial Society and the chief accountant bear personal audit;

statment andpropsalsthataccopanythe responsibility for the running and reliability of -The going concern assumption;statements and proposals that accotmpaiy the bookkeeping al d reporing. and.5) -yCompliance with accounting standards atid
public issue of any security -- and thus provide bokepn rdrprig 2.)other legal requiremnents;
effective supervision of the financial reporting Where the incrcase in nominal value is claimed (iv) To discuss problems and reservations
process. (Recommenidation 8.4) to be justified by an increase in the value of the arising from the intcrim and final audits, and

Audit Committees shouild periodically interact Society'a property or the volume ot its any matter the auditor may wish to discuss (inservices, then the new value of shares must the absence of management where necessary);
with the statutory auditors and the intemal correspond to the new value of the property or (v) To review the external auditor's
auditors to ascertain the quality and veracity of increased volume of the services provided by management letter and management's
the company's accounts as well as the the Society It must be estimatcd by an response;
eapabilty of the auditors themslves, independent valucr or auditor. The Audit (vi) Where an intemal audit function exists, to

(Recommendation 8.5) Commission of the Society shall review the ensure that it is adequately resourced and has

For Audit Committees to discharge their value of the property or services and shall appropriate standing within a company, and to
fiduciary responsibilities with due diligence, it certify whether it was equal to the new review the intemal audit program;

must e itiurnbnt upn maagemet to nominal value of the shares issued. (6.6) (vii) To consider any related party transactionismust be imcumbent upon management to
that may arise within the company or grouip;ensure that members of the committee have The Audit Commission shall carry out an audit (viii) To coa sider the major findings of intemal

full access to financial data of the company, its of the performance and activities of the Society investigations and management's response;
subsidiary and associated companies, including at Icast once a year. (19.4) (ix) To consider other topics as defined by the
data on contingent liabilities, debt exposure,
current liabilities, loans and investments. An audit may cover any aspect of financial and board.
(Recommendation 8.6) business activities of the Society which the (Best Practice BB. 11; see alVso est Practices

Audit Commission deems appropriate. (19.9) BB.III V)

For a list of matters for which the Management For a description of nominating committee
Board is responsible, see 18. 10. Junctions, see Best Practices AA.VII, AA.X.

1 See also ABA Guidebook at 20, 25 ("Timc at ... cotnmittee meetings shoild be budgeted carefully. A balance shoul(d be sought between managemeint presentations and discussion amilong directors and management. Written reports
that can be given concisely and effectively in advance should he fuamishcd. . The full board should satisfy itself that its coimimnittces are following an appropriate schedule ofimectings and have agendas aiid procedurcs to enable them
to fulfill their delegated functions. Furthermore, the fullt board should be kept infonned of coiniiiittce activities. This includes periodic reports at board meetings and circulation of committce minintes and reports of mieetimigs to all
directors.").
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10. Committee Meeting Frequency, Length and Agenda

it is recommended that the mechanism for The [Audit] committee mectings should be A committee's resolution on a matter man- [Tlhe executive committee shall be appointed
assisting the Board with evaluation and attended by the head of internal audit, the dated by the Board shall hold the same effect by a resolution of the directors' meeting. The
compensation of executives. extemal audit partner and the financial as the Board's resolution, and the committee scope of the executive committee's power

(i) suggest procedures to propose the director. (The Code, 10.3) shall report such resolutions to the Board. must also be clearly specified. (Ch. 2: 3 2)
Director General and high-level officers; (11.6.2)
(ii) propose evaluation criteria for the A chair's or executive committee can meet The audit committee should be the infonmed,
Direc tor General and high-level officers; more often than the whole board, and the If a committee centered on outside directors is vigilant and effective overseers of the
(iii) analyze and submit for approval any benefit is that senior management and senior established within the Board, then that company's financial reporting process and
proposal made by the Director General re: directors can discuss and agree on matters comtiiittee may make decisions [regarding intemal controls. In general, the audit
management structure and salarics. rather than management taking major decisions executive remuneration]. (11.9.1) committee should be responsible for reviewing

(Principle at I1) on their own. The board can delegate some of a wide range of financial matters including the
its functions to a chair's committee. Thus Audit committees anid auditors shall pertomi at annual and half-year profit figures, financial

It is suggested that the mechanismjor assisting decisions carl be taken whelti necessary without least the following futictions: statements and accompanying reports. It
the Board with the audit process. waiting for a board meetinig. (Cli. II: 3.2) * Audit the appropriatencss of the should also monitor the controls which are in

(i) recommend candidates for extemal manager's execution of operations; force to ensure the integrity of the financial
auditors of the corporation; * Review the soundness and reasonableness information reported to the company's
(ii) recommend terms and conditions upon of financial activities and the accuracy of shareholders.
which extemal auditors are hired; the corporation's financial reports; The audit comriittee should have explicit
(iii) supervise the compliance of the audit: * Review the adequacy of major accounting authority to investigate any matters within its
(iv) channel communications between the standards . . , ; duties, the resources which it needs to do so,
Board and the extemal auditors, as well as * Evaluate internal control systems; and full access to information. The audit
assure the independence and objectivity of * Approve appointment/dismissal of committee should also be able to obtain outside
such auditors; persons heading intemal auditing professional advice, if necessary, at the
(v) review . . auditing reports, and inform . divisions; company's expcnse. (Ch. 8: 3.2)
the Board accordingly; * Evaluate the auditing activities of external

.... auditors; The remuneration committee is responsible for
(viii) help draft general guidelines for the * Recommend . . . external auditors; determining the remuneration arid other
internal control system and its evaluation; * Check measures on those matters benefits for ordinary directors, members of the
(ix) coordinate and evaluate the annual corrected as a result of auditing. executive committee and top executives of the
programs of the internal audit; (111.1.3) company. (Ch. 8: 3.3)
(x) coordinate the perfonmance of the
external auditor, internal auditor and The audit committee shall hold meetings at
Statutory Auditor; least once each quarter and, if the need arises,
(xi) verify compliance by the corporation of may allow the attendance of management,
all applicable legal provisions. financial officers, the chairperson of an intenal

(Principle at 13) audit division or external auditors. (111.1 .5)

For additional audit/finance-related Principles The audit committee shall draft minutes of
and Recomimendantons. see pp 12, 14-18. proceedings each time a niecting is convened

(111.1 .6)
Re. duties of the mechanism for assisting the
Board in the finance and planning Juncuton,
see Principles and Recommendations at 18-20.
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I1. Content and Character of Disclosure

Not c over-ed. Not covered directly, but see Commentary on 'IThe shareholder has the right to get timely and All directors, executive and non-executive, are
Principle 6 (Shareholders and potential transparent information about the company in entitled to have access to board papers and
investors require access to regular, reliable and which they have invested. (p. 5) materials. Where queries are raised by non-
comparable infonnation in sufficient detail for executive directors, steps must be taken to
shareholders and potential investors to assess The efficiency of the capital market depcnds respond as promptly and fully as possible.
the stewardship of managemeniit to enable them on transparent infomiation on listed (The Code, 4)
to make informed investment decisions... companies. (p. 5)
[I]ni many circumstances, the requireinents for Full minutes shall be kept by a duly appointed
communication with shareholders will be secretary ot the meeting and such minutes shall
prescribed by statute and/or regulation, be open for inspection at any time in office
Regardless of the effectiveness or otherwise of hours on reasonable notice by any director.
such regulations, directors nevertheless have a (The Code, 5)
responsibility to ensure that a corporation's If, in respect of any matter discussed at a board
communication is in the spirit outlined.). meetilg, the independent non-executive

directors hold views contrary to those of the
executive directors, the minutes should clearly
reflect this. (The Code, 8)

If an inidependent non-executive director
resigns or is removed from office, the
Exchange should be notified of the reasons
why. (The Code, 12)

Fair disclosure requires disclosure of
information in such a way that it does not place
any person in a privileged dealing position or
result in share prices which do not reflect the
latest available information. (Guideline B.2.1)
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11. Content and Character of Disclosure

Under "Additional Shareholder's Information," It" at the end of the second year and each The board should present a balanced and
listed public companies should give data on: following financial year, the value of the understandable assessment of thc company's
* High and low monthly averages of share Society's net assets is less than the amount of position and prospects (Principlc D.I)

prices in a major Stock Exchange where its charter capital, then in compliance with
the company is listed for the reporting legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic the Society The board should disclose, in an informative
year. must inform all its creditors of this fact and at way, details of the activities of audit

* Greater detail on business segments, up to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders at committees, the number of audit meetings held
IO0%/ of tumover, giving share in sales which these financial results are announced, each year, and details of attendance of each
revenue, review of operations. analysis of The Society shall announce a reduction of its individual director in respect of meetings.
markets and future prospccts. charter capital and shall register this fact in the (Best Practicc BB,VI)

(Recommendation 9) prescribed formn. (7.1) [Principle D.I] is not limited to the statutory

For all Companies with paid-up capital of A reduction in capital is possible only after all obligation to produce financial statements.
Rs.20 crores or more, the quality and quantity creditors are informed by letter .... Such The wording refers mainly to the annual report
of disclosure that accompanies a GDR Issue creditors shall . . . have rights to demand early to shareholders, but the principle also covers
should be the norm for any domestic issue. performance or termination of the obligations interim and other price-sensitive public rcports
(Recommendation 12) of the Society or compensation for losses and, and rcports to regulators. (Explanatory Note

if these requirements are not fulfilled, a general 4.13 on Principle D.1 at 77)
A listed company must give certain key meeting of creditors of the Society must be
information on its divisions or business called in order to decide upon its liquidation.
segments as a part of the Directors' Report in (7.3)
the Annual Report. This should encompass (i)
the share in total tumover, (ii) review of The Society has the right to purchase its own
operations during the year in question, (iii) shares on the securities markets, provided that
market conditions, and (iv) future prospects. it makes a public announcement of this fact
For the present, the cut-off may be 10% of immediately after the purchase (and, if it
total tumover. (p. 6) purchases shares which are traded on the stock

exchange, the rules of the exchange allow such
The disclosure on debt exposurc of the purchases). (7.4)
company should be strengthened. (p. 6)

[Thel greater the quality of disclosure, the
more loyal arc a company's shareholders.
(p. 7)

w
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11. Content and Character of Disclosure

It is suggested that the annual report presented It is the board's duty to present a balanced and Sltareholders shall be provided with all Directors should.
by the Board of Directors distinguish between understandable assessment of the companiy's necessary information ... from the corporation Ensure management's accountability to
Independent Directors and Patrimonial position in reporting to stakeholders. The in a timely manner, and the corporation shall shareholders, preserve their rights and
Directors, indicating for the latter the category quality of the information must be based on the niot show partiality to certain shareholdcrs by interests, [and] clearly and fully disclose
to which they belong. (Priiciple at 6) guidelines of openness and substance over providing undisclosed intormiation. (1.2.2) information. (The Code, 2.3)
It is suggested that the annual report presented form Reporting should address material Clearly report all details, providingby the Board of Directors should include a matters of significant interest and concem to The corporation shall disclose material inform- reasonable explanationis and calculations to
brief rBsum ofeach member ofuthe Board a all stakeholders. (The Code 9.1 ) ation in a timely attd accurate manner. (V.2) support the results of the company's
of the date of such report. (Principle at 6) The directors should report on the following Corporations shall disclose any informiation, business operations, policies, future trends
It is suggested that the Board of Directors matters in their annual report: not limited only to what is required by law, dangers. (The Code 7.1 )
include in its aniual report to the Stockholders * The directors' responsibility to prepare that may materially influence the decision-
Meeting the relevant aspects of the tasks of financial statements that fairly present the making of shareholders and other stakeholders. Understand the company's main businesses
each intermediate organism. It is suggested state of affairs of the company as at the (V.2. 1) and externe itobjecThe and work
that all reports by each organism submitted to end of the financial year and the profit or of any external auditors. (The Code, 7.2)
the Board be available to the stockholders loss for that period. hor a list oJ ijot/rnatlion to he disclosed ini the If atiy extemal auditor resigns or is
together with all the materials for the * The auditor is responsible for reporting on annual report, see V.2.2. dismissed, [the board must] fully explain the
Stockholders Meetiig, with the exception of the financial statements. Corporations shall prepare and disclose semi- reasons why to the SET. (The Code, 7.3)
such information of a confidntial nature as * The maintenance of adequate accounting annual reports, apart from annual reports. If .ee Ch. 4, General Disclosure Requirements,
may affect the competitiveness of the records and an effective system of intertal one corporation is in fact under the control of including theJ61lowing:corporation. In addition, it is reconmencided controls. .. aniother corporation, consolidated financial
that the annual report include the names ofthe The consistent usC of appropriate statetne its andcombi .e d financi a em Listed companies are rcquiired to disclose all
members of each intermediate organism. accounting policies supported by as determined by law, shall additionally be necessary information to allow the general
(Principle at 22) raccountbcing polices t suppored t by d aisclsd (.public to make informned inivestment decisions.. . ~~~~~~~~~~reasonable and prudent judgments and disclosed. (V.2.4) Such disclosures also enable the SET to
It is suggested that each corporation have estimates.
policies, mechanisms and responsible parties to * Adherenice with applicable accounting Corporations shall make timely and accurate indirectly supervise the business activities of
inform investors, in order to maintain standards or, if there has been any disclosure when matters of importance have listed companies. The disclosed informationinform investors, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~been decided.... If the decision has beeni myust be correct, sufficiently detailed andcommunication channels with stockholders and departure in the interests of fair promptly released to ensre active, fair and
potential investors. (Principle at 22) presentation, it must not only be disclosed made through a resolution of the Board, details omptly rased o eue acTive,tar and

Lack of participation by allstckols. on the attending directors and voting results orderly trading on the SET. All investors mustLack of participation by all stockholders in the and explained but quantified. shall also be disclosed. (V.2.5) be provided with equal access to such
Stockholders Meeting, and the limitations of There is no reason to believe the business information. (Ch. 4: 2.1)
such meetings as a communication forum of will not be a going concem in the year Corporations shall prepare items for diselosure
the corporation with its investors, justify ahead or, an explanation of any reasons that may be easily understood, and shall assist See also Ch. 5, Connected Transactiois; SET
additional efforts to create other communica- otherwise. so that acccss to them is possible at minimal Rcgulation Goveming Rules, Coniditions, and
tion instruments which may allow investors (The Code, 9.5) cost. (V.2.6) Procedures for the Disclosure of Infomiation
and the general public to obtain required and Other Actions of Listed Companies
information in connection with the corporatioit. See V.2. Disclosure, Commentary at 33-36. ("Disclosure Regulation") dated
(Recommendation at 22) 12 March 1993, amended 15 Sept. 1995; SET

See also 1.2.3 (Shareholders shall be protected Notification Goveming Guidelines for
from . . insider trading and self-dealing.). Practiccs in the Disclosure of Information

("Disclosure Guidelines") dated 30 April 1993.
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12. Disclosure Regarding Compensation and Director Assessment

Not covered. Not cov ered. Many foreign codes of best practice The directors' fees and any other reimburse-
recommend that the number of shares and the mcnt or emolument payable to an independent
remuneration of each board member and non-executive director shall bc disclosed in full
officer be made public in the annual report. in the annual report and accounts of the issuer.
(p. 5) (The Code, 6)

Indian Confederation Code Charter of a Sharcholdiig Socicty Report on Corporate Govemance Rescrvcd
(India) | (Kyrgyz Republic) [ (Malaysia)

12. Disclosure Regarding Compensation and Director Assessment

Financial disclosures recommended [include] The Annual Accounts of the Society shall Companies should cstablish a formal and
details of each director's remuneration and record the total cost of remuneration and transparent procedure for developing policy on1
commission [which] should fonn a part of the expenses of the Board of Directors. ( 17 22) executive remuneration arid for fixing the
Directors' Report ... . (p. 6) remuneration packages of individual directors

Full details of the form and level of the total (Principle B.ll)
remuneration of the Management Board
mcmbers shall be presented to the AGM of The company's annual report should contain
Sharcholders. (17.30) details of the remuneration of each director.

(Principle B.ll)

We endorsc the view that it is the board's
responsibility to appoint new directors and the
shareholders' responsibility to re-elect them.
Re-election at regular intervals not only
promotes effective boards but affords
shareholders the opportunity to review the
directors' performance in tum and where
necessary to replace thcms. (Explanatory Note
4.5 on Principle A.V at 76)

See Explanatory Notes 4.6 - 4.10 on Principles
B., B.ll and B.ll at 76-77 (directors
remuneration).

u.
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12. Disclosure Regarding Compensation and Director Assessment

It is suggested that the annual report presented There should be a separate full and clear Activities and evaluatiotn results of outside The remuneration of directors as approved by a
by the Board of Directors contain disclosure on disclosure of the total of executive and non- directors shall be disclosed. (11.9.2) shareholder meeting should be fully disclosed
the policies used, and the terms and conditions executive directors' eamings. Separate figures in the company's annual report.
that form, the salary packages of the Directors, should be given for salary, fees, benefits, share Activities of the Board shall be evaluated (The Code, 4.4)
the Director General, and the high-level options and bonuses. (The Code, 6.2) fairly, the results of which shall be disclosed.
officers of the corporation. (Principle at 12) (11.9.3) See Ch. 6, Securities Dealings by Directors and

The shareholders arc entitled to openness and Executives.
It is recommended that the existence of the disclosure in regard to directors' earnings so [Thcj activities and the evaluation results of
mechanism [for executive compensation] be that they can see that the directors are being the Board shall, through disclosure, assist in
disclosed, and its operations should be fully rewarded. Thcy need consistent reports the decision-making by shareholders and shall
transparent, in order to increase investor so that they can compare the year [to] year be reflected in the business manager human
confidence in the management of the remuneration and a breakdown of the eamings. resources market, Such disclosures presented
corporation. (Recommendation at I 1) (Ch. 8: 8) in the annual report are also advisable.

(Commentary on 11.9.3)
[R]cmuncration policies established by the
Board of Directors should be disclosed to the
market. (Recommendation at 12)
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13. Disclosure Regarding Corporate Governance

Not covered in the Guidelines, but the Not covered directly, but see Commentary on The system for the evaluation of the board of Commencing with the directors' report and
Guidelines are published bsi the company and Principle 14 (Generating economic profit so as directors, the individual board members, the annual accounts and interim reports for periods
widely available. to enhance shareholder value in the long-term, chiefexecutive officer and the officers should ending on or after 31st December, 1995, all

by competing effectively, is the primary be explained in the aniual report. (p. 5) listed companies must include in their annual
objective of a corporation and its board The and interim reports a statement of compliance
framework of good corporate governance The annual report should inform about which with the Code of Best Practice. (Guideline
practices in a corporation must be designed code of best practice has been used by the 16.2)
with this objective in mind, while fulfilling company and explain any deviation by the
broader economic, social and other objectivcs company from said codc. (p. 5) The statement to be included in the annual
in the environment and circumstances in which report should clearly indicate whether the
the corporation operates. It is important that the minutes reflect both the company has complied with the Code of Best
These factors - business risk and key spirit and the letter of the proceedings. (p. 6) Practice during the accounting period covered
performance indicators -b should be and, if the company has not complied with any
benehmarked against industry norms and best part of the Code of Best Practice, reasons must
practice, so that the corporation's performance be given to explain the failure to comply.
can be effectively evaluatcd.). (Guideline 16.3)

The statement to be included in the interim
report must state whether any of the directors
is aware of information that would reasonably
indicate that the company is not, or was not for
any part of the accounting period covered by
the interim report, in conipliance with the Code
of Best Practice. (Guideline 16.4)
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13. Disclosure Regarding Corporate Governance

Non-finanicial disclosures recommended. The Society conducts accounting and The board should disclose on an annual basis
* Comprehensive report on the relatives of operational reporting and also the statistical whether one-third of the board is independent

directors .... accounts and provides documentation required atid, in circumstances where the company has a

* [A] register which discloses interests of by the legislation of thc Kyrgyz Republic to significant sharelholder, whether it satisfies the
directors . . . the appropriate state bodies in the established requirement to fairly reflect, through board
[T]hic existenice ofthec directors' manner, (21.1) representation, the investmncit of the minority
* s[T]hareholdg risteroi ... should bshareholders in a company. The board should
sharcholding register, . . should be See also 20.2 (The officials [Board of disclose its analysis of the application of the

explicitly statcd in the notice ofthe Directors, Management Board, and Audit best practices . . . to the circumstances of the
[Annual General Meeting] of all listed Commission] arc obliged to work in the board. (Bcst Practice AA.VI)
companies. intercsts of the shareholders. An official

* Dctails of loans to directors.... should not use, in pcrsonal interests, The board, throtigh the nominating committee,

* Appointment of sole selling agents for opportunities opening in the sphere of the should annually review its required mix of
India will require prior approval . . . of purposes of activity of the Society, without skills and expericncec and othcr qualities,
shareholders. The board may approve the observance of conditions contained in this including core competencics which nonm-
appointment of sole selling agents in article.) (For the list ofcontditions, see 20.3- executive directors should bring to the board.
foreign markets, but the information must 20.8.) This should be disclosed in the annual report.
be divulged to shareholders.... (Best Practice AA.IX)

* [T]hcrc should be a Secretarial
Compliance Certif-icate forming a part of The board should disclose the number of board
the Annmial Returns . . . which would meetings held per year and the details of
certify . . . that the secretarial attendance of each individual director in
requirements under the Companies Act respect of meetings held.
have been adhered to. (Best Practice AA.XIV)

(pp. 5-6) Directors should be required to disclose the

To nurture and strengthen [investors'] loyalty, number of audit committee meetings held each
our companies need to give a clear-cut signal year, and the details of the attendance of each
that the words "your company" have real individual director, to enable shareholders to
meaning. That requires well functioning evaluate the commitment of a particular
boards, greater disclosurc, better management director. . . . [T]he obligation to disclose the
practices, and a more ope;i, interactive and activities of the audit committee lies with the
dynamic corporate govemance environment. board as a whole amid not the auidit committee
(p. 12) separately. (Explanatory Note 4.66 on Best

Practice BB.VI at 95)

See Topic Heading II1, aibove. See Principles and Best Practices for Other

Corporate Participants, Ill (When evaliating
companies' govemance arrangements,
particularly thosc relating to board structure
and composition, institutional investors and
their advisers should give due wcight to all
relevant factors drawn to their attention.).
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13. Disclosure Regarding Corporate Governance

It is suggested that the annual report presented [In the annual report, directors should report The corporation shall, by disclosing nominated Directors should.
by the Board of D)irectors distinguish between whether] The Code of Corporate Practices and directors prior to the general shareholder Implement a Code of Corporate Conduct
Independent Directors and Patrimonial Conduct has been adhered to or, if not, in what meeting, cnsure that shareholders [possess] and Code of Ethics to be guidelines for the
Directors, indicating for the latter the category respects therc has not been adherence. information on the nominees. (11,3.4) company. (The Code, 4.2.4)
to which they belong. (Principle at 6) (The Code, 9.5.7)

[S]hould there be any change in the infonna- Ensure that an announcement of the precise
It is recommended that the annual report by thc tion stated in the Ictter [which a nominec for time of [cach independent director's]
Board of Directors disclose applicablc outside director is required to present appointmcnt is disclosed in the listed
information regarding the professional profile confirming his or her independence] following company's annual report. Their
of the Statutory Auditor. (Principle at 15) inauguration into office, the outside director reappointment will not be automatic. (The

shall immediately submit a corrected letter, Code, 5.2)
In order for the market to be in a position to which the corporation shall disclose. (11.4.1) Present a full statement on the
evaluate the membership of the Board of responsibilities of the company's directors
Directors, it is necessary that the corporation In the annual report, a public corporation shall in the annual report together with the audited
disclose information in connection with the explain any differences between its corporate financial statements. (The Code, 7.4)
background and category to which they belong, govemance and this Code, and the reasons for
(Recommendation at 6) such; any plans for future changes should also The main aim [of the SET Code and

be explained. (V.2.3) guidelines] is to make the management of all
the companies listed on the SET more

Corporations holding a significant portion of transparent, efficient and effective, and so
shares to enable foreigners to participate in increase the confidence of all investors in the
corporate govemance are advised to make securities of every listed company. (Mcssage
disclosures in both English and Korean for from the President of the SET, p. v)
audit reports and material timely disclosure.
(V.2.7) See Ch. 6, Securities Dealings by Directors and

Executives, and Ch. 8, Company Inspections
The corporation shall designate a person to and Intemal Controls.
oversee disclosure matters. (V.2.8)

Corporations shall disclose dctailed
information on the share ownership status of
controlling shareholders and on persons of
special relation to them. (V.2.9)

See 11.1.4 (Matters concerning the authority,
responsibility and operation of the audit
committee or auditors shall be stated in the
corporation's by-laws.).
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14. Accuracy of Disclosure/Liability

Not covered The board should regularly review processes 'I'he board of directors should designate only Directors must be clear that they are
and procedures to ensure the effectiveness of one person to serve as the spokesman of the individually and collectively responsible for
its intemal systems of control, so that its company in order to avoid the risk of having the company's compliance with the Listing
decision-making capability and the accuracy of contradictions between declarations by the Rules. (Guideline A.2)
its reporting and financial results are chairman, the chief executive oftficer and
maintained at a high level at all times others. The executive who serves as a liaison Since every director accepts responsibility for
(Principle 10) with the capital market has powers delegated the accuracy of all information contained in

from the spokesman. (p. 5) Llisting] document[s], each director should
The board should ensure that all communica- ensure he is satisfied with the contents of the
tions with shareholders, employees and other The information distributed by companies document. Every director should read the
relevant stakeholders are timely and accurate. should be balanced. They should cover both document in its entirety, consider each
Communication should be understandable and good and bad news in order for the reader to be statement and satisfy himself that it has been
based on the guidelines of openness, with able to evaluate the company correctly. (p. 5) the subject of sufficient verification to afford
substance prevailing over form. The informa- reasonable grounds to believe that the stated
tion provided should be reliable, frank and The board of directors and the spokesman of information is true, accurate and not
robust in times of crisis The communication the company have to make sure that the misleading, and that no material information
must enable the reader to evaluate the situation information to the shareholders and the capital has been omitted. (Guideline B.8.3)
with all the facts in order to take appropriate market is truthful. The company may suffer
action. (Commentary on Principle 6) punishment for false information. (p. 5)
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14. Accuracy of Disclosure/Liability

[Major Indian stock exchanges should The Society shall be legally liable for its The board should maintain a sound system of
gradually insist upon a compliance certificate, obligations within the limits of its registration intemal control to safeguard shareholders'
signed by the CEO and the CFO, which clearly with the authorities responsible for state investment and the company's assets.
states that: registration and is considered established from (Principle D.II)
* The management is responsible tor the the moment of such state registration. (2.4)

preparation, integrity and fair presentation The board should establish formal and
of the financial statements and other All accounting statements must be compiled in transparent arrangements for maintaining an
information in the Annual Report, and accordance with the authorized standard appropriate relationship with the company's
which also suggest that the company will accounting principles. (I17.36) auditors. (Principle D.111)

continug in business in the coursT of the 'he Management Board shall prepare an The extemal auditors should independently
following year. annual report, balance sheet and an incomc report to shareholders in accordance with

* The accounting policies and principles (profit and loss) statement for submission to statutory and professional requirements and
conform to standard practice, and where the Board of Directors and to the Audit independently assure the board on the
they do not, full disclosure has becn made Commission and the AGM. The documents discharge of its responsibilities . . . in
of any material departures. prepared by the Management Board for accordance with professional guidance.

The board has overseen the company's system submission to the General Meeting must be (Principles & Best Practices for Other
of intemal accounting and administrative signed by all its members, and also by all Corporate Participants, IV)
controls systems either directly or through its members of the Board of Directors and the
Audit Committee ... . (Recommendation 11) Audit Commission. ( 18.1 2; see also 17.35) [Principle D.II] covers not only financial

controls but operational and compliance
See Recommendations 8.4, 8.5 & 8.6 (re. The Management Board, in carrying out its controls, and risk management, since there are
Audit Committees). duties, may involve the services of potential threats to shareholders' investment in

independent professional auditors to confirm each of these areas. (Explanatory Note 4.14 to
See also Topic Heading 10, above. the correctness of financial statements. (18.14) Principle D.11 at 78)

The Audit Commission may use the services of The duties of the audit committee required by
independent auditors, valuation or other the Listing Requirements should include
experts in carrying out its duties, but the Audit keeping under review the scope and results of
Comunission remains responsible to ensure the the audit and its cost effectiveness, and the
accuracy ofthe reportin any ease. (19.10) indepcndence and objectivity of the auditors.

(Explanatory Note 4.15 to Principle D.III at
78)
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14. Accuracy of Disclosure/Liability

Directors are legally responsible for the per- A director should not be liable for a breach of When a director has violated the law or the [Directors should cjxamine all documents
formanceoftheirduties. Lack of knowledge the duty of care and skill if they have exercised articles of incorporation, or has neglected his relating to all matters that concem the board of
of their obligations docs not release Directors a business judgment in good faith ir a matter in duties, he may be liable for damages to the directors. If something is suspected,
from their duties. (Recommendation at 9) which the following three criteria are satisficd: corporation or a third party. But managerial management must be asked to explain as

* That the decision is an infonned one decisions by a director that are based on due quickly and clearly as possible. (The Code.,
It is recommended that there be a mechanism based on all the facts of the case; and process and also faithful and rational decision- 4.1.5)
that lends support to the Board in verifying . That the decision is a rational one; and making, shall be respected. (11.8)
compliance of the audit function, assuring that [T]he company [will] be hcld liable to third
intemal and extemal audits arc performed with * That there is no self-interest. The corporation, to ensure the effectiveness of parties for the actions of its directors and
the highest objectivity possible and that the [The Committee believes] that such an holding directors accountable and to attract executive committee, if they act within the
financial information is useful, trustworthy and approach would encouragc the competitiveness competent pcrsons as directors, may purchase, scope of the authority given to them. (Ch.
accurate; that is, that the information presented of South African companies and the standing at its own expense, coverage for the directors 2: 4.1)
to the Board, to shareholders and the general Advisory Committee on Company Law should with liability insurance. (11.8.3)
public is transparent, sufficicnt, and adequately consider amending the Companies Act to Any action by a director, or any member of the
reflects the financial position of the provide that the duty of care and skill should Audit committees and auditors shall [review] executive committee, which is beyond the
corporation. (Recommendation at 12-13) be so limited by statute. (Ch. 5: 3.4) the accuracy of the corporation's financial scope of his/her authority does not bind the

reports. (111.1.3) company, unless the company has ratified such
[T]he Statutory Auditor of a corporation is action. (Ch. 2: 4.3)
designated by the stockholders and is charged, Extemal auditors are liable for damages
among other duties, with reviewing the incurred from negligent accounting audit to the In disclosing information in any documents to
financial statements as well as enforcing the corporation concemed and to other information be filed with the registrar, directors must not
accounting policies. (Recommendation at 14) users. (111.2.3) present information which is false, or does not

accurately reflect the information contained in
See Commentary 11.3.3 ([T]he temi of office of the accounts, registers, or other company
director appointed through due process at a documents. (Ch. 2: 7.2(g))
general shareholder meeting - shall be
respected [unless] the director is found liable Directors must make sure that the balance
for any illegal act.). sheets, profit and loss statements and minutes

of shareholders' and board of directors'
meetings do not contain any false information.
(Ch. 2: 7.2(h))

Directors are jointly liable for any damage to
shareholders, or third parties concerned, caused
by a breach of the duty of loyalty. Ch. 2: 8.3)

Regarding 'good practice/"Jr thne preparation
offinancial statements, see Ch. 2: 16.

For discussion oftthe duty of care incumbent
upon directors, see Ch. 2: 5-6, 9, 11-12, 15.

For discussion of the duy oJ loyalty inicumbent
upon directors, including the handling of
conflicts ofinterest, see Ch. 2: 7-9; 13-15.
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15. Shareholder Voting Practices (Cumulative & Confidential
Voting, Broker Non-Votes, One Share/One Vote)

Not covered. [Not covered. INot covered. Not covered

w
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15. Shareholder Voting Practices (Cumulative & Confidential
Voting, Broker Non-Votes, One Share/One Vote)

Not covered. All ordinary shares have one vote each. (5.1) Not covered directly, but see Principles & Best
Practices for Other Corporate Participants, I

The iion-property rights of shareholders (Institutional sharcholders have a responsibility
include . . . to vote by the principle of one to make considered use of their votes.).
share-one vote, except for the cases where
cumulative voting is provided by this Charter.
(9.3)

The shareholders shall decide by majority vote
of those attending an AGM whether to adopt
majority voting for the election of members of
the Board of Directors or cumulative voting.
(17.8)

If the AGM decides to adopt majority voting,
the following rules shall apply.

i. Each Major shareholder (i.e., those
individually holding more than 10% of
the voting shares) shall have the right to
appoint one member of the Board of
Directors. Any shareholder holding
more than 30% of the voting shares of
the Society shall have the right to
appoint two members, and a majority
shareholder shall have the right to
appoint three members.

ii. Minor shareholders (i.e., thosc
individually holding less than 10% of
the voting shares) shall togcther vote to
elect members to the Board of
Directors. If their total perecntage
holding of the voting shares is between
30% and 50%, they shall elect two
members; if between 50% and 70%,
they shall elect three members; and if
more than 70%, they shall elect four
mcmbers. If there are no Major
shareholders holding more than 50% of
shares, the Minor shareholders shall
elect five members.

(17.9)

See 4.1.1 (state as majority owner), 10.1
(issuance ofpreJerential shares), 16.13, 16.14,
16.15 (A GM and voting).
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15. Shareholder Voting Practices (Cumulative & Confidential
Voting, Broker Non-Votes, One Share/One Vote)

It is suggested that, through a form containing Not covered. Shareholders shall hold fair voting rights The Act [i.e., the Public Limited Companies
detailed information and possible voting according to the type and number of shares Act of 1 992] prescribes that directors shall be
altematives for the items on the agenda, possessed, and all shareholders shall equally be elected at a shareholders' meeting in
stockholders be able to instruct their in possession of corporate information. (1.2) accordance with the rules and procedures as
representatives how to vote on each item at the prescribed in the Articles of Association. If the
stockholder meeting. (Principle at 2l) Shareholders shall hold the right to one vote Articles of Association do not provide the niles

per share, and there shall be no infringement and procedures for the appointment of
on basic shareholder rights. However, voting directors, the Act states that cumulative voting
rights for certain shareholders may be some- should be applied. (Ch. 2: 2.7)
what restrictcd, as indicated by law. (1.2.1 )

The opinions of shareholders other than the
controlling shareholder shall also be reflected
when appointing directors. For this purpose, it
is recommended that a cumulative voting
system be adopted. (II.3.2)

It would . .. be best to adopt the cumulative
voting system, not just to ensure the independ-
ence of directors or to reflect the shareholders'
diverse opinions when appointing directors,
but also in consideration of the significant
influence that controlling shareholders yield on
management. To encourage adoption of this
system, disclosure of whether it has been
adopted by the corporation shall be made
mandatory. (Commentary on 113.2)

Ln
L'i
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16. Shareholder Voting Powers

Not covered Not covered. _ Not covered. Not c overed.
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16. Shareholder Voting Powers

Not covered. The followving is a summary of 93 Not covered directly, but see Best Practice
The rights ofshareholders include AA.IV ([A] "significant shareholder" is

; attendance at, and vocal participation tn, defined as a shareholder with the ability to
General Meetings f Shareholders,- exercise a majority of votes for the election of

• exercise of voting rights of shares held; directors.).
• entitlement to dividends per shares held,
* to deniand convocation oJ'an

Extraordinarv General Meeting of
Shareholders iJ one holds not less thani
20% ofshares;

• to require that anY issue relevant to the
operations of the Sociery be put on the
agenda of an Annulal General Meeting oJ'
Shareholders;

a to receive objective information about the
activities of the Society, including minutes
of General Meetings, and to review
accounting reports and other documents
at any General Meeting of the Society,

* to demand that an independent audit of
thefinancial and economic activities of
the Society be carried out, provided that
holders oJ'at least 10% of the voting
shares give notice of this demand in
writing to the Soc ietys' Secretary,

* to coiitest in court decision taken bv the
Society where the shareholders claims
that any such decision contravenes the
founders 'agreement or the legislation of
the Kyrgyz Republic

Any shareholder, through the Society's
Secretary, has the right to inspect the latest
accounts of the Society, together with a list of
all members of the Board of Directors and
MBD. (16.16)

For lists of issues and transactions that fall
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the General
Mfeeting of Shareholders, see 16.4 and 16.6.

Ul
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16. Shareholder Voting Powers

Not covered. Not covered directly/ but see Ch. 12: 6 (If Shareholders shall receive all niecessary A hoard of directors holds the power to
institutional investors, who are not controllinig information prior to cxercising their rights, and manage the business of the company.
shareholders and represented on the board, shall be able to exercise their rights through Shareholder approval is, however, required for
endeavor to play a more proactivc role by proper procedure. (1.1) certain crmcial decisions. These decisions arc
having regular mectings with management and set out in the Act [i.e., the Public Limited
discussing strategy, performance, etc., two Shareholders, as owners of the corporation, Companies Act of 1992] and the Articles of
risky situations evolve. Firstly, management possess basic rights including the following: Association. These include, among others,
runs the danger of being guilty of giving * A right to participate in profit sharinig; amendments to the company's Mcmorandum
superior information to onte shareholder and, * A right both to attend and to vote at of Associatiott or Articles of Association,
secondly, the institution could be guilty of general shareholder meetings; authorizing an increase or decrease in capital,
insider trading if it deals in the company's * A right to obtain relevant corporate appointncnt or removal of directors, sale of
shares. It is a matter that has to be approached information it a timely and regular major assets or transfer of business, the
with the agility of a trapeze artist. These manner. purchasing or acquiring of another listed
factors have to be kept ir mind if institutional (I I I company's or private company's business,
shareholders try to play a tiore constructive . . entering, amending or ceasing a major leasing
role as owncrs.). Shareholders shall be able to exercise their agreement, authorizing other peopIC to managc

votiig riglits, either directly or indirectly, in the company's business, the payment of
the sihiplest manner possible. (1.1.5) dividends, the issuance of debentures, a merger

with another cotnpany, an amalgamation with
See 1.3.1, 1.3.2 (shareholders shall endeavor to another company and a company's dissolution.
erer-cise their vote in the best interests oftthe (Ch. 2: 2.1 )
corporation). See Ch. 2: 10:1 ([I]ndependent directors are

expected to, in general, guard against any acts
by the board of directors which may prejudicc
thc interests of the company's minority
shareholders.).
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17. Shareholder Meetings

Not covered Ultimately the shareholders, as owners of the Not covered. Not covered.
capital of the corporation, have thc jurisdiction
and discretion to appoint or remove directors,
but this should always be done through a
transparent process at properly constituted
meetings (Commentary on Principle 2)

Un
tD
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17. Shareholder Meetings

Not covered The General Meeting of Shareholders is the Companies should use the AGM to
supreme body of govemance with the right to cotnmunicate with private investors and
make decisions on all issues of the Society. encourage their participation. (Principle C.11)
(16.1)

Private investors are able to make little
The Gcneral Meetings of Shareholders consists contribution to corporate govermtance. The
of sharcholders or their representatives. Any main way of achieving greater participation is
shareholder, including non-voting preference through improved use of the AGM.
sharelholders or other shareholders without (Explanatory Note 4.12 on Principlc C.II at 77)
votitig shares, may attend. (16.4)

For recomnmendationsJbr improving the
The General Meeting of Shareholders has the quality oJAGMs, see Explanatory Note 4.78 oft
right to decide on any other matters not within Best Practice CC.I at 98-99.
the exclusivejurisdiction ofthe General
Meeting, and to overrule (cancel) the decisions
of any other goveming body of the Society . ..
by a sitmple majority of shareholders present at
the General Meeting. (16.7)

A General Meeting of Shareholders is valid if
shareholders or their representatives holding
over 60% of the votes given by the total issued
fully paid-up voting shares have registered
their attendance at the meeting. (16.18)

Every member of the Management Board must
be nominated by either a Major sharelholder,
two or more Minor shareholders, or any
member of the Board of Direetors, and shall be
elected by a General Meeting of Shareholders.
(17.23; see 18.2)

See also 6.1,6.7,7.2,8.2, 11.1, 11.2, 12.1,
14.1, 16.12 and Topic Heading 16, above.

For lists oJ/issues und transaction.s that fall
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the General
Meeting of Shareholders, see 16.4 and 16.6.
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17. Shareholder Meetings

It Is suggested that the agenda of a Stockhold- At the AGM the chair of the remuneration To protect to the utmost the rights of The remuneration of directors as approved by a
crs Meeting should avoid grouping different committee should be present to motivate shareholders, the following matters which sharcholder meeting should be fully disclosed
matters as a single item. (Principle at 21) remuneration decisions. (Ch. 8: 6) cause fundamental corporate changes and in the company's annual report. (The Code,

shareholder rights shall bc decided at the 4.4).
It is suggested that all information on each While distinction bctween owners and general shareholder meeting:
item on the agenda of the Stockholders managers is clear, a large company with * Amendments to articles of incorporation; [A] general mceting of shareholders must
Meeting should be available 15 days prior to thousands of sharcholders and no controlling * M&A and business transfer; decide on the director, or directors, authorized
the date of the meeting. (Principle at 21) shareholder really does not have an owner who . to bind the company by his or her signatures

can exercise rights of ownership in their * Corporate disbandig and dissolution; (the "authorized directors"). (Ch. 2: 4.2)
It is suggested that, through a fonmat discretion. The right of ownership of the . Capital rcduction and others.
containing detailed information and possible company in such a case is diluted by the (1.1.2) If the Articles of Association do not provide
voting alternatives for the items on the agenda, democracy in the company and the need to call for the dircctors' remuncration, a shareholders'
stockholders be able to instuct thcir a shareholders meeting to exercise the rights of Resolutions from the general shareholder meeting of the company may fix the directors'
representatives how to vote on each item at the the owners. With a singlc or controlling meeting shall be made througlh transparent and remuneration. (Ch. 2: 7.2(e))
stockholder mceting. (Principle at 21) shareholder the right and power of ownership fair proceedings. Also, shareholders shall

vests in them. It is true that technically they receive sufficient prior notice including the [B]alancc sheets and the profit and loss
It is suggested that information provided to havc to act through a shareholders meeting to time, location and agenda of the meeting; such statements must be audited by the company's
shareholders include the proposal of the appoint, for example, a new director but once it tine and location shall bc set so as to allow auditor and, thereafter, submitted to the
formation of the Board of Directors and a brief is known that they will carry the vote they have maximum sharcholder participation. (1.1.3) shareholders at the annual general meeting of
professional profile of the candidates. the power to noniinate and ensure the shareholders for their consideration and
(Principle at 21) appointment of that new director. (Ch. 12: 4) Shareholders may submit items for the meeting approval. (Cl. 2: 16.1)

agenda to the board of directors; they may
It is suggested that the Board of Directors The AGM must be properly used by raise questions and demand explanations as The issuing of new shares requires a special
include in its annual report to the Stockholders shareholders by asking questions on the part of the agendas at the mcetings. The resolution at a shareholders' geiicral meeting.
Meeting the relevant aspects of the tasks of accounts and reports presented. Forms in corporation shall ensure that shareholders' (Ch. 3: 2.1)
cach intermediate organism. It is suggested annual reports should be provided on which opinions are sufficiently reflected at the
that all reports of each organism submitted to shareholders could send in written qucstions in general shareholder mectings. (1.1.4) Dividends are declared by an ordinary
the Board be available to the stockholders advance of the meeting. If matters of resolution from a shareholders' general
together with all the material for the importance and substance arc raised at the [T]he term of office of director- appointed meeting. (Ch. 3: 5.2)
Stockholders Meeting, with the exception of AGM a summary should be sent to through due process at a general shareholder
information of a confidential nature which shareholders. (Ch. 12: 1 1) mccting - shall be respected so that the [Acquisitions, takeovers and amalgamatiols
could affect the competitiveness of the director's functions as managing agent for all require] a special resolution ofa shareholders'
corporation. In addition, it is recommended The Annual Report. Interim Report and AGM shareholders may be perforned dutifully. general meeting. (Ch. 7: 3.1, 3.2)
that the annual report include the names of the are the main links between the company and (Commcntary on 11.3.3) The Listed Target [i.e. a company lsted on the
members of cach intermediate organism. shareholders. (Ch. 16: 1.1) SET and the object of a takeover blid] most
(Principle at 22) The corporation shall, by disclosing the obtain approval from a general meeting of its

Shareholders should be welcomcd at Annual nominated directors prior to the general shareholders. (C'h. 7: 5.4(i))
It is important that shareholders receive [prior General Meetings and encouraged to ask shareholder mceting, cnsure that shareholders
to the annual meeting] all information in questions. A fonr could be included in the exercise their voting rights with information on The chairmen of the audit committee and the
connection with the candidates to be Directors Annual Report for written questions to be sent the nominees. (11.3.4) remuneration committee should be available to
of the corporation. specifically, a brief r6sum&, to the company secretary. (Ch. 16: 1.3) answer questions . .. at the annual general
in order to be able to evaluate their back- Extemal auditors shall attend the general meeting of shareholders of the company.
grounds and proceed with a more informed shareholder meeting and answer any (Ch. 8: 3.2, 3.3)
vote, (Recommcndation at 21) shareholders' question on audit reports.

(111.2.2)
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Partial Listing of Corporate Governance
Guidelines and Codes of "Best Practice"
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International organizations * OECD Business Sector Advisory Group on
Corporate Governance, Corporate Governance:

* Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS), Improving Competitiveness and Access to Capital

Corporate Governance in Europe-Recommen- in Global Markets, Report to the OECD (Mill-

dations (June 1995). stein Report). (April 1998).
* Commonwealth Association for Corporate

Governance (CACG), CACG Guidelines: Prin- Australia
ciplesfor Corporate Governance in the Common-

wealth (final version, November 1999). * Australian Investment Managers Association
* European Association of Securities Dealers (AIMA), Corporate Governance: A Guide for

Automated Quotation (EASDAQ), Rule Book Investment Managers and Corporations (2d ed.,

(October 1998). July 1997).*
* European Bank for Reconstruction and * Working Group representing Australian Insti-

Development (EBRD), Sound Business Stan- tute of Company Directors, Australian Soci-

dards and Corporate Practices: A Set of Guidelines ety of Certified Practicing Accountan ts,

(September 1997). Business Council of Australia, Law Council
* International Corporate Governance Net- of Australia, The Institute of Chartered

work (ICGN), Statement on Global Corporate Accountants in Australia.and The Securities

Governance Principles (final draft, adopted Institute of Australia, Corporate Practices and

Julv 9, 1999).* Conduct (Bosch Report) (3d ed., 1995).
* Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) Ad Hoc Task Belguim
Force on Corporate Governance, OECD

Principles of Corporate Governance (April * Federation of Belgian Companies, Corporate

1999). Governance Principles (1998).
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* Brussels Stock Exchange, Report of the Belgium Germany
Commission on Corporate Governance (Cardon
Report) (1998). * Deutsche Schutzvereinigung fur Wertpa-

pierbesitz e.V. (DSW), DSWGuidelines (June
Brazil 1998).*

* Instituto Brasileiro de Governanca Corporativa Hong Kong
(IBGC), formerly Instituto Brasileiro de Con-
selheiros Administra4ao (IBCA), Code of Best * The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, Code ofBest
Practizce of Corporate Governance (May 6, 1999). Practice (December 1989; revisedJune 1996).

* Top Managemenit Summit, Itui, Brazil, Brazil- * The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, Guidefor
ian Code of Best Practices (Preliminary Pro- Directors of Listed Companies (July 1995)
posal, April 1997; IBCA translation, * HongKongSocietyofAccountants,NewCor-
September 1997). porate Governan ce Guide on Formation of Audit

Committees (January 1998).
Canada

India
- Toronto Stock Exchange Commission on

Corporate Disclosure, Responsible Corporate * Confederationi of Indiain Industry, Desirable
Disclosure: A Searchfor Balance (March 1997). Corporate Governance-A Code (April 1998).
I Toronto Stock Exchange Committee oni Cor-
porate Governance in Canada. Where Were 7he Ireland
Directors? Guidelines For Improved Corporate
Governance in Canada (Dey Report) (Decem- * Irish Association of Investmenlt Managers
ber 1994). (JAIM), Corporate Governance, Share Option and

Other Incentive Scheme Guidelines (March 1999) *
France * IAIM, Corporate Governance and Incentivisa-

tion Guidelines (October 29, 1998 update of
* Association Francaisc de la Gestion 1993-94 texts).*

Financiere-Association des Societes et Fonds * IAIM, Statement of Best Practice on the Role and
FranVais d'Investissement (AFCGASFFI), Rec- Responsibilities of Directors of Public Limited
ommnendations on Corporate Governance (Helle- Companies (1992) .*
buyck Commission Recommendations)
(adoptedJune 9, 1998). English translatioin Italy
by AFG-ASFFI. *

* Conseil National du Patronat Francais * Ministry of the Italian Treasury, Report of the
(CNPF) and Association Francaise des Entre- Draghi Committee (Audizione Parlamentare,
prises Privees (AFEP), Report of the Committee Prof. Mario Draghi, Direttore Generale de
on Corporate Governance (Vienot II) (July Tesoro) (December 10, 1997).
1 999).

* CNPF and AFEP, The Boards of Directors of Japan
Listed Companies in France (Vienot I) (July
1995). * Corporate Governiance Forum ofJapan, Cor-

* CNPF and AFEP, Stock Options: Mode d Emplol porate Governance Principles-A Japanese View
pcurlesEnterprises (1.ewy-Lang Report) (1995). (Final Report, May 26, 1998).
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* Japan Federation of Economic Organiza- Singapore
tioIIs (Keidanren), Urgent Recommendations

Concerning Corporate Governance (Provisional * Stock Exchange of Singapore, Amendments to

Draft, Sept. 16, 1997). Listing Manual and Best Practices Guide (May

4,1998).
Korea, Republic of

South Africa
* Committee on Corporate Governance (spon-

sored by the Korea Stock Exchange et al.), * The Institute of Directors in Southern Africa,

Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance The King Report on Corporate Governance (King

(September 1999). Report) (November 29, 1994).

Kyrgyz Republic Spain

* PrimeMinister'sCOfficeoftheKyrgyzRepub- * Comisi6n Especial para el Estudio de un

lic, Department of Economic Sectors Devel- C6digo Etico de los Consejos de Adminis-
opment, Model Charterof a ShareholdingSociety traci6n de las Sociedades, El Gobierno de las

of Open Type (July 1997). Sociedades Cotizadas (February 1998). El1g-
* Working Group on Corporate Governance, lish translation: Instituto Universitario Euro-

Han dbook on Best Practice-Corporate Gover- forum Escorial, The Governance of Spanish

nance in the Kyrgyz Republic (Draft, June Companies (February 1998).
1997).

Sweden
Malaysia

* The Swedish Academy of Directors, West-

High Level Finan1ce Committee oni Corporate ern Region, Introduction to a Swedish Code of

Governaiice, Report on Corporate Governance "Good Boardroom Practice" (March 1994)

(March 9. 1999).
Thailand

Mexico
* The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET),

* El Consejo Coordinador Empresarial (CCE) The Roles, Duties and Responsibilities of the

v la Comisi6n Nacional Bacaria y de Valores Directors of Listed Companies (first published
(CNBV), Codigo de Mfejores Praticas (June December 1997; second publication Octo-

1999). English translation: CCE/CNVB, ber 1998).

Code of Corporate Governance (July 1999),
further revised by Weil, Gotshal & Manges United Kingdom
LLP.

* Hermes Investment Managemeiut Ltd., State-

The Netherlands ment on Corporate Governance and Voting Poli-

cy July 1998).*
* Committee on Corporate Governanice, Cor- * Institute of Chartered Accountants in Eng-

porate Governance in the Netherlands-Forty land and WNales, Internal Control: Guidancefor

Recommendations (Peters Code) (June 25, Directors on the Combined Code (Turnbull
1997). Report) (September 1999).
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* Institutional Shareholders' Committee, The * Amnerican Society of Corporate Secretaries,
Role and Duties of Directors: A Statement of Best Suggested Guidelines for Public Disclosure and
Practice (April 18, 1991).* Dealing with the Investment Community (1997)

* Law Commission and The Scottish Law Com- * Blue Ribbon Commission on Improving the
mission, Company Directors: Regulating Con- Effectiveness of Corporate Audit Commit-
flicts of Interests and Formulating a Statement of tees, Report and Recommendations (1999).
Duties (September 1999). * Business Roundtable (BRT), Statement on

* London Stock Exchange Committee on1 Cor- Corporate Governance (September 1997).
porate Governance, The Combined Code: Prin- * BRT, Statement on Corporate Governance and
ciples of Good Governance and Code of Best American Competitiveness (1990).
Practice (June 1998). * California Public Employees' Retirement

* Committee on Corporate Governance (spon- System (CalPERS), Global Corporate Gover-
sored by the London Stock Exchange et al.), nance Prnciples, Country Principles for: USA; UK,
Final Report (Hampel Report) (January 1998). France; Germany;Japan (1999) .*

* NationalAssociation of Pension Funds, (NAPF), * CalPERS, Corporate Governance Market Prin-
Corporate Governance Pocket Manual (1999). * ciples (April 13, 1998).*

* Pensions Investment Research Consultants * Council of Institutional Investors (CII), Core
(PIRC), PIRC Shareholder Voting Guidelines Pollcies, GeneralPrinciples, Positions &Explana-
(1993, revised 1996, 1999).* tory Notes (March 31, 1998; revised March

• Report of the Committee on the Financial Aspects 29, 1999) .*
of Corporate Governance (Cadbury Report) * General Motors Board of Directors, GM
(December 1, 1992). Board of Directors Corporate Governance Guide-

* Study Group on Directors' Remuneration, linles on Significant Corporate Governance Issues
Final Report (Greenbury Report) (July 1995). (January 1994; revised August 1995, June

1997, March 1999).
United States * National Association of Corporate Directors

(NACD), Report of the NACD Commission on
* American Bar Association Section of Business Director Professionalism (November 1996).

Law, Corporate Directors' Guidebook (1978; * NACD, Report of the NACD Blue Ribbon Com-
revised 1994). mission on PerformanceEvaluation of Chief Exec-

* American Federation of Labor and Congress ulive Officers, Board and Directors (1994).
of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), * Teachers Insurance and Annuity As-
Investing in OurFuture: AFL-CIO Proxy Voting sociation-College Retirement Equities Fund
Guidelines (1997) .* (TIAA-CREF), TIAA-CREFPolicy Statement on

* American Law Institute (AI.), Principles of Corporate Governance (October 1997).*
Corporate Governance: Analysis & Recommen-
dations (1992). Investor viewpoint.
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International Accounting
and Auditing Standards

Context needs of business transactions that affect the
financial statements of business enterprises. The

The adoption of high quality international framework sets out the concepts that underlie the
accounting and auditinig standards by the cor- preparation and presentationi of finianicial state-
porate sector directly impact transparenicy and ments for external users. The framework deals
disclosure by the corporation to shareholders, with:
creditors and other stakeholders. * The objective of financial statements includ-

ing finanicial position and performance and
International accounting standards underlyinig assumptions of accrual basis and
Interniatiornal accounting standards are devel- ongoing concern.
oped by due process by the Interniational AccouInt- * The qualitative characteristics that deter-
ing Standards Committee (IASC), an independent mine the usefulness of information in finan-
private sector body, based in London and found- cial statements which include the notionis of
ed in 1973. The objectives of IASC are to: understandability, relevance (including mate-
* Formulate and publish in the public interest riality, reliability, faithful representationi, sub-

accounting standards to be observed in the stance over form, neutrality, prudence and
presentation of financial statements and to completeness) and comparability (consis-
promote their worldwide acceptance and tent accounting policies, and so on).
observance. * The definition, recognition and measure-

* Work generally for the improvement and ment of the elements from which finanicial
harmonization of regulations, accounting statements are constructed.
standards and procedures relating to the * Concepts of capital adopted by enterprises
presentation of finanicial statements. in preparing their financial statements (pri-
The list of published standards is continu- marily equity) and therefore of capital main-

ouslv being updated to reflect the changing tenance (financial or physical).
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Internationial accounting standards have related services throughout the world by issuinig
made a considerable contributioin toward improv- beinchmark pronouncemeints on a variety of
ing and harmonizilg financial reporting around audit and attest functions. Its codification pro-
the world. They are used: gram has made the standards more accessible to
* As a basis for national accounting require- a wider audience. The format that includes both

meints in many countries. general and specific guidance, follows the coII-
* As an international benchmark by countries duct of an audit from planninig, through field

which develop their owII requirements work, to conclusioni and reporting. Interna-
(including major industrialized countries as tional standards of auditing also provide exten-
well as an increasinig number of emerging sive guidance on the responsibilities of
countries including China and many other managemeint and the auditor with respect to
countries in Asia and Eastern and Central finaincial statements and the audit itself. Har-
Europe). moniziing standards for auditing and related

* By stock exchanges and regulatory authori- services helps to ensure that auditors are using
ties which allow foreign or domestic com- common principles when dealinig with multi-
panies to present financial statements in national companies and transactions. A set of
accordance with internationial accounting consistently applied bench mark standards used
standards. by auditors reporting on financial statements can

* By supra-nationial bodies such as the Euro- facilitate decision making and contribute to the
pean Commission, which announced in 1995 operation of more efficient capital markets.
that it is relying heavily on IASC to produce * Accounting standards andfinancial disclosures.
results that meet the needs of capital markets. The days of having opaque, country-specif-

* By a growing number of companies ic accounting standards and finanicial dis-
themselves. closure norms are coming to an end

(Mercado 1996). Increasingly, international
International auditing standards investors are rating listed companies accord-
The International Federation of Accountanits ing to their quality of disclosure, and whether
(IFAC) serves as a catalyst of all sectors of the these conform to global standards such as the
accounting profession to act consistently in the generally accepted accounting principles
best interest of the public and to provide high (GAAP) or international accounting stan-
quality services. IFAC also has an Ethics Com- dards. Moreover, even domestic companies
mittee responsible for the code of Ethics for that are not at present accessing the inter-
Professional Accountants, a bench mark in the national capital market are being required
development of the international accountancy to upgrade their standards. There are three
profession which services as the foundatioin for relevant issues:
all codes of ethics developed and enforced by * Desirability of conforming to interna-
IFAC member bodies. IFAC also actively sup- tionally prescribed accounting standards.
ports the efforts of LASC to create uniform world- * Need for disclosures that go beyond such
wide standards to be observed in financial standards.
accounting and reporting. However, its key stan- * Need to use principles of financial coII-
dard setting role is in the area of interniational solidation for corporate groups.
standards of auditing through its Internationial * International accounting standards. The bene-
Auditing Practices Committee (IAPC). fits of opting for disclosure in accordance

IFAC's IAPC works to improve the quality with internationally prcscribed accounting
and uniformity of standards for auditing and standards are obvious. Commonly under-
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stood treatment of accounts promotes greater eliminates misleading reporting of intra-
transparency, and allows investors and ana- group transactions, balances, investments
lysts anywhere in the world to get an unam- and unrealized profits, and therefore gives
biguous picture of the financial health of a a much clearer picture of the financial state
company. Unfortuniately, there are huge dis- of a corporation, its subsidiaries and asso-
crepancies in accounting standards even ciated companies. It is useful to give a brief
within OECD countries. description of what consolidation entails, so

Table A5.1 is a very abridged list. There as to appreciate how much greater trans-
are significant differences in the treatment parency it brings about in terms of disclos-
of cash flows, contingent liabilities, effects ing financial information to shareholders:
of changes in foreign exchange rates, invest- * Minimal definition of group. It should
ments, transactions with subsidiaries, asso- include the parent company, its sub-
ciate companies and joint ventures, and sidiaries (where the reporting company
even the treatment of revenue. owns over 50 per cent of the voting

* Additional voluntary disclosures. It is a fact that, stake), its 'related' or 'associated' com-
all other things being equal, the greater the panies (where the parent owns between
quality of disclosure, the more loyal are a com- 25 per cent and 50 per cent of voting
pany's shareholders and debt-holders. Better stake) and its 'joint ventures' (where the
governed, large listed corporations voluntar- reporting company has a contractual
ily offer additional disclosures. Given below is agreement with one or more parties to
anillustrative list of some of these disclosures. undertake an economic activity that is

i Consolidation and presentation of group subject tojoint control, and could include
accounts. Over time, international investors a partnership firm where the reporting
will insist upon consolidated accounts for company is a partner).
any corporation that has subsidiaries and * Group accounts. involve consolidated
associated group companies. Consolidation finanicial statements of the group as

Table A5.1. A few of the many international accounting standards that are only partially followed
globally

Presentation offinancial statements International accounting standards

Components and format of Complete set of financial statement includes balance sheet, statement
finaincial statements of income-expenditure, statement of nonowner movements in equity,

cash flow statement, and notes to financial statements.
Encouraged to present a review of management of financial and
operating activities outside the financial statement.
Clear statement of compliance with relevant accounting standards,
either international accounting standards or GAAP. If not,
why and where not.

Going concern assumption Any significant uncertainties about the entity's ability to continue as a
going concern must be disclosed.

Disclosure of accounting policies Disclose the measurement basis used in preparing the finanicial
statements and each specific accounting policy that is necessary for an
understanding of the financial statements.
Should be presented as a separate component of the financial statements
or in notes to the financial statements.

Source: Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 1997.
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A list of voluntary disclosures

Listed companies should make every effort to tives of foreign currency management, instru-
divulge information on these heads. ments used and their gains and losses, exposures

Treatment of debt. East Asia has emphasized its taken, and the quantity and proportion of hedged
criticality. Companies should disclose total debt transactions.
and its composition and maturity, the foreign High and low monthly averages of sharepiricesin the
exchange component of debt and its tenure, serv- Stock Exchanges where the company is listed for the
icing and hedging costs, the ratio of free cash flow reporting year, and how these compare with the
to debt, the interest coverage ratio, and the multi- country's stock index and other companies in the
ple of earning to all fixed charges. industry.

Free cash flow. This is rarely disclosed to share- Data on distribution of shareholding according to
holders. It tells shareholders of the cash remaining categories such as controlling interests, directors and
in operation after satisfying a company's business their families, other companies, foreign institu-
reinvestment opportunities. It should either be tional investors, financial institutions, mutual funds,
allocated for specific investments, or returned to and individuals.
shareholders through buy-back of shares or high- End-use of public funds. Where a company has
er dividends. raised funds by issuing shares, debentures or other

Statement on economic value added, or the return securities, it should give a separate statement show-
on capital employed less the cost of capital ing the end-use of such funds - how much was
employed. If positive, a company has gained cor- raised, how much has been utilized in the project
porate value. for which it was raised, and where are the residual

Financial details on business segments or divisions, funds, if any, invested and in what form.
up to 5 per cent of turnover, giving share in sales Detailed report on stock option activity, if any-
revenue, share in contribution, review of opera- outstanding, granted, exercised, exercisable and
tions, analysis of markets and future prospects. forfeited/expired.

Foreign currency management. There should be Report on all major outstanding litigation and their
a detailed note explaining the company's objec- progress during the year.

defined above. In preparing these minority interests in the income of the
statemen ts: group are also presented separately.
* Intragroup balances, transactions and * Investments in the group are pre-

resulting unrealized profits are elimi- sented separately for subsidiaries, asso-
nated. ciated companies, andjoint ventures.

* Uniform accounting policies are used * Regardingjoint ventures that use the
for all elements of the group; if this vehicle of partnerships, there is a
is not practicable, then it is disclosed clear enunciation of the reporting
wherever relevant, along with a note company's share ofjointly controlled
on what accounting principle has assets (suitably classified), liabilities
been used. incurred, share of any liabilities

* Minority interests are presented sep- incurred jointly, its share of income
arately from liabilities and the par- from and expense toward the joint
ent company's shareholders' equity; venture.
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Consolidation of group accounts Compliance certificate for listed companies

In the interest of transparent financial account- Major stock exchanges should gradually insist
ing, corporate groups should adopt consolidation upon a compliance certificate, signed by the chair,
under international accounting standards or the CEO and the chief finance officer, which
GAAP, provided that the country's banks, finan- should clearly state:
cial institutions and corporate tax laws recognize * That the board of directors is responsible for
groups as corporate entities. In the first instance, the proper maintenance of adequate account-
this should be voluntary. However, the progress ing records in compliance with the country's
of consolidation should be reviewed after five corporate laws, for safeguarding the assets
years to consider whether there is a case for mak- of the company, and for preventing and
ing it mandatory. detecting fraud and other irregularities.

C That the management is responsible for the

preparation, integrity and fair presentation
There are disclosures listing all sub- of the financial statements and other infor-
sidiaries, associate companies and mation in the annual report, and also indicate
joint ventures, their addresses, pro- whether the company will remain in busi-
portion of voting power held ahd ness in the course of the following year.
Iine of business, and the nature of * That the accounting policies and principles
relationship with its associated com- conform to standard practice, and where
panies and joint ventures; in addi- they do not, full disclosure has been made of
tion, wherever applicable, there are any material departures.
disclosures about the reasons for * The composition of the board: how many
not consolidatinig any subsidiary, are members of the company's management,
associated company or joint how many are nonexecutive directors, and
venture. which of the nonexecutives are independ-

Compliance certificate for listed comnpanies. One ent directors.

of the most appealing features of the Cad- * That the board has overseen the company's
bury Committee Report is the Compliance system of internal accounting and adminis-
Certificate that has to accompany the annu- trative controls through its audit committee,
al reports of all companiies listed in the which consists of nonexecutive directors. The
London Stock Exchange. This created a audit committee has met regularly with the
healthy milieu for corporate governanice. statutory auditors, management and inter-
An appropriate annually produced com- nal audit staff to satisf$, themselves that prop-
pliance certificate ensures that minimal er norms were followed. The financial
principles of corporate governanice are statements and all financial disclosures have
being followed by listed companies. And been reviewed by the audit committee.
there are good reasons for focusing on list-
ed companies. These are financed largely
by public money (be it equity or debt) and, governanice of listed companies has long
hence, need to follow codes that make term beneficial effects for the financial sec-
them more accountable and value-orient- tor and stock markets; conversely, poor gov-
ed to their investing public. Moreover, they ernanice leads to investors escaping to
have strong externalities: good corporate greener pastures.
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The current situation * IASC in the developmenit of internationial
accounting standards for agriculture which

While substantial improvements have beeni made is in its final stages.
in recent years in developing countries in improv- * IFAC's Public Sector Committee in the devel-
ingaccounting and auditiig standards, one of the opment of inter-nationial public sector
key lessons from the Asian crisis is the importance accounting standards.
of transparency in the finanicial regulatory system, * Interniationial Organization of Supreme Cred-
good governance and the need for reliable it Institutions (INTOSAI) for the develop-
accountinig and reporting. There is thus consid- ment and provisions of "train the trainers"
erable work to be done to move the corporate sec- programs for Auditors-General Offices.
tor to adopt accounting standards developed by * The ISAR Group (Inter-governimenital Group
the IASC as well as internationial standards of of Experts in Standards of Accounting and
auditing developed by IAPC. Clearly, until such Reporting) to develop approaches to
time as these standards, or their equivalent, are enviroiinmenital finanicial accountintg and
adopted by a large segment of the private cor- reporting.
porate sector in these counitries, the best insti- The Bank is a catalyst and "guardian" of
tutional disclosure policies will be undermined transparenicy, and as a precondition for markets
with consequences, amongst other things. on to flourish, it has a vested inter-est in the iiitro-
accessing commercial banks or capital markets. ductiorn of standards that can help to bring trans-

parency-both at the macro and micro level and
Role of the World Bank in both the public and private sectors. Its lend-

ing instruments provide it with an ideal oppor-
The Bank has in recent years improved its exter- tunity to ensure that both countr-ies and
nal support to international accounting and audit- individual corporate borrowers strive to meet
ing institutiolns both public and privrate. Specifically, interrnatiolnally accepted accounting and audit-
it has provided funding in excess of $2 million ing standards thereby also facilitating possible
through its Special Grants Program to support: access to interniationial capital markets.
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Annex 5b. Comparison of International Accounting Standards and
US Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

Merrill Lynch Accounting Bulletin 21 by David Hawkins

International
Accounting US Generally
Standards International Accounting Accepted Accounting
Number Title Standards Principle

1. (Rev.) Presentation of Financial statements should fairly Similar ("similar"
financial statements present the financial position, should be interpreted to

financial performance and cash mean similar in concept
flows of an enterprise in accordance and thrust to IAS, but
with all of the requirements of not necessarily
International Accounting Standards identical in all respects
(IAS). In rare cases, departure from US GAAP). No
IAS is permitted. override of US GAAP

is permitted.
2. (Rev.) Inventories Inventories should be valued at the Similar.

lower cost or net realizable value.
FIFO, LIFO, and weighted average
cost methods is permitted.

4. Depreciation The cost or revalued amount of Similar, except
Accounting depreciable assets should be depreciation based on

allocated on a systematic basis to asset's cost.
each accounting period during the
asset's useful life.

5. Information to be All material information necessary to Similar.
disclosed in financial make financial statements clear and
statements. understandable should be disclosed.

7. (Rev.). Cash flow statements A cash flow statement reporting cash Similar. Interest paid
flows classified by operating, or received is classified
investing, and financing activities as an operating activity.
should be included as an integral part Dividends paid is
of the financial statements. Interest classified as a financing
paid and received may be classified activity. Dividends
as operating, investing or financing received is an operating
activities. Dividends paid may be activity.
classified as operating or financing
activities.

8. (Rev.) Net profit or loss for Extraordinary items arise from Similar, except changes
the period, fundamental events or transactions that are clearly in accounting policy
errors and changes in distinct from the ordinary activities accounted for in current
accounting policies of the enterprise. A correction of a period only and

fundamental error and the corrections of
cumulative effect of a change in fundamental errors
accounting policy can be reported by accounted for the
either restatement of prior period restatement only.
financial statements or in the current
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period financial statements. A
change in an accounting estimate is
reported in the change period.

10. Contingencies and Adjust financial statements for post Similar.
events occurring after balance sheet events that provide
the balance sheet date evidence of the enterprise's
(superceded in part by condition as of the balance sheet
27) date.

11. (Rev.) Construction contracts Percentage of completion method Similar with respect to
should be used to recognize revenue percentage of
when the outcome of the completion method.
construction contract can be When outcome cannot
estimated reliably. When the be reliably estimated,
outcome cannot be estimated completed contract
reliably, revenue should be method is used.
recognized only to the extent of
contract costs incurred. Expected
losses on a contract should be
recognized immediately.

12. (Rev.) Income taxes Provide for all deferred taxes Similar.
resulting from temporary differences
using the liability method.
Recognize deferred tax assets only if
it is probable that taxable profits will
be available against which the
deferred tax asset can be realized. l

13. Presentation of current Each enterprise should determine Similar.
assets and current whether or not to present current
liabilities assets and current liabilities in its

financial statements.
14. (Rev) Segment reporting Disclose business and geographic Similar, but segments

segment data, providing more must reflect intemal
comprehensive disclosures about reporting structure.
primary segment of the two. A Internal accounting
business segment is a distinguishable practices used for
component of an enterprise that is measurement purposes.
subject to risks and returns that are
different from those of other
business segments. Uses annual
report accounting policies for
measurement purposes.

15. Information reflecting Entities are encouraged (but not Similar, but current
the effects of changing required) to disclose in supplemental cost/ constant dollar
prices (15 superceded statements fixed assets, depreciation, method specified.
6) cost of sales and monetary item data

using an accounting method
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reflecting the effects of changing
prices.

16. (Rev.) Property, plant and Use historical cost or revalued Historical cost only.
equipment amount. Revaluation gains credited

to owners' equity. Revaluation
losses that offset previous
revaluation gains recognized for an
asset charged to owners' equity until
gains eliminated then charge to
income. Revaluation of the entire
class of assets required when an
asset is revalued.

17. (Rev.) Accounting for leases A lease is classified as a finance Similar with more
lease if it transfers substantially all explicit criteria for
the risks and rewards incident to determining when a
ownership. A lease is classified as lease is a financing or a
an operating lease if substantially all capital lease.
risks and rewards incident to
ownership are not transferred. In the
case of lessees, a finance lease gives
rise to a depreciable asset and a
periodic depreciation charge as well
as a lease obligation and a periodic
finance charge. The charge to
income under an operating lease is
the rental expense for the accounting
period. In the case of lessors, an
asset held under a finance lease
should be recorded at an amount
equal to the net investment in the
lease. Finance income should be
recognized over the lease period
based on a pattern reflecting a
constant periodic rate of return on
the lessor's net investment
outstanding in the finance lease.
Profits or losses should be
recognized on sale type leases in
accordance with the policy normally
followed by the enterprise for
outright sales. Operating lease rental
income should be recognized over
the lease term.
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18. (Rev.) Revenue Revenue from sales or service Similar.
transactions should be recognized
when the enterprise has performed as
evidenced by the transfer of the
significant risks and rewards of
ownership to the buyer and no
significant uncertainties exist with
respect to collection, future
obligations and retums.

19. (Rev.) Employee benefits In a defined contribution pension Similar, with respect to
scheme, employers' contribution employee retiree
applicable to the period should be benefits. Employee
charged against income in that stock compensation
period. In a defined benefit pension costs measured at the
scheme, the defined benefit election of the entity in
obligation is determined using a one of two ways. The
specified actuarial method intrinsic value method
incorporating assumptions about measures the cost as the
future benefits due to salary difference between the
increases and a discount rate equal to option's strike price
the high quality corporate bond and the market price of
yield. Plan assets are measured at the stock at the grant
their fair value. The components of date. The fair value
the pension expense are the current method measures the
service cost, interest cost, expected cost as the fair value of
return on plan assets, recognized an option at the grant
actuarial gains and losses, past date. Both methods
service cost, plan curtailments and recognize any cost as a
settlements, and amortization of charge to income over a
transition obligation. Similar period of time, such as
accounting is used for other post- the vesting period.
retirement and post-employment
benefits. Disclosure of employee
stock compensation plan data is
required. Standard does not require
recognition of employee stock option
compensation costs.

20. Accounting for Government grants should be Similar.
government grants and recognized in income over the period
disclosure of necessary to match them with the
government assistance related costs which they are intended

to compensate on a systematic basis
provided there is a reasonable
assurance that the enterprise will
comply with the grant's conditions
and that the grant payments will be
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received.
21. (Rev.) The effects of changes The method of translating the Similar.

in foreign exchange financial statements of foreign
rates operations is determined by the

operating and financial
characteristics of the operations. In
the case of foreign operations
determined to be an integral part of
the parent's operations, non-
monetary assets and liabilities are
translated at the exchange rate when
the relevant transaction or
revaluation occurred. Income
statement items are translated at
exchange rates that correspond with
the dates of underlying transactions.
Exchange rate differences arising
from these procedures are taken into
income of the period. In the case of
foreign entities that operate
substantially in the local currency,
both monetary and non-monetary
assets and liabilities are translated at
the balance sheet date's exchange
rate. Income statement items are
translated at the transaction date
exchange rate. Exchange rate
differences arising from the effect of
these procedure's on the parent's
opening net investment in the foreign
entity are taken to stockholders'
equity.

22. (Rev.) Business combinations A business combination should be Similar, except that 12
accounted for under the purchase specific tests must be
method, except in the rare met before pooling of
circumstances when it is deemed to interest accounting can
be a uniting interest in which case be used. Positive
the pooling of interest method is goodwill must be
appropriate. A business combination charged to income over
is considered to be a uniting of a period not to exceed
interest when there is no clear 40 years.
acquirer. Positive goodwill arising
in a purchase transaction should be
amortized to income on a systematic
basis over a period not to exceed 20
years or a longer period if justified.
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23. (Rev.) Borrowing costs An enterprise that has incurred Similar, but interest
borrowing costs and incurred capitalization is
expenditures on assets that take a required.
substantial period of time to get them
ready for their intended use or sale
should adopt a policy of either
expensing or capitalizing the
borrowing costs for those assets.

24. Related party Transactions between related parties Similar.
disclosures should be disclosed. Related party

relationships where control exists
should be disclosed irrespective of
whether there have been transactions
between related parties.

25. Investment (partly Investments not in the form of Similar, except
superceded by 39) financial assets classified as current revaluations are not

assets should be carried at either permitted for current
market value or the lower of cost and and long-term
market value. Those classified as investment assets not in
long-term assets should be carried at the form of financial
either cost, revalued amounts or, in assets.
the case of equity securities, the
lower of cost and market.

26. Accounting and Retirement benefit plan investments Similar.
reporting by retirement should be carried at fair value. The
plans plan report should show the net

assets available for benefits and, in
the case of defined benefit plans, the
actuarial present value of promised
benefits (distinguishing between
vested and non-vested benefits)
using either current or projected
salary levels. Other disclosures
required include the nature of the
plan, changes in plan net assets
available for benefits, and a
summary of significant accounting
policies.

27. Consolidated financial Consolidate all entities controlled by Similar. Control is
statements and votes or dominant influence, unless based on majority
accounting for long-term restrictions on ability to voting control (6).
investments in transfer funds to parent or held for
subsidiaries (27 near-term sale.
superceded 3)
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28. Accounting for Equity method for 20 percent plus Similar. Proportional
investments in interests in associates. Equity consolidation is rarely
associates (28 method or proportional consolidation used.
superceded 3) for joint ventures.

29. Financial reporting in The financial statements of an No comparable rule.
hyperinflationary enterprise that reports in the currency
economies of a hyperinflationary economy,

whether they are based on historical
cost or on current cost approach,
should be stated in terms of the
general price level index at the
balance sheet date. Gains or losses
on the enterprise's net monetary
position should be included in net
income. The statement does not
establish an absolute rate at which
hyperinflation is deemed to arise. A
cumulative inflation rate over 3 years
approaching or exceeding 1 00
percent is suggested as an indication
of hyperinflation.

30. Disclosures in financial Disclosure required of accounting Similar.
statements of banks and policies; contingent commitments
similar financial and other off balance sheet items;
institutions maturity of assets and liabilities;

concentration of assets; liabilities
and off balance sheet items; losses
on loans and advances; general
banking risks; trust activities; and
related party disclosures.

3 1. (Rev.) Financial reporting of In its consolidated financial Equity method
interests in joint statements, a venturer should report principally.
ventures its interests in a jointly controlled

entity using proportionate
consolidation or the equity method.

32. Financial instruments: Enterprises should disclose Similar.
disclosure and information about all types of
presentation recognized and unrecognized

financial instruments including fair
values of these instruments.

33. Earnings per share Basic and diluted earnings per share Similar
should be disclosed.
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34. Interim financial An enterprise should apply the same Similar, except some
reporting accounting policies in its interim annual financial

financial reports as are applied in its reporting policies may
annual financial statements. Interim be modified for interim
tax expense is accrued using reporting purposes so
expected annual period tax rate. that the interim

financial reports are not
misleading as to the
annual results.

35. Discontinued Information about discontinuing Similar, but must be
operations operations should be segregated disclosed on the face of

from information about continuing the financial
operations and disclosed in the notes statements.
or on the face of the financial
statements.

36. Impairment of assets Assets should be written down when An asset intended to be
their recoverable amount is less than sold is impaired if its
their carrying value. Recoverable carrying amount is less
amount is the higher of the present than its net selling
value of the projected estimated cash price. An asset
flows from the asset's use or the intended to be used by
asset's net selling price. Revaluation the enterprise is
of impaired assets is permitted. impaired if the

undiscounted sum of
the projected cash
flows from its use is
less than its carrying
amount. Impairment
loss is the difference
between the impaired
assets' carrying amount
and its fair value.
Revaluation of
impaired assets is not
permitted.
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37. Provisions, contingent A provision should be recognized Similar, except present
liabilities and when an entity has a present value measurement of
contingent assets obligation (legal or constructive) as a the provision is seldom

result of a past event, it is probable used.
that a transfer of economic benefits
will be required to settle the
obligation, and a reliable estimate
can be made of the amount of the
obligation. Unless these conditions
are met, no provision should be
recognized. Where the effect of the
time value of money is material, the
amount of the provision should be
the present value of the amount
expected to settle the obligation.
Contingent gains should not be
recognized.

38. Intangible assets (38 An intangible asset should be Similar, with respect to
supercedes 9) recognized if, and only if, it is intangible assets,

probable that the future economic except the maximum
benefits that are attributable to the amortization period is
asset will flow to the enterprise, and 40 years and
the cost of the asset can be measured revaluation is not
reliably. An intangible asset can be permitted. Similar with
revalued only if its fair value can be respect to research
determined by reference to an active costs. Development
market. Amortize over a period not costs should be
to exceed 20 years unless a longer expensed as incurred,
period can be justified. Research except for recoverable
cost should be expensed as incurred. costs incurred in the
Development costs should be development of
capitalized and amortized if certain software for sale and
recoverability criteria are met, internal use software.
otherwise they are expensed as
incurred.
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World Bank Lending Operations

A lthough corporate governance is aTThe selection criteria for this compilation of
xrecent subject, the Bank has been Bank projects with corporate governance corn-
Xengaged in this area for decades nIOW- ponlents iS as follows:

working indirectly on several related issues. * It covers projects starting in 1 990.
However, previously, its involvement had been * It is based on1 the broader definition of cor-
mostly piecemeal and largely on the macro porate governance as laid out in the frame-
level, which did not directly effect the corporate work of this paper.
sector. Moreover, reform activities within a par- * It covers not only projects that address issues
ticular sector were independent of activities in of "internal" corporate governance-such
other sectors instead of being conducted in a as transparency, accounting, board of
concerted method to address the issue of cor- directors-but also factors that are "external"
porate failures due to poor corporate gover- to a company and yet have a significant
nanlce practices. impact on good governanIce practices with-

More recently, corporate governance, as laid in a company. These factors include legal
out in the framework of this paper, has gath- and judicial reforms, financial sector reform
ered an extensive number of previous reform includinlg capital markets and bankinlg sec-
activities within different sectors under one tor reforms, and the like.
umbrella. Corporate governance reform activi- However, not all projects within each sector
ties today entail structural adjustments and all have been included. For instance the projects
legal, financial, and corporate aspects of an selected under the banking sector have been lim-
economy. This compilation of World Bank lend- ited to those that focus either OnI the disciplinary
ing operations not only includes the recent proj- effect of debt on corporations or markets or on
ects on corporate governanlce, but also highlights other prudential regulations of the banking sys-
other projects with corporate governance tern, that directly affect the corporate sector. Sirn-
components. ilarly, for legal andjudicial reform, projects have
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been limited to those that deal with setting up bet- * Indonesia-Accountancy Development Pro-
ter legal infrastructure for the businesses or with ject, 1988.
protecting stakeholders' and the company's inter- * Korea, Republic of-Financial and Corporate
ests through effective business laws; strengthen- Restructuring Assistance Project, 1998.
inig court systems and establishing business KRPE56796 L4385.
tribunals for timely dispute settlement; training of * Korea, Republic of-Structural Adjustment
judges and lawyers in business related case law and Loan Project, 1998.
curricula; and so on. * Malaysia-Economic Recovery and Social
* State-owned enterprises that are undergo- Sector Loan Project, 1998. ID 58031 L4347.

ing privatization or are working toward cor- * Mongolia-Ulaanbaatar Services Improve-
poratization are also included. ment Project, 1997.
Further information on these projects, * Thailand-Economic and Finanicial Adjust-

inicluding short general descriptionis of the cor- ment Loan 1, 1998. P-7240-TH L4372.
porate governanice componenit, can be found on * Thailand-Economic anid Financial Adjustment
the World Bank Corporate Governance Web site Loan II, 1999. TH-PE-58536 Report P-7271.
at http://www.worldbaink.org/html/fpd/ * Thailand-Second Gas Transmissioln Pro-
privatesector/cg/index.htm. ject, 1994.

List of projects with corporate governance Europe and Central Asia
component (as of June 30, 1999) * Azerbaijan-Rehabilitation Credit, 1996.

* Armenia-Second Structural Adjustment
Africa Credit (SATAC II), 1997. C 2981.
* Cameroon-Privatization and Private Sec- * Armenia-Institution Building Loan Pro-

tor Technical Assistance Project, 1996. ject, 1993. L3585.
* Gambia-Enterprise Development Project, * Bulgaria-Telecommunication Project, 1993.

1988 (Project Completion Report No. 15954, l. 3592.
1997). * Bosnia Herzegovina-Enterprise and Bank

* Mali-Private Sector Assistance Project, 1992. Privatization Adjustment Credit (Board date
C2432. June 1999). BAPE48461.

* Mauritania-Capacity Building Project for * Croatia-Technical Assistance Project for
the Development of the Private Sector, 1995. Institutional and Regulatory Reform for Pri-

* Tunisia-Public Enterprise Reform Loan vate Sector Development. L4460.
Project, 1995. * Croatia-Enterprise and Finanicial Sector

Adjustment Loan, 1997.
East Asia * Hungarv-Enterprise Reform Loan, 1994.
* China-Accounting Reform and Develop- * Kazakhstan-I.egal Reform Project 4/1999.

ment Project, 2/1999 CN-PE-51856. KZ-PE-46046.
* Indonesia-BEPEKA Audit Modernizationi * Latvia-Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL),

Project, 1997. 1997.
* Indonesia-Policy Reform Support Loan * Macedonia-Economic Recovery Loan/

Project, 1998. Credit, 1994. L3703.
* Indoniesia-Second Policy Reform Support * Poland-Enterprise and Finanicial Sector

Loan Project 4/99. L4470. Adjustment Loan Project, 1993. L3599.
* Indonesia-Second Accountancy Develop- * Romania-Private Sector Adjustment Loan

ment Project, 1994. 12883-IND 1,3810. Project (July 1999). P7313.
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* Romania-Financial and Enterprise Sector * Morocco-Policy Reform Support Loan
Adjustment Loan, 1997. (PRES), 1998. PID6870.

* Russian Federation-Management and * Jordan-Second Economic Reform and
Financial Training Project, 1994. Development Loan, 1996. L4115 17919-

* Russian Federation-SAL, 1997. (L4180) JOR.
RU-PE-49203. * Yemen-Financial Sector Adjustment Cred-

* Russian Federation-SAL III, 1998. (L 4382). it, 1997. P-7164-YEM 43101-YEM.
* Russian Federation-Capital Market Devel-

opment, 1996. L4029. South Asia
* Ukraine-Private Sector Development Loan * Sri Lanka-Private Finanice Development.

(PAD 6/19990) UAPE54966. C2484.
* Pakistan-Financial Sector Deepeiing.

Latin America and Caribbean L3808.
* Argentiina-Public Sector Management Tech- * Pakistan-Banking Sector Adjustment Loan,

nical Assistance Project, 1986. 1997. L4257.
* Colombia-First Santa Fe Water Supply and * India-Container Transport Logistics Project,

Sewerage Rehabilitation Project, 1995. 1994. L3753.

Middle East and North Africa International Finance Corporation
* West Bank and Gaza-Legal Developmenit * Chile-Corporate Governance/Take-over

Project, 1997. T7133. Reform.
* West Bank and Gaza-IFC Capital Market * Ukraine-Corporate Governaince. 1998-

Development (no one specific project, but a ongoing.
number of related nonproject activities). * Armenia-Corporate Governance. Ongoing.
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World Bank Lending Operations

Africa Project External Internal Description of Corporate General Description
Name Incentives Incentives Governance Components

Cameroon Privatization and Competition PE Implementation of the General Statute for The project objectives are to: 1) put in place an
Private Sector Policy -corporatizatioin Public Enterprises which deals with the adequate and transparent institutional framework
Technical - ownership operatitig rules of PEs and their supervision by for privatization/liquidation and implement a
Assistance Project, Banking Reform - bank enterprise Govemment and dispositions regarding broad privatization program; 2) improve the
1996 nexus liquidation of PEs. Components on corporate regulatory and business environment in a limited

Liquidation governance cover: PEs ( other than those n1oni- number of wcll targeted areas complementary to
C2882 Accounting commercial affairs or branches of central the privatization program; 3) reorganize the loan

government ) to be subject to corporate law - recovery agency and support the restructuring of
even if private sector is a minority two banks; and 4) provide preliminary support to
shareholder; statutory organs such as the the judiciary system to initiate a program of
Board of Directors and shareholders' meetings reforms over the ttext few years.
are sovereign bodies and the Govemment as
shareholder, to intervene exclusively through
thcsc channels; financial reporting
requiremcnts; Improve legislation on debt
-recovery and strengthen Creditors Rights.

Gambia Enterprise PE To improve the overall parastatal performance The project supports the Govemmcnt's policy of
Development -corporatization through: clarifying enterprise/Govemment scaling down the public enterprisc (PE) sector and
Project, 1988 responsibilities and providing incentives for strengthening the private sector. The third
(Project improved performance; settle cross debts component of thc project is a public enterprise
Completion Report between Govemment and other PFs; and to reform component which will support the
No. 15954, 1997.) rcvisc the legal and institutional arrangements Government's PE reforms through : (i) technical

to enhance managerial autonomy in the day-to- assistance to the National Investment Board (NIB)
day operations by incorporating commercially to strengthen its role in monitoring PEs and the PE
oriented PEs under the Companies Act. divestiture program, and implementation and

supervision of performance contracts for the six
largest PEs; and (ii) improvements in accounting,
management and computer systems in selected
PEs.

Mali Private Sector Accounting Upgrading of the national accounting plan for Two of the four components of the project relate to
Assistance Project, enterpriscs; modernization of legal texts on corporate governance. The first, regulatory
1992. Corporate Law corporate rights and bankruptcy. The component aims at completing implementation of
C2432 institutional support component is targeted to: recent policy and regulatory reforms essential to

Bankruptcy a) non-financial private enterprises (technical private sector performance (enlargement of the
and management assistance, training); b) role of the guichet unique; upgrading of the
financial intermediaries (extemal indepcndent national accounting plan for enterprises;
audits, financial and institutional development modcmization of legal texts on corporate rights
programs and training); c) professional and bankruptcy). The institutional support
associations (assistance in revision of statutes, component is targeted to get better corporate
office technology, management information performance through institutional and human
systems, training); and d) govemment agencies capacity development in the related fields of
(revamped information systems, legal and corporate govemance.
regulatory framework for privatization,
training).

Mauritania Capacity Building Bankittg Reform Strengthen informatiort system pertaining to The project finances the following three
Project for the credit and arrears in banking systems. Review subcomponents: I) upgrading of credit risk and
Development of I_ the status of accounting professions and borrowcr arrears information; 2) training in
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Africa Project External Internal Description of Corporate General Description

Name Incentives Incentives Governance Components
the Private Sector, Accounting & upgrade the existing accounting plan - taking banking; and 3) study for the fomnulation of a
1995. Auditing into consideration changes in other countries strategy for the second phase of financial sector

and realities ofthe Mauritanian economy; development. With respect to the private sector
Bankruptcy ensuring transparent, reliable accounting rules; institutional and regulatory framework, the project

and ensuring comparability of statements. will finance the following: I ) upgrade the
Strengthen the Chamber of Commerce. accounting and auditing framework; 2) support to
Update the commercial law, including the the Chamber of Commerce; 3) strcngthen legal
investment code, commercial and civil and judiciary framework; and 4) feasibility study
procedural law; bankruptcy proccedings; of a tax free regime for exporters.
provide information on existing companies
through the establishment of commercial
register .

Tunisia Public Enterprise PE Implementation of the new law goverinig The Public Enterprise Reform Loan Project
Refonm Loan Corporatization public enterprises (PE) through phased supports the implementation of a comprehensive
Project, 1995 strengthening of Boards of Directors, program of public enterprise reform which has

introduction of performance contracts, been initiated by the Tunisian authorities. The loan
abolition of ex-ante controls, and increased supports: (i) the implementation of the new law
transparency in the budget allocation process. goveming public enterprises; (ii) the

implementation of privatization decisions and the
financing of the associated budgetary costs; and
(iii) initiating the process of sub-sectoral
restructuring of three major PEs in severe
difficulty.

East Asia Project Name External Internal Description of Corporate Governance Aspects of Corporate Governance Work
Incentives Incentives Components

China China Accounting The project would develop accounting The project comprises two related components. These
Refonm and Accounting standards compatible to the IAS and also are I) continuing support of the Govemment's ongoing
Development promulgate enterprise level standards. This efforts to develop and promulgate accounting standards
Project, 2/1999 transparent system of accounts is aimed to predicated upon intemationally accepted accounting
CN-PE-5 1856 facilitate a) Banks to evaluate potential standards and 2) to support government efforts to

borrower's creditworthiness; and b) improve familiarize, on a large scale, existing accountants with
the govemance of China's enterprise sector - accounting a, auditing and business administration
providing for better evaluation of the principles and practices that are generally accepted in
performance of enterprises for the purposes of market economies.
bankruptcy, mergers and acquisitions and
restructuring.

Indonesia Indonesia Skills Development Component will develop a The project will: 1) support BEPEKA's efforts to
- BEPEKA Audtt Accounting core capacity in govemment auditing with a remove existing audit scope limitations and other
Modemization -tnstitutional special emphasis on performance and financial regulatory constraints and carry out full-fledged
Project, 1997. development audits by supporting i) overseas and in-county financial and performance audits; 2) promote user

short-term programs to create a small but well- demand for such audits; 3) reduce intemal supply
trained multi-disciplinary auditing team; audit constraints by upgrading technical and managerial skills;
BEPEKA's training center to develop a core 4) build sip the audit management information system;
curriculum and course material for and 5) institutionalize intemational best practices.

U,
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East Asia Project Name External Internal Description of Corporate Governance Aspects of Corporate Governance Work

Incentives Incentives Components
maintaining and upgrading staff skills.
Support BEPEKA implementation of the
proposal to introduce general audit guidclines
for all public sector entities. To improve legal
and regulatory environment through passage
of legislation to i) expand legal authority to do
performance audits; and ii) removc limitations
o financial audits

Indoncsia Indonesia - Policy Banking Transparency Corporate Govemance components include: The objective of the Policy Reform Support Loan is to
Reforn Support Reforms all corporations required to publish audited provide balance of payments to the Republic of
Loan Project, 1998 finanlcial accounts annually; modify and Indonesia to support policy reforms designed to

Competition strengthen bankruptcy laws to provide ovcrcome the present economic crisis and restore rapid
Banking & Policy adequate protection to debtors and creditors: growth, whilc protecting the poor. The components
Corporate and to adopt transparent rules for evaluating include: a) actions to increase public sector efficiency
Restructuring the reorganization plans and for liquidation and transparcncy; b) financial sector reform and

procedures. principals for a framework for restructuring corporate
Accounting debt; c) structural policy rcforms to increase private

sector efficiency, improve governance and protect the
Bankruptcy environment; and d) action to protect the poor and to

continue priority investments in basic cducation and
hcalth.

Indonesia - Second Banking Improve goveniance and bank supervision and The Second Policy Reform Support Loan Project
Policy Reform Reforms strengthen the policy regulatory and focuses on three objectives: I ) re-enforcing the social
Support Loan institutional infrastructure for banking through safety net to protect Indonesia's poor and preserve
Project 4/99 Competition rebuilding a bank supervision dept. in line human assets during the difficult times; 2) supporting
L4470 Policy with intemational standards and reinforcement efforts to stabilize the economy by helping restore banks

of bank supervision dept. Strengthen and businesses to financial health, maintain physical
bankruptcy and debt restructuring provisions assets, and resume growth; and 3) strengthening
through review of early experience with the institutions to support sustainable growth. It will deepen

Accounting commercial Court set up under INDRA, and build policy refonns that have been undertaken
appointments, training and review of the since the initial Policy Reform Support Loan in July.

Bankruptcy performance of the ad hoc judges. Rcform 1998. The project will contributc to economic
State owned enterprises to increasc efficiency stabilization, subsequent recovery, and renewed poverty-
through privatization. Improve corporate reducing growth.
governance by increasing private sector
disclosure and management oversight throLgh
review of accounting and auditing standards to
ensure consistency with intemational
standards. BAPEPAM to review method of
improving corporate govemance in order to
further strengthen the securities market and
work with other agencies to review issies
related to minority shareholder rights and
foreign ownership and develop suggestions,
issue a report recommending actions to
improve corporate govemance and to develop
options for improving the Company Law,
incltnditig aspects related to mergers and
acquisitions.
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East Asia Project Name External Internal Description of Corporate Governance Aspects of Corporate Governance Work

Incentives Incentives Components
Indonesia Indonesia - Second Transparency The project would support technical assistance The project is comprised of two major components: I)

Accountancy Accountancy - accounting for drafting accounting and auditing standards the modernization of governmental aeeounting; and 2)
Development Capital Markets Business Laws compatible to the IAS. Enforcement of these private and public scctor enterprise accounting and
Project, 1994. standards would be aclhieved through the auditing standard-setting and enforcement.

provisions of the company and commercial
law. The project would also support

12883-IND formulation of: special accounting and
L3810 disclosure rules for public companies:

securities industry regulations: and
development of organizational plans, systems
and procedures for capital market regulatory
operations. It would also provide effective
coordination among the law and decrec
making, standard-setting, capital market rulc-
making and professional accountants licetisirig
and supervision activities.

Indonesia Indonesia - The private sector accounting component is The Accountanicy Devclopment Project will finance the
Accountancy Accounting designed to assist the Indonesian Institute of improvement of accounting practices in both the public
Development Accountants to lead the accountancy and private sectors by supporting the development of
Project 1988. Capital Markets profession in Indoncsia and provide support technical standards and code of ethics for the

for the ongoing efforts to: i) formulate a accountancy profession: and by supporting the
number of accounting and auditing standards; Govemment's program to raise the quality of accounting
ii) develop a program of professional faculty and teaching staff. The project will also help the
education for accounting practitioners and iii) future expansion of accountancy education and training.
establish a code of ethics and a quality control
mechanism for accountants in public practice
The accounting standards will fonn the basis
for more consistent financial reporting by
private sector businesses and harmonization
with IAS. Strengthen confidence in the market
by codification of regulations concerning
company listing, stock issuance, reporting and
related matters and tightening their
enforcement by the Capital Market Executive
Agency.

Korea Korea- Financial Intemal Oversight The Corporate Governance Framework of the The Financial and Corporate Restructuring Assistance
and Corporate - Board of project would: study the rolc and functions of Project aims to provide technical assistance to support
Restructuring Directors boards of directors as users of corporate reforms in Korea's financial and corporate sectors and
Assistance Project, financial information for policy-making for sustained strong and stable growth. 'There are 6 main
1998 Stakeholders purposes and to monitor managerial components. The first aids financial scctor supervision

Capital Markets -shareholders performance; change laws to strengthen the and crisis management by providing institution building
KRPE56796 rights duties of directors to act in the best interest of for the Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC)I
L4385 Bankruptcy & the company and to reduce or eliminate strengthening the financial institutions crisis resolution

Insolvency Transparency barriers to the exercise of minority shareholder strategy and implementation, and developing methodo-
rights; study of the possibility of introduction logies and data generation. This component develops

Audit and of class action law suits by shareholders of FSC strategies, policies, procedures, and capabilities;
Accounting listcd companies. Conduct a workshop on trains staff to become experts in new and complex

Corporate Govemance. Develop an enhanced financial fields; improves technical analysis capabilities;

00
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program for all qualified accountants and upgrades accounting systems; and redesigns rcgulatory
education of accountants with respect to the reports. Component 2 reforms the regulatory framework
role of corporate govemance, including audit for securities markets, rationalizing and clarifying
committees and effective internal audit and market rules, roles, and policies, and studying in-depth
expanding the scope of external audit to the demand side of bond markets; improves efficiency
include government-run enterprises. Provide of govemment bond markets; and improves the trans-
technical assistance to build a more reliable parency of accounting and audit practices. Componienlt 3
corporate insolvency system that ensures a improves debt management by strengthening profcs-
balance of stakeholder interests. sional capability, organizational arrangements, and

information and communication systems. Component 4
financially restructures Korea's large business groups
(chaebols) while Component 5 focuses on legal and
regulatory reform of the corporate insolvency system
and the corporate governance framework. Component 6
trains staff of the Korea Fair Trade Commission.

Korea Korea - Structural Banking Reform Intemal Oversight Promote effective monitorinig of corporate The project will help Korea deal with the immediate
Adjustment Loan -board of directors performance by board of directors and foreign exchange crisis as well as support a major
Project, 1998. Competition shareholders through: strengthening the program of structural reforms in the financial and real

Policy Stakeholders intemal control structure of listed companies sectors. The structural reform program spans four
- minority and all joint stock companies and the related important areas: a) financial sector restructuring and
shareholders responsibility of the oversight of the intemal development; b) corporate sector reform, including

Capital Markets audit function and selection of external reform of corporate govemance and competition
Development Accountability auditors; making the Boards of directors of policies; c) labor market reform and the strengtheninig of'

-board of directors listed companies and large corporations social safety nets; and d) institutional reform in
Accounting effective decision-making bodies responsible economic policy management.

for acting in the best interest of the company;
Bankruptcy and having directors to be responsible to

companies and shareholders for their actions.
Strengthen shareholder rights through
anmendmuent of the appropriate laws. Improve
the quality of financial information provided
by corporations to regulators and shareholders
through amendment of Law ott Extemal Audit
and revising accounting and auditing
standards to make them consistent with
intemational best practice. Promote stronger
institutional investor base which would
simulate capital market development and
contribute to improved corporate govemance.
Introduction of cfficient market-based
bankruptcy procedures.

Malaysia Malaysia - Banking Trailsparency Companies required to disclosc on a quarterly The Loan Project is designed to support the
Economic Recovery Reforms -aceouitting basis financial results, shareholding structure implementation of the Govemment's program of pre-
and Social Sector and borrowing positions. The accounting emptive measures. The Government will implement a
Loan Project, 1998. Competition Business Law standards to be made compatible to the IAS series of structural reforms which are focused on four

Policy -securities Ex laws and make KLSE responsible to implement key areas: i) Maintaining sound macroeconomic policy
ID 58031 - companies law these requirements. KLSE would review its with flexibility in the light of uncertainties in the
L4347 Accounting policies, guidelines and requirements for economic environment. 2) Strengthening the finanicial

_____ __ _ listinig from the standpoint of strengthening sector in the light of the regional crisis including
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Bankruptcy provisions on corporate govemance. Securities consolidation of finance companies and pre-emptive re-

Commission to review the current code on capitalization of viable banking institutions. 3)
Capital Markets Takeovers and Mergers 1987. promote high Improving competitiveness by strengthening corporate

standards of corporate govemance and govemance. enhancing transparency and disclosure of
disclosure in transactions bctween listed information.
companies and related and interested parties;
and protect interests of minority sharcholders.

Mongolia Mongolia - Accounting Design and implement conversion to the new The general objectives of the project include assisting
Ulaanbaatar accounting system with supporting rules and the Govemmient to develop more efficient and
Serviecs PE procedures consistent with IAS. Incorporation autonomous, performance-oricnted institutions, with a
Improvement -corporatization of USAG Articles according to requirements view to eventual privatization. The Project will develop
Project, 1997. of the Company Law. Amendments of the the water and sanitation company of Ulaanbaatar's

Articles of Association to clarify: role of the (USAG's) capabilities for financial and operational
owner and the governing board; the legal management and convert it into a self-financing
responsibility, whether limited liability commercially-oriented public utility.
company or a State-owned enterprise;
procedure for establishing the governing board
and selecting its members, as well as its
duties, powers and responsibilities.

Thailand Thailand - Transparency Introduce transparency by developing The Ecotiomic and Financial Adjustment Loan is part of
Economic and -accounting accounting, external auditing and disclosure a two-year program of structural adjustment of the
Financial standards more in line with best intemational economy. The first loan series, the Finance Companies
Adjustment Loan, Bankruptcy Intemal Oversight practices; rationalize the regulatory framcwork Restructuring Lon (FCRL), supported measures toward
1998 -Board of for enforcement of laws and regulations for the resolution of the suspended finance companies and

Accounting Directors public companies; strengthen financial committed the Govemment to comprehensive reform of
P-7240-TH -intemal oversight role of the board of directors of the financial sector over the next two years. The
L4372 -extemal corporations by requiring the establishment of proposed loan, while further deepening the restructuring

auditors audit conmmittees.; strengthen the intemal of the financial sector supports measures to strengthen
control structure of listed companies, banks, the corporate sector. The project supports the
and financial institutions and the related Govemment's program to restore growth by deepening
responsibility for oversight of intemal audit structural reform in the financial sector and facilitating
function and selection of extemal auditors; corporate revival through removing impediments to
strengthen the effectiveness and monitoring restructuring, balancing creditor and debtor interests in
role of the board of directors and enhance bankruptcy and foreclosure; to create incentives for
shareholder rights; amend the Bankruptcy Act. informal workouts; expediting adoption of intemational

standards for corporate govemance; and consolidation
reform of public enterprises.

Thailand Thailand - Accounting Initemal Oversight Rationalize the institutional framework for This loan tracks reform in the financial and corporate
Economic and -Board of setting standards and regulating accounting sectors, seeks to strengthen the competitive foundations
Financial Legal reforms Directors and auditing practices; Improve the quality of the economy, and supports the Government's
Adjustment Loan 11 and enforcement and reliability of key financial and nion- proposed fiscal stimulus, especially programs that shore
Project financial informatioti provided by ptiblic tip social protection. In the short-term, the fiscal

corporations by preparation and audit of stiinulus will strengthen aggregate demand, provide
Report No. financial statemcnt prepared in accordance employment opportunities and substantially bolster
P7271 -TH with intemational standards; improve social protection. The medium term benefits include the

accountability of boards of directors and consolidation of the struCtural rcform program that
management, and increase minority began with the Finance Companies Restructuring Loan
shareholder rights of public corporations; and deepened with the first Economic and Financial
Strengthen the financial oversight role of Adjustment loan. The loan program will strengthen the

Co
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boards of directors of listed corporations legal, institutional, and incentive framework for
through revision of guidelines on the code of decision-making by financial institutions and
best practice; Rationalize the regulatory corporates.
framework and improve enforcement of laws

________a_-_ ____ and regulations for public corporations _-

Europe and Project name and External Internal Description of Corporate Governance General Description
Central Asia ID Incentives Incentives Components
Azerbaijan Azerbaijan - Competition Policy SOEs Corporate Governance components of this The objective of the Rehabilitation Credit Project is to

Rehabilitation Financial DiseiplinL Corporatization project includes the following: Corporatization support the Governmenit's program of economic
Credit, 1996 - lending policies Business Law of all SOEs ( with the exception of some stabilization and structural reform. Emphasis is placed

Batiking Reforms Transparettcy defense and solely budget financed non- upon refomi of the enterprise sector, including
C2773 Intenmal oversight commercial enterprises); implementation of privatization, enterprise restructuring and corporate

Bankntptcy the 1994 Joint Stock Companies law, and goverance, private sector development, pro-
- enforcement of La legislation of accounting law (establishing competition and anti-monopoly

intemational accounting standards), company policies, and the banking sector.
law, and regulations for public utilities;
increase transparency of the SOEs by the
introduction of the accounting standards;
increase performance and intemal oversight,
by appointing a particular govemment agency
to represent the state's interest as owner and
separating the policy and regulatory fiinctiotis
formt actual operation and management of
public utilities.

Armenia Armenia - Second Pension Reforits Transparency The corporate govemrance components of the The program consists of nine components: a) resource
Structural Banking Sector -Aeeountintg project includes: (i) Introduction of IAS for mobilization - assisting State Tax Inspectorate and
Adjustment Credit reforms - Public the Banking and Energy sectors, and (ii) Customs Department computerization; b) energy sector -
(SATAC 11) 1997 infonnation Preparation of Capital Markets Development facilitating energy enterprise privatization, strengthening

strategy (CMD) Strategy. The CMD strategy would the Energy Regulatory Commnission capacity, and
C 2981 include an assessment of all existing capital introducing International Accounting Standards

Capital Markets market institutions and an action plan to transaction accounting in power sector companies; c)
development address issues related to : regulatory authority; public information and judicial - developing a public
- Institutional stock exchanges; institutional investors; information strategy and supporting judicial reforms; d)
development Governinetit securities markets; and privatization - supporting a pilot privatization program

depository institutions. tltrough Initial Public Offerings (IPOs); e) capital
Accounting markets development - including preparing assessmeints

and establishing a National Depository Institution
(NDI); and f) financial sector - providing training and
advisory services to banks' accounting departmettt staff,
and process overseeing assistanec to the Central Bank of

_____ __ Armenia (CBA).
Amienia Anrneria - Legislative and PE Support for Putblic Sector Enterprises. For This project will help the Armenian government in four

Institution Regulatory - Corporatization enterprises remaining in the public sector and critical areas for its future development: (a) economic
Building Loan Framework those to be privatized in the medium and management; (b) resoutrec mobilization; (c) enterprise
Project (1993) - training longer tetm, the loan will finance experts to rcfonrt. which ittCLides strengthening corporate
.13585 Labor Markcts strengthen corporate govemancc capacitics of governance capacities of the government and the
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Banking Reforms the deepening of commercial practices; and (d) financial
Commercializa- government and to help deepen eommercial sector reform. The project will provide for advisory
tion practiccs. This would be achieved through services, studies, training and equipment to support

implementation of the following principles: economic reform.
provide autonomy to management; establish
greater accountability; enforce performance
requirements; establish adequate management
information systems; and clarify the role and
responsibility of the govemmental ministries
and agcncies vis-a-vis the public enterprises

Bulgaria Bulgaria - Provide 'echntcal assistance for a Corporate The project comprises: a) implementation of a digital
Telecommunicatio Development Program of Bulgarian overlay network for the Bulgarian Telecommunications
n Project, 1993. Telecommunications company (BTC), Company (BTC) for the period 1993-1997, including

including establishment of management digitalization of the trunk routes and renewal/expanston
L 3592 functions, i.e. accounting, auditing, tinancial of the network; b) design and implementation of a

management, planning, etc. computer-based operational support system/management
information system for BTC; and c) technical assistance
for the corporate development of BTC, including
establishment of management functions, i.e. accounting,
auditing, financial management, planning, etc.

Bosnia Bosnia Banking Reform Capital Markets The proposed Enterprise and Bank Privatization Credit
Herzegovina Herzcgovina- - prudential Bank Strengthening and Privatization through builds on BiH's achievements to date in establishing the

Enterprise and regulation a) increased strictness in licensing standards required legal and institutional framework for
Bank Privatization required for banks and a gradual rise in the privatization of enterprises and banks, and
Adjustment Credit Enterprise minimum capital reqtiircment is planned so as supports further progress in institution-building and
(Board date June Privatization to rationalize the banking system b) The policy reforms in private sector development.
1999) design and implementation of laws in each

entity that allow for the realization of bank
BAPE48461 privatization, the establishment of supervision

agencies, and a rational and transparent
banking systcm consistent with intemational
banking standards is an on-going process c)
Liquidation of insolvent banks d) Deposit
insurance and e) Bank privatization.

With donor assistance, a eomprehensive set of
capital market laws has been passed by
parliaments in both Entities, but further
progress, namely in the fomi of a securities
commission that will regulate the issuance and
trading of claims, shares, and vouchers, is
planned and supported by the project.

Croatia - Croatia - Competition Law The Technical Assistance Project for This project will develop the private sector and to
Technical Institutional and Regtilatory Reform for reform the institutional regulatory system in Croatia.
Assistance SOE Private Sector Development supports the The loan will also support improvements in the
Project for corporatization encouragement for private sector business-enabling environment for private sector growth
Institutional and development, as specified by the Cotintry and will finance consultant services,Institutional_and_I Assistance Strategy (CAS), through creation training, and equipment. In addition, the project will:
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Regulatory of regulatory and institutional frameworks for Support the creation of an appropriate regulatory and
Reform for public utilities, development of detailed institutional framework for public utilities;
Private Sector regulations, to assist the Office for the Support further developmcnt of the regulatory and
Development Restructuring and Economics of State-owned institutional framework for market competition;

Enterprises (ORESE); strengthening of the Support further strengthening of the institutional
Agency for the Protection of Market framework for capital market development;

L 4460 Competition (APMC), to be accomplished Assist in the modemization of the registries system;
through the provision of advisory services, for Assist in the restructuring and modemization of the
the development of secondary legislation for statistical agency; and
the 1995 Competition Law; institutional Support the ongoing efforts to complete the
strengthening assistance will be provided to privatization of the three largest State banks.
financial and statistical agencies, as well as for
bank privatization activitics.

Croatia Croatia -Enterprise Pension Reforms Stakeholders Developing core prudential rcgulations for the The Enterprise and Financial Sector Adjustment Loan
and Financial Labor Law - Bank Supervision Banking sector (lending to related parties, supports an overall Technical Assistance Project. The
Sector Adjustment capital adequacy rule) and accounting principal objectivc of the project is to suipport Croatia's
Loan, 1997. Bankruptcy/liquid Transparency standards (principles of loan classification and efforts to implement effective reforn of its enterprise

ation - Bank-Enterprise provisioning) and of interest recognition and and banking sectors. The main components of the
nexus suspense, revised to conform to EU standards. enterprise and financial sector reform program include:

Security Markets Establishing Securities and Exchange (I) accelerating the privatization of the former socially-
Development Commission. Formulation of new regulations owned enterprises; (2) restructuring and privatizing

to limit bank aggregate lending to their public enterprises; (3) rehabilitating and privatizing the
Accounting significant shareholders banking system; (4) providing key elements of the

PE & Bank enabling environment for enhanced corporate and bank
governance; and (5) supporting the above reforms with
fiscal measures.

Hungary Hungary, PE The overall objective of the reform of SE The project supports the Government's enterprise
Enterprise Reform -corporatization ownership and govemance is to introduce reform program aimed at accelerating sharply the
Loan, 1994. Bankruptcy/liquid - ownership reform responsible ownership oversight into all privatization, commercialization and restructuring of the

ation Framework enterprises - including those that arc privatized state enterprise (SE) sector. The program has three main
or those remaining public - through the components: (i) the rapid privatization of SEs through a

Accounting Intemal Oversight following measures: transform all state multi-track approach with appropriate oversight, and
enterprises into modern company form; with the target of reducing the share of SEs to less than
establish policy and overall development of 50 percent of the assets of the competitive sector by the
the ownership and organizational framework end of 1994; (ii) rapid transformation of all SEs into
for the exercise of SE ownership; corporate form under Hungary's company law, thereby
implementation of accounting and auditing placing thcm on the same legal basis as private
staodards in line with intemational practices. enterprises, and specific measures to strengthen
Monitor the cffectiveness of the Liquidation corporate govemance; and (iii) support and
and Banking Law etncouragement for restructuring processes, together with

an improved bankruptcy and liquidation framework.
Kazakhstan Kazakhstan - Lcgal Legal and Judicial The project components are: I) to assist in the The objectives of the Legal Reform Project in

Reform Project reforms legal drafting field, providing quality and Kazakhstan are to strengthen the lcgal and judicial
4/1999 consistency to laws and regulations and proper systems, and those of selected institutions, in support of

enforcement provisions. Technical assistance the ongoing economic reform program. The project is
KZ-PE-46046 will provide a functional review of the consistent with the overall reform policies in the

Ministry of Justice (MOJ), with training to country, as well as with the Country Assistance Strategy
improve drafting skills; 2) to support the (CAS) framework, which promotes private sector
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judicial training institute, through the development through the improvement of the legal
improvement of court administration and ease system as necessary to attain competitive markets.
management; 3) to enhance legal information
and public awareness, allowing accessibility to
reliable legal infonnation, through the support
of elcctronic systems, towards the
devclopment of the rule of law and legal
institutions; and, 4) to manage and super-vise
the implementation of the project.

Latvia Latvia - Structural Pension Reforms Bank-enterprise Enforcing financial discipline on the baiiks Among the main policy areas to be supported by the
Adjustment Loan ncxus and indirectly on enterprises by increasing the SAL is the encouraging of efficient growth by
(SAL), 1997. Land reforms Business Law care banks take in extending loans through: (i) expediting privatization, enforcing financial discipline

eniforcement of the Law on Credit Institutions on banks and enterprises, and improving market
Banking reforms Ownership (1995) which includes tighter limits on insider efficiency.

Reforms trading, credit concentration, connected
lending. Foreign exchange exposure and an

Bankruptcy law increase in minimum capital requirement (h)
adoption of a strategy for the Saving Banks
that includes: performing due diligence on
potential merger partners: and ensure all
prudential regulations of the Bank of Latvia
are met; (iii) and ameiid accounting auditing
legislation and regulations which require
general adoption of Inteniational Accounting
standards. Other corporate govemance
measures relate to: Legislation of a new
bankruptcy law, that protects the rights of
secured creditors; and the adoption of an
Investment Fund Law.

Macedonia Macedonia - Competition Legislate a law on public utilities and services The loan/credit will support initial measures to launch
Economic Pension Funds which would transform enterprises - both state the reforms in four key areas: a) fiscal restructuring and
Recovery Banking sector SOE and privately owned, into companies under the retrenchment; b) banking sector reform; privatization,
Loan/Credit, 1994. reforms - corporatization commercial code. Improve govemance of the enterprise restructuring and private sector development;
L3703 SOE in public services and separate the and c) freeing the labor market and adjusting the social

Bankruptcy Law govemment's ownership function from its safety net,
policy and regulatory roles

Poland Poland - Enterprise Banking Reforms SOE Clarify how the state would exercise its This loan supported the Govemmcnt Enterprise and
and Financial Labor Reforms -ownership ownership function - i.e. effective assignment Bank Restructuring and Privatization (EBRP) Program.
Sector Adjustment -corporatization of the ownership rights on the SOEs to the The EBRP Program is an integrated attempt at: a)
Loan Project, Bankruptcy Law relevant Govemment Agencies, based on dealing simultaneously with the debt ovcrhang of state-
1993. & procedures Stakeholders applicable legislation. Introduction of a owned enterprises (SOEs) and the portfolio problem in

- banks as legislation to determine the role of the trade the banking system; and b) resolving the root cause of
L3599 creditors unions for enterprise commercialization and the SOE crisis, i.e., the unclear structure of enterprise

privatization. SOCBs, as main enterprise ownership and governance.
creditors, to be granted the right to conduct
and conclude "conciliation procedures" by a
special time bound enabling legislation - (a
commercial bank lead Chapter Eleven),

w
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Romania Romania - Private Banking Reform SOE privatization The project would introduce a more effective The Private Sector Adjustment Loan aims to: I)

Sector Adjustment and efficient system of bankruptcy and accelerate state-owned enterprise (SOE) privatization,
Loan Project (July Accounting and liquidation to assist in restructuring the private enforce hard budget constraints on remaining SOEs, and
1999) Auditing standards sector and with non-performing enterprises. implement an action plan to stimulate private sector
P7313 Implement sound intemationally recognized development and streamline the business environiment;

accounting standards and financial audit 2) gradually strengthening the banking system, ensure
requirements. Privatize SOE using case by that state banks are restructured, develop further the
case method. government securities market; 3) crcate incomc support

programn for displaced workers, improve employmient
services for displaced workers.

Romania Romania - Banking Clarification and enforcement of the creditors' The principal objectives of the reform program are: I) a
Financial and -privatization Stakeholders - rights against delinquent debtors and sharp acceleration of the privatization of state-owned
Enterprise Sector - restructuring creditors rights development of an orderly market of inter- enterprises; 2) the enforcement of hard budget
Adjustment Loan, Accounting enterprise credit; constraints and discipline on remaining state-owned
1997. Capital Markets Implement sound IAS in enterprises and enterprises; 3) the elimination of constraints to private

Development banks; sector development; 4) the restructuring and
Establish Capital Markets including the privatization of state-owned banks; 5) the strengthening
Bucharest Stock Exchange and National of the supervisory and surveillance capacity of the
Securities Commission; Establish and activate National Bank of Romania; and 6) the development of
a system for registration and trading in shares. capital markets.

Russian Russian Federation Accounting Financial Sector - provide training in The purpose the project is to increase the quality and
Federation - Management and Standards accoutiting, and adoption of intemational supply of skills needed to support the transition to a

Financial Training Training accounting and auditing standards. market economy in such areas as enterprise
Project, 1994 Management development - provide assistance restructuring, the financial sector reforms and

in the areas of: enterprise based management privatization. The project has three principal objectives:
development; policy framework and quality I ) to train practitioners in three core fields of
standards for management development; management, financial sector, and public finance; 2) to
management consulting; and networking develop an intermediary institution to mobilize and
infbmsation channel resources for high priority training investments;

and 3)1to implement pilot projects in other key mnarket
areas and establish the basis for a broader second-phase
investment.

Russian Russian Federation Competition SOF The operation supports economy-wide The operation supports economy-wide
Federation SAL (L4180) Policy privatization/corpo structural reforms that (a) advance competitive structural reforms that (a) advance competitive

Banking reform ratization enterprise and market development and enterprise and market development and impose financial
RU-PE-49203 impose financial discipline ott the enterprise discipline on the emterprise sector; and (b) have a major
(1997) sector; and (b) have a major direct impact direct impact macro- fiscal stability. It also focuses on

macro- fiscal stability. It also focuses on private sector development, natural monopoly regulation
private sector development, natural monopoly and restructuring, banking reforms, and fiscal
regulation and restructuring, banking reforms, management.
and fiscal management.

Russian Russia - Third Competition Protection of It will focus on fiscal management reform, The Third Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL3) will
Federation Structural Policy Minority private sector development, reform of support eeonomy-wide structural reforms that

Adjustment Loan Banking Reforms shareholders rights infrastructure monopolies, and banking a) advance competitive enterprise and market
Project L 4382 reforms. The reforms supported will increase development and impose financial discipline on the
7/1998 efficiency across a range of sectors by helping enterprise sector; and b) have a major direct impact on

create a more competitive and open privatc macroeconomic stability. It will focus on fiscal
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sector-oriented economy. management retorm, private sector development, reform
of infrastructure monopolies, and banking reforms. The
reforms supported will itcrease efficiency across a range
of sectors by helping create a more competitive and
open Drivate sector-orienlted economy.

Russian Russian Transparcncy Adopt policies and promulgate regulations for The project has the following general objectives:

Federation Fcderation- Capital : licensing markct institutions; including facilitate gains in capital accumulation and allocation;

Market Capital Markets Stakeholders exchanges, clearitig organizations and strengthen market incentives for improved corporate

Development 1996 development - shareholder registrars; public offer and secondary market governance; and meet intemational prudential and
training trading of securities, periodtc disclosure fidelity standards to attract foreign institutional

L4029 requirements for public companies; mergers investors. In support of these broad capital market
and acquisitions including acquisition of a objectives, the project has four specific objectives (Ii)
controlling interest in a public company; build a comprehensive policy and legal framework; (ii)
public offer and secondary market trading a build core institutional capacity in rcgulation and self
derivative instruments such as options and regulation; (iii) improve the efficiency, transparency and
futures. systemic stability of market architecture; and (iv) ensure
Establish six sharcholder training centers the efficient issuance, service, and registration of

Russian Federation debt securities, the largest segment
of Russia's Capital Market.

Ukraine Ukraine-Private Capital Markets Accounting Iiternational accounting standards will be The main objectives of the PSD Loan are to provide the

Sector development Standards introduced. Government of Ukraine (GoU) with the assistance to

Developmcnt Loan Streamlining the regulatory processes develop a strategy for the development of the private
(PAD 6/19990) Bankruptcy (deregulation) and creating a simpler, sector in addition to providing oblast level technical

UAPE54966 more transparent taxation system will assistance to help operationalize that strategy. The first
encourage new business start-ups. Exit phase of the PSD program is to lay the groundwork for
nmechanisms will be improved with the the development and expansion of the private sector in
creation of a modem framework and Ukraine by creating successful restructured private
process for bankruptcy. The capital markets enterprises, local advisory services for LUkrainian
will be developed to mobilize new enterprises, and a robust legal and institutional
investment capital for enterprises and to environment through enterprise restructuring, training of
facilitate ownership transfer in the personnel, and improvements in the legal and regulatory
secondary markets. environment for business Key performance indicators

for the first phase project iiiclude:
- Incrcase the number of commercially viable and
competitive private enterprises.
- Provide Ukrainian managers with first-hand experience
of successful foreign enterprises operating in a market
environment.
- Remove regulatory barriers against the development of
the private sector, particularly as relating to new start up
firms and foreign direct investment (FDI).
- Improve corporate govemance of privatized companies
by strengthening the rights of external owners and

________________ .__________________ creditors (including state budget)...._4_ __

Ul
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Argentina Argentina - PE Implemcntation of reforms determining the One of the major components of the proposcd project is

Public Sector - Gov/PE Govemment /Public cntcrprisc relationships, thc public sector management component to define the
Managemcnt relationship through i) simplification of reporting and relationship of public enterprises with the Govcrminent

Technical control systems, with a ItiovC from day-to-day to day to day controls with a system of accountability,
Assistance intervention to evaluation and reward of' improve management supervision, and strcngthen the
Project, 1986. performance; ii) reform of the role and institutional aspects of the public management efforts.

composition of Board of Directors; iii)
modifications in the legal structure of public
enterpriscs enabling greater autonomy and
accountability for results. Secretariat of
Public Function to support systemic and firm
level changes by providing traininig to 400 PE
managers and govemment officials to
facilitate implementation of reforms and to
increase managerial capabilities in key areas
of finance, accounting, and general
management.

Colombia Colombia - First PE Improve the operational capacity of EAAB to The kcy objective of the First Santa Fe Water Supply

Santa Fe Water -Accountability through the following measures: a) formalize, & Scwerage Rehabilitation Project is to support and
Supply and by intemal decree, all procedures and job consolidate the transition of Impresa de Acueducto y
Sewerage responsibilities, to overcome weak Alcantarillado de Bogota (EAAB) from a technically
Rehabilitation management control; The Internal Control capablc but operationally inefficient public scrvice
Project, 1995. Unit to control effectiveness of procedures, agency to a commercially-run public utility company,

managerial team to provide a corporate sensitive to the demands of the market, and with a
strategic plan; and consolidate cost accounting corporate culture based on professional responsibility
system, update the value of its assets and and accountability. The project will enhance
automatize accounting fully. operational efficiency, provide broader managerial

autonomy and responsibility, reduce political
interference, and increase public accountability of
municipal utilitics such as EAAB.

Middle East Project Name External Internal Description of Corporate Governance General Description
and North Incentives Incentives components
Africa
West Bank and Legal Modermization of economic, business and The objcctives of the Legal Development Project will

Gaza Development Legal Reform financial laws, including laws on banking, be to assist the Palestiniani Authority in (a) starting the
Project, 1997 insurance and capital markcts, process to put in place a legal framework adequate to
T7133 Strengthening of the judiciary system. (This support a modem market economy and to cncourage

project has no specific focus on the financial the growth of the private sector; and (b) increasing the
or the corporate sector; it rather strengthens efficiency and predictability of the judicial process.
the local capacity to draft and enforce law, no The project's five components are to: (I ) unify and
matter in which specific area) develop the existing legal framework by financing

studies and the services of outside experts to help draft
legal texts and give substantive advicc; (2) improve the
judiciary's administrative and case management
procedures, and reduce the ease backlog; (3) introduce
selected training programs for judges, develop a
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Africa

judicial education structure, curriculum, and standards,
establish a resource center, train judicial educators,
develop a long-range training plan, establish intemal
and extemal programs, developing teaching materials,
and a code of ethics; (4) expand the use of altemative
dispute resolution mechanisms within the judiciary;
and (5) disseminate legislation and court precedents to
the legal, judicial, academic, and business
communities, and the public at large by enhancing law
libraries to serve as reference centers, support the
publication and dissemination of court decisions and
laws, and of bench manuals, support a legal
information connection to assist the Ministry of Justice
in legal research, and establish a legal database to
support law dissemination.

West Bank and IFC Capital Capital Markets Securities law, insurance Law, mutual fund
Gaza Market regulation, establishment of a capital markets

Development regulatory authority and of its legal basis.
(no specific
project, but a
number of related
non-project
activities)

Morocco Policy Reform Public Enterprise Components and sub-components related to The objective of the PRSL is to advance the alternance
Support Loan Reform and CG are: Govemment's broad-based economic and social reform
(PRES), 1998 Privatization I) Judicial Reform, including the enhancement
PID6870 of the capacity to handle commercial

Competition litigation; employment growth, and to increase access to basic
Policy 2) Redefining the relations between the state services and reduce poverty. Under this program, the

and the public entcrprises, by signing new Government is giving a public commitment to pursue
Judicial Reform "strategic" prograrn contracts (including a sound macroeconomic management, initiate public

thorough review of the cotntry's past sector reform, encourage private sector development,
Banking System performance with that instrument) and by and address the country's social development agenda.

strengthening the board of directors
3) Improve the framework for the financial It has already taken key actions to bolster the
management of public enterprises by program's credibility and initiate its implementation.
introducing legislation regarding the The program, together with Bank support through the
reciprocal financial obligations of public PRSL, will send an important signal to the investor
enterprises and the government, as wcll as community, and demonstrate that political opening and
through upgrading the financial management economic reform are going hand-in-hand in Morocco.
systems in public enterprises.
4) liquidation of uneconomic public
enterprises, especially in the mining scctor,
through the modemization of the legal
framework for liquidation and through the
_itroduction of commercial courts to the

i_o
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Moroccan legal landscape;
3) Demonopolization and Private Participation
in Infrastructure:
4) Busiicss Environment, including a legal
framework to foster competitive business
practices;
6) Improvement of prudential regulation,
including rigorous application of a limit of
credit cxposure to a single borrower to 15% of
bank capital;
7) Introduce new bank accounting standards
and improve bank reporting requirements in
line with international practice.

Jordan Second Economic Capital Market Components related to CG are: An important policy direction supported by the Second
Reform and I) Adoption of a modem and comprehensive Economic Reform and Development Loan (ERDL-II)
Development securities law (June 1997) allowing for the is the removal of remaining trade and investment
Loan, 1996 separation of the regulatory functions from the barriers, paving the way for higher economic growth
L4115 technical side of the Amman Financial and export eamings, a closer trade relation with the
17919-JOR Market, Under the law, a Securities European Union and accession to the World Trade

Commission was established which reports to Organization. Further objectives are: to broaden and
the Courtcil of Ministers and has well-defined deepcn financial intermediation, to provide an enabling
powers. The law also mandates the business environment and increase the private sector's
establishment of an association to represent economy share, Furthermore, the loan will provide
the privatc sector in the securities industry. Jordan with short-term balance of payments support in
2) Preparation of a new draft banking law that order to strengthen its international reserves position.
strengthens prudential requirements and the The ERDL-II supports trade and investment policy
Ccntral Bank's authority to intervcne in reforms to: a) further reduce anti-export bias, to foster
problem banks. integration with world market, and reduce
3) Improvements in the investment law administrative obstacles; b) improve banking
abolishing limits on foreign equity ownership competition and the efficicncy of financial
of companics in the Amman Financial Market intermediation; c) improvc viability of financial
in certain sectors for which foreignt owntership institutions and eliminate special privileges; d)
had previously been restricted. encourage long-term saving and promote development

of new financial instruments and markets; e) encourage
entry, improve incentives, and offer national treatment
to foreign investors; t) modemize a broad range of
business laws; and g) improve opporttnities for Private
sector firms, increase competition, allow the
Govemment to concentrate on its core functions, and
achieve greater efficiency through privatization and
restructuring.
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Yemen Financial Sector Banking System 1) Legal reforn: amend the banking law to The FSAC proposes to support reforms to strengthen
Adjustment Credit, ensure to specify criteria for bank licensing the currently fragile banking sector and improve the
1997 Accounting and (including qualifications of management and sector's service efficiency. These reform mcasures are
P-7164-YEM Auditing Board of Directors); introduce accountability
43101-YEM Standards of individual directors and set penalties for aimed at: (a) improving the enabling legal and

non-performancc. 2) Regulatory Framework: regulatory framework; (b)increasing compliance with
amend prudential regulations on loan intemational standards of capital adequacy and loan
classification and provisioning as well as on loss provisioning; © strengthening the monitoring,
foreign exchange exposure, regulation on supervision, and enforcement functions of the Central
credit risk concentration and insider lending, Bank of Yemen (CBY); (d) improving the accounting
regulation of extemal auditing, including a a
terms of reference, for commercial and and auditng standards of banks, (c) improvig the
specialized banks in accordance with governance of banks and accountability of their Boards
intemational standards, revise banking of Directors; (f) introducing measures to improve bank
accounting standards. 3) Strengthening of the loan recovery; (g) undertaking diagniostic reviews of
supervision capacity of the central bank; public sector banks; (h) taking urgent steps to reduce
4) Enforcement of new standards the risk exposure of two main public sector banks and
5) Resolving public entcrprise debt (non-
performing loans) no rclation to liquidation6) privatizin one of them; (i) establishing an Accounting
Establish an Accounting Standards Board to Standards Board to improve the timeliness and quality
set and enforcc standards for the non-bank of the financial statements of borrowers; and (j)
corporate sector (details available from the creating the lcgal and regulatory framework for
Task Manager, Judith Brandsma, who will be developing financial leasing.
back on April 29)

South Asia Project Name External Internal Description of Corporate Governance General description
Incentives Incentives Components

Sn Lanka Private Finance Banking Reform The project has four objectives: (a) to improve Major clements of the project are to: (a) improve the
Development the efficiency of financial intermediation in policy and regulatory framework, especially in areas
C2484 Corporatization Sri Lanka by supporting policy and regulatory affecting mobilization of domestic resources for term

reforms in the financial sector; (b) to assist in investment through commercial channels; (b) a credit
Domestic resource mobilization for long-term component for financing private sector investments;
investmcnt by stimulating the development of and (c) a technical assistance component to: (i) provide
local bond markets; (c) to enable the privatc assistance for the preparation and implementation of
sector to respond to the changing economic various policy reforms including establishing a viable
environment by providing investment finance; bond market; (ii) prepare the state-owned commercial
and (d) to help decpen the financial system banks for restructuring and recapitalization; (iii)
and strcngthen the key players. environmental provide support for implementing new accounting and
industrial standards. auditing standards; (iv) operationalize debt recovery

courts; (v) enhance banking supervision at the Central
Bank of Sri Lanka; and (vi) support implementation of
the new----------------

Pakistan Pakistan Financial Capital markets Assist govemment and financial institutions in The Financial Sector Deepening and Intermediation
Sector Deepening developing a better framework of credit Project will continue and expand the refomi process

in
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Incentives Incentives Components
13808 Non-bank delivery to the private sector, reform of capital started under the Financial Sector Adjustment Loan

financial market and insurance regulations and and support the CGovemment of Pakistan's strategy for
institutions technology. Preparation for the privatization macroeconomic and financial sector reforms, focusing

of ccrtain state-owned financial Institutions on: assisting the private sector to respond to the
changing economic environment by providing non-
subsidizing resources for investments and helping to
deepen the financial system, promote new financial
instruments and strengthen the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) and other financial institutions (Fls). The project
will consist of: a) a line of credit through the
Administrative Unit (AU) to eligible banking and non-
bank financial institutions for on-lending to private
enterprises requiring term finance for all economic
activities except real estate, trading and certain
consumer services; and b) technical training to: I) the
SBP for the enhancement of its regulatory functions
and improvement of its operational systems; 2) the
Corporate Law Authority and Controller of Insurance
for institutional building; 3) Bankers Equity Limited
for the establishment of an AU, implementation of
various studies and enforcement of environmental
standards; and 4) the Privatization Commission for the
preparation of a number of Fls for privatization and/or
restructuring and valuation of State Life Insurance
Corporation.

Pakistan Pakistan Banking Banking To reform banking sector by improving The Banking Sector Adjustment Loan (BSAL) Project
Sector Adjustment privatization and govemance and improving financial discipline provides balance of payments assistance to Pakistan in
Loan 1997 regulation through bank owners, bank regulators, implementing a stabilization program and structural
L4257 markets and the courts. reforms in a distressed banking sector. This operation

supports implementation of major short-term reform
measures in the banking sector that have arrested the
flow of bad loans, curtailed loss-making, and
conserved the assets of nationalized commercial banks
and development finance institutions while they were
being prepared for privatization. reforms measures
includc bringing prudential regulations and financial
disclosure standards to intemational levels to increase
transparency; reducing market distortions to increase
the efficiency of financial intermediation; and
strengthening legal and judicial processes to enable a
more effective enforecment of financial contracts. The
BSAL supports fiscal stabilization, improves the
private sector s access to banking services, and helps
protect those directly affected by the reform process.
Moreover, the BSAL centers around the core issue of
governance in banking.

India India - Container Intemal oversight Strengthening of the commercial approach and The project will: a) improve the institutional
Transport - Board of operational capacity of CONCOR in framework for efficient and competitive container
I ogistics Project, Directors increasingly competitive environmcnt by: i) transport; and b) strengthen the commercial approach
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1994 diversifying shareholder base and and operational efficiency of the Container Corporation

Stakeholders strengthening the commercial orientation by of India (CONCOR) by diluting at least a 5 percent
L3753 - customers divesting 5 percent of the Govemment's share of the Govemment's equity in CONCOR,

-shareholders equity in CONCOR; ii) broadening the broadening the composition of the Board of Directors,
composition of the Board of Directors o to reforming the claim policy to customer needs, and
include non-official directors to improve the providing technical assistance and training
skill base of the Board; iii) reforming claim
policy to meet customers demand; iv) provide
technical assistance and training to improve its
operational commercial, financial and general
management capabilities

IFC - Country Project Requested By Start-end date/ESTD Staff/ Project Description Report Y/N Current
Project completion Time in FY Status
ID 98 Consultant

502318 Chile Corporate Govemment of Chile 12/97 M. Lubrano Advise the Ministry of financial N A
Govemance/ C. working group to prepare an amended
Take-over Morganstein company law and securities regulations
Reform P. Tropper in response to the Enersis scandal. IFC

C. Jordan has met with market participants and
with a working group to establish a
strategic approach and time table for the
proposed legislative initiatives; a work
program has been established. Actual
project work begun in 3rd quarter
(reported 3/98) of fiscal 1998. IFC has
made comments on report of Haeienda
Working Group to Congress. Congress
is now considering legislative language,
responsive law, likely to pass.

502477 Ukraine Corporate Ukraine Securities 1998 - Ongoing A. Torre Participate together with the Securities N A
Govemance Commission J. Rosenbaum and Stock Market State Commission

M. Lubrano (SSMSC), USAID and others, in the
Corporate Govemance Task Force
which function is to coordinate efforts
aimed at converting Ukrainian
cnterprises into joint-stock companies
and promoting an adequate legal
framework for the management and
finance of such enterprises. Also
examine the possibility of establishing a
"Help Desk" to provide advise to the
IFC Project Team and SSMSC on
proposed laws and regulations and
specific problems as they arise.

NJ
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Project completion Time in FY Status
ID 98 Consultant

Armenia Corporate A. Torre Participate together with the Securities
Governance 1. Nieder and Stock Market State Commission,

Berger USAID and others, in the Corporate
M. Lubrano Govemance Task Force which function

is to coordinate efforts aimed at
converting Ukrainian enterprises into
joint-stock companies and promoting an
adequate legal framework for the
management and finance of such
enterprises. Also examine the possibility
of establishing a "Help Desk" to provide
advise to the IFC Project Team and
Securities and Stock Market State
Commission on proposed laws and
regulations and specific probiems as
they arise.
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